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INTRODUCTION

This report is the fifth in a series that is being published by the
KAPSE Interface Team (KIT). The first was published as a Naval Ocean System
Center (b0sC) Report, TD-209, dated April 1982, and is no available through
the National Technical Information Service (NTIS) for $19.58 hard' or
$4.800 microfiche, ask for order number AD Al15 590. All subsequent issues of
the public reports are being issued as volume of kWSC TD-552. The second.
public repor is dated October 1982 and is zo availabe through NIS for
$44.58 hardo'; ask for order mmer AD A123 136. The third is dated October
1983 and is available through NTIS; ask for order nmber AD A141 576. The
fourth is dated 30 April 1984 and will be available through NTIS. This series
of reports serves to record the activities which have taken place to date and
to submit for public review the products that have resulted. The reports are
issued aproximately every six months. They should be viewed as snzapsots of
the progress of the KIT and its companion team, the MAPSE Interface Team from
Industxy and Academia (KITIA) everything that is ready for public review at
a given time is included. These reports represent evolving ideas, so the -
cotents should not be taken as fixed or final.

MEETINGS

Duig this reporting period the tw team net Jointly in July 1984 in
Toronto, Canada, and in October 1984 in Merrimack, New Hanpahire. The
approved minutes from the April, July and October 1984 meetings are included
in this report. As usual, sae of the working groups have also beld
individual meetings beteeen regular Krr./Ia'1IA meetings.

COMMON APSE INTERFACE SET (CAIS)

Since one of the frequently-heard cannets on the CIS was that there
was insufficient public involvement in its review, it was decided to hold two
more public reviews before the scheduled delivery of a CAIS Version 1
documint to the AJPO. Version 1.3 of the CAIS was drafted by the CIS( and
distributed in August in onijunction with a second Public Review meeting on
2 August 1984 in Hyannis, Massachusetts, that was held imeudiately folloaing
the AdaTK meeting there. About 100 people participated and provided the
CAISW with mny useful .a.,ents. A suemary of this meeting and the cammts
made is included in this report.

The following day the key CAIS designers met with Dr. Roert athis,
director of the AJPO. It was decided that, based on the results of the review
the previous day, the wrk would proceed on schedule with a January 1985
delivery to the APO of a documat which would be put forward for ":

stazardization by the three services. It was also decided to hold an
additional publIic review meeting in Novemtber in conjunction with the
Ad&UG/SIGAda 1,eting scheduled for Washington, D.C. In response to this, the
CAISG held a special meeting in October 1984 to produce an additional
revision, CAIS 1.4, of the interface set. That version is included in this
repor .

It was also decided in this time period that the CAIS Version 2 which is
due for delivery to the AJ3O in January 1987 ahould be developed by a
contractor and that the contractor would be selected competitively, although

1-i



it w s determined that parallel cmetitive contracts such as were used to
develop As woud not be ed. A R t for ---- renunt was prepared
:SC and antouncmd in the Camerce Business Daily in September. brd of that
contract is expected in 195.

REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN CRITERIA CRAC)

Wok on the MC has rn, produced a version widch has been accepted by
the KIT and KTI for baselining it now includes all sections anticipated
for the dcLuzunt. That mune that the groump have agreed to the contert in
14 Mept. 1,T October version of the uxlete MC document is included in this
repor. It includes slight revisions of som previously baselined sections, a

P significant re-w~eite (mvrem in terms of style than ontent) of the previously
ba selined section on processes and newly baselined versions of the sections
on the database and on the input and output.

This document is considered to be quite inportant to the future work of
the KIT and KITIA as it eiaasse the e- n to which Version 2 of
the CRIS is to be designed. It is inportant that this receive onsiderable

: public review before work on Version 2 proceeds too far. All comments on that
"p - of this rep= are especially wel cmne.

STANDARDS (STANDWO)

Because of the small nr-ero of erm involved in the Standards Working
Group (SnMUG), it was decided to it its darter with that of the

* Ccupliance Working Group (amw). Reviews of stwaards that my be of
Interest, such as the one i ncl uded in this reot will continue to be
pr odud, lioAer.

POLICY DISCUSSIONS

. Policy issues have continued to be a subject of extreme concern to the
nnnr of the KIT and KITIA. These cro-ae evoked serious discussions at
the July ameting regarding CUS sadritonand how, the DWD should
proceed regarding derivation of I Version 2. These discussions culminated
in an invitation to Dr. Mthis and the three military service program
umages to join the tauts for a discuon at the October meting. Scan of

- these cnerns and IQTIA recxmwdations with regard to them are reflected in
the KITIA proposal for a second (AIS Version 2 contract, whidh is included in
this report

I&T TOOLS

The wk to iypl tme, the AP Interactive monitor (AIM) has continued
with the acquisition of a Data General (IDG) system runing the Ada
DeveLqunt Mnvv'Wit (AM-). The cmpletion of this work will result in an
AIM isplunnation on the DG and is expected in June 1985.

I.1
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KIT/KITIA PAPERS

Only one paper is included in this repor h.ich was generated by an
irdividual iiCer of the KIT or KITIA. This paper, by Dr. Ori Napjus of the
KIT, artiuates saw of the idea widch have been discussed concerning the
concept ofa standard MPSE (i.e., on minimal set of tools whidh are M10
available identically on ALL APSE).

OTHER KIT/KITIA ACTIVITIES

The planning activities for the Ma Run-Tim 3wiraont Working Growp
(ARI'BG) have continued and the attendance has be increasing. There is
growing interest in the c ity in issues which this group is adressing.

The 'ISs Group (CIG) held its first meeting in June in San
Diego. Rebecca ormin (MITRE) ws elected chairperson, and the group made
various decisions regarding hw it would consider the addition of uwers and
what its goals and ode of business would be. A subseunt meeting was held
in Hyanmis in conjunction with the AdaTC meeting there in August and another

.meeting ws planned for the Nov,er AdaTC meeting in Washington, D.C.

CONCLUSION
This Public Report is provided by the KIT and KITIA to solicit camuents

and feedback from thaw who do not regularly particirt on either of the
team. Cacuents on this and all previous reports are erx=asd. They should
be addressed to:

Patricia Oberndorf
Code 423
Naval Ocean System Center
San Diego, CA 92152-50

or sent via APPP/mIEr to POmiDORFCB.

;.
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9-12 APRIL 1984

EM'fz, VA

ATrENDEES: SE APPENDIX A
HhNDOUW: SE APPEI X HB
"W. GOP MBE: SE APPDIXD C
PLANING GROW MEBES SE APPENDIX D

9 APRIL~ 1984 - KITI MEWING

o Herm Fisdcer, KITIA chairperson, brought the meting to order. All
were welcod.

2. GAL BUSINESS

o Herin Fischer gave a presentaion of an Onion Skin Model to add to
discussion of a layering to the KITIA. A CODSIA Report ws made
available to explain the model.

o Discussion of the layered KITIA took place, and it ws decided that
the t- of Judy Kerner and Eli Lb wld be formalized and
presented later in the meeting.

o The question of a Run Tim wrking grup made up of an independent
team ws brought up. This team's objective would be to look into
the issues of Run Time standards, rt necessarily taking as a premise
that we have a Run Time Standard.

o Tricia announced to the guests the named and nuber wrking groups
and enorae the gust to join whichever group theyf seemedI most
interested in.

3. KITIA ME~TrI ADUROH-

10 APRIL 1984 - JOINT KIT/ITIA MEE'IN

1 *OPEINGfl R!IWR1

o Tricia Ofberndorf, KIT diairperson, brought the meeting to order.

* New replacment members and visitors were introduced. Bill Barry of
PECS5A, San Diego is here to replace George Rertson. Tan Conrad
from NUSC is Ron House's replacement. Chgq-Chi Huang of Hughes
is here instead of Jim Ruby. Geoff Fitch from Interuntrics is here
instead of Jim Moloney. New menters are Tony Steadin of ESD, his
alternate Bcb MLuck from rRE and Susan Good from NOI with Tricia.
Visitors/Guests are Ben Brougol of Alsys, Mike Dolbec of Rational,
Larry Druffel of Rational, Gerry Fisher of CSC, Sylvester Fernandez
of Sperry, Dean Herington of Data General and Charles Mcay of XASA/
University of Houston at Clear Lake.

2-1 -
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2. GiERAL BJSINES

. Status of the TI, TRW contracts and E&V task were presented. Hern
took the floor to sumtmrize the KITIA meeting of Monday, 9 April
1984. A discussion of the Onion Model and a layered IT/KITIA were
presented. Antxay Gargaro ws also appointed temporary chair of the
Run Tim Planning Group.

3. NAM WORUM GROW RRWRS

o Jack Kramer of the CISW discussed that CRIS version 1.2 would be
delayed. Ayedp- are work done on mandatory and
discretionary security and distribution/work stations. Projected
work includes dcanges due to comments. (IS Version 1.2 will be
due next quarter and will include dunges from 1.1 to present. At
next meeting plans are to discuss remaining items for 1.3. A CAISWG
fbr w'rkszhcp is being planned for 2 August at the Hyannis AdaTC.

* Hal Hart of the RAOG discussed the RAC's approval as an action item
for the meting. Armplisbtt are the rewrite of the RAC(17 Feb)
based on the January meeting, the develpment, distribution,
collection and analysis of the 17 responses, and the revision of the
document 23 Mardh 1984. Unresolved problems are sections 4 and 6
Projected work is the aproval of section 4 and 6, to begin the

r rationale for the RAC, and begin evaluation of the CRIS against
the RAC. Item due next quarter is a complete approved RAC document.
Presentation planned for next meeting is status of the document.
Discussion of procedures for approving/disaprovirq the RAC then
tock place. Tricia also expressed her disappointmen in only 17
responses to the earlier draft.

* Arm Reedy of S=WD discussed items due this quarter. Se reported
that a decision was mde to make a preliminary analysis of the STEN
document. There is currently a draft of these analyses. The
unresolved problem is primarily a long term work sdedule.
Projected work includes a cross reference for the RAC and a
presentation by Frank Belz of TR's PA-APSE work at the next meeting.UEverything else is TBD.

. Ron Jcdnson aid memers of the GRZkG are currently wtrking on a draft
. of 4 chapters of the documet. They have cu to find out that after
,." looking at the users guide to Iransportabilty there is more than the

CAIS to sining a tansportable tool set. The -ore they investigate
the sore they find out they need to look into. The group is in hopes
of having a complete draft of a Guidelines And Criteria document by
December, entitled "A User's Guide to Ada Transportability."

. Rudy Krutar of the D3 stated the cobined glossary is due this
quarter. Drafts are available. Accomplishments are an established
definitions pool, a draft of the CAIS glossary, and a combined
glossary for the RAC and CAIS. Unresolved problems are moving the
definitions pool to KLB, and the KIT/KITIA review of the cobined
glossary. Projected work for next quarter is an additon of the
S.CtW terms to the glossary and the open definitions pool for the
KIT/KITIA. Item due next quarter are TBD. Presentations planned for
next meeting are how to use the definitions pool. Dission of a
glosry for every document and format for definitions followed.

2-2



e Be rnie Abram of the STAMM stated that a draft d'hrter is due this
quarter. I a l 1t-,-s thiA queaer ae reviw of the Meta Spae,
COD 4120.3 and MM SED 962. Unresolved problem are CRIS compliance
to MIL 9M 962 and personnel. Clarification s amide as to the role
of the SW lk, to make an "offici." docuiit and not to Waks sure
everyme biilds a standard CIS. Wok fr next quimter is to review
the CRIS f=r comp]i ancs and review existing standards for conflict.

e Tim inrxist of COMM stated that this group is still in the
fow latin stage. There are no real it m due this quarter.
Activities are the relatweni and the CIS and the
sezantics of the CRIS. Unresolved poblain are taking th charter
of the COMM and defining a set of deliverables, deciding Qiat
standards relate and Ofiguraton ,mnaguxn of the COMM activities/
tradcing different versicos. Projected work is a deliverables list.

4. .ANUtNEMSRM

Ce a4 rkshop last June - priIatsare asked to review their sections.

e Public Report IV closes 30 April. People with individumL papers ahould
give thm to thir working group chairs.

e CIS comnrits and responses will be available the wek of 16 April in

o RAW is another surce for the Public Rort III, mst is 35 dollars..

* A proposal for the CAIS lulxnosGroup is in the works. A meeting is
scheduled for early June. Tricia does not plan to head it. She just
plans to have a kick-off meeting in hopes the group will ocganise
and start itself.

':* • A Humn Factors wokshop is being hosted by MA in early My by
invitation only. Talk to Ja* Kramr for mzoe n.

o I= anounced a conference in Ada i l in E rmunts for
mid October. Topics include education, prguu n tediques.
design mehdologies, er structures, and distributed
eVirmunts. Paper. due 15 May.

o Rocky DMtain Institute of Software ~gxeigis hosting a
,.for-mm for 16-31 July. A Occplete brodue is available
t.rough Tricia.

oe C @IS nukde the Government Computer Nons, April 1964.

e The K Ma policy statent mde the Language Control Fcility
Newsletter for the Ada Jovial Wmkng Group.

e There will be a CRIS session at Ada urops, Brussels this June.

e The question ws asked if anyone would be interested in X3Hl-
the group working on the 0CSM docunent.

0 An invitation to join under the C2CSA/C .RL committee to work
on model screen driven operation systems was anrvunced.

2-3
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1984July 16-19 TorontoOctber 1-4 Ne, Hmpure/ San Francisc

* 1985
January San Diego
April Waingtcm D.C.
July San Francisco
Septsier Cnnecticut/Teas/United Kingo (7)

1986

January San Diego

6. MM BUSIMESS

e Tricia expressed her thanks from the group to Ron Jhr asn, the mseting
ho t, an the nice arrangumt.

* There ws a proosal from Tim Lyons for a birds of a feather session
on formal definitions of the C.IS. A grpa. was formed and a meeting

o Nwuttered orking Group Chairs ware infomed to tact Ddbie Barba
for umil forwrarding drcois

• . 7. AMEMS FRM BRPA. SMCPIAR

0Brian oumwnde the group an its acozlishments and1 informed
everyon of his moving towards education and training and less
involvement with the KIT/KITA.

.-.

-,8. MDRNnG IUMW

9. :90 ROMM AND CtRITDIA VOYM

e Discussion of approval of the dcment and format of the vote took
place. The vote vms taken in written ballot to the following statemnt.

i - Resolved: This section of the RAC dcument subsataly
represents the correct set of rurm for

L- the CIS, and sall, be placed under configuration

managemewnt ard in Public Report IV.

The vote ws taken in silent ballot for section 2,3,5 and 7 ( 4 and 6
wre ptional).

I,."

a10. LU.X

2-4
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kIWOMY, 11 APRIL 1984

12. N U.EM W 1l ORJP G'MflS L

13. BD K

14. Nuem wmam Gnw~J mcanals

15. JomIr KTrr R/ A DIS:msiCt"

9 The RAC votes e presented, and the MAC docmnt. sections 2,3, 5 and 7
will be placed un f igu and in Public Report IV.
Thw sections 2,3,5 and 7 were approved with couments. Tricia stated
that she sees a conflict in coLplete and 90 I&T. The RAC right now reads
for co lete I&T. She also strongly suggests that W3 put up on the net
the differences beten operating systems and interfaces.

e Secti n 7 ws presented by Nick Baker, and it was decided that the
entire section disappear and be incorated in other existing
Sections.

. Section 5's num is changed to Execution Facilities. Presentation
and discussion of the initiation, termaticn, comunlcation and
sydarnization issues of this section tock place. Also discussion of
the vote ahere that puts the dcuent occured.

* Section 6 was also presented and discussed. (hanges e and ide to
add in the future to the documnt were discussed in each part of this
section.

o Section 4 was presented by Tim Lyans with discussion. Decisions made
by the group are on the following topics: basic level of dynmic database
abstractio niani..m, affirtion of obec' '.s ne r
approach, uni-and-bi-directiona1 relationships, objects never die
(they jut b inaccessible and ti h to these objects
In bx a unaffected), detailing of reationshi typ, mny-t-mny
discussion, move security, processes in 5 should have relations to 4.
and other dbzin's (as a measure of capability not as a requiremewt it
be used as such. ) Issues to address are objec/relationshp/attrbte
identity/-select/oerations, detailing of je , relaton i and
attribute operatins, tas io and dynamic access synchrnization,
and integrity, bac-up, archiving, and histcry.

THURDAY, 12 APRIL 1984

16. LUIX AND TE CRIS: ISESM AND DISaBSICN

a Eli Lamb first presented a Unix tutorial then went on to describe the
"otivation for a Unix-based approach (timely, credible, and economical).

h Rich Thall then spoke of the problem with using Unix as a base. He
bought up the issues as technical vs. administrative. Issues include
what definition is to be used and whto su;Vorts the product.

' Eli went on to clarify the Unix System 1/0 and taski and to escbe
the problem of Unix's System Support for tasking.

2-5
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*in s L umnary the CRS approach based on existing system is attractive.
C"ncerns are control and technical. The technical concerns are
ox nria table. The ALS and AIE are both reasonably otiqatible with
the Unix-based approach. The issues are a schedule and the ecooics
of the CRIS.

17. NAW ONU3 GRXW MMI4GS

18. IcI/KIT p SEPARATE METnWIS

e At the KETIA meeting a discussion and vote took place as to the idea of
a layered KETIA. No view points wre presented by Eli and Judy. The
vote was taken, and it was decided to have NO dtange to the KITIA. It
is assmed that the KrIA chair retains the power to invite guests on

* a limited basis.

e There wa a review of the Onion Mdel to clarify the organization and
role of the KITIA mmbuers. Herm asked for input on guests and will tryL to keep the nuaber of guest betbeun 4 and- 6.

19. URam

20. NUER5zw wom Gww mIafl

21. KIT/KXTIA WAP UP AND CIS SnWZ

e The CAIS shedule was discussed and an updated version will be available
on the ARPANEr. Public Report IV papers are Fitch's papers on nmrxatory
and disoretiona-y access cntrols and Larry Yelowitz's paper on formal
semantics.

e DEM stated that they are nuarly at a consensus on Definitions for the
CAIS to be in Public Report IV and the RAC document.

* STCMG stated the draft of the definition for the term APSE for DE1w
and the status report of =MG will be put in Public Report IV.

o CA00 will have a GAC dcunt for review in Toronto.

o STNbAG *s repot wa of their original repor with the announcnment
Fa of a nsw mauer, Tony Stedmn, and discussion of their relation to the

0 0 accmlishad their deliverables list. They plan to have a draft of
obJectives for the CVG in Toronto and ne for the KIT/KITTA at the

SOctober KIT/KTA meting.

. RO discussed the appearinc of the RC in Public Report IV. A consensus
vae arrived at to let Tricia and Hal ake public the RAC document with an
explanation as to epected dhang.es The PAC schedule ws then presented.

C 22. MELTIBn AD70URM

2-6
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mI/nmTI Meeting
9-12 April 1984

KIT AttwaSes:

MA Ddibie TRW

BMW,. Bill

BEU Frank TRW

* U1Rsm iiuiry AEWL/AAAF

FERGSON4. Jay DO
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FROMI1OD, Barbara C8

~.suan N=C

HNKRISON, Tim TO~MuIStruh

* HAM, Hal TRW

WONSI, Larry X

KEW, Elizabeth mD/o

KPA1MR, Jajdc IDA

P7aLIR. RL~y N

Lnku", Larry A

MEUI Do to

* ~ M2=,W Gil NOWC

MEIRS,~ Philip t~~

* PEEZ, Shirley F;sA-I1

SCHAAR Brian AJPO
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TAYWB., Guy
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GAULAM, Larry P'SS/E/DS Georgia Tedi

.1

GLISMM~, Steme Aerospace Corp.

am=, Qwxg-dhL aLVu Aircraft Co.

HLVIMEr, Dianun& Control Data Corp.

JOHNfE, Ron Boeing Aerospace Co.

KEMM, Judy llordui Systu

tAHMEN, Pekd~a Oy Softplan AB

%'..

LM, J. Eli Bell Labs

LMMD=JST, Tim Virginia Institute of Teduwlogy

LXUS Tim Software Sciences Ltd.

IMI Erhard TABM

,'.
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MO ,Am PRC

XMIIK, Andy

The Ntherlands
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Draft 23 Mmrch 1964.

2. DrauftS ition of the Comon AP Interfae SetC(IS) Version 1.1.1o
9 April. .94.
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RJNG mutbers:

ABRMS Bernard Gmminn Aeroc Cap.
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FELLDS Jon System Develpzet Cwp.

WNM Sylvester Sperry
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FlSER, Gerry

EOMMNt FWy Hazeltine Crp.
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H*w, Hal T

in hUImw, Dean. Data General

* IVAW1, Owzj-dhi Huoie Aircraft Co.

Jcia" RM Boeing Aeropac Corp.

"a~rm, Larry A
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KIT/KITIA Meeting
16-19 Juig 1984
Toronto, Canto

ATTENDEES: See Appendix A
HANDOUTS: See Appendix B

16 July 1984

i. Numbered Working Group Meetings 0800-1200

2. Named Working Group Meetings 1300-1700

*16 July 1984 -KITIA MEETING

I. Norm Fischer, KITIA chairperson, brought the meeting to order.

2. Heri reviewed the status of the KITIA which he believed was about half complete regarding its
original charter. The KITIA may want to identify new goals for future activity.

3. A discussion of Gerry Fisher's comments in Ada LETTERS followed. Although a time warp was
evident between when the article was written and when it was published, the KITIA felt the
concerns regarding the ALS were stilt valid. The CAIS has made steady progress but the focus is
still in the paper realm.

4. GENERAL BUSINESS

* There has been no KIT IA objection to the thirty member limit.

* The KITIA chair requests feedback on the need for an implementors board.

a Olivier Roubine will be joining the KITIA as a representative of the EEC. Teiedyne htn . rO5IQne
* their seat on the KITIA. Mike Kamrad is the Honeywell representative ano Chenq.-Cht Huang is

present for Hugnes Aircraft.

o Anthon Gargaro summarized the background and status of the Run-Time Planning Group (RiNP,.
which will meet the day after the KIT/KITIA meeting. They expect to have a prclirmnaru rierlor

*! for the next SIC Ada meeting. The emphasis of this meeting is to establish a ch arter and goals.

e A CAIS Implementor's Group held their initial meeting in San Diego. The group is cor.ipo$zeo et
companies and organizations that may implement the CAIS. Rebecca Bo'werman was elected as
the Chairperson of +he group at this first meeting

5. KITIA CAIS Policy and Direction
SEli Larmb offer( -ore, tonsideratis regarding the CAIS. With the ::econd :;bc Re,,.:v of

,Ale scheduled for Hyannis the KITIA may ,want to examine the >.5;S fr', 'he ,,-s, .. ,-
,'he AtE, The .LS, r s..ome compilers for a diffornt perspe.o.cti,.,ve rrd Co: e .rse.3 -,er.n
'hat 4he ... .-mill not listen to offered oriticismiopinions and will o ariead with M1L.- T, ro Zr'

",r~e., 4ljtin from Yersions 1.1 ,1 2 but without significant ,.riane . ' . 4 -hr4,,d
cons;der drafting a recomrnmenrded policy "or tonseratior bj 'he 4JP2I.
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* The present policy is vague in certain areas and totally lacking in others. F.)r examr.le, aCAIE
that is "upwards compatible" would be great but do we know enough now io define a reasonaole
base for the next ten years? How do we go from our old system to Ada? Are subsets allowed
and how can compliance be established for subsets? The lack of working prototypes is a
significant issue: we need operational experience. Additional concerns within the Ada community
are the level to which the interfaces we defined, the impact of the CANS on the overall oda

S , Program (will it slow down the utilization of Ada), how to get industry to implement the CAIS.
and if in fact a CAIS is technically and politically viable.

* Edgar Stley stated if we do not have a Standard soon we will have many problems in Ada with
interoperability.

e Tim Lyons presented the STONEMAN concept of building the environment around the latabase.
Without a database concept the CANS is fairly conventional. Since we understand conventional
systems it is feasible to standardize the CAIS. But since we have no experience on environrrments
built around a database we really don't know how it should look or work in practice and we

. desparately need experimentation in this area. Standardization normally builds on existing
implementations of which we have none so th 'CAIS becomes a design exercise, not just a
standardization effort. Since the DoD is going to standardize the CAIS the KITIA should try i

Smake it asg ood as it can possibly be.

# e Tricia Oberndorf reviewed- the DoD development schedules of the AlE, the ALS, and the ALS/N,
9 , the STARS concern for near-term interfaces and VHSEC commitments to a fun CAiS. The CAIS
. .development and standardization effort becomes a focal point for these various pro rams.

Eli Lamb presented some alternatives for consideration including:
- definition of an evolutionary path to a standard CAIS
- wait for more prototypes for evaluation
- start over at a lower level or use an existing base such as UNIX

- ~ dfn suset for Mi-back implemnentations

6. Herm Fischer prepared a KITIA ballot for the following issues. KITIA results are included.

-l * Should the CAIS become a Military Standard in January 1985?
Yes - 9 No -3 Later-9

- e0 Should the KITIA offer to sponsor the ARTEWG/RUuPG?
Yes - 13 No - 7 Abstain - 2

* Should the KITIA lobby for a tCAIS'ed" UNIX in quasi-public domain (a 4a Berkley)?
Yes - 18 NO- 3 Abstain- I

.* * Should the CAIS become a Military Standard in January 1985?
Yes- 5 No- 17 Abstain- I

e Should the CAIS becorne a Draft ML-STD in January 1985?

-. Yes - 17 No - 6 Abstain - 0
.a .

. 7. MEETING ADJOURNED

C17 July 1984 - Joint KIT/KITIA Meeting

1. Tricia Oberndorf, KIT chairperson, brought the meeting to order.
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2. GENERAL BUS'NESS

* The following new members of the KITIA were welcomed: Michael Horton MDC), Mike Karnrad
(Honeywell), and Charlie Pow (Lockheed). Paul Riley (Data General) and Kathy Gilroy (Harris)
were Invited guests.

e Texas Instruments is responding to an RFQ for extension to allow the AIl implemetation to
proceed using the Ada Development Environment. CAIS type interfaces are also being analyzed.
A contract mod is in progress to TRW to continue support until the RFP for the NOSC support
contract is available. The CAIS Version 2 Design RFP is in contracts for release for a potential
January award.

* Herm Fischer summarized the results of the preceding night's KITIA meeting including the -7,
results of the KITIA ballot (presented above). -2

* Jinny Castor reported on the Evaluation and Validation program (see handout). The E-& -V
Quarterly report is now available. A procurement for CAIS Validation work is expected in
August.

* Ada Europe is producing a HAPSE selection guide following the format of the compiler

selection guide. The MAPSE selection guide may be available by the end of the year.

3. WORKIN GROUP REPORTS

* R ACWO
- Sections 2&3 received tot 90% approval and sections 5&7 about 70W approval at the

April meeting. Sections 4&6 are expected to be baselined this quarter. Draft rationales
for Sections 4&5 are in progress. Expect a votable RAC for the next meeting.

t'. * CAISW-
Expect a Version 1.3 to be completed in this quarter. Mandatory and discretionary

,.access control have bee added. The CAI$ has ben reformatted to omply with

ML-STD document format. Better semantics have been provided with additional
clarification of the node and process models. Responses to previous CAIS comments are
being formulated. A second Public Review of the CAIS is scheduled for Hyannis at "he
SlOAda meeting. A CAIS Panel was conducted at the Ada Europe meeting ouring ,vrnch
valuable feedback was received.

A.

*, eDEFWG
- Drafted and submitted for review a draft Glossary for use in KIT/KIT IA documents

which will be published in the Public Report. The definitions pool will be moved to ECLS
for KIT/KITIA access. Additions to the pool to include STONEMAN cited terms will be
added in the next quarter.

6 STONEWG
- A STONEMAN Analysis Report and a Status Report were provided for the Public Peiew

The Status Report contains an outline for a revised STONEM AN docurnent. A .oPjp
resides on the KIT-INFORMATION account and ,ornmmts are reque-ste,,J

6 ST ANDVG
- Reviewed existing standards for comparison to the CAIS. Expeet future nork to be

merged with the COP'WG efforts.
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eCOMPWG
*. - Preparing a draft CAIS versus RAC analysis. Plan to define i CAiS semantics

description technique, develop a Guidelines and Conventions for implementors, and
complete a STONEMAN versus RAC analysis.

Ii. .GACWG
- Drafted "A User's Guide to Ada Transportability" outline. Expect to have a draft for
review for the October meeting. Continuing problem of availability of personnel

4. GENERAL AMOOIJNCEMtENTS

* Judy Kerner advised the KIT/KITIA that IEEE has a working group on Ada as a PD1. A draft of
their work is expected to be available at the August $1GAda meeting.

* Hal Hart reminded the members about the Future APSE Workshop scheduled for Santa £ar. ra
in September and that AdaTEC has been elevated to a Special Interest Group and is now S$C Ada.

* Tricia Oberndorf reported on the following topics:

- The latest Public Report is in reproduction for distribution.

- As a result of the May Tri-Servic review the ST ARS program is looking to strengthen
the area of software reliability and may have FY-85 funding to support this effort.

- A CAIS Implementors Group (CI1) has been formed and held its first meeting in San
Diego (hosted by Data General). Rebecca Bowerman (MITRE) was elected3 chairperson and plans future meetings i Hyannis and Washington D.C. This group
expects to generate some point papers for AJPO based on the results of their
implementation efforts. This group is independent of the KIT/KITIA and is basically
composed of CAB implementors. Contact R. Bowerman for additional details.

- Hank Steubing of the JSSEE will make available their "Operational Concept Document"

* for review and feedback.

- A second Public Review of the CAIS will be held at Hyannis, MA with errphasis on
feedback from the audience on the major features of the document such as the node
model, process, I/0, and non-technical issues. Working groups in each of these area s
will be formed to address specific topics and formulate recommenations. The emphasis
will focus on the concepts rather than specific details.

- There will be a meeting of the Runtime Planning Group Thursday evening and Friday;
contact A. Gargaro for details as attendence is limited.

- Bob Mathis and the AJPO art interested in compari the CAIS and different operating
systems; any analysis previously performed is welcomed.

- The future meeting schedule stands as:
- 1994 Oct. 1-4 in Merrimac NH
- 1985 Jan. 14-17 in San Diego

Apr. 15-1Sin Washington D.C.
Jul. 8-11 in San Francisco area
Sep. 23-26 i Rhode Island

* & 2-20
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-1986 Jan. 13-16 in San Diego
*Apr. 14-17 in Atlanta

Jul. 7-10 to be determined (Schenectady, NY)
Sep. 22-25 to be determined (Twin Cities, MN)

- 1987 Jan. 19-22 San Dieg

4. BREAK

5. TECHNICAL REPORTS

* Tom Conrad (NUSC) reported on the status of the Joint Service Software Engineering
Environment plans for development of a Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM) and an
Operational Concept Document (OCD) as the high level planning documents for the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI). The EI, which is expected to be announced in the fall, will be
responsible for implementing the requirements formulated by the JSSEE.

* Dennis Cornhill (Honeywell) presented results of their experiences with Ada for distributed
targets. Their goal was a realization of an "Ada machine" through the integration of a number of
heterogeneous processors. The methodology was to complete a detailed partitioning of software
prior to the detailed design phase. The partitioning was based on packages, subprograms, named
blocks, tasks, objects (variables, constants, etc.) and instantiations of generic units. It was
found that a preliminary functional partitioning was required before the detailed design phase.
Configuration control during the functional allocation phase was maintained by basing the
configuration change on the accepted partitiont chang. The partitioning was made on
application functional boundaries.

* Bernie Abrams (Grumman) reported on a survey conducted for STANDWG to see if the CAiS is
conflicting or redundant with existing standards. The results 'were that although there are a
number of organizations that issue standards (ANSI, ANS, DoD, FPS, IEEE, MIL-STD) there is
presently no standard comparable to the CAIS. The closest document may be the ANSI 3XHI
Operating System Command & Response Language effort that is ongoing.

* Rudy Krutar reported on the construction of a schema for maintenance of definitions in i poo
for the DEF'G. Queries can be obtained for sources which will list terms or for the gloszar, -

which lists the glossary. A standard data entry format has be" identified.

6. BREAK FOR LUNCH.

7. RAC DISCUSSION. *.

* Tim Lyons (Software Sciences Ltd.) gave presentations on the level of the CAIS interfaces and
the merger of database and filing system concepts. A transcript of these presentations is to be

made for KIT/KITIA availability.

* Hal Hart (TRW) summarized the Requirements and Criteria (RAC) efforts and distributed a
copy of the latest RAC Section 4 contents. Issues for consideration include exact names versus
exact identifiers, data integrity area definition and consistent terminology.

S. REORGANIZE INTO WORKING GROUPS.

[.5

Wednesday, 18 July

9. CONTINUE WORKING GROUPS
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10. CONTINUE RAG DISCUSSIONS

*Frank Belz (TRW) summarized current requirements for data management. These include- a reans of retaining data
- a means of creating and operating on data
- a derip"tion of data (which may be operated upon)
- a separation of relationships and properties from both their existence and the tools that

operate on them
- a way to develop new data by inheriting properties of existing data

II. ADJOURN FOR DAY

Thrdy 19 Jul

12. CONTINUE "WORKING GROUP MEETINGS.

13. TECHNICAL PRESENTATUXIS

C * Andy Rudmik (GTE) presented the status of their work on a Distributed Software Engineering

Control Process. An integral part of this effort required definition of an interface set
comparable to the CAIS. Analysis results thus far indicate the CAIS interface level is the most
appropriate for inplementation. This project now has a working prototype with approximately
300 packages.

*Frank Selz (TRY) presented the status of the Prototype Advanced APSE task being performed
for the Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC). This task calls for a prototype implenentation of
CAM interfaces and integration of selected tools utilizing these interfaces. The host
environment is a VAX/UNIX system. Results of this effort will be provided to NOSC for
coidration by the CAISYG.

a e Jack Kramer (Instiute for Defense Analyses) chaired a summary of current changes to 'he
CAIS and future directions for expansion.

* 14. KITIA MEETING.

a Herm Fischer (Litton), KITIA chair, conducted a KITIA meeting. KIT members were invited to
1. lattend. Herm reviewed the previously voted issues and discussed the benefits of a "CAISd

S "UNIX" implementation which could be accomplished in various ways including A,.!PG contracts or
grants to universities. Nerm suggested the KITIA should look to future directions as i group
possibly considering the areas of methodology, risk reduction or prototype deyelopment.
Subsequent discussion by the KITIA recommended formulation of a risk reduction proposal for

- submission to the AJPO.

1 . .BREAK FOR LUNCH.

16. REOROANIZE INTO WORKING GROUPS.

17. WORKING GROUP REPORTS.

STONEYO - Herb Wilknan (Raytheon) will be Joining this group which will continue its nr- on

formulation of a STONEMAN II document.

.* a OACYG - plans to expand its outline of a Guidelines and Conventions document.
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e *A"R G - expects to obtain consensus on RAC Sections 4-5 in Auqust+.

* DEFO - solicited KIT /KITIA support for commonality of terminolog'j among KIT /K IT A A
documents and requested membw input via NET for expansion of definition pool.

s COMP'G - will continue analysis of the CAIS versus the RAC documents to help identify ny
inconsistencies between these documents. Also expects to initiate work in conformance areas
and to identify related policy and technical issues.

eST ANDYG - will continue work in specification analy sis.

18. CLOSING REMARKS.

e Herm Fischer (Litton) indicated the results of the KITIA vote for future direction supported the
risk reduction proposal.

e No major problems were identified with the April meeting minutes. i%

* KIT/KITIA gratitude was expressed to Lucas Maglieri (National Defense Headquarters, Canada)
for a superb job as meting host.

19. MEETING ADJOURNED.
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APPENDIX A
ATTENDEES

KIT/KITIA MEETING

KIT Attendns:

BARRY, Bill FCCSSA-SD

BELZ, Frmnk TRY

CASTOR, Jinny AFYAL/AAAF

CONRAD, Torn NUSC

FERouSON, Jay o
. FITCH, Geoff Intermetrics

HARRISON, Tim Texas Instruments

HART, Hal TRY

JOHNSON, Do SoftWrigts

JOHNSTON, Larry NADC

KEAN, Elizabeth RAOC/COES

S.- KRAMER, Jack IDA

KRUTAR, Rudy

LOPER, Warren NOW

MAGLIERI, Lucas National Defense Hq., Canada

MILLER, Jo NYC

"MUNCK, Bob MITRE

* 3MYERS, Philip NAYELEX

OBERNDORF, Tricia NOWC

* -PEELE, Shirley FCDSSA-DN

TAYLOR, Gu FCDSSA-DN

STHALL, Rich SofTech

WLDER, Bill PMS-408

L;
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KITIA Attendees:

ABRAMS, Bernie Grumman

BAKER, Nick McDonnell Douglas

CORNHILL, Dennis Honeywell/SRC

DRAKE, Dic IBM

FISCHER, Herm Litton

FREEEDM AN, Roy Hazeltine

GARGARO, Anthony CSC

GL ASEM AN, Steve Aerospace

HUANG Cheng-Chi Hughes

HORTON, Michael SDC

JOHNSON, Ron Boeing

KAMR AD, Mike Honeywell/SRC

KERNER, Judy Norden

LAMB, Eli Bell Labs

LINDQUIST, Tim Virginia Tech

LYONS, Tim Software Sciences Ltd.

McGONAGLE, Dave General Electric

MORSE, H. R. Frey Federal Systems

PLOEDEREDER, Erhard Tartan Labatorles

POW, Charley Lockheed ,%

REEDY, Arn PRC

RUDMIK, Andy GTE

SIBLEY. Edgar AOG Sjstems Corp. t

WREGE, Doug Control Data Corp.
? : .I .

- KITIA Guest:

GILROY, Kathy Harris Corp.

RILEY, Paul Data General
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:., APPENDIX B - M1EET lEG HANDOUTS

5. 1. CABS Standards Su-v x Coord*inatuon Report, 9 ,July 1984.

2. E&V Status Report, not dated.
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KIT/KITIA mnINamS l
1-4 OCraM 1984

Mrimadc, New Haipuhire

4..

ATTNDES: See APPENDIX A

2 OCMC6ER. 1984 - JOINT IIT/KITIA MEErIM

1. GENERAL BUSINESS

0 Introduction of visitors and new representatives were made.
* Cbservers from Los Alamos were weloanud. Ls Alamos is pursuing
a CAIS inplementaticn on Unix.

e Evaluations of the bids for the KIT Support ontract have been
oamleted.

o The AIM contract has been extended for eight to nine mmths.

o An E&V procurement for support of the team is imminent.

0 DIANA maintenance has been contracted to Intermtrics. ..

2. NAMED WO NG GROUP REPORTS

0 cAISW
Jack Kramer amounced John Long of TRW is now supporting the CAIS
effort at I.D.A. Completed projects this quarter ware the ChIS
version 1.3 and the MaTEC CAIS review in Hyannis. havisicns have
begun on CAIS 1.3 to couplete version 1.4 for next quarter. CAIS
version 1.4 is due for typeset in January and will be delivered to
Bob Mathis. Presentations for next quarter are a status of the CAIS
docuWIent as a military standard and progress on the ac panying
rationale. Jack also requested additional help to work with Tim
Harrison on the I/O section of the CRIS.

o RACWG
Sections 4,5, and 6 of the RAC document were scheduled for a vote,
but section 4 was deferred until next quarter. Also an action item
from the July meeting was raised, stating that the group was
dissatisfied with the treatment of security. The group extracted
functional rLuliruments fram the "orange book" and stated that the
RAC naunclature was inconsistent with definition of terme in the
"orange bxk". Projected wrk includes obtaining approved sections of

.-
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all requirements chapters, which will be attached to the CAIS Version 2
RFP. Also planned is a more formal procedure for configuration management
and the developuent of a rationale for the RAC.

oMM
Due this quarter was a combined glossary and an inclusion of SIUMM
terms. Completed work includes a definition tool on E CL and a review of
the glossary over the ARPANET. Projected work includes adding STUN
term to the glossary when a revised version of SWINEMAN is couplete,
opening a definition tool on the ARPANET for use by other team mibers,
and a requirments and criteria glossary update. A presentation is
scheduled for next quarter on using the definition tool. Other actions
include a decision that "orange book" definitions take precedence over

"? all other definitions.

• "- Anti Reedy discussed the its, due this quarter which included a revision
of a very rough draft of SIMIMAN II and to review the tool set section.

Rn Johnson expressed difficulty with availability of personnel, which
has been slowing the progess on drafts for al. -Iapters of "A User's Guide
to Ada Transportability". The group expanded resources to include other
guides and convenLos and are currently wrking on detailed outlines of

" these. Projected work for next quarter is editing and completing all
[] chapters of the guide and a description of the user's guide. Tricia stated

the possibility that same CAISWG mmbers might support the GPO3 during
the next quarter.

0 CCHM
*Tim Linquist focused on a draft on standards related to the CAIS and

discussed CAIS conformance and semantics.

3. GEERAL Abxng11~EN1Ts

0 Tricia norted the absence of San Diego TIR representatives, considering
that Jack Foidl's daughter, Andrea, had recently undergone heart surgery,
and suggested sending a post card to her.

* Please check nvuster KIT/KITIA address listing and make any necessary
corrections.

" Susan Good is now Susan Ferdman and is working in Philadelphia as a
consultant for the CAIS until the middle of this month.

* There have been obvious problem with ECLS, due to moving the machine,
which forced the utilization of a much slower circuit. When the MILNEr
is up again, the no host address will be 26.7.0.65.
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9 SIGAda elections results indicate Anthony Gargaro is the new SIGCda
chairperson and Hal Hart is the vice-chair for Liaison.

o Our ca nents on the JSSEE OCD were received. The chairperson, Eank
Stuebing, emptasized that the KIT/KITIA stxxl be aware of two
i-qportant points:

a. The OCD is a user's view of SEE, and any reference to imPlement-
ation is only for illustration.

b. Also, the OCD is not a follow-on to the 5'CHMA, since the OCD is
a user's view of SEE and SnMMAN is an irplsintor's view of APSE.

* A Future APSE Workshop was held in Santa Barbara and, although the CAIS
was discussed, it was not the focal point. Ehlasis was more on a
parallel with JSSEE and a user's view of advanced capabilities. All
working group chairs are coordinating reports of wrking grops' "-"
discussions and a summary should be contained in a special Ada Letters
sametime in the spring.

4. MEETIM IC SCHILE

1985
January 14-17 San Diego
April 15-18 Washington D.C.
July 8-11 San Francisco
Septenter 23-26 Rhcde Island

1986
January 13-16 San Diego
April 14-17 Atlanta
July 7-10 Schenectady, NY
September 22-25 Minneapolis/St. Paul

1987
January 19-22 San Diego

Oki

5. DEFINITIONS AND DISCUSSINS

- "Orange Book" Glossary:
It was determined by WG2 that the definition of "object" should be
changed to "entity" throughout the RAC, considering the fact that
the "orange book" terms have precedence over all other definitions

-" and its definition of "object" did not mesh with the group's intended
use of the word.

" DEFG Terminology Issue Resolution:
Jack Kramer reviewed the problems with terms and definitions in the
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*: glossary. The definition of "process" was discussed in reference to
the "orange book" and in the RPAC. Several opinions and responses
about conflicts in definitions were expressed and an effort was nede
to determine exactly what was needed. Tricia asked DEEW to obtain
information frcm the people at the meeting to distinquish the term
and definitions and also to design a procedure for collecting and
reviewing these terms.

6. SEPARATE MEETINGS ON RAC SECTICNS

3 OCTOBER 1984

7. CAIS HYANNIS REVIEW REPORT

e Node model discussions concentrated on standard attributes,
,. distributed systems, and access control.

e Process model discussions emphasized the blocking/nonblocking

issue.

e Security discussions centered on the need for a consolidated
approach.

e Input/output discussions included magnetic tape support,
pragmatics, standards, and queue nodes.

* Non-technical discussions centered on the pros and cons of
I "military standardization according to the current schedule.

8. STRATEGY DISCusSIoNs WITH o6'S AND BOB MIS

o Tricia welca ed Bill Wilder of the Navy representing Captain Boslaugh,
Bob Mathis (the director of AJPO and STARS), Brian Schaar (the Navy
deputy to the AJPO), Col. Nidiffer of the Air Force, and Jim Hess of
the Army. Discussion began with the CATS introduction and general
strategies for furthering the Ada program.

e Fran the Hyannis Review, concerning the original plan of submitting
a military standard in January 1985, it was decided to submit to the
A31O a candidate for standardization instead.

- - e Herin Fisher reviewed the discussion of the July meeting and the major
ideas he and Eli Lamb expressed: (1) the CAIS draft due in January

• "should not be standardized, (2) prototyping should be the next object
of contracts, (3) Eli's alternative look at a risk reduction contract.

. Key issues of the risk reduction contract were to capitalize on industry's
.IL [.current ideas and to create scm type of CAIS subset to be compatible

with industry and allow tool transportability.
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E n Bob Mthis expressed the STARS objective to develop the best Software

Engineerirg Et (SEE) by the erd of the decade in two phases
and have it installed on a service project.

" The majority agreed on the need for an interface standard, however
disagreements arose concerning the strategy necessary to achieve this,
the time constraints involved considering other evrcumnts being
developed, and how to keep industry's suport and interest by clarifying
the market.

" Rich Thall of Sofech suggested a proposal for advancing the Ada
environent standard by developing two parallel standards: (1) the
first step was to put an Ada environient on top of an existing
operating system and achieve transportability this way, (2) the next
issue was a cm= APSE operating system design to achieve the long
term goal of transportability and interoperability. Rich also
discussed the pros and cons of using the already existing UN30C system.

" Mny diverse views and opinions were expressed regarding alternatives
for possible conforanuce policies, including @AIS subsets and/or
supersets.

9. RAC SEMCINS 4 & 5 Presentations/Discussions.

Tim Harrison reviewed RAC section 6 revisions. A vote of approval was
deferred until the end of the session, along with votes on sections 4 E
and 5. Frank Belz discussed RAC section 4, involving data management,
typing, identification, operations, transactions, and history.

Results of balloting:

Section 4 yes(21), qualified yes(15), no(l), abstain(1)
Section 5 yes(26), qualified yes(8), no(l), abstain(2)
Section 6 yes(24), qualified yes(1l), no(l), abstain(2)

* 10. JSSEE review by Herman Fischer.

. 4 OC1ER 1984

11. S1ME Presentation - Steve Glaseuan

S~12. ALS/CAIS Study Prelim ary Report - SofTech

Rich Thall introduced Rich Siqmscn, Nancy Yost, and Carl Hitchon
as the other meters of the SofTech team that is focusing on

* resolving 'the differences between the ALS and CAIS, and designing
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a strategy for an ALS-tO-OXS transition. The gmeral strategy is
to buld a CIS KAPSE on top of an A.S interface and, alternatively,Sbuild an AlE IqUS on top of a CAIS interface. The groqp has completed
a draft ocint stiyi these ideas and is cixdmately halfway
tbroughwith the project. Rich Simson discussed a database comparison
for mpping, folowed by a process cxmpariscn by Ridh Till.

13. SEPARATE KIT/KITIA MEWTMS

14. NU MBERD WC~RIVCM GROPS MEEMM~3

15. KIT/KITIA WRAP UP

16. rnEMW ADIEM

.J,
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APPENDIX A
ATNES

Krr/IaTTA Meeting
1-4 October 1984

*KIT Attend1ees:Oi

M.7,. Frank TRW~

OWM1R, Jinny AFW/AAAF

FITOI, Geoff Interuwtrics

* EfARSti. TiM Texas Instruents F
* IgkM, Hal TRW~

Ciatm, Larry NADC

KRAIMR, Jadc I.D.A.

KffA, Rudy R

WDPER Warren NO6C

?.NGLIER, Lucas National Defense Hq.

MIILZR, Jo W

Mfl= Gil NO6C

rM.f, Philip KEX

CBEIW)ORF, Tricia NOSC

PEZ.E, Shirley OSAU

scmmR, Brilan 1AJPO

TAYLOR, Guy FCDMS-M1

THALL. Rich Sofrech

WIWER, Bill PMS-408

.1
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e
TALLJO, DaNvid IANL

TCLDUCII Bob LAM.

KITIA Attendees:

ABPAS, Bernie Gnuman Aeroope

BAR Nidholas McDormell Dot igas Astnautics

a2URML. Dennis Ikxuywell/SRC

*DRAKE, Didc IBM

FISCHER, Herwen Litton Data System

FR ", Bay Hazeltine Corp.

GC", AnftW CS

M, Midi SDC

X 9,am oeing Awmrosa Co.

REM M Judy Nordn ysitmn

MINCo-ST, Tim Virginia Tech

LX.N, Tim Software Sciences Ltd.

MRTIN, Ed Lockheed Missiles & Space Div.

1'- 3MJ, Dave Geeral Electric

MDASE, H.*. Fre Federal Systa

PI ) Erhard Tartan a tories

•F'.Y, Am PRC

JBINE, Olivier Infrutiqe Internationale

NJMM. Andy am~

SIBLEY, Fgar AG System Corp.

VfLU W Herb Raytheon Caq=Wfl

Ial, DOW Control Data Corp.

YEKDITZ, Larry Ford Aerospae & Comuications

KITIA Guests

* GUIAr, Kathy Harris
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THE SECOND CAIS REVIEW MEETING
HYANNIS, MASSACHUSETTS

2 AUGUST 1984

T. Oberndorf
Chairman 

%4

KAPSE Interface Team

INTRODUCTION

The sexnd Ccu= Ada Prograu SWorzt dvr-uuiun. (APSE) Interface
Set (CRIS) Public Reviewr ws held in Hyarinis, Mh on 2 August 1984 in
ocnjuncticn with the AdaMC meeting at that tium. Ov one hured

paricpatsfrom industry, acaeia and govae.nt attendied. The
subject of the reiw wa Version 1.3 of the CRIS docuaent.

The CRIS hos bem develped by the C@IS Wbrkuq GroW (CRIS1) of the
nAPS (P) Interface Teu (JaT, a Navy-lead DoD team) and the

NUM Interface Te grm Industry and Aademia (IMtIA, it's
industry/acadmia, owt .) for the Mda Joint Program Office (Mo).
Tese teen have been metting since early 1982 in an attfipt to define a
set of interfaces hi d hcould be tmplu . ted in all APSs in order to
sake it possible fir APMs to share tools an databases. The current
version of the CAnS plalm_-y addresses only those interfaces needed to
share tools. -

The review wa preceded the previous night by a t-hou discussion of
the dtanges that hav bm mde to the CRIS interfaces since the last
Public Rviw (held September 1963 in nmahington, D.C.). owequamtly,
on the mrning of the review, only a di premsetatin was given on
this touic. The. ptc -at then organized into discussio groups
wdhic focused on fie aras the nods mods, the procsse model, the
input/output, the security mdel and zu-tedcal issues. The"
samwzies of the discus ia held by these five gxve~ are found in each
of the following five secti-is. ate in the afteuoon everyne et back
together to heor ad discuss the reports from the seprte groups.

General c nts reflected that there ha bes iderable ill;ovemnt
in the docmt since the Version (1.0) hid wa revid in Septa.mr.
The smntici have bemr admoressd r o~npletely andconsistently.
Som ded iencies inm .section still ezist an wre pointed out by
the Hyannis revisru. All of the models have matured: the node model
has beom very stable (aside frem the -nt,'ducto of security and
a oztrol m&nm- ) and tel rocess modsl semed to met with
general acepane *ld Muhwrk rsuiins to be done on the iniput/output
section, but mny helpful suqesia for directions to pursu were
pmvided by the reviws, and t; nmt version should ilw maturity in
this ar as wmlll. Very few of the oommnts received indicated that
sigificant interfaces e missing. and, of thowe mtioned, ct .
mw b be easily provided in a portable mnner.
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Overall, the session was very well-attended with ny helpful omments
and aud useful feedbadc received. The participatio of all those
Present was very impressive, especially onsi.dering that the documnt
bad only been mde available to most attendees the day before the revieW
meting. The ggeti presented were sound and sIwd a great deal
of insight into the objectives of the task in general and the design
goals of the CRIS in particular. The attendees are all to be highly
praised for this one day of work, and their r1 on are all
greatly appeciated by the APO, the KIT, the KITIA an the CMMIS.

The CRISWG is nw diligently wrdng its way throuh the mn cments
and dslcussions and is drafting a n version of the dciument. This
version will be presented to the KIT and KITIA at their October meeting.
The c nta received there will be the major inputs to an intensive
MAe wwk CA% meeting t- weeks later. That meting will result in a

, no draft 1.4 of the CMS which will be niled early in W erb to all
partcipntsin the Hyannis review and anyone else requesting a cop.

-. That version will be the subject of review metings to be held in
k Wshington. D.C. in conjunction with the SIQda meting 26-30 Noveber.
Final OMMtUns mit be received by 7 December, as the CAISGi is
scheduled to deliver the draft CRIS to the Aa Joint Program Office
(AMP) in mid-January 1985. This draft will be the am proposed for
d.litaxy standardiZation,. and its delivery to the AM in January wi.l

signal the initiation of a full tri-ervice coordination for
standardization.

Many oom~Its about the CAIS have been nade, both publicly in journals
such as Ada Letters and privately. The KIT, the KITIA, the CAIS and
the AM constantly invite all those who hold opinions on the CRIS to

ke those opinions and the reasons for the now to us. Anypon
wishing to partcipate in the Novemer review who did not receive a opy
of CRIS 1.3 should nmke sure they will receive Version 1.4 by
contacting:

Patricia Oberndorf
Code 423

San Diego, a 92152
" (619)225-6682

Eve if you are unable to attend the November review, be sure that yor
. omet, s (including the rationale behind then) are sent either to the

above add , to the address in the back of the docutent or to
CAIS-aftrTC on the APPAW~r. The final cutoff date for all

. Ciuunts regarding MIS Version 1 is 7 December 1984. We appreciate the
participation of each and every one of you, and we look fomard to

* hearing frm you in the future.
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SECTION 1: NODE MODEL DISCUSSION GROUP

The m topics addressed by the discussiou gr , on the node model

a) swort for ditiue iupemnAti
b) conerns of inr-and jnt - e blity Of tools
c) the itreainof KNPS/CAI/Pjx-tims Erircmnnt

-

Several other issues regarding specific cncpts of the CAIS were
discussed, and r emadation for further refinunts of the CAIS were

The geral atmhpheure c8 the discusion was one of cntentment with the
co~pteof the current unode model, mixed with concerns about

l. tt and efficiency aspects an distributed syst . There was
a uni f0hxz r mim of the need to epe nd the CAIS in the are of
reaeFined attributes and reti p.

1. 'fu CUS --I provide wqppt -z tibtd.wzns

Given the clen trend tard distributed syste s of
wrkstations as the system forguraticn for program
devel.int,. there . muc concer about the i-p,, mntability
and the meite s of the CRIS for such distributed
system.

Two sitatiorns must be distinguished:

- a single CAIS plazned on top of a dite d system,
and

- comnicmatin between CRIS inpleuntations on different
ciqxxints of a dsrbtdsystam.

With regard to the formr, the isues of ---mxmication amcng
the system cxxnents are largely hiden widn the CRIS, which
is free to Iuplsert widhever owuuziicaticm muehan appears
sost a PrIate. LikWIM, the dib ti of the CAIS nodes

S.varioos servers or their adinistraticm at a central
server are problem that nued to be solved by the CAtS
iupluzztr, rather than at the CRIS interface level.
Curretly, the CAIS has no kn n deficiencies that ould
p-eclude either implemetaton. There is. however, a need for
resource cItrol m an within the CAIS to allow the user
to exercise control over which~ system coponents are tasked to
perform activities on his/her behalf. These interfaces fall in
the category of deferred CAIS issues, mainly because the nature
of sux* interfaces is as yet uncertain. Nevertheless, their
-n has to be ac1duwl sI and work to define such
interface. sold be started as oon feasible. -

4
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With regard to bcetmwcation en different @IS
i MluItations, t levels need to be d Uhed

,. C.- the uph*ysicalm mchanism. for cimiiction.- tj ird 1orabity beten tools residing on different

CAhIS ipeettos

These issues are not unque to systeme amAting of
distributed workstations, but also arise in general, when data
and tools are to be exchaged between different CAIS
inpisetios

With regard to the comuication nuodwijAn, two prcooals were

:" mlade:

a. The ISO Model sul= be examined as a possible basis for
* - ccuuzaication interfaces behen CAIS

S, ,lemntations. If tbis e nation detexmnes that the
*,. model is adequate, CAIS interface should be added that

reflect the various levels of the ISO Model.

b. There is an urgent reed f the specification of an
external form for nodes, attributes, and relationships,

- very mud like the s iationof an external fomfor
DIA, so that node structures can be exchanged between
different CRIS izpl~untations, given CAIS.-Speoific readr

* and writer prngrax. for this external representation.

2. There - ocon regarding inter- and m- rabUity.

There was a general opinion in the working group that the CAIS,
as currently defined, provides little support that wouldG enhan the ln e lity or ir of tools,
since very few of the attributes and rel s important
for acmmication -KX tools are predefined by CAIS. The

* @JS, in order to be true to its objectives, must include such
,onnorly defined attribute. and relat ps. As a concrete
stop toard this goal, mejbes of the working group agreed to
send r e rdaticns for such attributes and relationships to

invited to do so as well. Nhile CAIS 1.3 provides a franwork
for the tery inology ued. CAIS 2.0 should define a substantial
set of attributes and relatisp with predefined meanings.
As an interim solution, agreont on ! attributes and

ca Ip ous alG o wi sod be a pe besurof eM S I~ a r'Group, which dkul be a prime source of
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%qvlualble oit=iMX Lon, i

It wes pointed out that the objective of CRIS 1.3, apart from
providing a general frunmork, was minly to wtport
portability of closed tool-sets, i.e., sets of tools with
o ted inuton interfaces betwen themselves, but with
little, if any, dy on data interfaces with other tools
present in the APSE. certain attributes and

* rti p often infringes on isue of the methodology of
the tool support for a given activity. It was therefore felt
by the CAI5W that uch attributes andrelatonships can be
predefined only with the widest possible participation of
current and'future CAIS- and APSE-implemwitors.

3. .at is the int elatim of CFS/W /Izm-'?i= m-=mr t?

A lergt discussion dealt with the interrelation of the CRIS
with the sTCHWEMN MUM model and with the Ruz-Tim &iviroment
of Aa ;rggrum-. This discussion swed the diversity of
perceptions of what constitutes a STHDWKNIAP and how the
CRIS relates to this code' (a pwniwmn that has already been 

Sbserved in d sions of IaT/KMTA which eventually led the
C(ISWG to an approcadh that avoided mentioning the concept of a
MUM at all). It was rotuuumds that a list of STCNEMW
XAM features not suported by the CRIS be provided, in an
atto-t to delineate the diinction between the CAIS and the

It was then observed that mny of the interfaces of the CAIS
bear a strong renm blance to interfaces required for the
rurat zz suort of Ma pronrzxi-, wihidh bou t up the question
of wther the CRIS ahould recognize and inIprt these
interface, as well. Suoh an approch would enable7ipuwtr
to integrate their imntatinof the run-timu enviz
with the CRIS. It wee pointed out that the ounter-argumnt to
oxft an inclumion in the CAIS is three-fold. Firstly, the
inclusion would expeind the CNIS beyond1 its soeof providing a
basi f porting ;rogr devel-oI I tools amo APSEs.
Secounly, the iulnxostoday can already take advantage of
the omumlitie and base both the CRIS and the Ma run-times
env.Im on the -ms i there is no immediate
need fra CRIS to prescribe sudh izpldmntation cimality.
Thirdly, an er*cId-molt of the CRIS into the area of rum-tim
eVir ents would almost certainly make existing ipilers and
their iq lumntation of the unm-t i n incwqotible
with the CAIS. (For the latter reason, the CAIS has
sudiouly tried to avoid lqposing --- on the run-time
en,n that couxld r be expected to be an immdiate
con -- m of Ma suemntic or satisfiable in any reasonable

I ati of the Ma rn-time evirorumnt.) One argument
that wae also discussed wee that. if that interconnection was
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und explicit in the CAIS. the CAIS could be isXh more
"imperative about rum-tin. issues (as opoed to the current

a~cd~of -dcxit hurt existing Izslumt "in by putting
r Clair uit on them). The results wre xiclusive; opinion
was divided as to wether cr not this shoul1d be done.

4. there is moverthe o omstial effid 3Y of -

S, cocern use expressed over whether CAIS ioplnmztains cn
top of existing operating systmswould be efficient onug to

-uet the needs of tools. While there cannot be a conclusive
-nswer to this question before pilot Izplm A taticos have

provided us with empirical data, it is to be expected that m
overhead cnost is to be paeid for the transfozution through
multiple layers. On the other hand, if the aded support
provided by the node nxodel is a~qrate for ninny tools, then
o can surmise that existing tools of this flavor are already

paying the sam overhead for administrating their internal data
repcesntations. Beano, if these tools were to use the CRIS
Sierfac, instead of having their own but similar data

dinistration, their overall perfouc is likely to improve,
since the CAIS iuntxx can exploit underlying system
features generally not available to, or not used by, existing
tools. Efficiency of the CAIS should not be iuasured by its
oan efficiency, but rather by the efficiency of the tools based
on the CAIS coared against similar tools without CAIS

One area in which the CAIS my cwse undue lo of efficiency
is the area of revision control. Currently, the CAIS has no
built-in mnd~ianiums for revision control. Instead, it provides
the primitives required to implminnt any .udbor of different
revision cntrol schees. This implies that tools must first

* -go through the revision control layer before readaing the CAIS
layer and the oerating systmn belbw it. A ChIS ipenttc

* following this layered wina cannot emloy special mechaniasm
for speding up this particular aspect of file handling. It
was therefore rnx ed that the inclusion of a revision
model in the general node mo~del should be examined.

S. The CRIS needs to provide a transacticoc

The C@IS currently does not provide a transaction scheme that
allows transaction control beyond the life-tim of a single
proce8s* It ws reccm -Sed that transaction control
mdianimin be included that allow transactions to span over theconsecutive execution of multiple processes.
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6. The "oirztume and "usee conepts shoul be rnm.

The CRIS is currentay predicated on an administrative
orgniatonthat considers the individual user as a focal

point, asn eustae by the concepts of "current use" and
"user" relations. How~ever, several existing cperatiri systemw
used for progra development are more oriented towrds
"projects" as the min administrative focus, with users
c~nnecting or logging into particular projects. Although
"rojects" can be supported in a CAIS inpiemuntation by
considering a "project" as still another "user", it was
rczI I I that theterminology of "user" be changed to a

terminology Less biased towards a particular administrative
view.

SECTION 2: PROCESS MODEL DISC-USSION GROUP

Them rin topics adressed by the discussioni gop on the process mo~del

a) parallel execution of tasks
b) proess states
c) interrupts.

'Te genewal tone of the discusion was that the CAIS process mo~del is
wokable and not far from its goals. The conemnts wre of the nature of
specific points for ispovuwi, with the underlying assumption that the
larger issumss are aLreedy well solved.

I. Th ailty of tad to eaf in parallel is Important.

SeweraA owsets concernd the ability of tasks to execute in
parallel. Th t. F eference Mentaul does not require that
parallel tasks actully eucute simuLtamoiusly, only that they
proce irmudil cwz t at points where they synchranize.

The onts epued the concern that code written with the
amomp.ion that cm task's execution will NOTr block the
ansovtIon of another task viould not be tasoabe to a CAIS

weelation where cne task's execution DOES block the
execution of another.

'Te aatcpnswe n the followuing statmnt as a
~.ae ebmena desire to have non-bLocking of parallel

task aid the reaslity that ooilers at present are blocking.
' '"It. goal is to have Kx -locking compilrs, but the assjqytion

duld not be =do that the comLwe is rn-blocin, because
in early kqlittions clw s w will be blocking."
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2. mtr States a= uneded k rqxrting jprw m i statan.

The process states transition table given in Table II of CAIS
1.3 (page 70) does not sow how a process is created. A now
ra, needs to be added for the operation of creating a process.
A nw column needs to be aded for processes which do not
exist, in order to make the state transition table complete.

Som ouuets ccerned a wish to be able to distinguish
. betaen a process which is in the REDM state, but which is

witing for resources or rendezvous, and a process which is in
the FSAM state and is actually executing. This desire stem
from a need to monitor the progress of a process.

*t Sim cmuments concerned the completion status u tio
values. The addition of the value C£OME), distinct frcm

. ABOM and T' Iww, was suggested. The Aa Reference
Mntml describes a task as "completed but not terminated" if it
bas copleted the execution of its sequence of statements but
is waiting for the terination of a child. It was pointed out,

.howmver, that CAIS processes are closely analogous to Ada
programs, which may include nwiny tasks, so this distinction is
not r te.

3. sa tezzdJogy is =iixmn.

- In the description of the semnntics of ABORT PROCESS as well as
other places, the term "descendant" is used. There is
ambiguity about the maning of the term. Does it mean -a
pr cess I created" or "a process I am the parent of"?

4. Inbwnipts dxhld be integated into te n ou. l.

. - The suggestion was made that the receipt of a signal should be
able to &ange the priority of the receiver. However, the
benefit gained was judged not to warrant the cost.

The suggestion ws made that proeses might need an analogy to
- the terminate alternative for Ada tasks. But the user can

design it using existing facilities, so it is not needed in the
CAIS.

The suggestion was nade that the CRIS could be nade more
consistent if the interrupts were nodes themselves, just as
queues are, because an interrupt is a named entity that is not

Scurrently integrated into the node model.

'
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S . Moe explicit, -nteactiai bebmen the CRIS andl its )urdware
(both two. -n tArtet was a ad fo.

There is a concern that the underlying hardwifre IMRY fail an~d
destroy the tree structuxe of the cAis. indiicating a need for a
nudunisn for reporting hardiere probi~m. H0mver, this

seemedi to som participants to be outside the seof the
chIS.

There is a desire for explicit uLort for targets andI
distributiom, so that the user or tool designer can 'have sawe
control over the assigrmmw of processes to logical Processors

SECTION 3:- INPUT/OUTPUT DISCUSSION GROUP

The mai topics addressed by the discussion group on Irzput/Output WIO)

a) the tape stand~ard used
b) the terminal cpblte
c) status information.

The general atmo~sphere of the discusin indicates that the 1/0 section
needs susanilodification before it is appropriate to establish it
as part of a MIL-STD. There were a large niter of comments dealing

*with lac of clarity, missing interfaces, inadequacy of interfaces,
irnIsistencies andI other deficiencies.

1. 7he mse of a different mgntic tape standard for the CRIS
nodL should be conidered.

Several people in the group indlicated that there are problemw
in asmmnig that the ANSI tape stand3ards can be used to define C
a mechanmu for transporting source code from one APSE to
another. In particular, they sited that tape drives by
different nuacurr deviate slightly fran the standards,
thus nuking thmincompatible. It was also noted that the ANSI
standards cause a large amunt of tape space to be wasted.

It vas rou ed by the group that TCP be used to provide for
the transporting of textual data. This method eliminates the
problem of defining the "exact" positioning of data on magnetic
media (inter-record gaps).

2. "Tee are yccbm with wmistemxiem.

'0'
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It was noted by the group that there are inconsistencie amng
the interfaces. This is a problem that deserves muod attention
before the I/O section is prcposed as a draft. (They noted
that the different sections are inconsistent with each other as
wll.) The interplay between IS TW1 anrd the other IO
packages is poorly defined.

3. ai werz me well-eied

The concept of queue nodes was favorably received. In fact,
this wms one of the major deficiencies that people had cam
prepared to cmplain about.

4. A MditIK J nterfe m r0-j 1qOed to Ls Xwlt
defici encie.

Additional interfaces were presented as neccessary for a useful
I/O model. Anong them were file node attributes (file/queue
size, device type, terminal class, terminal cties) and
host buffer control (flushing, forcing to disk).

so 5. M itial tfia in aailes; ve sssggested.

It was suggested that interfaces be provided that enable a user
to determine (1) which function key has been pressed, (2) which
class of terminal is associated with a particular node, and (3)
which interfaces are "directly" suported by the terminal being
Used.
Get/Put should be more carefully defined.

Form terminals should contain a "fon" data type that is
-mnipulated by interfaces. This permits several "fSrms" to be
in existne at one.

6. fImoe is a deire for better stab= Infa ticM In the event of
ftilures.

There was considerable discussion about the problem of trying
to recover fram I/O operations that fail. Exceptions do not
provide enough infocmtion for a programmner to inform the user
of his/her ptograc what actually caused the I/O operation to
fail. There is a need to provide an interface that can cbtain
inforiaton fr the host 06 about the reason for the failure.

r'There we no resolution of this matter as no "t"r portable"
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interface could be determin .

-- a

7. The MW-Ji "ad toum -ee disoed only brAmay.

SIndustry standards (e.g., , .]-W, L.SO cocmi tiatun)
Ixuld be considered in the design of the CIS.

he* ebyte strem used in TIO should be re-99nizable. That
is, the CRIS sho~uld define the ummanings of all byte sequeness
arud 1, they are to be ie.

* A single file 8iculd be defined upon wt ich all I/O perati=n
are perfozad.

*Is windbwing (Like on a LIS) possible with the current
design? (It was deterined by the group that it cal be dom,
but would be bidden within the ulm ato.

• There is a need to query the m .litis of a temin l. In
particular, a p-vgru- nee s to be able to detenaine which of
the "teumnal 1/0 interfaces are e en ; orted and
ich are unffieny ported.

SECTION 4: SECURITY DISCUSSION GROUP

The min tapics addressed by the discussion grop on security e:

a) CRIS dictation of security policy
b) ui natcry rmsu t security.

Other issu were discussed, a a set of r -enuatins was made.
These omm'atorm atepr at the and of this section.

- The general ats mer of the discussion was one of corern over the
tight =49Ming of security policy with the azrnt CRIS interfaces.

1. som Uwe I that the CRIS dictates a certain security
po.cy, asmw.l m a model R- iuqiommzg that policy.

It as felt that there are several problem with this approach.
The CISM0 has used the DWo Trusted Couter Systm Evaluation
Criteria as the basis for the zmiatory and discretionary
security aspects ftzi! in CRIS 1.*3.* This guide is published by
the Departimunt of Defnse Compt.r Security Center. It
povidw a uniformnset of basic requir-n-t and evaluation
classe for assessing the effectiveness of security controls
built into Automted Data Processing (ADP) systems." This guide
itself does not require a specific policyr it only establishes
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criteria for the achievmuit, of variou levels of security.
The arrgnt Gus aproad that dictates a certain security
policy makes it difficult or impossible to implan the CRIS
on top of security kernels that auzody different policies and
use diffiereft mechianisms. It mW feltththe ISid
define a simpl interface to a security irdguin, rather than
the adanism itself and a security policy --1 Mited by the

Even if this approa was desirable, it ould not be wise for
the CS to simply define sm nai security mduanim.
Secority mecanim reire thorough analysis to detendm
their vaLidity, and the RI should not be tied to a iuadm
that bos not wergone this analysis. Eftensive ressard is
st Ill being invested in discovering good security models- The
CRIS interface iould therefore Allw amc security models and
*zld, in gauera, be flexible. It as pointed out that the
security comamity itself does not bve standards for security
policies and mr.mnim, so the CRS pc xbly wauld not try to

It me also mentioned by mes rsg in the gcuW that the
appoach does nc a"2~ for ?alticm-etyLe rinm protection.
altog other mem oof the grop expressed doubt that ring
ptto pertained to Prc: uI g-Support Dv 1 tools.

Grou opinion was divided as to %tat should heppen regarding
this questicn for CAN Version 1. Altboia01 it vas generally
a~ee that the security udm Iuu iwuld be separated at
least into cdhmpter, possibly into an appediz0 there were
to vi as o i1at should buppen for CRIS Version 1:

a. KeAi the current, security in the CAZS as a basis- for
furtber vok and ommuercial I mr mske Version
2 a secure .ystam, but chnge Version 1 to allcm different

b. If you can't prove that it's secure, leave out the current
security .dinimv define geuric interfaces (what
exoeptioas will be raised), allw for lac of visibility

0(m nAXt topic) and possibly leave security machmnimum in
an appenix.

2. Nuild tm an seuity policy nm md be visible to
thin use"r tuODI?

It was felt that the RIS should allow the iuplmtation to
Almto m nodesno 'visible to sum subject (the
CRIS already alia this) and that it should let the

implantatin proide a Policy for governing vftw this happen
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and a indunim for doing it. a@ also felt it is ot
zumazy to have the security infaetian visible to the e
(i.e.* classification labels in CRIS 1.3 are nodo attributes).
It ws noted that a tool writer and user ihd riot hav to
wory about the security policy aid macm numu it euthld be

traqiaui to the tool/user. Hower. cinian was divide, as
som felt that sepratingout secrityidanism froa the OUSis not. in Of i lty, wile sm felt that pral

prgrm- should not rely on a specific security policy or

3. Shgd atb- y seurity be u@VZW&Ad frudii'ti=y

Som felt that the MIS dwuld treat - se -ity (mnndatcry
security) separately fromau mojral, security (dirtcnr
security). Most of the discusion centered aromd zinndtocy
security. Som felt that dimeinx acess control abould
be left in the CIS becaue it is useful.

4. Sm CUB idud no m clm ab.* the leval of security
Umat tim mniam a~.

As nted above sufficient amlysis of the pimpoUsd CRIS
Idmi he bas ne 1 rfOnrm , ma n clai about the level

of security provided. are warranted.

S. It s feiLt tbat te iA] be sem inltmwtim bmeb. the
C an tin securlty commmity In g..mml ad the -e

ama a smity Coer In partiaaiar.

6. A at of -a daveiqied by tin 9cup to kimaa
eatdilal zou mftim to tim i tM I.

a. The security policy model should be separated frau the CRIS
Mdel.

b. The CIS docint ebmuld not state that the CRIS splies a
"security iradvoaismO as the validity of s~uch a system
requires tboraugh analysis and proof. The tame "a=cuity
.ystrn" ibm.ad be changed to "protective controls" *

a. aiitioumunder wich the excqitomm Accme Violation,
Security Violatiom, and Non Erro are raised -should be
specl fi as rec,,m,: iatici fOnel specification shtuld
be Left to the lylmtr of the system.
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d. In order to isolate security mchanism in the CRIS,
security i tion should be stared as att with
lindted functionality (not accessible by users).

* e. Ttm CIS should allow different security policies; it
should not na date a specific one.

f. An im~ of the security kernel should be required to
specify fcto ali nad use of the kernel and to specify
the exceptions that are raised at the CAIS interface and
under what conditions they are raised.

1 ..

SECTION 5: NON-TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSION GROUP

luThe min topics b the discussio up on non-tedmical
issues Weres

a) the push for a military standard (!'W-STD) in Januay 1985
-*.* b) the need to establish a standazrd at all

c) the expected cost/benefit of such a standard.

S Then gueaL atuomphwe of the discussion was that such a mn et of
interfaces wold be desirable, but that cre tim is requred to
properly a all of the issues involved.

1. 'am CXS is a - m um with respect to tm curr nt state of ti
art. and it in Como ,.

This statmnt was being quoted fru cm of the I IA mwters.
Afternoon contributors wh bad been- in othw rups in the
"S-ning reported that the node ndil grox had not conidered
the node mcdel to be pushing the state Of the art, and the

V ;rmlems groqV said that parts of the CAIS were not yet up to
the state of the art. It was suggested that this wm a
reaction based on the Ad&asperience in %iid the aspects of
each omcnent are 1om. but unexpected capiai.arise
%hen all these are put together. It was admoledkjd that the
i~mpct of the security madanism is less well-krm.

2. Mme is imzffdmt alendar tim fc pJlic review bsbmegn
now and January 1985.

It ws felt that viable public reviews could not be adhieved if
the MIS was to be mde a Mn#-S so quicky.
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3. Sme is iuaint tim to s.km a credble doommt.

The shee effort raired to take amr of all the miss"n
details and to arec all tyo and other I , error. as
felt to be too great for the tie available bebman now and
Jamary.

4. 2e is no timiml dix _at asociated with
tb MMB pvmqpl.

it apears that the CIS is a "oLuti"n documnt, but the
tMdnal e rmmCI docmit to which this interface set 2s
reaj=ing is visaing. It was pointed cut that the inerface
set nw cl1led the CRIS bld evolvd from a study of the AM an
MA ad that it tock its reqr ts largely froagm t
bebmen those two systm about wt a -INPW was, both in
level an CMant. A rquramsdocumt is being guecated
now Whic wll guide the dsvelnt of CIS Versiaon 2, ad its
do, cipmot, although in parallel with the p oductian of =IS
Vera 1, has had sm inact already.

5. UV is tm M Zbeing made aI M-WM? -nt dos the Dem-6 rR
to a mU ft b iking it cne?

mot of the grV discussin was qpe on eth set of Concer.
The disauuilu cmtee around a few min isses.

a. A CB auld be god in the lcg rums TW vote. were taken
in the ioning sessien. In thse ,es a clear mjo-ity
(about 3 to 5) felt that the CIS (i.e., m smet of
cmm intrfaces at abf this level) old be umful in
the long rum and of hmfit to the Whole cmmity.
Somm, the vote was wunuimmm that January 1995 s too
early for a viLitary standard the vt ws on the
q"uticn nis a ME#- in Jaammy 1965 prmture?

b. This sr ~ does not mmi wlt with the current
calwc. tPl as It seem that 1re is not a lot
at 1zduazy imptus ri~Se now for during tools. Most
a-ractors currently hew am or me host systems
in-lwue hidch they use fr dvelw I and mint ancse of
the systs they produce. The re. r tm i ccnaf to
the CRIS would mmn a -- delay ad expese for
everfa'aey it is easier to transpoct or eve re-isplnmnt
cue tool than it is to ed a * I a thole
toc/l-suite/ot-system to confam to the CIS.

Th. pelnoxy service concern is for simplifying life-cycle

a t. It was suggested that the services dwld accept
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a d rmtrat~in of a s t s ity in a service
u1vic . rather than inist on ume of a partiar met
of tools. It is argue that, empucially in the stmz team.
it will be mo met-efecti to ume Qkat everyon already

~~ 1mm in-bumu then to Jqom a now net of interf ace.

C. N ao tbM it amalysis mexsts to siamt the DW) a
perspecon potential payoff fkam this appcmah Tme

b~ as based mmzi of the Ada pcrm an the ybilceph
that the mxe that is como, the -re will be dmaed and
the ecre w will be able to cut costs. But w currently
beve no real airs to sudh qeticm as what it will- it
to build a CAM -pl mo-tai orwhatitwill teto
effectively m tool bebmm 0 iyi atio.

The real que.tion wa wtheror not the epected payoff
wethere. IThe suggetionwae nede that the DW needs to
do a ca t analysis of the expmm of -yl -Iet.g the CRI
vms the e e of writing all the intd too] in As
fr all the different rating systm acrrently in mae
for sudi . It as suggeted that this analysis suld
merats aft the oncpt of writing tools in Ada from the
further cof writing them in Aa for the CIS.
saimce Ma itself is maed to be M ble. The
analysis ahold also include the mst of ruing the tools
an a CUS-- ip Intic whidi is ai-ad n another
:S -eatl _ systa. Another aspect to be conidered is the
effect that the a18 mi gh. t bhve cn bow n tools aem

q~tomdd and written.

It mt be kept in mizd, howmere that the expected
benefits of the CUB eowed the vision of a ingle
cnactwn they not be irtied" w =my projects
conducted by sny atc for the D an a ui*le.

d. Ihm mimr of U mtiOnIng to the RS is a key emnt in
e.its momems e h 1 y point in this disausion as that,

Jut as with the lazqwp. there not be a transition plan
for the CRIS. This pl a t ha e thm rnueb-te pmbLum
of starting to got the CA18 in use while not requiring that
eiting cimplete, integrated anvirainnts be oveztmned to
incluile the CRIS. It wm@ noted that we do not wmn to lome
theqarmt to apturem onne projects %fidi are just
zm iatting noweea a wvcp* ira~unI together, bit we
do noft -, to diXCr %t that is currzuitly being daom

aaaimfllyin exr~isig miiroints. That is, the C18
micui4 be amlied to nw projects, and existing projects
*culA not be exected to retrofit their existing
facilities.

a- Thm real fear at=*t Miiin thm MS8 a standard is that it
will be redclessly or inpprorately aplied: Given ther vote in favtr of a ccmo met of interfaces but the
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rentim=* against a nemar-t= MZl-51.- the question was
asked Ilf not a MELo-ST, them what? Would it be better as
an Im or AMI stanard, for exiople?" Thet onsensus ws
that the declaration of Aff standard - not just a military
oae - at this point would cams evezryon great oncern.
Tte oncern focuses on the enthat a military
standard (or any standardl, for that matter) would have an
ara of autbority that ~old lead people to misapply it to

Scontract situations where it is not aproriate.

The onclusion ws that the policy used in applying this
standard must be pereptive enxgh to apply it discrlminately.
Particularly in the first yew ortwo, it old be nud more
a; ropriately applied to onntracts for prototypes of tools and
CRs i pm it Iaticn than to any contract for an applications
system in whidt the delivery of too is more or less
lzxcidamtal. A lot of thesie =xemm zmioit be alleviated if the
issuance of the CRIS stmdard were acoxomnied by guidelines
for its lmpositicn on contracts.

r.:

6. B does the C8 relte to a "standa D)O opLvating systm.?

This question, ms not discussed muc. It was pointed out that
the CIS ws being developed in respnse to a tri-service
-- nia of agrement calling for a set of interfaces to

suotthe sharin of tools. Any res mwwln it may bar to a
-standard DoD operating syvsmn is jusnt the result of the fac
that the interfaces required to sapoct t sortabIlity tend
to look a lot like a virtual operating systesm. 1Tre is no
kno drter currently to deveop a standard DcW operating

- system n any 1uxwn interest in e such a dbarter.

7. Mt ea the real ypaspectia 9wr advng CRIS vaLidtian?

The 1pros pect I of CAXS Validation appeared fri* gtgmiing to several
discusants for t main reasons: (1) the perceived =iplexity
of the CRIS and (2) the perosived lack of tedhnlogy to define
the tests and ezperLznts to adciev it. The basic consensus
w a.s that we do not Nnow enough yet. During the otversation it
becm apparent that people were variously talking about one or
M ar of at least three thnp when they spoke of "C IS
validation .:

- validating that an ilaMItatIo meets the specification
(this is what the IT, ITIA and MV tein mean by "CAIS

. - "vaiidating" the CRIS cpts, i e.p, o typing
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- vaidatimg that two real CRIS ilmuticsreally
adieve tmgoabilityl i.e., ixming that the flact~ that
two~pmuttii cnfocz to the CRIS umAm that they
really con me tools.

8. 2.har diould be a -ta-- ce t d istribivity iof the
Chme

Then ginierl question was %tnmi an how would this and other
deferred issues in the curet CIS be addressed.
D.tributivity wm jt e x mle. In particular, it me
stated by one atcsn that the trnpmmy to dsrbto
%dch vm puraued fo @. Version I be adequate and
that expliit cmtzoL ovr sudh aspects woud be required.
These will all be foic r the Version 2 coutractor.

*L9. fte criteria :Sr cvm e~ of= Im ation to the CXS
w not admqate.

5 fThere van special oncer expressed over %Ajat was called the
"wmilithicnmss" of the C~i iLe., the words ocenn

m in the orrent draft inply that anUp1.Et~ton
mmt huv all the inter-faces exactly as dimr with a few mUrwc
ameqticn in detail. It is recognized that it is not
practical to require absolutely every Pmad" of absolutely
every Iplamntation, yet it is desirable for all thing.
calling thinelves OCRS i ~ I- taticm* to have a subs tantial

LI ~r of interfacesinmm.
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POE Mflj-ChIS

31 OCr 1986

MBARflhNW of EEmzS

Commu APSE Irterface Set

PR~OE MITT DCU

1. This Military Standrd is aproved fr use by all Dqertaiunts
and Agencies of the Depmnt of Defense.

2. Beneficial mmets (rme rmndatics, additins, deletions)
and any pertinent data whkich way be of use in improving this

* docUMIut should be adressed to JirT/KITIA IS Wbking Group
* and sent to Patricia Ob'arrs-o-F, Naval Ocean Systns Center,

Code 423, San Diego, (M. 92152, by using the self addessed
SSt -di Doont lopzv simnt Proposal (W Fm 1426)

ear at the ed of this doc wnt or by letter.
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31 = 194

This ditm bas t bee prp d in reeanse to the n=andL= of
sigent - bd the 1 1 v my Iwy of Dftfus ad the Assistant

Ue~taie o tin Air lo ,~ MW an Nvy. ftom inrandmz
estabsmii i aemu=t defining a set of m interface for the

N--- Poa Dfene ( ) MAftop ng Swxt irAI (APSEs)
to pe Ma tooL tzu2.t .ty ma --tnmbablity. Ttw initial
intm aces 9w the MW wmo dwive oe the A& Integrated lsviz-uuent

- (AM) ma the Ma Lm age Systwe A). S, 'e the, the CS has been
"to be n e min ble as part of a wide variety of APSE. It is

.. ited at the ,S@1.5 ewil ollv, d'uiging to =et rw needs.
Through the acceptance at this standard, it is anticipated that the
urce level poctability of Ada sofuare towls will be etwxcd for both

* IoD and nonn-c Lawrs.

The authoc of this documM include tedmicai rqresntatives fron the
tw -C AM contractors. rqIr 1matat4is from the DW s Kernel Mda
Progr1 9 Scpt Mwist I (mM) Interface Teem (KIT). and
VDlwtew ZRsee it ivs f=m the MP Interfae Te.. fro Industry U
and Amdiia (KIT).

The Initial effort for definition of the allS was begun in Septer
1982 by the foLloing mmers of the Interface Team (KIT): J.
Fidl (TRW), J. Kramr (Institute for Defense Analysis), P. (0mrrxdOrf
(Naval Ocean Syst=@ Cter), T. Taft (Rmi , R. Thall
(Sof1*a) and W. Wilder (,'k RS-408). In Fabuary 1983 the design
teMM wS exud to include LCR. B. Sdmar (Ada Joint Program
Office) and! K1%PS Interface Tern h=o Inidstry and! Aadia. (KITIA)
m1 -er: H. Fischw (Litton Data Sytwsu), T. Harrison (Texas
Inftrmu Is), Z. Lmdb (Bel Labs), T. Lycm (Softbre Sciences Ltd.,
U.K.), D. MMumile (Gwwral Electric), H. Morse (Frey Federal
Systa), 1. Poodreder (airtan L ot-re), H. WiLbmn (Raytheon),
and L. YelodAtz (Ford Aerospace). DrIng 1964, the folloing people
assisted in prepration of this doewmnt: K. ammolly (TRW), S.

I (Data General), G. Fitdh ( -tor mt ), R. Gow (TRW), B.
Grant ( e t ), N. Le (IDA), J. ong (TRW), and R. ins n
(IMR). Additiaml o ructive critici.. and direction ws provided by
G. Myers (Naval Ocea Systems Cnter), R. Olivier (nfrtiu
International), and the general rdeips of the KIT and KITIA. as

* veWol as UMrz zisVl reviewer. (Te Ada Joint Program Office is-
alygrateful to those K=T11 -b1 and their caanies for

poidin the time and rescurcs that significantly ontributed to this

iii3 "
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1. €

1.1 purpose

This docment provides eor a met of Ada pacages, with
their intddd smmntics0 utich together fom the met of on
interfaces for Ada Ptogrming m~ort Diicins(AP). This set
of interfaces is wu as the Cmm AIM Interface Set (MIS). This
interface set is designed to pvte the uource-Jlevel. portability of Ada

r ,s purtilarly A sofbare devel -S I tools. This version of
the IS is intend to provide the basis for evolution of the CRIS as
AFPSs are Inl1 ed, as tool are trasoed, and as tool
int raidlt issues are mxxxowltered. Tools writte in Ada, using
only the packages described herein. should be t weporae e

llaI-ntations. Where tools function as a set, the (CIS facilitates
trasporta ity of the tool set. a a *oley tools might not be
idvib tanso be because they on inputs from other
tools in the smt.

The CRIS ailieA to Ada Prruzin Siort u ts , whic are to
beam the basic sofbare life-ccl envizmuints for DW
Mai~ekuiticl Cmp*er Syitm C3C ). 'tc Mda pcogrum that are
used in uwPot of software dewl~s are defined as "tols. This

* includes the qmetrus of m~port sof bare from project umnagement
thL F code deveyw a, 1afiguraton 1mgmi, and life-cycle
il. s ame t restricted to only tiue sofba re ita nuc'ily
Mited "with prognm ganaeaticn sudh as editors, compilers,

d"and like rCoder.. Qxu;e of tools that are amoed of a
n Iro iLOfI'a. but inter-related p gm (sudh as a debugger
wh~ich is related to a specific cmWiler) are classed as atool setsN Ell.

Since the goal of the CAN is to promte 11-tormperablity and
trnsorability of Mda sofA~ b are Dss I APSE., the fllowing

definiti of these t are prowid. "lntecerabliy is defined
as "the ability of APM~ to exdiang data base cbjects and their
relatiosi sin for.. usable by tools and usner proqrue withocut
ctMwesicn -io..a i lty" of an APS tol is defined as "the
ability of the tool to be installed on a different NIP the tool ,ist
perfon with the sme fctinrALity in both APSEs. Tnsportbility is

-ea- md in the doee to whichi this installation can beaczlsd
wit"u t rFrLgzm ,ing. Portability and transferability are omony-ly
used syim*i ." C23

Ell qurimt for Mda Prograun SCport Mviormumints, "St ruzun";
,In -famt of Defie Fedzary 19ee.

C2j~ Manterface TeWM public Report, Voluzi 1, 1 April 1982,- p.
Cl.

1
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1.2 Citent

This version of the CRIS establi 0110 interface Vegirunts for the
transpotaIlity at MA tooil sets to be utilized in Dspmrtmnt of
Defes (DoD) APSms. Strict adhrnce to this interface set will ensure
that the Ads tol sets will poess the higest degree of porality

The sco of the CRIS inclds interfaces to thse services
trady provided by an operating uystm that affect twl
trnspotablity. Ideally, all A M tools d be s muta using
only the At anguage ard the CRIS. Thi version of the CIS is
intended to provide the translty iterfacee st often required
by um saotare -etacn s and includes fw interface areasz

Sa. gode Model. This are presents a model for the CIS in whichd
contersts, rela 111 and attribtes of ndes are defined. Also
includd are the pw datiorm for aces control and aoe

b. Process Nodes. This area oovers pr!g-m invocation and

c. Iqu/o7p1t. This aea overs file irnut/cutput, basic device
ipp*/ututsq~ort. special device control facilities, and

terpromee ommmication.

d. Utilities. This area cers list operaticns useful for
parameter and attribute value i p ao.

1.3 Excluded and deferred topics

During the design of this vesion of the CIS it was determined that
interfaces for eniwh~t ~idh are riot software -develqzum -I
wc s for exmple, interfaces n trg t systam) and interfaces

for mwti-lingual r nts sold be ezplicitly excluded. it has
the CRIS Wlhiati. le the interface issues of nost asect@ of
been cidedt that considfaedlties wnllt bescaicof tsansa reab

has been deferred util later ruvisicnsofteem

Confguraion anag It a CuTh e rnt CUS supports
facilities for config uration control including kceeping
versions, referencin- the latest revision, identifyig
the state of an object, etc., but it does not
Inl win a particular mithodol , crrently
deferred is the decislon whether or rot to have the
%IS wefce a particular cniguration u.nagmmnt

ach and if so what particular mtt1 dOly should

2
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be.

Device coto adrsoremaaeen h curren1t
CT provides ont.' facilities f scroll, page,
and AXM tmzr.ira and mgnedic tape drive. Currmtly
deferred is the disiorn as to what additioal devicesor resourcesmut be supre by th CRIJS. Such

resurces and devices might include printers, disk
drives, color terminals, vmctor- and l ist- s'erable
graphics devices, processor momy. prcsMs time.
caimzication paths, etc. Also deferred in a decision
regarding which other MNl/I1. interfaces to ado,
such as the ISO/DIS 7942 Grapical Kernel System (OS).

Distribute %.Aroun t - Th existing CRIS pacages
are intended to be *ipl ale on a tr set
of processors, but this would be a ent to a
tool. Currently deferred is the decision %tither or
not to provide to the user explicit CRIS interfaces to
control the ditiuinof the u. t, including

desgnaionof where -Ie exist and whre execution
takes place. Note that a set of distributed proceorsC3
could include onm or tor arget UMdiines.

Inter-tool interfac - The current CIS does not
defiun inter-tol calling sequnces or data forats
such as the data ftemt within the mpilation/ogm
library system, the text fausI within edtn
sytmth mu poes language synitax, themsage fomats. of a malst~em, cc te~l L't*a

beben the zrx-tis system, and d~~rtools
Currently deferred are decisions rgdigWhat inter-
tool data sold becom part of the standard, what
farm such interfaces dwmld take, and %wther or not
to Place aztait n the wui-tiz to provide
process execution 6omtion.

e r- aTe urt SCI provides only

transferring filem bbe n a CI 1 eupamentation and
the oerating system on which it my reside.) It does
nt define external represenations of data for
transfer betwen evirununts or between host and
target.

Typing -1thodology - 'The current CAIS provides
attributes and relations which can be used by tool
sets to onstrain r ,des. attributes and relations
but, it does not enfo a particular mthodology.
Qwrently deferred is a decision whether or not the

M hould enforce a particular, more cmplete typing
U-m)dology and what kind of C- interfaces should be

3
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N me amdiable to UPOt it.

Ardiiviz* - Th* curret CAS dom iot dfine

Pftilis forarcivingO at dta. Oarrant3y deferredis a docialm regadn the am tbat archivin

itdAass dwuld take.

Ll

N
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2. IM "FEDCLM

2.1 Issues of documnts

The following dwmta of the issue in effect on date of invitation for
bids or request for przposal fom a purt of this standard to the extent
upecified herein.

ELW3: Reference ?bnual few the Ada Pzor LngSg,
Rzs/ M_,I- l8lSkD8 ,A United States Dqwrnmt of DefOene: January 1963.

EqrufwlN: R -iralts f= Ada ProgrmWuing SpOrt Eft ouut
NSt=111irflu Departmnt of Defeose: Fdrvary 196S.

(Ccpiee of pecificatins, standrds, rw , aons
required by 4 yctrars in caramction with specific procure1m1nt
functions culd be tainod from the procuring activity or an directed
by the -Ityacting officer.)

* ~2.2 Other zb4auin

The following documots form a part of the standard to the extent
spedified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the issue in effect on
date of invitation fr bids o request for proposal sall apply.

., L~[AM 7831 Amianz Natitonal Standards Insit, s, "Magnetic-Tape L.atelsa
and File Strture for t n (ANI Standard
x3.27-1978)"r (Ajlcton f o pe stuld be addressed to American
National Standards Ins tute, Inc., 1430 Bro9adry, Nw York. NY 10018)

(DACJ - CAM Malosry, a Bi bliogxraphy of Software ignen TerWmo
acs-., octe 1979, rata and Analysis Center for softwire.

* IZZE - IZZStandard Glossay of Sot bare 1 gr i Terminology,
AI/NSI/= Std 729-1963.

* ~ i~C3 - Dsprtm*n of Defore Trusted cmputer System Evaluation
Criteria, D rNei, of Deform Cauter Security Center,

* ~ C-=I-1-83. 15 August 1963.

* rUK Ada Study3 - United ingdcm Ada Study Final Tedinical Report, Voium
* I. Liondo, Departmnt of Industry, 1961.

5
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3. rm"1ITIT(S

The folloing are terms whidh are used in thdescripto of the CRIS.
Wbcrd followed by * ae defined by the CRIS documnt in tein of the
C IS design. ,Where a documnt neimed in Section 2 wae used to dbain the
definition, the definition is preceded by a bradeted reference to that
douet.

abort - [n3 To terminate a process prior to copletion.

access - 3TiJ A specific type of interaction between a subject and an
object that results in the flow of infortin from one to the other.

access dcking - The operation of checking access rights with intents
according to theacs ctr lale and either permitting or denying

~j:. the intended operation.

access control -[71CM - discretionary access co=no3 A means of
restricting access to objects bused on the identity of subjects and/or
grus to which they belong. 'The controls are dsrtoayin the
s ens that a subject with a certain access pemiion is capable of
passing that peniission (perhaps indirectly) on to any other subject.
I T -mntcryaccesscontrol]A men of restricting access to
objects basd on the sensitivity (as represented by a label) of the

i contained in the objects and the formal authorization (i.e.
clearance) of subjects to access i of such sensitivity. In
the CAIS, this includes specification of access rights, access control
rules and checng of accessrights in accordance with these rules.

access ntrolc saints - Alltheinf tion required to perform
access decking.

access cztrol information - The remIting restrictions placed on
certain kinds of operations by access control.

acoesm cm_*ol rules - The rules describing the correlations betwe

accss rights and! intents.

access rights - Desriptions of the type of operations which can be
performed (See Section 4.4.1.2).

accessible * - The subject has (adopted a role which has) been granted
access right EISTNCE to the object.

active position - The position at which a (terminal) operation is to be

SAda Program ing Support v (APSE) - [UK Ada Study, STrCHEAN] A
set of hardware and software facilities whoe purpose is to support the
development and umitnneof Ada applications software throughout its

6
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life cycle, with particular ensrsis on softwre for embedded omputer
. applications. The principal features are the database, the interfaces

and the toolset.

adopt a role * - The action of a process to acquire the access rights
which have been or will be granted by an object to adopters of that
role; in the (IS this is a by establ asecondary
ADOPTEZ relationship fru the process node to the role.

adopted role of a process * - The role or ancestor of the role that is
the target of an ADOPrED WEE relationship frm the process node.

advance (of an active postion) - Takes place on a scroll or page
terminal whenever (1) the ra nmber of a new position is greater than
the raw number of the old or, (2) the row number of the new position is
the same but the column number of the new posticn is greater than that
of the old; takes place on a form terminal whenever the indices of its
position are ir -- , ed

ancestor of a role * - Any group reacable from the given role via
PAPDT relationships.

area qualifier - A designator for the beginning of a qualified area.

associate - To establish a correlation between a queue file and a
senary storage file. If the file is a copy queue file, its initial
contents are a cop of the associated file; if the queue file is a
minic queue file, its initial crctents are a copy of the associated file
and elermnts that are written to the mimic queue file are appended to
its associated file.

attribute * - A namd value associated with a node or relationship which
provides i.foniation about that node o relat p.

base * - The given starting node of a path.

tents * - A file or process associated with a CAIS node.

current node * - The node that is currently the focus or context for the
activities of the current process.

crrent process * - The currently executin process making the call to a
CAIS operation. It defines the context in which the parameters of the
call are to be i-eprted.

current user * - The user's top-level node.

dependent process node * - A process node which is not a root process
node.

descendant of a group' - Any role reachable from the given group via
'a prziuryPER9sN6a'MDIER reltosi.d

"S 7
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device - A piece of equipent, or a umoamnism designed to serve a special
purpose or perform a special function.

device nam * - Tkw key of a priry relat.ons anating from
the system node.

file - E1R4 14.1.1 - Ada external file] Values input from the external
egirzmit of the program, or output to the Vwir1rit, are considered
to occupy external files. An external file can be anything external to
the progym that can produce a value to be read or receive a value to be
written.

file node * - A node whose contents are an Ada external file, e.g., a
host systom file, a device, or a queue.

grp *, * - A ollecti n of roles represented by a
structural node with eanating reaimh~ identifying each of the
group's nembers. A grupmuber my be a user tap-level node, a program
node, or another group.

idetificatin - A reference to a node provided by a pathnamu or a
base/key/relation nam.

illegal - A node identification in which the pathnmrm or the
relationship key or relatin name are syntactically illegal with respect
to the syntax defined in Table III.

inaccessible * - The subject has not (adopted a role which has) been
granted the access right of EKISTENM to the object.

. initiate T * place a program into execution- i .e C , this momn
V -a process node is created, required resources are allocated, and

execution is started.
initiated process * - The process Whose program is placed into

execution.

* V initiating process *-The process placing a program into execution.

interface - CDACSJ A shared bourdary.

* iterator * - A variable which facilitates iteration over nodes (a node
iterator) or attributes (an attribute iterator).

job*- A process node tree, spamed by prrmwy latinhip, which
developundera r process node as othe (dependent) processes are
initiated for the user.

key * - See relaticnship key. The key of a node is the relationship key
of the last element of the node's pathamu.

list - .I. An ordered set of item of data; in the @15. an entity
of type LISTTYPE whose value is a linearly ordered set of data item.

-M8
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list item *-A data item in a list.

latest key * - The final part of a key that is autatically assigned
lexcogapically followiing all previous keys for the suns relation andI

initial relationship key character sequence.

•n - A list item which has a num associated with it or a list all
of whose items are named.

node * - Reprontation within the CAIS of an entity relevant to the
APSE.

node handle * - A value that represents a reference (to a CIS node)
that is internal to a process.

non-existing node - A node which has never been created.

object - [TCJ A passive entity that contains or receives tion.
In the C(IS, any node may be an object.

Sopen node handle * - A nod handle that has been assigned to a
particular node by mans of an OPE procedure.

parent *-The surce node of a prlznuryreainhp

path * - A sequence of relationships connecting one node to axther.
Starting fr= a given node, a path is fo1owed by traversing a sequence
of relationships until the desired node is reached.

path element * - A portion of a patbnuim representing the traversal of a
single relatioshipv a single relation nuns/relationship key pair.

patn * - A nuns for a path conisting of the concatenation of the
names of the traversed relat p in the path in the sum order in
which they are - iz! mtered.

pe-znnent member * - A group wer hid is related to the group via a
Primary PENEDT MR relati hip.

position - A place in an output device in which a single, printable
ASCII character may be graphically displayed.

potential mMber * - A group mnber that my dynamically acquire
mwihrship in the grcupr represented by a role that is the target of a

M rlations emanating from that group or fran any of
that gro8a s desendants.

pramtics - C - iCmao p c Constraints iuoed by an
Izpenstatonor Use that are riot defined by the syntax or semantics of

the C(IS.

i yrela p - The initial relationship established from an
existing node to a newly created node during its creation. The

9
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existence of a node is itrolled by the existence of the primary
relationship of which it is the target.

privilege specificatio - A list of acces rights in axzdanoe with the
syntax given in Table III.

process * - The execution of an Ada Iograw, including all its tasks.

process node * - A node Wbose contents represent a CRIS process.

program - CLR4J A program is cposed of a nuaber of compilation units,
ne of which is a sutprogra called the main progr which may invoke
ur a declared in the other cmpilation units of the program.

program node * - A short-hand reference of the file node representing
the file which cntains the executable inage of a program.

V qualified area - A contig us group of positions that share a ommon set
of characteristics.

queue - EI R) A list that is accesed in a first-in, first-out nner.

relation * - A class of relationships sharing the swe rae.

t:7. relation name * - The string that identifies a relation.

relationship * - In the n ode nxdel, an edkje of the directed graph, which
eanates fran a source node and terminates at a target node. A
relationship is an instance of a relation.

relationship key * - The string that distinguishes a relationship from
other relationships having the same relation namn and eanating from the
same node.

I!role * - A user top-level node, program "or group node that is the
target of a secondary RIJE relationship.

root process node * - The initial node created when a user enters an
APSE or when a nri job is created via the a=TE J interface.

se z r relationship * - An arbitrary connection which is established
betee two existing nodes.

security level - ETCSEC] The rinatio of *a hierarchical
classification and a set of non-hierarchical categories that represents
the sensitivity of inforuation.

source node * - The node fran which a relationship emanates.

structural node * - A node without contents. Structural nodes are used
strictly as holders of relationships and attributes.

10
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sub ject - IEC) An active entity, generally in the form of a person,
process, or device that causesinfoatin to flow ung dbjects or

d~agesthe system state. In the CRIS, a subject is always a process
node..

system node * - The rot of the entire CIS node structue.

target node * - e at which a relatosi tsminates.

task - ELHaE An antity wtoe exection proeeds in parallel with other
parts of the prmgrun.

termination of a procss * - Termination ([L4) 9.4) of the subrogram
whidch is the man progrus (tLR4J 10.1) of the process.

tool - tIMM - softwre tool] A omqmter program used to help develop,
test, analyze, cc maintain another copAr progr -a or its
doiumntation; for example, an autuated design tool, ocmpiler, test
tool, or tool.

tnp-level node * - The root of the tree that includes all of the
structural, file and prces nod created on the user's ehalf; frm
it the iuer can access these and others. Eachi userhas a top-level

P. node.

track * - Cpennode handles are said to track the nodes to which they
refer. This men that an oen node ba dle is guaranteed alays to
refer to the sae node, regardless of any canges to relationship that
co-ld cause pathnames to eom inalid or to refer to different n .

traera of a node * - Traversal of a rlationship emanating frou the

traversal of a relationship * - Foll g a relationship from its source
node to its target node in the process of accessing a node along a path.

unique primary nam* The pathnauu associated with the uniique primaryr i path. i

unique primary path *-Every accessible node can be traced beck to a
to-level node by recursively following PAMRWl rlats the path

cbAined by inverting this chain in the unique primary path to the node.

" ur ed * - A list item which has no nam associated with it or a list
all of tmee item are unnmed.

w:banab~ le * - A node is bn able if the primmy relationship of
which it is the target an been deleted.

. user - A use is an invdidal, project, cc other organizationtl entity.
In the ChIS it is associated with a tcp-level node.
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use~r rum' -. Th ke Iiy of a priuinry U reltinh
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4. GEEAL ~ID1

4.1

The CRIS provides interfaces for data storage and retrieval, data
ta dasion to and from external devices, and activation of progrmai
and control of their mcuti . In order to adieve uniformity in the
interfaces, a single model is used to consistently describe general data
storage, deviMes and executing pCOgrmM. This provides a single model
for -x3sstanding the CAIS ccncq*s; it Provides a mens fo making
faciliies available equally to data storage and program control; and ]
it provides a consistent way of eWes interrelations both within
and between data and executing I r gr -. This dfeureiseerd
to as the nSe model.

Section 4.2 discusses bow the interfaces are described in the reainder
of Section 4 and also in Section 5, Section 4.3 describes the node
model Section 4.4 describes the mandatory and acces

tl muoal incooated in the US. Section 4.5 d the
-"iL3&Iuutp± model uied in the CR.S, Section 4.6 describes practical

imits and cstraints not defin by the interfaces. Section 5
; provides detailed e of the interfaces.

Pmdix A provides dsit. of the predefined entities defined in
the CRIS. his appendix ocntitutes a andatry part of this standard.

ix B will provide a st of the Ada pacage s- Of the
. .interfaces whidh off~pils correctly. Thi. set of interfaces will
be eftracted frm the final -ns truction of the CIS design and included
in the Military Standard 1 docuwnt.

4.2 Metbd of r.ption

The specifications of the chIS interfaces are divided into tw parts:

a. the syntax as defined by a canmical Ada package
' specification,

* b. the seazntics as defined by the descripto'sboth of
the general node model and of the particular packages
and procedures.

V The Ada package specifications given in this dcwumnt are twed
cannical because they are representative of the fM of the allowable

.. 13
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actual Ada package specifications in any particuar OUS ipinmtation.
The packages which together provide an i lutain Of thee
specificationis mut have izxdistnusa syntax and szmntics from
thoee stated herein. The actual Ada package scficating my differ
froM the cenoical specifications in the following wys (which are
indistinguihale to progrmw calling these i):

a. The package nay have additional Wn1H "or SE clauses.

b. Parameter modes listed here as OUT may be IN CUT or those
listed as IN Owr ny be Mr.

c. Types specified as limited private may be simply Limited

d. Packages my be is tan s of generic pacages.

The folladig differences in CUS package implmunitation f= the

specifications in this docwurt are NT permitted:

a. Additional or missing declaratins, as these affect
name visibility.

b. parameter cde n being dvwagd to IN our, as this
prevents passing of expressicns.

c. Limied private types being changed to subtypes Or
derived types, when this changes the semnwtics of

: 'deriving' from the type.

d. Packages which are not available as specified library
units, becmuse this danges the means of reference to
package omponints.

The interface semantics are described in most cases through narrative.
These narratives are divided into up to five paragraphs. The Purpose

Sparagraph describes the function of the interface. The Parameters
paragraph briefly describes each of the parameters, and the Exceptions
paragraph briefly describes the conditicns under which each exception is
raised. Any relevant information that does not fall under ne of these
three headings is included in a Notes paragraph. In cases where an
interface is overloaded and the additional versions are describable in

C. .-. term of the basic form of the interface arid/or other CRIS interfaces,
these versioms are described in a paragraph, called Additional
Interfaces, using Ada.

*_: :. This doaunt follows the typographical v of [4), where
these are not in coflict with those of a MIL-STD. In particular,

a. boldface type is used for Ada language reserved words,
[Editor's Note: Typeset docient only]

A.
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b. UPPE aM in used for Ada language identifiers which
are rw reserved wards,

c. in the teft, syntactic category naus are written in
nor I typeface with any subedded aer scorea moved,

d. in the text, where reference is smde to the actual
value of an Ad variable (fo example, a procedure
p'Mit). the Ada new is ued in rmal typeface.
Howver, Whemre reference is mae to the 'Ada Object'-
itself (see CL14] 302 for this use of the wd Object),
then thmda nam is given in camercse, includingan asb dd d - ,,- Me, 0 o el r m mle, ft CLM ]
14.2.1 paragraphs 17, 18 and 19

fbction =(FfZr: in FUn TYP) return FnEz 1=

RetU. the current mode of the given file.

Thle exicption irM Wo is raised if the file

in.rint Open.

e. at the place Where a technical term is first introduced
and defined in the text, the term is given in an italic
tyfc-
Eaditr's motes Typeset version only; this version
utilizes qxoation mrks in lieu of italicsJ

4.3 CRIS node model

The CIS provides interfaces for s entities relevant during
the uofbmre lifecycle, such as files, des, processes and
devices. These entities have properties and my be interrelated in manny

The IS model uses the oncept of a unode" as the carrier of
1n ticn about an entity. It uses the concept of a "relationship"

for repesn n en ntrrelatn betwen entities and the concept
of an "attribute" for reprementng a property of an entity or of an -

The model of the structure underlying the CRIS and reflecting the
itr l of entities is a directed graph of nodes, which form the
vertices of the graph, and relat ps. which form the edges of the
rph. This model is'a conceptual model. it doe not imply that an

atn of-the CRIS mt use a directed graph to represent nodes
ad their relationships.
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Both ndsand rlinspspossess attributes describing p ezisOf
the entities represented by nodes and of Inerlta ersne by
relationships.

4.3.1 Nodes

Li The CAIS identifies three different kinds of nodes: structural nodes,
file nodes and process nodes. A node may have contents, relatis
and attributes. The "contents" vay with the kind of node. If a node
is a "file node", the contents are an A external file. The Ada
external file my represent a host file, a device (much as a terminal or
tape drive) or a queue (as used for Process i-eVo.mmation). If aK node is a "process node", the cotents are a tion of the

U. execution of an Ada program. If a node is a "structural node", there
are no contents and the node is used strictly as a bolder of
relationships and attributes.

Nodes can be created, renamed, accessed as part of other oerations, and
Kdeleted.

4.3.2 Processes

"process" is the ___S mechansm ued to represent the e of an
Ada program. A process is represented as the contents of a process
node. The process node and its attributes and relationhips are also
used to bind to an execution the resouces such as file and devices
required by the process. Taken together, the process node, its
attributes, relationships and contents are used in the CAIS to mnnag
the dynamics of the execution of a program.

Each tim execution of a program is "initiated", a process node is
created, the process is created, the necessary resouces to suport the
execution of the pogram are allocated to the process, and execution is

L v started. The newly created process is called the "initiated process",
while the process which caused the creation of that process -j called

• * :.. the "inititing process"

A single CRIS process represents the execution of a single Ada program,
even when that program includes multiple tasks. Within the process, Ada
tasks execute in parallel. (proceed indeSendently) and sywhrx ize in
acordance with the rules in E1RM) 9, paragraph 5.

Parallel tasks my be inpaute on multi ,
multi;rocessors, or with interleaved execution on a
single physical Processor. On the other hand, whmver
an implemntation can detect that the sam effect can be

giarateedif parts of the actions of a given [Ada) task
are executed by different physical processor acting in
parallel, it my dxxoe to execute than in this wyi in
such a cas several physical processors inpluwt a
single logical processor.

16
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When a task uakes a CIS call, execution of that task is blocked unti
the CIS Cel returns cantro l to the task. Other tasks in the -
PC m m -y continue to execute in p.rallel, subject to the Ada taskng
rules. If calls on a CIS interface are nacted conmcuitly, the CRIS
daoe qx peify thmir order of execution.

Procees are amalogou to da tasks in that they execute logically in
parallel, have madaniui. for I Ierprcess- sYnroiztin andl can
exhange data with other processes. Hjer, processes ar A tasks
are dissinmia in certain critical %uys. Drata, procedure or tasks in
one process canhot be directly referenced fro another process. Also,
while tasks in a rrun are bound together prior to execution tixn (at
C(MV21e or Link time),* processes are not boaid together except by
coi"eration using CAIS faci-lities at run time.

4.3.3 Rlationships and relations

The of CRIS nodes ftm the edges of a directed graph
they are used tobuid cnventclhiAcl directory a process
structures (see Section 5.1.5 CIS 9SlMMALi . Section 5.2.2
C-IS P Sa M ) as weUl as abir mry .r-graph structures.

eaiuhp are rnidirectJa 1 and are said to emnate fxrm a "surce
nden and to teminate at a "target node". A r may also have
attributes describing JPrMeri of thereainhp

Because any node my have n relatnhips represeting mny different
classes of -o!-acticns, the concept of a "relation" is introduced to
catgorize the relt. Tuserelations identify the nature of
relautionhips, and rel are instances of relations. certain
b"sic relations are predefined by thm CRIS. Their eaintics are
expained in the flloArng section. Aditional predefined relations
are introduced in Section 5 and are I Jsted in Appudiz A. Relations my
also be defned by a user. The CRIS associates only the relation ru
with user-fned relati no other smantics are sq rted.

Ea ra is identified by a relation 1 aa relat
key- The "relation nat." identifies the relation and thmeltosi
keW* isiguse behmen, nultiple relaticmghips each beering the m e
rela nMMand aM ating fr a given node. In this docmunt, a
relation rNMe is often referred to sinply as a relation and a
rilationship key is often referred to siply as a key.
Nodes in the evirAMua are attainabLe bV navigating along the
relatonships. Operatio are provided to mmv fron rm node (along on
Of its relatioinships) to a connected node (see Section 4.3.4).

. ,
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4.3.3.1 Kinds of relationship.

There are t w kirs ofrt n primay and secndary. When a
node is created, an initial relationship is established fram other
node. This initial relatonshIp is marked as the priry rela sp"
to this ne node, and the sorce node of this initial relationship is
called the "parent" node. In adition, the now node will be oannected
back to this parent via the predefined PAB?1 relation. Primary
rela hips form a strictly hierarchical tree. There is no
requirm that all primary relat emnating fra a node have
the sam relation ram. Theprimary lati. h i broken by
DELETE M. or DELETE ThU operations (see Section 5.1.2). After such
deleti i the node ig said to be "izo Lrnble". A "ni--existing node"
is one which has never ben created. F operations (see Section
5.1.2.19) nay be used to make the primary relationship emnate from a
different parent. The operations DELETE NOE. DELETE . . and
the operations =eating nodes are the ciay ones thatmaniptlate primary
re.lationshp. They maintain a state in whidh each node bas exactly one
parent and a unique primary name (see Section 4.3.4). "Secondary
rela nsips" are arbitrary oPnctics which my be shed
between two existing nodest secmr~ary relat ps my form an
arbitrary directed graph. User-defined seo ary aion are

;- ,.- created with the LIM procedure (see Section 5.1.2.22) and broken with
the UNthU( procedure. Seontdary reaiosip ay exist to uotial
nodes

_4.3.3.2 Basic predefined relations

The CAIS predefines certain relations. Rltosisbelonging to a
predefined relation cannot be created, modified, or deleted by mns of
the CAIS interfaces, except where explicitly norted. The semantics of
the predefined relations which are basic to the node model, as well as

C related concepts of the CRIS, are explained in this Section and Section
% 4.4.

* -*The CRIS identifies the folloing basic predefined relations: PAN1IT,
SUSER. DEVICE, JOB, cJ -Eurj, an _r USER, CJRDI NODE.

The CRIS node model ates the notion of a user. Each user has
.. e "top-level node" (similar to a file-system directory). This
tiop-level node is an entry point to the CRIS directed node graph an
from it the user can access other structural, file and process nodes.

The CAIS node model inoorporates the notion of a "systn" node which
acts as the root of the entire CIS node structure. Each top-level node
is reachable from the system node along a primary relationship of the

" predefined relation USE emanating from the system node. The key of
this relationship is the "user nama". Each user name has a top-level
node associated with it. The system node is not manipulable via the
C.IS interfaces. It my only be manipulated interfaces outside the
CAIS, e.g., to add new USER relationships emnating fran the system

%' ,4 18
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A "er" may be an individaml, proJe t, or other oganiationa entity;
this notion is not equted with an individual person. It is left to
each CMS Leton, to aet up a ae1thdo' foy r users to enter the
APSE and enforcing any t that Limit the top-level nodes at
which uers ny enter the APSE. After entering the APSE, the user will
be regarded by the M IS as the e:r ated with the top-level node
at whid he entered the APSE.

The S node model i Iprates the notion of devices. Each device is
described by a file node. This file node is readIabeO ftm the system
node along a prmny reainhpof the predefined relation, IZVCE
munating frau the system node. The kWy of this rltos ini the

-J"devioe rm,". The CIS does not define interfaces for creating nodes
which represent devicest sudh interfaces are to be provided outside the

Wmen a user enters the APSe, aroot proces node in createdwhich

oftenmayrepresenta ommnd I e I cc.other use-commnicati
prcess. A proces node tree, ae by prinmry rltosis
deve1s frc, this aro nods a. othe processes (called "spe t"nt
pcees) are initiated for the ,me. A particular user ny haveL
entered the APE several times COzRrmT . Eadi rmr ta,, prOceM

* node tree is refecred to as a NW. The predefined JOB relation is
provided for locating each of the root process nodes fran the user's
*o-level node. A primry reat ship eanates from each user's
top-level node to the root process node of e of the user's Job.

The CIS does not specify an interface or ceating the initial root
process node wen a user enters the APS0 but the CMIS node model

requiestat asoottlary US and DVCai relationships with the
appopriate use and device names as keys emnate foou the roo process
node to all top-level nodes to auid this ne hasacess rights (see
Section 4.4) and that these U and ICEJI( relationships are inherited
by the rest of the process ein the j. Tp-level nordes of other
users and devices can teefore be reached from a process node using the

*relation tU or iZYIE and a reltio-- i key whidi is interpre ted as
the respective user or device nm.

Any process node in a job -bs associated with it at least three
additional prmdefind y relationships. The predefined
aUIM.JC relat sp alwu points to the root node for a process
nodes ' 3b. The predefined aiiWM _UM relationship always points to
the user'a t.p-level node. The-predefined CURR1M k XE relatinship
always points to a node which represents the process 'sc"urrent focn or
contetfor its activities. 'T process node can thus use the
CU KM M for a base node when specifying paths (m Section 4.3.4).
All t&ee of these relations (CMUNr JOB, WRiM USER. and
CaMF r Nam) provide a on ient. means for i3antifying (see Section
4.3.4) -other aMS nodes. The CIS requires that the root process node
created when the user enters the APSE has a CURRDNODE relationship
pointing to the top-level node for the usr e

19 "-
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The node model also uses the conOit of OWrumt p es. ThiSs
implicit in all calls to C&IS qperations and refers to the process for
the currently excutAng program muking the call. It defines the cAontex
in which the parmeters are to be intrted. In particular, paths are
dote in the ccnt.mt of the current process.

4.3.4 Paths and pathnames

Every accessil. node my be reacbed by following a 86quene of
relations - this sequence is called the "path" to the node. A path
starts at a knon (not ncessariy tcp-level) nod and follows a
sequece of relationships to a desired node. The starting node is
called the "base" node. Every accessible node can be traced back to a
tcp-level node by following PAMqT relanships; the path obtained by
inverting this chain is the "unique primry path" to the node.

Paths are specified using a patham syntax. Starting frcm a given
node, a path is followed by traversing a sequence of relati hips until
the desired node is reahed. The "pathumem c this path is 02e up of
the mte ation of the nams of the traversed r l ips in the

- order in which they are nx itred. The pathnmme associated with
the unique prinury ptiscalled the "unique primury nimm" ofthe node.
The base node of a path my be identified explicitly as an additional

p argom., the BASE, to many of the CRIS cparations, signaling the
starting poinut for interpretation of a pathne. Otherwise, the current
process node is used as the starting point fr inte t of the
patInem. The unique primary nam of a node is syntactically identical
to, and therefore can be used as, a pathnaus whose int*rtAtion starts
at the current process node.

"dentification" of a node is provided by a pathame or a
base/key/relation name. The phirase "toiduitify" muml to provide an
ientification for a node. A node ition is considered
"illegal" if either the pathnam or the key or relation
name are syntactically illegal with respect to the syntax defined in
Table I below. An illegal identification is treated as an
identification for a non-existing node.

A pathname implies "traversalofanode" if a relationhp emanating from
the node is traversed; -equenty all nodes on the path to a node are
traversed, while the node at the end of the path is not traversed. An
identification that would require traversal of an i le or
inaccessible node is treated as the identification for a non--xsting

any CAIS operations allow the omssion of the relation rame when

referring to a relationship, defaulting it to 'DCI'. Relationship keys
of DOT relationships may not be the empty string. Instances the DCr
relation are fully thpulale user within access right
- 1n1traints. DaY'reainlp are not restricted to be primay
relatinship and are ot associated with any other CAIS-specific
samntics.

.-.-. ,..
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The syntax of a pathbrn is a sequem of path elements, each "path
mnt: r t the traversal of a single rla i. A path

elet is an apostrq(ie (pronounced * tidc') follwd by a relation nam
and a prentheied relatishikey. If the key is the
upey string, the t my be omitted. m. PAr anid

'PAIT() refers to the mam rde. If the relation is DIr, then the
path element may be represented siuply by a dot C.') follod by thu
key for the mOr relaoton. Thum, ' rX:r( V om .) is the sam as

A paftm my begin simply with a rekey,. not prefixed by
eithw an apostrqe or . This is taken to zman Jnterpretation.
following a relationship of the CammT kU with the relation nei ixW
and with the given key. Thm A-- is the sam as

A pathname may also nsist of just a single '.' • This is interprete
as reern to th'e current process rodl. U

Relation rmes and reat:hipkeys f I the syntax of Ada
identifiers. Ugw and lower cse are treated as equivalent within such
i i ., i exazple, all of the foLlming are legal nmde

* paluwms.and they would all refer to the -a node if the CUM=~1 --

w1ere 'usE(,,JRs).A9 and the aM ERinI were J :

a. LandingSystau'With iuzit(Radar)

b. 'User(Jones) .TBAOMU.Larding system',with X4IT(WAMR)

C. oazr usmAO.rA~ma~momsr81mwlh wit(radar)

By coavention, a reainhpkey ending in ' in taken to represent
the LAMM KE (lezi-rahi*czllLy last). Whn creating a node or

latisp, use of ' to a d the final key of a patnmme will cause a
key to be autamticUa assigned, lexi r clly f all
previous keys for the sam relation and initial relat p key
dbaracter sequence.

IS~
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g TABL 1.* Pathnmme BNF

path nanm:- (pth elaent I
relat1~nshp kqypath elmnMt I

path .elentt.:- 'relation nam ( relatimsthip_key) I
.relaticnlhip key

relation name: :-identifier
' relat aip ke::-idetifier I identifier #

Notation:
1. Wards - syntactic categories
2. [ 3 - optional items
3. ( I - an item repeated zero or more times
4 I - separates alternatives

4-.

& 4.3.5 Attributes -

Both nodes and relatinaships uny have attributes which provide
inforuation about the node or relationship. Attributes are identified

by an attribute name. Each attribute (see Section 5.1.3
CAIS ATMIBUM) has a list of the values assigned to it, represented
usir the AiS_ LiST UmiLTiIs (sie Section 5.4.1) tjp called LIST TYPE.

Relation names and attribute names both have the same form (that is, the
syntax of an Ada identifier). Relation names and node attribute names

-," for a given node must be different fron each other.

* The CAIS predefines certain attributes which are discussed in Section 5
and listed in Appendix A. Predefined attributes cannot be created,
modified or deleted by the user, except where explicitly noted.

p.

.-
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4.4 Discretionary and mandatory access control

The CAIS specifies mscdaniwm for discretionary and nndatory access
control. In the CAIS, the following operations constitute "access to a
node": reading or writing of the contents of the node, reading or
writing of attributes of the node, reading or writing of relationships
emanating from a node or of their attributes, querying the kind of a
node, and traversing a node an implied by a pathname. The phrase
'reading relationships' is a convenient short-hand for either traversing
relationships or reading their attributes. To access a node, then,
means to perform any of the abe access operations. The phrase 'to
obtain access' to a node means being permitted to perform certain
operations on the node within access right constraints.

In the CAIS, the following operations do not constitute access to a
node: closing node handles to a node, opening a node with intent
EXIST (see Table V ), reading or writing of relationships of which a
node is the target or of their attributes, and querying the status of
node handles to a node.

In the CAIS "access control" refers to all the aspects of controlling
access to information. It cosists of:

1. "access rights": descriptions of the types of operations which
can be performed (See Section 4.4.1.2).

2. "access c2trol rules": the rules describing the correlations
between access rights and intents.

3. "access checking": the operation of checking access rights
with intents according to the access control
rules and either permitting or denying the
intended operation.

All of the uiformation required to perform access checking is
collectively referred to as "access control information." The resulting
restrictions placed on certain kinds of operations by access control are
called "access rights constraints."

A node is "inaccessible" if the current process does not have sufficient
discretionary access control rights to have knowledge of the node's
existence or if nndatory access controls prevent information flow from
the node to the current process. The property of inaccessibility is
always relative to the access rights of the currently executing process,
while the property of umotainability is a property of the node being
accessed.

These cocepts and the CAIS mechanisms which support then are discussed
in the following sections.

23
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4.4.1 Discretionary access otrol

Discretionary access ontrol liits authorized access to nodes to named
users or groups of users. Te establistmunt of access rights to an
object is performed by an authorized user, typically the creator of the
cbJect.

In the CuS, an "object" is any node to be accessed and a "subject" is
any process nade (acting on the behalf of a given user) performing an
operation requiring acesto an object node.

NonUlly, a user may adt one or reroles in order to affectm
-p !poe. In these roles, the user my be acting as hlmelf, acting on

behalf of another person, acting ans a rof scom gro, or acting
with s rights granted him as a result of the function being
per fond. The roles a user has adopted are orm factor used in
detereingacs rights. In the U S, a subject (process rode) my

7act in the capacity of one or r roles. E d role identifies a CUS
user, a rogram bing executed, or a prticular grow of users,
progrurs. or sub-groups.

In the CRIS, a "role" may be a user tcp-level node, a prorm node, or a
gzcW node. A "program node" is the file node containing the emecutable

S.'- image of the program. Roles can be grouped by a "group noe" uich is a
structural node with emating relatonships identifying each of the
group's mwbers; a group =mWer my be either an individual user node,
a program node, or another group node. Fr example, a grou node ay
have as its moubers all nodes reproesting apatible versions of the
compiler or a collection of tools designed to operate an a given type of
data, or a group node nay have as its i1rs all nodes representing
individuals on a particular project or all wbm its cf a particularorganization.

*Each group mutber is identified either by a primary relationship of the
predefined relation PE WT MEM or by a secondary relationship of
the predefined relation POTM DLMME, emnating frca the group node.
The primarzy PEK4VU1T UMEN relationship is used to identify those

ai,.emers that are Jsdered "permanent m '-ar " of a given group. The
secondary relationship PCInMIL M s used to identify those

nil~rs that my dynamically acquire ier ip in the group. Thej
phrase "potential nu r"de of a group refers to any role that is the
target of a PMNE'AL MEMR relationship from that group or from any of
that group's dscendaa.s.

The primry relation P MEBE may be used to create a hierardy
of roles by defining muners of-a group that are themselves groups. A
user tc-level node may not be the target of a primary PER41 r ER

*'. relationship eanating fram a group node, due to the restricticn that
.user tp- el nodes must have the system node as their parent. The

phrase "descendant of a group" refers to any role reachable frau the
• given group via primary PRDWMf MRe relaionships. The phrase

"ancestor of a role" refers to any group re chable from the given role
L via PADrI' relationships. Hence, only nodes that represent perrmnent

24
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natkers of a group have ancestors.

The CRIS i access control el requires that, upon creation
of a ro process node. relationships of the predefined -
relation KLZ emnate from the created root process node to an
ilamantaticn-defined set of roles; at least the secondary R:Mrelatonshp with the user nam s key must be established from the root
prcess node to the user tp-level node. These RZ relationships are

• . inerited by the pros initiated on behalf of the u (s idlar
to USE and IZVI relationsips). Roles can therefore be reahd from
a process node with the relation FZ and a relationship key interprete

- to be the role ame.

4.4.1.1 AdopLing a role L4

When a process "adpts" a particular role, a secordary reat p of
the predefined relation ADOPE MIZ is created from the process node to
the role. 'Mhre ay be multiple ADOPE rops emnating "-

* frcm a process node. The phrase "adopted r~le of a process" refers to
the role , ccac of the role, that the target of an
ADOPTED relationhi from the ipres node. Roles are adopted
either inpLicitly or epliitly. U a process is created, it

-* iMlicitly adqits the program node for the progrmn it is executing.
When a rotprocess node is created, it inpLicitly adats its current
I user node. When any process node is created, it Implicitly inherits the
ADOPTEDCZ rof the nods of its creating process. A
pcsay expicity at a gzo using the ADOPT procedure (Section
5.1.4.4). For a process to adopt a given group, som other role the -
process has already adopted must be a potential, of the group to
be aoted.

4.4.1.2 The access relationship dIX the privilege attribute

An aess relationsh i any serebuy of the prdefined
relation A S frm an object to a role. Any object may bave zero or

* m access relations . Each cs relatons has a predefined AT
. privilege attribute, called GRMT, thich specifies what access rights to

the object are granted to adopters of the role.

The privilege attribute valu csists of a List of "privilege
spcificatiaw". Each privilege specification consists of a necessary
privileges List, followd by a right-erz w (-), followd by a resulting

" privileges List. A list with one elmuoet may be replaced by the elrnt
l . If the necessary privileges List is ety, the privilege
ecifiction my be replaced by the resulting privilege list alone.

The fr the 3W privilege specifications is given in Table II.
-i
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ABE Ii. Privilege SMeificti mI

privilegespecification:-= ( C ncessary privileges - J
resulting Privileges

necessary-iivileges,- privilege list

resfulting-Privileges: : privilegeKlist

privilege list : = identifier I
identifier I id.ntifier)

Notation:
1.* Words - syntactic categories
2. C I - cptial itat.
3. [ ) - an item repeated zero or re tine
4 - spara& s altAnatives

Tte nacessary andi resulting privileges lists are Lists of privilege
numes. Privilege rums imply the granting of certain access rights. A
privilege nme. has the syntax of an MA identifier. Privilege rezms nay
be user-defined, but certain privilege sins have special significen
to CRIS qperatic,. In particular, the CRS recognizes the privilege
rmm given in Table III and the access rights r which they are
ecess y or sufficient.

TAMlE III. Privilege Mmm and Accmes Rights

..- E ENC WithOut this access right, the object is
inaccessible to the subject. Without additional
access rights, mbject mm, neithe read nor
write attributes, rlati or contents of
the object.

FM DEATIHIPS subject may read attributes of relationships
.ruanating frce the object or use it for
traversal to amthwr noder the access right
MurNC is implicitly granted. Necessary to
open the object with intent FZDImATIcIps.

26
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WRITE RMATICNS1IPS subject nay create or delete relationships
emnating from the object or nay create, delete,
or modify attributes of these relationships: the
access right masmu is implicitly granted.
Necessary to open the oject with intent
WRITE

PRfD_ AIWUM subject may read attributes of the object, U
the access right EMSTSWE in implicitly granted
Necessary to open the object with intent
WARD ATRISUTE.

WRITE ATIRIBrES subject nay create, write, or delete attributes
of the object, the c right DCUENCE is
inplicitlty granted. Necessary to open the object
with intent WRITE AM'rRIB7nI.

*R1 CO_ MMlI' subject may read contents of the object; the
access right MCISTEND is implicitly granted.
Necessary to open the object with intent
WARD CMTENT.

WR TE CMITENS subject my write contents of the bject, the
acces right mamrZ is implicitly granted.
Necessary to ope the bject with intent
WRITE C.

RA nMOf RMD MATIMSIMS RM AT jIBUE, I
=D cmnws, -and access rights.

Necesary to opmn the object with intent READ.
Sufficient to qpn the object with intent

-RD ISHIPS, WAD ATMRIBlUES, or
* WAD CM1 .

WRITE unice of w _rITERATIsIips, WRITE ATu1'r .,
WRITEO)2rENTS. and EasiNC access rights. Fa
Necessary to open the cbject with intent WRITE.
Sufficienit to open the object with intent
WRITE RLAINSIPS, WRITEATIR iWTIP, or
WRIT CNTNT.

EMCUE subject nay create a process that takes the
oject as its executable imugs: the access right
maim'Dc is implicitly granted. Necessary to
qmn the object with intent Emm.

subject may modify acces cotrol i tion of
the object; the access right gcrsmr is
implicitly granted. Necessary to ope the object
with intent COMM.

27
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The follcing are exaples of privilege seifications:

((OLn, cmns.I=,x) - t J'

((EDI, 0M4Z)-)wRMD R = aras

Access relationships and privilege attributes are estab I ahed for
objects rung the interfaces provided in the pacage MIS ACES OMMM~
or ay be established at node creation. Wr a no.de TA cre-ed, the
initial access control inA-mIion my be splied by the ACCSS
parmeter. If non-nll, this parumter speci fi the initia access
tolicontr oltion to be eab]Jsha for the created node, using rAud

Ada aggregate syntax. Each named choice given in the ACCSS COMR
paramter dentifies a Z reatioshp key. Each selected exprsicn
identifies a privilege speification. PC each of the CMPORunt
associations, an access relationshp is created from the created node to
a role identified by the pathnaMM built from the relation RZ and the
relationship key given by the coice. 1 h privilege -saclCation is
the initial value of the GRNr attribute of the acces relationship.

4.4.1.3 Discreti nAry access dhecking

Wien access control is enforced for a given oprations each
discretionay access right required for each object involved in the
operation is oazpared to the process's access rights as defied by the

•a object access relationsh1ps. If the object has an acc rela nship
to a role that is an adopted role of the subject mnd the relationship
allow:s the access right being cecked, then the qoeration is alloed.
Otherwise the operation is not allowd, and the operation is terminated
by raising an excspticn.

For an access relationship to grant an access right, the access right
must ap r in a resulting privilege list in a GRM attribute of the

relaionhipamxd the acesns rights in the associated required privilege
list must have be grante.

.J .

4.4.2 Mmdatory access control

Mandatory access ccntrol provides access controls "based directly on a
ctparison of the irdividual's clearance or ation f the

-infortion and the classification or sensitivity designation of the
infniaionbeing sought." ETC]

A nmn-datory access control classification nay be either a hierarchical
classification level or a nwn-hierarchical category. A hierarchical
classification level is chosen frtm an ordered set of classification
levels and represents either the sensitivity of the object or the
trust orthiness of the subject. In hierarchical classification, the
reading of inforation flow d ard towards less sensitive areas,

r
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while the creating of Infocoaticn flam pa rd towards m trustworthy
Iaiviialsa. A subject my obtain r access to an object if the
hiemrice lasifcestian of the subject is greater than c equal to
that of tio cbject. In turn, to otain write-aeus to the object, a

Ssubjec'a bierardical clasificatin mat be less than equal to the
hie-a uI classfit of the object.

Each subj c r ojcti ± assgnd Szeoorm 11XirarciCal

otain reed-acce to an oject if the set of zx-hierardiical
Categoris msignsl to the subject contains each category assigned to

S the object. Likealse, a subject many obtain w-%ccess to an object if
each of e zxi-4d W 90- * - assignd to t. subject are
included in tie set of ategories assigned to the object.5

A subject mat satisfy both hierarchical and ncn-hierarc ical access
rights nogtraints to oain access to an oject.

In the CRIS, subjects are CRS procsses, while an oject may be any
CIS nods. Operatic= are CIS qpratic and are classified an read,

* write, or road/wite o;ecatins. Accuse duscing is performed at the
time the qmerticn is requested by cmring the classification of the
subject with that of the object with reupect to the type of operation.

4.4.2.1 Labeling of CAM r du"

*The labeling of ncdes is provided by predefined node attributes. A
predefined attribute, called SUC? CLASSwFIC TIM, is assigned to each
proces node and represens the ic&*s classification as a subject. A
predefined attribute, called O1 'CLASSFI'-N, is assigned to each
node and repreunts the ncde's classification as an object. Theeu
attribute, have linited fmcta- i a d carrot be reed or written
directly throug the IS interfaces. The value of the attribute is a
Pernti4sed List containing w itmau, the hierarcical cla'sificaticn
level and the zzi-4erarhcaI category list. Ttw hierarchical

. ClasiLfOtiM is a keyrd m er of the ordered set of hierarchical
asfct a ,eywcds. The &AM-hierarchical Category it is a List

of zeo or mre keyr 1r of the set of ncr-hierarchical
categories. For example, the folloing are possible classificatun
attribute values:

(TP San , ( ) OPMR, STAFF)
(Uasnm m

(SIMEr. (SIAM)
The EM for the value of a participant classification attribute is given .2
in Table IV.
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INuz Iv. Participant Classification Attribute Valu =

object classification : classificat ien
sbjCclassification, $:- classification

casilfcatim ::(hierarcical classification.
znhiemrical caeI-.= )

hie cal clasifict : kywz
nona hierardilcal categories s:- ( E keyod (*keywcrd 3
keyword a a= identifisi

Niotation:
1.* Words - syntactic:ctgre2. []3 - o .inalitems
3. ( I - an item repeated zero or zre tim..
4 I - spearates alternatives

The hierarchical classification level set and the rn-hierardhical

category set are inplemetatin-defined.

4.4.2.2 Libeling of subject nodes

Mien a root process is created, it is assigned subject and object
classification labels. The method by which these initial labels are
assigned is not specified: hoeer, the labels "hall accurately
represent security levels of the specific umerxJ with which they are
assoiated." EMCJ lW any rn-rwot (dependent) pocess node is
created, the creator way specify the cla ificatin attributes
associated with the node. If no clasification is specified, the
classification is inherited frcm the creatcr. The assigned

Sclassification must adhere to the requirements for umuatory access
control over write cperations.

: r.-
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4.4.2.3 Labeling of cbject rnodes

When a xk-JsOCGM object is created, it is assigned an object
classification label. The classification label May be specified in the
create operation, or it my be inherited fr=u the Parent. The assigned
classication t ahre to the r-ui nts for mndatory access
cotrol over write operations.

4.4.2.4 Labeling of nodes for devices

Certain file nodes representing devices my have a range of
classificatin levels. The classification label f the node of the
process opening one of these nodes is assigned to the file node while it

* is open.

*The range of classification levels is Specified by two predefined CRIS
node attributes. The attribute HIGHEST cLASSIFICATIC defines the
highest allowble bject clsficati label that may be assigned to
the file node. The attribute LQ! caSSnIFic TIO defines the lowest
allowable object classification la eL that my be assigned to the file

When a file node repesenting the device is opeed, the device in"eits
its security classification label from the process performing the open
operation. If it is not possible to label the nde representing the-
device within the bounds of the attributes HIGHEQg LASSIITI and
LCWMr aAIFI TIC4, the operation fails by raising the exception

~JHIr VIATIt.

." 4.4.2.5 Madatory access duding

When access control is enforced f a given operation, umdatory access
,.ntrol rules are dswked. If maatory ass conrtrols are not
satisfied. the operaticn terminates by raising the exception

• ,JRITY VICEATIOW, exept where the indication of failure constitutes
violatic of mndatory access control rules fr 'reed' operations. in
v.,id cas e EM_ my be rased.

* 4.5 Ixrut a. output

Aft rt/atu in Clad) CMPtor 14 inviolves the transfer of data to
ard from Ada external files. CAIS input/outpA uses the sam
input/output umodel and also inviolves the transfer of data to and from
@AIS file nodes. Thes file - d1s my represent disk or other secondary

soaefiles, magnetic tape drives, terminals, cc queues.
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4.5.1 CRIS file nodes

CRIS file xdes represent i tin about and contain Ada external
files. The underlying mxdel for the otnts of such a node is that of
a file of data item, accessible either iy or directly by saw
irdex. The packages specified in this section provide facilities that

i ,erate on CIS external files.

There are four types of CRIS suporteAd a external files: secondary
storage, queue, tezinal, and megnetic tape.

4.6 Pragmat.ics

4.6.1 Pragmjtics for CRIS rxde mxdel

Several private types are defined as part of the @15 No~de Model. The
actual iplemewtatin of these types ny vry on e CRTS
iepli taticn to the next. Nevertheless, it is important. to establish
certain minimuim for each type to enhnce portability.

a. NE STRIM At least 255 daracters must be suported
in a CRIS pature.

b. RIMAM _ HIPI At least 20 leading diaracters mnst be
- signiicant in a (relatioship) key.

c. ATTIR NAM At least 20 leading daracters must be
- mATI(mN m significant in attribute and relation nmmes.

d. Tree-height At least 10 levels of hierarchy must be
s -Iprte for the prim ry ra n

e. Record size rumber At least 32767 bits per record mut be

a4Vorted.
, f. Open node count Each process must be able to have at least

15 nodes open sinulteoualy.
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4.6.2 Pragmtics for CRIS SEJENr1AL. 10

A nfo in iuplmentaticn mnt suprt geeric instantiaticn of this
package with any (rxi-limited) --strained Aa type wtee Maximz size
in bits (as defined by the attribute D r TL'SIZE) is at least
32767. A conformi ingtation imt also sqj t instantiation with
~zunwmralned record types which have default --straints and a mxim=z
size in bits of at least 32767, and may (but need not) use variable
length elemets to conserve space in the external file.

4.6.3 Prgmatics for CAIS DIF=_ 10

Each eleI of a direct-access file is selected by an integer index of
type COtM. A conforming maleiwntation nust at least support a range
of indices f= one to 32767 (215-1).

A craforming mnliitto ust support generic instantiation of this
package with any (rnzi-1i.tted) Adtraied a type wbo emxi m size
in bits (as defined by the attribute ELE TYPE 'SIZE) is at least
32767. A onforming iLamntation must also WXort with
uz=Wtrajnud record types which have default constraints and a maximnzn
size in bits of at least 32767, and may (but need not) use variable
length elements to oserve space in the external fiLe.

4.6.4 Pragmatics for CUS_ TEXrI0

A foning ipleimntation mst sport files with at least 32767
reccds/lines in total and at least 32767 Lines per page. A cforming
implementation must suport at least 255 columns per line.

p

I.'

-.
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The following detailed requirawnts shall be fulfilled in a manner
onnsistent with the model descriptions given in Section 4 of this
standard.

5.1 General node mnagmm t

This section describes the CIS interfaces for the nipulation of nodes
in general, of relationships and of attributes. These interfaces are
defined in three packages: @IS NODE DE OS defines types,
subtypes, exceptions, and costants used throu*=& the (AIS;
CAIS NODE M defines interfaces for the nunipulation of modes in
general, of relationships and of attributes; and CAISrMXJRAL NODES
defines interfaces for the creation of structural nodes.

Specialized interfaces for the nunipulation of process and file nodes
and of their relationships and attributes are defined in Sections 5.2.
and 5.3., respectively.

To simplify nunipilation by Ada progran., an Ada type NODE TYPE is
r. defined for values that represent an internal handle for a node

(referred to as a "node handle" ). (bjects of this type can be
associated with a node by mans of an OPM procedure, causing an
"cpen rxode handle" to be assigned to the object. Most procedures expect
either a parameter of type NODE TYPE, or a pathnamn, or a --mbination of
a base node (specified by a parameter BASE of type NODE TYPE) and a path
element relative to it.

An open node handle is guaranteed alwys to refer to the same node,
regardless of any changes to relatinships that could cause pathrames to
become invalid or to refer to different nodes. This behavior is
referred to as the "tracking" of nodes by open node handles.

Access to a node by means of a pathnamn can only be achieved if the
current process has the respective access rights to the node as well as
to any node traversed on the path to the node.

The key of a node is the relationship key of the last element of its
pathnare.

C-"
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*5.1.1 Package CAIS NODE DEFINITIONS -

. This package defines the Ada type NDEMTYPE. It also defines certain
e ttieraLon and string types and

exceptions useful for node nmnipulaticns.

type NCDE TYPE is Limited private;

* type NDE KM is (FnI, STMMIRAL, POESS);

type E S'WIFICATIH is
(EXIS1 , READ, WRITE, READ ATrINJrPS, WRITE ATrRIBJTES,

APPEN1D ATTRIBUTES, BEAD REAISIPS, WRITE IULArCMUIPS,
APPEND RELATINSHIPS, !&D cXZ1?, wRITE aiirnr,
APPENDO I~ CCM* IffE.CT EXSIVEf READ,
EMMI'VE WRITE, EXC(JSIVE READ ATrRIEMrES,
MCLUIVE WRITE ATRIBMS IVE APPN ATFRIUflS,

.L MVE -AD F TiIamm , 00=M E WRITE IMSIPS,

. IS APP-ENDVE[ IPS, M=XSIVE WA C) ,
-CU M WRITE am , E aCIMA APPEND0 CX1M

type rcu is array(POSITIVE range <>) of INIT SPECIFICATION;

subtype NAME STrRIM is STRM;
subtype RMIAfONSHIP KEY is STRIM;
subtype r.ATIN ME is STRi;
subtype mw 4sTRI1w is STIRr

NOE TYPE describes the type for node hanxles. NOEKID is the
enumration of the kinds of nodes. INTMW SPWIFICATICN describes the
usage of node hmndles and is further explained in Section 5.1.2.1.
INTMMN is the type of parameter NT r of CAIS sunrgr arm OM and
OWA f TENT, as further explained in Section 5.1.2.1.

* LNAE STRIMe, REATTIC IP KEY, RELATION NAM, and FOR_ STRING are
subtypes for pathnames, relationship keys, and relation nanns, as well
as for form strings used for the notation of aggregates of attribute
values (c.f. ELM] 14). The value of such strings is subject to
certain syntactic restrictions whose violation causes exceptions to be
raised.

TOP LEVEL : constant NAME STRING CJR"T USER";
N : cstant N STRIN : "'CRR T 4tOE";

a TPROCESS : constant w4ESTRI :
LAwr Mw : onstant ATIONtIP KEY :=
C]'AULT RL ATION: ocnstant RELATION; :N "I="

TOP LV, JRW NODE, and CXJRRT PRXESS are standard patbnames for
the current user' s top-level node, current node, and current process,
respectively. LAS KEY and EAULT RATON are standard names for
the latest key and the default relation rame, respectively.
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9SMTUS ER : exception;
NAM ERVOR : exception;
USE EOTR : exception;
IAYOJr ER-I : exception;
1flO ERWIR : exception;

T rVItATICU: exception;
nn rVITICH : exception;

- SMTST ERRR is raised %henever the open status of a node handle does

MM ERROR Is raised whenever an attempt i. made to access a node via a
patGhn or node handle while the node does not exist, is urbaiale,
discretionary access control costraints for knowledge of existence of a
node are violated, or mandatory access controls for 'read' operations
are violated. This exception takes precedence over CSS VIOATIN and
SERflY VIATICZL exceptions.

USE ERRR is raised whenever a restriction on the use of an interface is
violated.

IA=Xt ERR is raised whenever an error is oumtered with regard to
layouts.

LOC ERROR is raised whenever an attept is node to modify or lock a
locki node.

ACCESS VIcEATIC is raised ,henever an operation is attempted wdich
violat7s access right s other than knowledge of existence of
the node.

DIT _viOATI(N is raised whenever an operation is attempted on an open
node handle which is in violation of the intent specified when the node
handle was opened. SE3RnY VICEATICH is raised whenever an operation
is attepted which violates mandatory access controls for 'write'
operaticms.

5.. Package CASNC M M -

This package defines the general primitives for ncpnipnlating, g,
renaming, and deleting nodes and their relationships.

The operations defined in this package are aplicable to all nodes,
relationships and attributes except where explicitly stated otherwise.
These operations do not include the creation of nodes. The creation of
structural nodes is performed by the mnNODE procedures of package
CAIS 9Z RAL NODES (Section 5.1.5), hu creation of nodes for

CAIS PROCESS CIMTOL (Section 5.2.2), and the creation of nodes for
files is perform .d by the CREATE procedures of the input/output packages
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(Section 5.3).

There ae e (S interfaces for uPUla n ehadles
9Pe-s a nods handle, a cloes the nole handle, and c(um INTENT

alters the specifimtion of the intention of nods handle ,uage. Thes
interfae perfotm access yndhronization in accrdanc with an intent
specified by the parameter DWQ.

These interfaces are central to the general node adinstation, since
mst other interfaces take node handles as paramtars. While such other
interfaces my also be provided in overloaded versions, takig pathna es
as node identification, these overloaded versions are to be understood
as inluding implicit OPEN calls with appsroriat, intent spescification
and a defaulted TIME LIMIT prmter.

Me or mure of the intentions defined in Table V can be expressed by the
fl~r parmeters.

Table V Intents

The established acoess right for subseqistoeton is to
quazy properties of the nods handle and existence of the node
node only. Ladks on the node have no delayin effect.

RIN, E VLUSIE IREAD:
The CPEh op-ati:n is delad if the node, its contents,
attributes or rela ship are locked against read operations.
The e ahed access right for susequent, operations is to read
nod contents, attributes and reationships. Er ECaLSIVE READ,
the node Is locked against all opens with write intent. In
aditin, the OPN operation is delayed if there are open node
handles to the node with write intent.

WRIE, UM1IVE WRITE:
'The WER~ operation is delayed if the rode, its omtentso.
attributes or relationships are looked against write operations.
The established access right for subsequent operations is to
wite, create or append to node cotents, attributes and

relatonshps. or EXCBIVE WRITE, the node is locked against
all opu with read, write o append intent. In addition, the
oPW operation is delayed if there are open node handles to the
node with read, write or append intent.

D CN T, VMLBIVE fD CMU.S:
itg MEN c -i1.i yed if the node or its contents are
locked against read operations. The est-abLished access right for
subsequent operations is to read the node contents. For
woLBIVE iED m, the node contents are locked against all
CO e with wrTte intbnt. In addition, the OPEN operation is
delayed if there are open node handles to the node with intent to
write its contents.

J.a
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WITEn OMM'S. EXCLSIVE WRITE OMMMMs
The E cperation is dlayed if the node or its contents are
locked against write oerations. Th established access right
for subsequent operations is to write or app~end to the node
contents. Fr EXCLUSIVEW M IO0I'S, the node contents are
locked against all oens with read, write or apend intent. In
addition, the OpEN pezation is delayed if there are oen node
handles to the node with intent to read, write or append its
contents.

APPEND OMrEN , IS.IVE APPD CT1rEBTS:
't"T hPEN Ceration is delayed if the node or its miutents are
locked against append operations. The established access right

pfor subsequent oeratnns iend a to the node contents. For
EXCLUSIVEAPPEND CxMMMM. the node contents are loced against
all cpe. with append or write intent. In addition, the OPEN
operation is delayed if there are open node handles to the node
with intent to ae or write its contents.

MED ATrRIUTE, ECLUSIVE READ AMTIRIBUTES:
T- ope; operation is elayea if the node or its attributes are
locked against read operations. The established access right for
subsequent operations is to read node attributes. For

, FrSIVE MADAR .IBU'., the node is locked against all, ens
Swith intet td write attributes - In addition. the OPEN oeration

is delayed if there are open node handles to the node with intent
to write attributes.

WRITE ATrRIBnYTES, EX(M5IVE WRITE ATrRI37rM:
The PEN cperation is dlayed if the node or its attributes are

Slocked against write oerations. The established access right for
subsequent operations is to modify and create node attributes.
For EXCLUSIVE WRIEATIrRIM . the nnoe is locked ainst all
open with iF*tnt to read, write or append attributas. In
addition, the OPEN operation is delayed if there are open noe
handles to the node with intent to read, write or append
attributes.

APPE ATrRIES, ELIIVE APPEND ATRIBfMS:
. The OPEN operation is delayed if the node or its attributes are

locked against apped operations. The established access right
. for subsequent operations is to create node attributes. For

E=,DSIVE APPEND M ESRIOSIP, the node is locked against all opens
with inte .to wFite or append attributes. In addition, the OPEN
operation is delayed if there are open node handles to the node
with intent to write or append! attributes.

•RAD ",IPS, 38SWE Fl 0IMIIPS:
The OMEN operation 2A delayed, if the node or its relainhps
are locked against read operations. The established access right
for subsequent operations is to read node relationships. For
EXCaJ3IVE IMD .MAIMMUPS, the node is locked against all
opens witK intent to write relationships. In addition, the OPEN
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ceration is delayed if there are open node handles to the node
with intent to write relationships.

WRITE MTIORQIPS, EUSIE WRTE DTIONMIPS:
-' The~"410 operation is delayed if th node or itsreaishp

are 1 against write operat . Tae rab]i h a
right for tssu ent operations is to write or create node
"" relatic .. Flor EQCO. VZ WRITE 0MATI0IWAPS, the nole is

lcked ainst all cpens witH. intht to red, write or appn
relationhis. In addition, the OPE operation is delaye! if
there are open node handles to the node with intent to read,
write, or append rltcmis

APEND FAMCUMS. EMW)EV APEN IATINSFPSt
The &M operation is delayid if til node or its relationships
are locked against ap~pendi operations. Theu established access
right for subsequent operations is to create node rltio .
,o X IVE APPEND _ ATI SII PS, the node is locked against
all ngw with intent to write or appe relationships. In
addition, the OPEN operation is delayed if there are open node
"andles to the node with intent to write or appen relationships.

ONTRO, EMJLSIVE CONrRz
The oaw cperA ttc is delayed if the node or its relationships
are locked against write or ac s-contral operations. The
established access right for subsequent operations is to read and IL
alter access control n. br CLOSIVE CONTROL, the node
is locked against all opses to write node conteRs, attributes or

reatonhisor to mo~dify access control ifrzto. In
additicm, the N operation is delayed if there are open node
bandles to the node with intent to write node contents,
attributes or reainhpor to read or mo~dify access controlino tion.

The OPE operation is delayed if the node contents are locked
against reed operations. The lished access right for
subsequent operation. is the permission to initiate a process
taking the node contents as weectable imge.

"-9
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Table VI. presents an overview of interfaces to query nodes and mnipulate
primry and se ay .

Table VI. Query/Manipulation Interfaces

Pathrwame quries The following interfaces allow certain queries
abot pathamus. tme of these interfaces
perftryuw accesses to nodes; they per'forM
patnm ni ti at the syntactic level
only.

Themitae s can also be used to establish
the syntacic legality of a pathname.

.;~ function BASEPAM
function UM~ FWATI(1
function LS7 -=

Node queries The following interfaces allow certain queries
about odes.

function COMINE
function IS SAE
procedure GifPARM

Node duplication The following two~ interfaces can be used to
interfaces duplicate single nodes or trees of nodes

spanned by primry relationship.

Sprocedure OOY OW
procedure COPYTNE

Alteration of prinmary The following interface can be used to alter
relationshipes the pri relaonsh of a node, thereby

dnging its unique primary nea.

-rcdr R!MWM

Deletion of primary The folloing t interfaces allow the
relationships deletion of the primary relationship of a

single node or of the prima relationshipe
of a node and all the nodes that are
o.utained in the tree spanned by primry
relat ps emanating from these nodes.
Remval of the primry relationship to a node
nkeas the node unobtainable. The seantics of

* the CRIS allow, but do not force, individual
implemntatics of the CAIS to delete the
physical representation of nobtainable nodes.

5:.
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procedure DzMM M
procedure EE T

Creation and deletion The foUlowin tw interfaces allow the
of sueondary ceation and deletion of wuer-dsfined
relationships secondary rltosi.

procedure LREMI

Nod iterators Ths foloing efntosand interfaces allow
allow the iteration over nodes reachable from
a given node via its emnating rela hip
of the specified relation name and
reaP ti mshikey patterns.

procedure MRAMTr
fmction -hR . -0
procedure GM bk

D~npuatonof the The folloeing to interfaces allow dung.. of
CJRdaT NOM the WWL kKr relationship, emanating from

*relationhip the current process node and dtaiing an cpen
node handle on the that is the target of the 7

proced SET s LT7r Namr~
procedure Wr LM r OD

5.1.2.1 Opening a node handle - -

procedure CPEN (NOM: in of NO TVE;
NAM: in MC rI.
ThMI: in MhlrlMI( :-n a-=)

TMLIMT: in lDAT IZc :- DuRATcIFIMRT);

procedure CPEN (NOM: in out lOM WE; ....-
BA.: in MM TYPE;
KEY: in KAI~IP ;~
mATMICqs in Famanaq NW r

DENAT FMATICN;
IMWru in Th1TWmC u:- (mmD);

TMlilTs in 3RATICK :- DURATIC'FIRST);

Thee p return an open node handle in ND to the node
idetifedby the pathname NR cc S/E/F/ZLATICW, respectively.

The nm pa rmeter given determines the access rights available
f€r ASeqint 1use of the node handle; it also establise access
syrdaronizat.on with other users of the node. The Tim LE=T
Parameter allav the specification of a tim limit
for the delay imposed on PE by the existence of locks on the

41
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node. A delayed OPEN call cupletes wten the node is unlocked or
the specified tine Limit has elapsed.

Parameters:
is a node handle, initially closed, to be opened to
the identified node.

NAM is the pathame idntifying the node to be opened.
BASE is an open node handle to a bam node for

node identification.
KEY is the relationship key for node identification.
RELATION is the relation name for node identification.
w-" w is the intent of subsequent operations an the node; the

actual parameter takes the form of an array aggregate.
TIhELIMIT is a value of type DURATION, specifying a time limit

for the delay on waiting for the unlocking of a node in
a -dxardance with the desired ITNT.

Exceptions:
NAE_E RR is raised if any traversed role in the path specified

by NAM is syntactically illegal or the node specified
by BASE is 4ztiml, cesble or noti-existent,
existing, or if the relationship specified by RELATION
and KEY or by the last path element inplied by NA
does not exist. NAMEfERRR is also raised if the node

, to be opened is inaccessible or unob#inale and the
-given nrr is not M( axr ).

USE ERROR is raised if the specified INTDn is an sipty array.
SV XERROR is raised if the NOME is already open prior to the

S call on OEC or if the BAS is not an open node handle.
=< ERROR is raised if the OPEN operation is delayed b tndhe

specified time limit due to the existence of locks in
conflict with the specified fNnIT. This includes any
delays caused by locks on nodxs traversed on the path
specified by the pathsme NWE or locks on the node

SBASE, preventing the reading of raoh mnatn
* -frca these nodles.

CSSVI.ATI( is raised if the current process's discretionary
,.. accs c*ntrol rights are insufficier- to traverse the

" path specified by NAM or /MV, Z -ATIOt or to
Sotain access to the node consistent with the specified

UIM. A S VIMLATI( is raised only if the
.--" c itins for dW EDO are not present.
* :"- S JRITVI1EATICI is raised if the attempt to otain access to the

node specified by MW represents a violation of
*. umndatory access controls for the CAIS.
'_- SERE I VI(AIa is raised only if the conitions for

other ex~vptions are not present.

Notes:
. An open node handle acts as if the handle forms an unramd temporary

secondary relationship to the node; this means that, if the opened
, node pointed to is renwd (potentially by another proces), the
Uoperations on the opened node handle track the rening.

" 4*i 42
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It is possible to oauenanode hale to an ab]e node or to
an i accesible nodXe. The latter is consistent with the -fact that
the existence of a relatios emnating from an accessible nxde to
which the ume has FMD 1EXATIO IPS rits canrot be hidden ftom
the uer.

5.1.2.2 Closing a nxde hand.e -

.1{ procedure mCMG (NOM in out MUZ TYPE);

Purposes
This procedure severs any association betwemn the node handle NOM
and the node and releases any associated lock on the node imposed
by the intent of the Urespcxg-Aing OM!~ or (39&M IWr!N operation.
Closing an already closed nxde handle has no effet.

Parameter:

is a node handle, initially open, to be closed.

Notes:
A P V TYPE variable mst be COS before another OPE can be
called Using the same NOE TYPE variable as actual parameter to the

Sformal NODE perameter of C .-

5.1.2.3 changing the specified intent of node handle usage -

procedure aZ ww'lI (NOD: in out MM TYPE;
am Ir: in nnifmicm

TIME LIMT: in DR'ICN :,- tIJRAICN'FI ST);

Purpose:
This procedure chnges the specified intent of umage of the node
'axie P . It is tcally equivalent to closing the node
handle andM recpieiing the node handle to the em node with the
"UMT and TI L 4T pare ters of a M nrr, except that 6
CHUM 1nUM guarantees to return a node haMe referring to the

-a rode as referred to prior to the call (sa
the issu explained in the note be'o)

Paratmter:
N=" is an oen node wardle
ainT is a specificaticn of the usage intent as for MEN

TD LUMIT is a duration for the mxim= delay of the operation
caued by lo s, as for OPEN

- is raised if the node to be xaned is unbtainable
andnnwI'r is not (mairrflm).

gXrA'wn OR is raised if NO is not an open node handle.

* 43
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I-OC _ R is raised if the operation is delayed beyond the
specified time limit due to the exstence of locks on
the node in mnflict with the specified fIW1.

S VIEATICN is raised if the the current process'
discretionary acos control rights are insufficient
to obtain - to the nods cowistent with the
specified by IBr . A 9SVI -ATI is raised only
if the conition for MME M& is not present.

sacuRIY _VICEATICK is raised if the attuip to obtain access to the
node specified by RWi represents a violation of
mandatory a conatrols for the M~IS.

* UXJITI T VIO1LATIO is raised only if the oxitions for
other exceptions are not present.

Notes:

Use of the sequence of a (C6E and an OPE operation instead of a
CANGiE nfr operation cannot guarantee that the sam node is
opened, since relationships, and therefore the nod ide tification,
may have changed since the previous OPEN on the nods.

5.1.2.4 Exaining open status of node handle -

function IS PN (NODE: in NCE TYPE) return BOOLN;

Prpose:
. This function returns TME or FAMLE according to the open status

of the node handle NOCE.

Parameter:
NM "is a node handle.

Exceptinos: rone

5.1.2.5 Examining kind of node -

_function IMM~ (O: in NOD _TYPE) return NOC KND

This function returns the kind of a node, either FIE, PROCESS,
STU~CTURAL.

Parameter:
C is an open node handle.

Exceptions:
S. MUS EFR is raised if the node handle NODE is not open.
IN'T --VIOLATICO is raised if the node ws not opened with anL -intent establishing the right to read attributes.

44
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5.1.2.6 Otaining iqe prinury nm -

funcion PRIMRY MME (kciZ: in -PC TYPE) return MMIUU!RIM3

* Puzpoe:
This functio returns the unique prisnry nam of the node identified
by MC.

Paraeter:
rm~ is an open node handle identIfying the node.

NAM flRCIR is raised if any node traversed on the pcimwy path
to the node is inaccessible C pwainable.

S IUS DR2 is raised if the node herdle NOCE is not open.
L XERR is raised if access osistAnt with intent

IDWAMMI(UWS to any node traversed on the
prinary path cumot~ be obtained due to an existing
la*: on the node.

INWVICATION is raised if MM was not opened with an intent
est -Vt abshin te right to rd relai.Ions is.

ACEVICIMC1 is Aie if the current Process 'adscretiawry
access control rights are ient to traverse
the node's prinury path. ACCESS VIOLATIO is raised
only if the conditions fcr--M EM are no.t
Present.

S5.1.2.7 Oaining ratnsh key of a prim y a -

funtion PRU9M I (Nkm in NI TYPE)
returnI KEY

Purpoes
This function returns the ratkey of the last path elmt
of the ,mique prinury path to the node.

Parututer:

i is an open node handle identiying the nodse.

Zxoq*tions:
N ZMU is raised if the parent node of the node identified

by NO is inaccmmible.
SUMS E is raised if the node bandle Pr is not open.
LOC IBM is raised if the parent node is 1odted against readingml

relatiLonships.o
fl!'VIM'ION is rasdif MM was rot opened with an intent

establis.ng the right to read relat.
ACES VI~'aiQ is raised if the current proces I discrtionary

access cotrol rights are insufficient to obtain
acces to the node's parent consistent with intent to

45
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READ RELATIONUP. ACCESS WICKATO is maimed only if
the Zxnditicns for MME W are not present.

5.1.2.8 cbtaining relatic name of a primary relatiommip -

function PRIMARYRLAT (OD: in NODETYPE)

Purpose:
This function returns the relation nuni of the last path elemt of
the unipqu pruwary path to the node.

Parameter:
NOEis an oen node handle identifying the node.

Excptions:
W _ERROR is raised if the parent node of the node identified by

~W is inaccessible,
*SEATUS ERRR is raised if the node handle WM is not qen.

C ~ 1 E2ROKR is raised if the parent node in looked against readingrelatiisip.
rI'. vIOATIQ is raised if WDE was not opened with an intent

establishing the right to read relationaships.
AOCSVIOLATION is raised if the current process's discretionary

access otral rights are insufficient to obtain5 access to the nxde's parent cnsistet with intent to
READ REATIw pS. ACCSS VILATO is raised cnly if
the itions for MME EftR are not present.

5.1.2.9 Obtaining relationship key of last relation traversed -

functioni PAHKEY (NOD: in NOD)ETYPE) return A I IP ;

Purpose:
This fution returns the relationship key of the last path elmnt
of the path used in opening this node handle.

5;
Parameter:

NODE is an open node handle.

SExceptions:
SM'A1 ERROR is raised if the node handle NODE is not open.

* 46
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5.1.2.10 obtaining relation name of last relation traversed - .

furcticn PATH HEMICK (iMeM: in M _TYPE) return IEATI ON ;MM

This funcion return the relation na of the last path elaa t of
the path used in opening this node handle.

Parameter:
NODE is an open nxe handle.

Exceptions:
SnTMi EWR is raised if the node banle MME is not open.

%'C
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5.1.2.11 Obtaining a partial parmme

* ~ function BASEPATHI (NAME: NAMSTRIMK) return MM.ESrRflG;

Purpose:
This funcation dmmes the syntactic legality of the patbnaum NAM.
It returns the pathm obaie by deletn the last path elevn

_from NAM.o it doe not establish Whether the pathname identfies an

.n~ode-, onlyte rsyntactic properties o the vsw are

Parameters:
MM1E is a pathname (not necessarily identifying a node).

*Exceptions:
NAME ERROR is raised if NWE is a syntactically illegal pathnaum.

" v- 5.1.2.12 Obtaining the naw of the last relationship in a pathrae

functin LAST MMATIO (NA: NAM STRI.) retrn ATI ;

Tup fu ion the s actic legalty of the pathname NAM.

It returns the name of the relatio of the last path element of the
pathame NAM. It does not establish Whether the pathname
identifies an existing node; only the syntactic proerties of the
pathname are examined.

Parameters:
AME is a patnamne (not neeossarily identifying a node).

Exceptions:
NAM ERROR is raised if NA is a syntactically illegal pathnams.

*-5.1.2.13 Obtaining the key of the last relat p in a pathnaum

function tArKEY (MM4E: MMWESMNGfl) return RELTMIUIPKEY,-

Purpose:

." :-. This fuction decks the syntactic legality of the pathname NAmE.
It returns the relationship key of the last path eleawnt of the
pathname MME. It ot establish whether the pathname
identifies an existing node; only the syntactic properties of the
pathname are exwmdned.

* Parameters:
MM.E is a pathname (not necessarily identifying a node)

-A ~ Excqptions:
L MM EROR is raised if MM4E is a syntactically illegal pathnm.
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.1.2.14 Querying existence of ode

function OBABL (NOCE: NMTYPE) return BOEN;

Purpose:
This function returns TMJE if the nodle idenitified by NME is not
unbtainable and not inaccessible. It returns FALSE otherwise.

Paramters:
NODEis an open node hanle identifying the noe.

Exceptions:
STATUSERROR is raised if NME is not an open node handle.

Additional Interfaces: "'

function CBTANBLZ (A: NA STRING) return BOO
is *

NODE: DE TYPE;
RSLT: BOOLEAN;

beginOP1(CD, NA, (aEX cE)) ;

RESULT :- OrTA:NAkBLZ(N1CDE);
CYnS (NMUtE); o
return REST;U

exception
when others -> return FALSE;

end OBTANABLE;

function OBTAINABLE (BS: in ND YE
KE~z in RMATINHP KEY;

REATION: in RELTIW NAM :- 1EFALLTMAT1ICK)
return BOCKXW

is
• N TYPE; -

begin• " R(NO, BAS, KEY, REATION, (ECISENC));""

RESLT :- oBTAIABIE (c);

return RESLT; .
exception

%hen others > return FALSE;
end O NAE;

~~Note s%:

OBcn be used to determine whether a node identified via a
secondary relationship han beet made zxbanbe by a DELETE
operation o is inaccessible to the current process (see Note in
Section 5.1.2.1.1).
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5.1.2.15 Querying samness

function ISSA1M(kUC: in MkaZTPE;
M1Cs in WctRTP )

return BOCE:K
Purposes

This function returns true or false, 4qeLuing an %tther the nodes
identified by its argwwnts are the sam node.

Paramters:
NCM is an qpen node hbadle to a node.
MC= is an oen ncfe handle to a rod.

SMS MR is raised if the node handles MOM1 or No= are not
open.

Additional Interface:
fw~tnti ISAM (NPI z in NAMSlRING4

HAM2: in kWSTRIhR)

is

enT:

endS BO;Notesm , asow ,

Samumssisnot to be crfused with equality of attrbt valius,
relatinhps aru nd t n of nodes. whidh is a neassary but not a

fi ~itelon mJon

sfi en oiter

FOR :-.* IS SAENM . .*.-

M (& A .
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5.1.2.16 Obtaining open node handle to parent node

procedure GET_PART (PARW: in NOEe TYPE;
NIOS in out NOI*-TYPE,
nTDIT: in Wimorom : (mmD);

TIM LIMIT: in IJMATICN :- DURATICK'FIRST);
P a~ur no~ t'

Purpose:
This procedure returns an oen node handle in PARET to the parent
node of the node identified by the open node handle MCE. The
intent uinder which the node handle PARENT is opened is specified by
U'. o .  A call on G'T PARUN is equivalent to a call OPE(PARENT,NOCE, "", "PARN", (IR )).

Parameters:
PARENT is a node handle, initially closed, to be opened to

the parent node.
NOCE is an open node handle identifying the node.

WENT is the intent of subsequent operations on the node
handle PAB1T.

TIM LIMIT is a value of type URATICN, specifying a time limit
for the maxin delay on waiting for the unlocking of
the node in accordance with the specified intent.

NAM ERROR is raised if the node identified by NODE is a
top-level node or if its parent node is inaccessible.

SEMJS_ERROR is raised if the node handle PARENT is open prior to
the call cr if the node handle NCE is not open.

USE ER)R is raised if InTN is an empy intent
specification.

tCERROR is raised if the opening of the parent node is
delayed bey the specified TIM LIMIT due to the
existence of locks in conflict with the specified

WTU VICEATICK is raised if NDE was rot opened with an intent
establishing the right to read relationships.

ASSVIEATICH is raised if the current process's discretionary -;
access control rights are insufficient to obtain
access to the parent node with the specified nW r.

mnRITY VIoATIa is raised if the attempt to gain EXISr .
access to the parent node represents a violation of
nndatory access cntrols for the CAIS.
""YRITY VIOKATICIN is raised only if the conditions
for othem excepticns are not present.
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5.1.2.17 Coying a rode

procedure aVZ P r (P RO: in NO TPE
TO BAiE: in M -TE
TO IE'f: in KEY;f F ~t
Td-FaATIG~t in FaATIC1INAIL

Purpose:
This procedure oies a file or structural node that does not have
emanating pri y rela. The node opied is identified by
the open node hanlle iWM and is copied into a newly created node.
The new node is identified by the bination of the TO BAS, TO KEY
and TO EATIOC parameters. The newly created rode ii of the san.
kindas the node identified by M. If the node is a file node,
its coten~ts are also coid, i *e., a ne coied file is created.
Any secodary rela-tionship wunating frcm the original node,
exceptinag the PARFTreltosi (Whidh is ar-priately adjusted),
are recreated in the co. If the target of the original node's
relatinship is the node itself, then the opied still
refers to the same target node. If the target is the n itself,
then the p has an analogous latito itself. Any othe
secondary relat e target is the original node is
unaffected. All attributes of the FROM node are also copied.
Regardless of any locks on the node identified by FIM, the newly
created node is unlocked.

Parav-ters:
Elm FR is an open node handle to the node to be opied.
TOBASE is an open node handle to the base node for

identification of the node to be created.
TO KEY is a relationship key for the identification of the

node to be created.
TO_ R!ATICN is a relation name for the identification of the node

to be created.

.- Exctios:
NAM ERROR is raised if the new node identificatin is illegal

or if a node already exists with the identification
given for the now node.

USE_ ERR is raised if the original node is not a file or
structural node or if any priry relationships
mate from the original node.

"SrUS RWR is raised if the node handles FRM and TO BASE are
not open.

nTM r VI(EATIaK is raised if Pi4 was-not opened with an intent
establishing the right to read contents, attributes,
and relationships or if TO BASE was not opened with
an intent establishing- the right to append
re latonship. IM VI(ZATICO is not raised if the
onditions for ARRO are present.

SM XMITY_ TC K is raised Tf the ceration represents a
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violation of mandatory access controls and the
conditions for other eptions are not present.

Additiximl Interfaces

a'procedure COPY NODE (FROM: in NODE TYPE;
TO: in We-SIrRI )

is
TO NMEE tTPE;

begin
CPw(ToBEASE E PAM(iCO), (AP9!M RU.ATICNSIPS));
a~w c(Fvm, Td BaSE, L~T ri(CzT, LAsTREaTIQ(m1));

* ~awsE('T, BASE) 7
exception C

when others >
• -. ,sE(To BSE);

raise;
_". ~en O~k NCX:E; '

5.1.2.18 Cying trees

procedure COPY T (FRO: in ND TYPE;
TO BASE: in M E :-M.
TO-KE: in 1ELATICNIP KEY;
M F1ATIN: in RELATIOi NA :-

FALELATIctN);
Purpose:

This procedure oies a tree of nodes by primary
relatioships ammating from the node identified by the node handle
FK24. Primry r-lationships are recreated between correspnding
copied nodes. The-root nod of the newly created tree corresponding
to the FOM node is the node identified by the obination of the
TO BASE, TO KEY and TO RATIW parameters. If an exception is
raised by -the pr,! en Irexx of the nodes are coied. Secondary
relaioi s, attributes, and node otents are copied as -described
for COPY with the followi additional rules: seondary
relationsips been t nodes whih both are copied are recreated
between the to oie. Secondary relationships uenating from a
node whidh is copied, but which refer to nodes outside the tree
being opied, are copied so that they amnate from the copy, but
still refer to the old (uncopied) node. Secondary relationships
aunating from a node which is not copied, but which refer to nodes
inside the tree being copied, are unaffected.

FRM is an open node handle to the root node of the tree to
be coied.

SBASE is an open node handle to the base node for
identificaetin of the node to be created as root of the
rw tree.

TO KEis a relationship key for the identification of the
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node to be created as root of the now tree.
To RE_ TICIN is a relation name for the identification of the node

to be created as root of the r w tree.

Exceptions:
NA ERRR is raised if the ne o-de identification is il.gal or

or if a node already exists with the identification
given for the new nde to be created as a copy of the
node identified by F" .

SSLTS ERROR is raised if the node handles PF and 1o BASE are not' olpen..
USEERBOR is raised if the original node is not a file or

strctural node.
LOC ERROR is raised if any node to be copied is locked against

read access to attributes, relationships or contents.
INTM VICLATICt is raised if ETC is not cen with an intent

- est:ablishi~ the right to read node ctents,
V1-: attributes and relationships or if To BASE is not open

with an intent esalsigthe rlit to anpand
relatinships ThIWP ATiCK is only raised if the

c€zitions fo k EW R are not present.
A s VCEATICI is raised if the current proces's s

access cotrol rights are insufficient to obtain access
to each node to be copied with intent AD.

SE:JRMITVI =CL is raised if the operation represents a
violation of xmndatory access ontrols and the
,itions for other exceptions are not present.

Additional Interface:

procedure (PY TRm (FPt4: in P ' FTYPE;
Tot: in mt-mm.n)is

* TOBASE: NODE YPE;
begin

CPENI( BASE, MMPATH(CIO), (APPEND MATICIPS));
Coy _T(Fn4V 76_mm, LAw _y('( , :As) mmaq('))

exception -
,, when co.hers m.>

a.OSE(TO BASE);
raise,-

end COP TE;

-..

C:
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5.1.2.19 Renaming primary relationship of a node

procedure REIWE(NOEz in l[ TYPE;
NEW BASE: in W1)- TYPE;
NWilKEY : in KEY;PI~
*EWNFEATICN: in EATICH _NOE :,

* FAELT REATION)

This procedur renames a file or structural node. It deletes the
prm ry relationship to the node identified by and installs a
new prin relationship to the node, emnating from the node
identified by NW BSE, with key and relation name given by the
NEW IW and NEW ATI parmter. The n relatnhp is
chad accordingly. This effectively changes the unique primary
rame of the node. Existing s relationship. with the renamed
node as target track the renaming, i.e., they have the renamed node
as target.

Parameters:
NC is an open node handle to the node to be renamed.
NEW BASE is an open node hardle to the base node from which the

the now primary reainhpto the renazt.4 node
"enates.

NW _KEY is a relationship key for the new prinazy
relationship.

NW EATICK7 is a relation name for the new prinury
relationship.

Exceptions:
NM ERROR is raised if the new node identification is illegal or

if a node already exists with the identification given
for the now node.

USEERROR is raised if the node identified by NOC is not a file
or structural node or if the renming carmot be
acozlished vhile still maintaining acircularity of
prmny relatiohi (e.g., if the new parent node
would be the r node).

STATMSERFR is raised if the node handles MM and NEWBASE are
not open.

WENTVICLATION is raised if MUZ ws not opened with an intent
ea si the right to write relationship. or if
NEW E as not opemed with an intent establishing
the right to append relationships.

ACCESSVICEATICK is raised if the current process does not have
sufficient discretionary access control rights to
otain cess to the parent of the node to be renamed
with intent WRITE TATIO(HIPS and the ocnditicn .for
NA. RR R are not present.

SEJRI'Y VICEATICR is raised if the operation represents a
violation of manatory access controls.
S1VRIT VICXATI(N is raised only if the conditions
for othe exceptions are rot present.
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Aditicral Interface:

prceue IEM(NOM in NOM TYPE;
kI3 MMES in kwgul'RnG)

is

WN BASE: TYfPE;
begin

OPENa(NEW BRSE. BASE PMII(NfbM ), (APPEW RATICiNEIPS));

LAS zRCI(N (bfw g M ))

C--
Vr*f. others od

M NEW~m BASE),
raise-,

andi FZE;

Notes:
•pe rde hmrdles frm existing processes track the renamd rde.

5.1.2.20 Deleting a no~de

procedure DEWkI N= (1 X : in oft b=TPE);

Purpose:
This procedure deletes the priary lat pto a nde identified
by NO. The nodes b"m s uxAtainable. The nods handle N= is
closed. If the rde is a process dse and it is not yet 7ERl MW
(Section 5.2), DEEE_ aborts the process.

Parameters:
NO MC is an cn node haxle to the nods ioidh is the target

of the primry reainhpto be deleted.

MMu EMR is raised if the parent node of the nods identified by
kZis inaccessible.

SE E M is raised if any primry relationships wonate from the

9MEUS MDR is raised if the nods handle MMis not cpen prior to
the call.

t= EMM is rasdif accues with intent WITS MAI IHIPS,
to the parent of the node to be dalited cwmot be
ctained due to an existing lock an the nods.

nM1 VIOLAICr( is raised if the NOC was not oe with an
- intent including MOCUM11E MIE

ACCESS VICIATICH in raised if the current ypromes does not have
sufficient isetoayaccess control rights to d*Ain
access to the pareint- of the node to be deleted with
intent 1fl72[ATICHIIP andl the conditions for
for MM DMM are not present.

3-84
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SOCJRlY VICEATICK is raised if the operation represents a
violation of mandatory access controls.
S=AWN VICEATIW is raised only if the caiditios for
other emptions are not present.

Aditicmul Interface:

procedure DELE kUCkNA in OM wr'3m3)
* is

begin
OM'RTOX, NA,, (EMSIVE fl );

.. DELETE :I (CO,(:X);

when othersC:T,: (NC: ).;
raise;

,:.. end DE.,,TE NODE;

Notes:

The i TEZ qperatins c=,t be used to delete 'e than one
node in a sngle operation. It is left to an izplemntation
decision, ,wether and v-. mcs utcee prim. relationships have
bleeb oen are deleted. Howver, secm ry relat s to si..

ndes umt rmain until they are expLcitly deleted using the tlMW

5.1.2.21 Deleting priary rof a tree

Procedure ErEE TMM(NRU in out N _ETnF);

Purpose:
This poeueeffectively perfocu the DLETE NOW operation for a
specified node and recursively applies D to all odLes
4=80 pUrent is the the designated os. Th order in ,hd%* the
deletions of primary is perFim 1d is not ipecified.
If the operatinrais an exceptionr air of the pri y
re.lationshis is deleted.

Parameters:
is an open node haxdle to the node at the of the
tree whose prlimry rlat are to be deleted.

HAME is raised if the parent node of the node identified
by kC or ay of the nodes to be deleted are
inaccessible.

s1A1k Bot is raised if the node handle N is not open prior to
the call.

A L O R is raised if acess with intent WRIa TIO8HIPS,
to the parent of the rxde specified by--MO cannot be
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obtained o if access, with intent M3USIVEWRITE,
cannot be obtained to any node whose uiu primary
path traverses the node identified by NODE, due to an
existin lock on the node.

IrLETIoN is raised if the NODE s not opened with an
intent including EXCUSIVE WRITE intent.

sAOESS OATiN is raised if the current process does not have
sufficient discreticoary access control rights to
obtain access to the parent of the no~de specified by

NOD with intent WRITE RIATIHHPS or to obtain
access to any node to- be deleted with intent
EXCLUSIVE WRITE and the conditions for NAM EPI are
not present.

S EURITY VIOLATION is raised if the operation represents a
violation of mandatory access conxtrols.
SECURITY VIOLATION is raised only if the onditions
for other exceptions are not present.

Additional Interface:

procedure 1DZ1'E TREE(NW4E: in NAM MrIME)
is

NOE OE TYPE;
begin;".. oN(NOD, MM, (EaUSIVE WRTE)),

" EELETE TRE(NODE) ;
exception

when others =>

raise;

Notes:
m This operation can be used to delete r than one primnry
- q relationship in a single operation.

,.- 5.1.2.22 Creating user-defined seorday relat

procedure LflhK (t m:p in NOM1_TYPE;
NEW BASE: in NOZ TYPE;
• " i KEY: in RELATICSH2IP KEY;
NEW REDATIC: in 1ELATION k :=

rPSLTR4 MAIC14);
Purpose:

This procedure creates a secondary relationship beteen two existing
nodes. The procedure takes a node handle NOM on the target node, a
node handle NEW BASE on the source node, and an explicit key NWKEY
and relation Rm NEW REmATIcN for the relationship to be
established fra NEW WSE tW NODE.
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Paramters: _"i NODE is an open nodle handle to the nodleto w.ic h the new

secondary relaticnship points.
NEW is an open node handle to the base node from which

the no seondary relationship to the node eanates.
NEW 1W is a reainhpkey for the new secmxdaryL -relat~i .ship.

N-w RATICN is a relation nme for the new secondary
relaticnship.

*_ ERRRR is raised if the relatimhip key or the relation
nmue are illegal or if a node already exists with the
identification given by NEW MBE, NEWKEY, and ~

NEW REATIN("
STTS _ROR is raised if the node han3lee NODE or NEWBASE are

r o opt.en.
."wr VI(IaIc14 is raised if :E4 BASE ws not opened with an

" intent establish the right to apend relationships.
SJRnVI(iATIu t is raised if the qeration represents a

violation of mandatory access controls.
S3RMW VIOLATICK is raised only if the conditions
for oUtei exceptions are not present.

Additional Interface:

procedure LMlK (CLO NAME: in NAME SrRIM;~
NEW AM: in mW mnw~3

NEW BASE: NOCETYPE;
begina pEm ma , ao m , ( cm m =)) M U M ))

OPEN(NEW _SE, BASE PAIH(NEW MME), (APPENDRUATI s))
Lu f, N Bhs . ter fy _m m'),

LATREEATIO(NEW MM4));
aM (EW ( SE);-'

• ten others "e( r (( E11 BASE);--
(N f);

raise,
aid LflEC;
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5.1.2.23 Deleting user-defined seomxnary relaticehips

pzceur I ani e (BASEo in MM T1W;

M$I~ in MIG KEY;:

C~rAMTFATICK);
Purpose:

This p~e~edeletes a seconmzy elai dnsIp identified by the
MMS, ME ard RATI14 parameters.

Parmeters:
BANis an open node handle to the rxle frcm wich~d the

. r.'elatisidp annate.; Which is to be deleted.
; KEY O is the rekla n ey of the rla to be

deleted.
FMATICtK is the relation ram of the relationship to be

Sdeleted.

NAM ER is raised if the -lat:nipd ified by BSE, MY
andl ATO does not exist.

UE E R is raised if thes speified eltos ini a priary

SnU Sl E M is raised if the BA is riot an open nade handlte.
fl1r VICATILN is raised if BAW ws rt ped with an intent

eWblisdUM the right to write relat ps.
"3ERYVIOLATION is in ammed if the operation r a

violation of maenatory aess antrols.
MM" VIOLATIO is rised only if the cnditions

* for other exceptions are rio pcesent.

Adina Interface:

p .medue UNE '(NA,: in kMm ' -,Rak)
is

BASE: C ZTYPE;
begin

OW(SM, MWB PMIEkMw) (MUM RMnI 1PS)),
tWMUU W BAE ar Kzr(MwM). AS ftAMxCM(MM));-

exception
, en others

*.- rrat.ise:

4-.. LI can be used to delete secondary relationships to rnde that
have becci me banble.
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5.1.2.24 Iteration types and subtypes

type lN2iZITERATOR is private;
subtype HRUAT=I0P KEY PATTER is REATIaIP _WE;
subtype RUTO AM Ar is RLATICUINAME;

These types are used in the following interfaces for iterating over a
set of nodes. AIcNEIP KEY PATTRN and REATION NAM PATIM follow
the syntax of reati ', Iys/relation name, except that '?@ will
match any single daracter and '*' will match any string of dbaracters.

. E ITERNATR is a private type assm to contain the bkeeping
"-f eio necessary for the inplantat:o of the MORE and WE NE r

> functions. -

5.1.2.25 Creating an iterator over nodes

procedure ITERATE(,ITERN1UO: out NE "RATOR
NIE: in IOE TYPE;
IKID: inHM7n,
KEY: in -I( H KEY PAT
RE.ATICN: in REATION NME PA-M :

CE LT RATION.
Purpose OK.: in B)EZAN :- TAE); "

This procedure establishes a node iterator ITERATOR over the set of
nodes that are the targets of relationships emnating from a given
node identified by NODE and matching the specified KEY and RELATION
patterns. The nodes are returned in ASCII lexi a cal order by
relation name and then by relationship key. Nodes that are of a
different kind than the KIND specified are omitted. If PRIMARY OLY
is true, then only priwy relationship are considered when
creating the iterator.

Parameters:
ITERA..R is the node iterator returned.
-NODE is an oen node handle to a node wbose relatinship-s

form the basis forr cnrucin the iterator.

KIND is the kind of nodes selected by ITERATE.
KEY is the pattern for the relat p keys of nodes on

which the iterator is based.
R1MATICK is the pattern for the relation names on which the

iterator is based.
PRIMARY CLY is a boolean; if TRUE, only primry relationships will

be used in constructing the iterator; if FALSE, all
relationships satisfying the patterns will be used.

Exceptions:
SA.S ERROR is raised if NDE is not an open node handle.
-" h VIOLATICK is raised if NODE was not opened with an intent

establishing the right to read relationships.
S LRITY VIOUATICK is raised if the operation represents a
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- violation of mandatory access controls.
MMJRM VI(.ATICL is raised only if the co-t.iti'
for othe excepions are not present.

Additional Interface:

'"procedure ITERATEII"TER : O r NODE T;

- - -

NAM:in mWs1Rnrl,-
KIM:in WE IND;

S I~KE: in KEYci~ I PATM
mEATIQI: in mAIa NAN! PA~T :m

DEALT FdATICNIv
PRIfW MY: in BOOLEN :- TMJE)

is
NOIE: DETYPE;

begin~
OPNM, MAME, (IMD Mf.,Tn MPS))
•EPA (ITERAMoR. Iog, ?=, MI, RMaNT s, PRIM oWY):

excq~ticM
%henf others -

t '" S E( N ME.lraise:
end ITERATE;

relationship wich caused t noe to be in l .de int
iteation. The iteati nterfaces cn be used to determine (and

~~f. ~ subsequently delete) relationships to inaccessible or rtnae
nodes.

5.1.*2.*26 Determining iteration status

function MOM (ITERN1TR: in NOM ITDATM)
return BOCEZ,-;

Purpose:
The function returns TRUE or FALSE, dlepading on whether all

- nodes ctained in the ncde iterator have been retrieved with the
GET bl= procedure.

Parameters:
rrflAJT is a node iterator previously set by the procedure

Exceptions:
USE EROR is raised if the rrMWR has not been previoUsly set

by the procedure IEATE.
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5.1.2.27 Getting the next node in an iteration

procedure GWr _XT(-ITERAOR: in out NOKDE ITERATOR;
NEXT NODE: in out NODE TYPE;
Inl,_NX: in WrOION :- (E ')ST. :E),
TIMELIMIT: in DUJRATION :- DUERATIWN'FIRsT);

Purpose:
The procedure GE NEXT returns an open node handle to the next node
in the parameter NEXT NODE; the intent under which the node handle
is opened is specified by the IENT rparameter. If NEO NODE is
open prior to the call to GET NEXT, it is closed prior to being
opened to the next node. A time limit can be specified for the
maximuu delay permitted if the node to be opened is locked against
access of the specified INTENT.

Parameters: ..
ITERATOR is a node iterator previously set by ITERATE.
NET NOE is a node handle, to be opened to the next

node on the ITERATOR.
ITENT is the intent of subsequent operations on the node

handle NEXT NODE.
TIMLIMIT is a value of type DURATICN, specifying a time limit

for the maximum delay on waiting for the unlocking of
the node in accordance with the specified intent.

Exceptions:
USEERROR is raised if the ITERATOR has not been previously set

by ITERATE or if the iterator is exhausted, i.e., MORE
(ITERATOR)=FALSE or if IN= is an empty array.

L=_ERROR is raised if the opening of the node is delayed beyond
the specified TIME LIMIT due to the existence of locks
in conflict with the specified InT .

ACCESS VIOLATICN is raised if the current process's discretionary
access control privliges are insufficient to obtain
access to the parent node with the specified INTU.

5.1.2.28 Setting the CURFrNODE relationship

procedure SET_ JRR_ NODE(NODE: in NI)DE TYPE);

Purpose:
This procedure specifies the node identified by NODE as the current
node. The aJRRJNT NODE relationship of the current process is
dianged accordingly.

Parameters:
ENODE is an open node handle to a node to be the new target of

the CURRENT NODE relationship emanating from the current
process node.

Exceptions:
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STATUS EOR is raised if the node handle NDDE is not open.
L=ErmR is raised if access, with intent WRITE RATIONSHIPS,

to the current process node cannot be obtained due to an
existing lock on the node.

. SS VIOLATIC0 is raised if the current process does not have
sufficient discretionary access control rights to obtain
access to the current process node with intent

, WRITE REATIOSHPS and the oonditirw for NM ERRR
are not present.

S IT'y VIIOATICN is raised if the operation represents a
violation of mandatory access controls.
SCRT VIOLATION is raised only if the conditions for
other eeptions are not present.

* . Additional Interface:

* -procedure SETCURRNTYNODE(: in NAM ST RflI3)
:[-[ is

NODE:NODETYPE;
begin

OPEN(uODE, MME, (maEscE))
SETrCURM~r NO(NE);

exception
when others ->"-'. CUE(NO);raise;

end SET CURRE NOCE;-
* . 5.1.2.29 Getting an open node handle to the CURRENT NTOE

procedure GET_ RIENT_ NOE(NODE: in out NDETYPE);

* Purpose:
- This procedure returns in NODE an open node handle to the current

node of the current process; the node handle is opened with intent< EaSTENCE.
Parameter:

Nis a node handle, initially closed, to be opened to
the current node.

Exceptions:
SrTUSROR is raised if NODE is an open node handle prior to the

can.
LOCK ERROR is raised if access, with intent FAD RELATICNSHIPS,

to the current process node cannot be obtained due to
" .an existing lock on the node.

SECUJRITYVIOLATION is raised if the operation represents a
violation of mndatory access controls.
SECURITY VIO1ATICN is raised only if the conditions

Notes other ex-epticns are not present.Notes:
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laThe call ILT CM MM is equivalent to ,'
-CPEN(N:=, *im lrT WM% (XM INE)).

5.1.3 P CRIS AMM! M

This p~tg w~ptz the defintic andUf 1ti~ of attributes for
nodes andr~aiiuis The ze of an attribute follows the synta ofW
an Ad identifier. The value of each attribute is a list of the fomat
defined by the Pdage LIST TI rITIU (anm Secticn 5.4).
Upper/lO.wr case i-si are siificant within the value of
attributes, but not within the attribute ns.

Unles stated otherise. the attributes redefined by the CIS arwvt be
created, deleted or .dified by the usmer.

The :erati defined fr the n ai of attributee identify the
nods to wdic an attribute balgs e.ither by peamm cc cpn node
handle. They identiy a rolatiacnifip implicitly by the last path

*element of a pat m] or plicitly by base node, key and relatiaa nams

Any syntactically illegal attribute n is treated a the nee of a
&. exist'ig attribute.

5.1.3.1 Ceating node attributes

procedure CF1M N=~ AM TIIE (NOZ: in kWI1TZPE;
* ~''RIBLITE: in AM'1RIBMIE NAM;

VAUX,: in LIT TM' ET"

PUe:
This procedure creates an attribute, namd by AMIN= of the node
identified by the oen node handle kM and sets its initial value
tO VAJIE.

N= is an qen node handle to a node to receive the ne
attribute.

AMTI' W= is the ram of the attribute.
VAU is the initial value of the attribute.

"-" ErMR is raised if the node already has an attribute of
the given rms or if the attribute nmw given is
syntactically illegal.

,. M'tr E I is raised if the node handle MZ is not open.
'"7-VICATICU is raised if MM ws not opened with an intent

esabl the right to apend attributes.
SE RI VICLAIN is raised if the operaticn represents a

violation of mndatory access controls.
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. SE JRIY VICLATIWa is raised only if the conditions

for otheF excqptions are not present.

Additional Interface:

procedure Ci NODE__AfRfIUME(NA: in NAM _ IG;
ATRIBUIEs in AIRIBME NAME;
VTAWE: in Lm~ T

is
NOU: NOM TYPE;

OPEN(NODE, NAME, (APPNDEIATINSHIPS));*
CREATE NOE AMUMM (NIOE, ATffIHr, VALLE);
aLOSE( C);

* exception
when others >

-C L ( E) ;
raise;

end CRFAE NOE ATTRXB=fl
t

I
I

5.*1.*3.*2 Creating path attributes

procedure TE_ PATH ATrIBI'E(B : in NE TYPE;
IE: in RATIONSHIP KEY;
R..ATIK: in MMATIcM ?W :=

* ~ECALT REFlATCtI
ATISBEJ n ATrRIRIE BFME:
VALUE: EI LIi T;"ET

This procedure creates an attribute nvmd by ATITIZME of a
relationdp and set its initial value to VALUE. The relatis
is identified by the base nde idantified by the oe node handle
BASE, the relation naim RELATION4 and the rea~hpkey KTL.

Parameters:
BASE is anopen node handle to the ncxe frou v i the

relationsbdp u rwates.
KEY is the relatiamhp key of the affected relationship.
RELATINC is the relatin nm of the affected relationship.
ATMIBME is the attribute name.
VALL is the initial value of the attribute.

Exceptions:
- NAME_ ROR is raised if the relationship lientified by the

-s/YlT/ .-ATIc peaters does rnt exist.
M E_ERWR is raised if the relationship already has an attribute

of the given naam or if the attribute name given is
syntactically illegal.

STA7S ERROR is raised if the node handle BAS is not open.
" TT-VICOATICN is raised if BASE was not opened with an intent

- establishig the right to write relationships.
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SECRITYwaICEAaIC is raised if the operatin represents a
violation of mndatory access c ntrols.
SMUITY VIOAA=TN is raised only if the conitions for
other e,,tioms are not present.

Additiol Interface:

procedure CREATE_ PA . RIAT ,"rIE(NM: in NM S'RfIl;
AT-RtMJTE: in AT1UMM NAM
VAU.X: in LIST fyfT

BASE: NOC_ TYPE; --
begin

cPEN~(nSM, BASE_ PMYI(kAf), (WITE 'z_.ATIQIIPS));
CMAM_ATHiATTRI ,E(ASE, AST le'(w,,), LAST_ !ZXATMI(,w),

drZRIBtE, VAUE)

exceptic2m
whst'en others -

* CL(BASE);
raise;

• 5.1.3.3 Deleting node attributes

procedure LMZE n M5 AT'RIH 7 (NM: in WDE TYPE;
AMTRIBUE: in AT _E,,AME);

Purpose:
This procedure deletes an attribute, nmd by ATrRIBTE, of the node
identified by the qe node handle MIUE.

Parmeters:
N=E is an cpen node handle to a node whose attribute is to

be deleted.
MMRBTE is the rim of the attribute to be deleted.

Excepticns:
tEEHR is raised if the node does not have an attribute of the

given name.
SIOMU ER is raised if the node handle WOE is not open.

nWVICEATICKi is raised if NUE was not qpsed with an intent
estalisingthe right to write attributes.

SEMQU"_VICEArICT is raised if the :peration r a
violatia of mndatory access aotrols.
SW2UW VIO[ATICN is raised only if the conditions for
other exceptions are not present.

MditcnalInterfaces

procedure DELET'E WOE ATMT3E(hM: in NAM SrRflG;
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ATrIjrEt in M'ffiIwrE HRM;
VAUJE: in LiST TYT

begin

.-. NODE elt ( , aM iM, ILE),

exchti n
Aun others -

a s(mmx);
raise;

end DEL= = AT RI ke1=

5..34Deleting path attributes

procedure DZ'EPMIAT'RI.Tr(DAS: in MM TPE;
I~f: in ~T~~PI

ArATICZo in affeted NNE .

Purpose:M rni
This procedure deletes an attribute, nAmud by ATMTB7E# Of a

idenifie by te .base n das the relation name

... I-- I S.A ,.

P a r a nie t e r s :i n a o p n r x w d e t t e n o e= % h c t e
relationship nats
as the relationship key of the affectedr

A SATI(M is the relation nm of the affected o .
NATTRIBLTE is the attribute iw of hte attribute to be deleted.

Exceptions:
* WEd IR is raised if the r tohip ioIntif ied by the

MMS/Kf/FAI2 prmfters does not exist.
USLEE EI4R is raised if the ldo rv have an

attribute of the given iwirn.
STATUS FlWR is raised if the nds bandle BArE in nt en.
niior VIoLATi(E is raised if mmS was not opene with an intent

establishing the right to write relaticnships.
secRrry VAIcm is raised if the operationrpeet a

violation of mwatory access ontrols.
wmR 1cEATIGN is raiseid only if the conditions

for other exceptions are not present.

Additional Interface:

proedueM Z1EPMAT TRIBL"E (M: in NRM811M
ATrIwrE=: in NITrIJBM' MM
VAUE: in LisT TYPET
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BASE: NOB TYPE;

OPW(DASE, BASE PAII(1*g), (WnR ATIaR&PS)
DEfL_ PMUHATI'RMM (BAS, LASTIfy(km), LAWRUAImkwf),

P'l'IWZ, VAUJE);

Or (ASE);
m-mxman,-(BAS))I

raise;
and DELEEPATHATT'RIBUTlE;

5.1.3.5 Setting nocd attributes

procedure SET NXE ATl'RIEBlT (MrE: in WDE TYPE;
VAUM, in m rmT,

is an n hanle ioand i awT_:nae

Purpoe:
This sets the value of the rde attribute named by
ATI5M to the value given by VAUXe The r.de is identified by an

* Parameters:
NODEis an open ride handle to a re Anoee attribute na.

by ATffiIH71 is to be set.
AMlIeTE is the rwg of the attribute .
VsAX is the new value of the attribute.

Excepti~w
tmEaR is raised if the rode has no attribute of the given

viciatiom of nod.tccy accs controls.
s~n'r v1LTAcT is raised ifonly i ithe cnditn r

for othe excpticms are nt preset.

Additionial Interfaces

procedure se' _i_ (MME in sM ;
XPi~Mi: in ATlrIWfBUE MME;
VAWEs in Lin _PzT

isTM

begin
CFEB(N=, M,, (WXTZ AM XM .));
M (r om MwmtJ1: m ATMMME. vAWE)
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wheniu others

raise;andu SE O____ RBUE

5.1.3.6 Setting path attributes

procedure SET PATH ATTIRIBUlT,OSE : in H= TYPE;
KiY in KEIYI;P i :
MAXIMI in FaAIC14 ODE t

ECAT WATIW:N.
ATTRIBUTE: in ATT'RIUTE AM~
VAJJM in LIST TypzT,

Purpose:
Tis procedure sets a relationship attribute namd by ATTRIBUTE to
the value specified by VAUE. T el is iden.ified
explicitly by the BM node, the relation nme ZM N andl the
relti hp key KEY.

Parmteru:
BASE is an cpsn nmde banle to the node from ich the

relatl ship mnates.
KE is the relationship key of the affected reationship.
RELATIQ is the relation nam of the affected relationship.
ATTRIBUTE is the nemu of the attribute.
VAUZ 2A the new value of the attribute.

NW MWR is raise if the at ship detified by the
-MUE/PFATICK parametrs does not exist.

USE E is raised if the node does not have an attribute of the
-- given nrms.

STA" ER is raised if the node bamne am is ot open.
ThITDITVICEATICH is raised if wa s rxt cpened with an intent

ablishing the right to wte relat s .
•U TY_ VIMATI is raised if the peratin represnt a

violation of nmndatory access controls.
SWRW VI(IATICI is raised only if the conditions for
othier exceptions are m t preset.

&it.ional Interface:

prOOsdILe SET PATHATTRIBME(NAWE: in NAM MVRI,-
ATTRIBUTE: in M TRIMM EAM;
VALA: in LIS TPET

is
BAS: WO TYPE;

begin
OPNi(MSU, MSE PATH(AMWE), (WRIMT _.ATICON PS)) :
SETPATHATTRIETE(BASE, LASrIE(twNf), LAMTRELATIWK(lME),
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ATrRIBUTM, VALUE)
aOS(BAsE);

exceptic~n
uIwhn otr -

aICE(BASE);

5.1.3.7 Getting node attributes

procedure Gr N ATIRIUBEI'l E in MDE TYPE;
AMI'RINII'Es in AM'IRImlIE NAM;

-%VAUIJEs in out ISMTYPE);
Purpose:

This procedure assigns the value of the rde attribute naued by
A7TMIE to the parmster VALUE. The rxde is identified by open
nxle handle NOM.

Parameters:
MM is an ipen node handle to a node utwe attribute

ATIRIWM is to be retrieved.
AT-RIBUrE is the nms of the attribute.
VALU is the result parameter ontainin the value of the

attribute.

USE is raised if the node has no attribute of rome

-EA 1 RS is raised if N is not an cepn node handle.
MEW -VIOATICH is raised if NE was r opened vith an intent

esftablishig the right to read attributes.

,k~dt~oalInterfaces

procedure CZI'_WAZMMTRIE(lAf: in NAME 91RIMI;
ATI'BIWI'E in ATrRT51IE NA;

VALUE: in LIT TIWET
NO TYPE;

begin

(MM ATIPZIr ( &U, ATRU' , VALU); *

excqticnt
%i*wn othes-

raise;
and (W NODEATI'RIBUTE;
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5.1.3.8 Getting path attributes

procedure GE PATH _ATrRIBE(BASE: in NO TYPE;
- -s in FATICUSIIP IW;
MATIC: in ALTI N Wf :f

MArWL MATICN;
,I,,,W.'E: in AM'RI7IE tOE;
,VALeM in ot LIST T )

Purpose:
This procedure assigns the value of the relat attribute named
by ATTIBUTE to the parameter VALUE. The relationship is identified
explicitly by the BASE node, the relation nam FEATIMN and the
relationship key KEY.

Pazzaters:
BASE is an pen node handle to the node fran which the

relationship amnates.
KEY is the rela sp y of the accessed rlationsh.
REATICN is the relation name of the accessed relationship.
ATMIUM is the name of the attribute
VALUE is the result parameter containing the value of the

attribute.

NAM EWR is raised if the relatiosp identified by the
BASE/IKEYIF/ATIC parameters does not exist.

USEERWR is raised if the relationship does not l.ve an
attribute of the given name.

STATM EPRR is raised if the node handle BASE is rot open.
INr-VICATIM is raised if BASE ws not opened with an intent

,.-. establishing the right to read relatinsis.

Additional Interface:

procedure ET PAM ATRIHUTE(NAME: in NAME STRING
AT'ImlrE: in ATI'RIHYIE NAME;

VALUE: in Lis _TYPET
is

* BASE: NODE TYPE:
begin

OF~EASE, BASE PATH (NAME), (EAD REATIC&WIIPS)) 7
GET .T PMHATM'U (BASE, LAST KEYTlW!), LASTF -ATICN(NME),

TIBUTE, VALUE);

exception
when others -

CaSE(BASE);
raise;

end GL'rPATHA1'1RIBtTE;

L
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5.1. 3.9 Attribute iteration types and subtypes

subtype AMTR'IBWI NAM- is STIM;
type ATMUBWE IA T is private;
subtype XMI~I PATIRN is MUM-~E~

These types are used in the following interfaces for iteration over a
et of attributes of u des or relat s . MWMI'E W, is a
sutype for the names of attributes. An ATIRIH3TE PATIEN Nas the sam
syntax as an M'TRIBUTE MM, except that '?' will match any single
caat and - will match any string of characters.
ATrRIBUM _TERM is a private type assumd to contain the bcokke ing

nForutkcn necessary for the uilinaion of the MOM~ and W EXT~E1
functions.

:*5.1.3.10 Creating iterators over rode attributes

prceur ~tZATT'RIBUT ITERMT( ITEMVR, in out ATrIYITE EAtOR;
NM: in NOM TYPE;
PA1 TM: in ATIOM EPATIMhin"**);

Purpose:
The procedure NODE ATTR 3' ITERATE reture in the parameter
ITERATOR an attribute-iterator accrding to the smnntic rules for
attribute selection given in Section 5.1.3.

Parameters:
ITERATR is a result parameter containing the iterator to be

NO in an pen rzde handle to a node over whose
attributes the iterator is to be co-structed.

PATIU is a pattern for attribute names as described in
Section 5.1.3 and 5.1.3.9.

Exceptions:
.SAUS Er is raised if NODE is ro an open node harde.
USE is raised if the PATTERN is syntactically illegal.
,,.. VICATICKI is raised if is not open with an intent

establishing the right to read attributes.

Additional Interface: ?

procedure ND _AT'0N ITERATE (MMITDMR: in out AMTR IBrEITERATOR;
NAM: in NAM STRInl--,
PAWT'.:. in ATTOBUTE PATrEH:=U"*")

• OD31 NOD TYPE;
4, begin
, O~PEN(1l I E , AM (F MA ATT'RIBUTESI));.%

' Em ATn1 nI"TERAT'ITERATOR, NDE, PATTERN),

exc pt
S7en others
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raise;
ed NOE ATTRITE ITERATE

Notes:

By using the pattern '*', it is possible to iterate throi4 the
names of all attributes of a node.

5.1.3.11 De iteration status

function MOFE (ITERAOR: in ATI 1TERTT R)
return BOEZAN;

The function ME returns true or false depending on whether all
attributes contained in the attribute iterator have been retrieved
with the procedure G _U .

ITreATOR is an attribute iterator previously t e.

Exceptions:
-USE ERROR is raised if the 1TERATOR has nit been previously

set by the procedures NODEATRIBUEITERAT'E or
PATHA7TrR3IEITERATE.

5.1.3.12 Getting the next node attribute

, procedure GETNEXT(-ITERAR: in out AT1MIM ITERAMR;
ATMROBMF: out ATTRIBUTE NAM;
VAULE in out ,ST _Ty_ WT

Purpose:
The procedure GETNE C returns, in its parameters ATTIBUTE and
VALDE, both the name and the value of the next attributo in the
iterator.

Parameters:
.TERAR is an attribute iterator previously cristructed.

SATTRIBTE is a result parameter ctaining the name of an
attribute.

VALUE is a result parameter containing the value of the
attribute named by ATTRIBUT'E.

Exceptions:
USE ERROR is raised if the ITERATOR has not been previously

set by the procedures N. A7I ZME _ITERATE or
PATH ATrIB3TE ITERATE or if the iterator is
emausted, i.e., E(ITERAM)- false.
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5.1.3.13 Obtaining an iterator over relationship attributes

procedure PMH AMTRIU E ITERATE (ITERAWR: in out AMTIRITEITERA-OR;
BASE: in NOW TYE;
KEY: in rTIONSHIPKEY; ,
REATICN: in RELATION E : 

, MEALLT _ATION;
PATE: in AMTRI1t PTPN:--:*");

Purpose:
This procedure is provided to obtain an attribute iterator for
relationship attributes. The relationship is identified explicitly
by the BASE node, the relation name E OATIG and the relationship
key KEY. The procedure returns an attribute iterator in ITERATM
acoarding to the semantic rules for attribute selection applied to
the attributes of the identified relationship. This iterator can
then be processed by means of the MORE and GET NEXT interfaces.

Paramters:
ITERATOR is a result parameter comtaining the iterator to be

w .ructed.
NCE is an open node handle to a node over whose attributes

the iterator is to be constructed. -
PATMT1R is a pattern for attribute names as described in

Section 5.1.3 and 5.1.3.9.

Exceptions:
NAME ERROR is raised if the relationship identified by the

ELAS/KE'f/RELATICN parameters does not exist.
USE ERROR is raised if the PAMTERN is syntactically illegal.
STfJ5 ERROR is raised if BASE is not an open node handle.
E V'VIATIOC is raised if BaSE ws rot opened with an intent

establishing the right to read relationships.

Additional Interface:

proedrePATH ATTRIBUT'EITERATE (ITERMR: in out AMTRIBfl'EITERATOR;
NAM. in NA STRfIM;
PATrER: in ATTRIBT PATTER:-"*"),-

is
BASE: NOD TYPE;

begin
OP-N2(BASE, BASE PATH(AMWE), (WRITE _.ATI ))S;H-.)
PATHAT!R -' rERATE (IRTIOR, MSE, LAST KEY(NAME),

LA-ST R ATIcM (NME), PAMTERN)•
c60E(BASE);

-. ,aexceton -.

whee others --
CLSE(BS)
raise;

.1"

end PATHMITRIWI'EITERATE;
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I.

5.1.4 Package (2AISACS(CZMRWL

This package provides primitives for 8uiuaigdsrtoayacs
control infuntion for CAIS nodes. In addition, certain CAIS
suprgra declared elsewhere allow the specification of initial access
control nfonmtin.

5.1.4.1 Types, subtypes, constants, and exceptions

subtype PRIVILBSSPECIFICAICK is STRI;

A privilege specification is a dcaracter string in the syntax described
in Table V.

5.1.4.2 Setting access control

Procedure _ET ACES CNRIOL(NO)E: in TYPE;

* ROM NODE: in NODE TYMPE

GRAO: in PRrvILWzs;P3IFm~cN):
Purpose:

This procedure sets access control ifrtinfor a given node. If
one does not exist, a seondary CSS relationship is created frm
the node specified by NOE to the node specified by Z r. If
necessary, the attribute GRM is created on this relationship. The
value of the GRAMT attribute is set to the proper form (see Table V)
of the privilege specification GRANT. The effect is to grant the
access specified by GRANT tO processes that have adq the role

Parammeters:
NCE is a node handle to the node Whose access o itrol

infoniution is to be set.
ROM NODE is a node handle to the role.
GRAMT is a privilege specification describing what

privileges are to be granted.

Exceptions:
USEERROR is raised if MAM is not in valid srntax.
SVMJS_ERROR is raised if NOE or mZ Nom is not open.
IN'nirr VIATICM is raised if bM ws not opened with intent

'::. sRXTmVIOL-T is raised if the operation represents a
violation of mnu-atory access otrols.
S3RITY VICEATION is raised only if the aonitions
for other exceptions are not present.

Additional Interface:

procedure SET ACCSS M (NwM, in NAME STR ;
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GRANT: in PRIVLG S_ IFICATION);

is
NOD, RLEEDE: NODE_TYPE;

begin
OPEN(NE, NAM,(EXISTE E ar));OPN(RELE NODE, RolNAME, (E)C1STX)),
SEr P s( ommowrmE, T NE, GRANT);
CLCU (MctzT;
ME (ME(Z NODE);

exception -
when others

a E(NODE);CUM E NOE);
raise.-

end SET ACCES COTRL;

- 5.1.4.3 Indicating access mode

function IS GRANTE (CBJCT NKDE: in NOD TYPE;
PRVILEM NAM: in NAM WRIN) return BOC:N;

Purpose:
This function indicates whether or not a specific right to a node is
granted for the caller. If the caller has adopted a role that is
the target of an access relationship emanating from the object node
and if that relationship's GRANT attribute allows the access right
specified by PRIVILE NAM, the function returns TRME.

-, Parameters:
OBJET NODE is a node handle to the object node.
PRIVILM NAM is a privilege name

Exceptians
US tERFRR is raised if PRIVILXE NAME is not in valid syntax.
STM&S ERKR is raised if O7E1 Nd is not oen.
INTrNf-VICJ.ATAMI is raised if NCUE was not opened with an intent

establishing the right to read relationships.
S" RITY VIC1LATICK is raised if the operation represents a

violation of mandatory access controls
MMRITY VIOATIN is raised only if the conditions
for oder exceptions are not present.

Additional Interface

function IS GRANTED (OBJET NAM in NAME SRING.
PRM1vww: in 061-9IM) return BO."AN-

is
* OBJE~r NOE: NOlETYPE;

RM~d..' OOLEAN;
begin

OPE(CBE3C NOE OBECT NAMl, (READ MATICNSEUPS));
R~suLT %- ISGRAbirHD(OBldr NOE, PR!VILz);ca (Wt - E):
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exception
when others,,

a~sww -rNODE);
raises

end IS GRANTED;

5.1.4.4 Aoting a group

PCe ADOPT (Ku:_MODE: in NODE_TYPE);

Purpose:
This procedure causes the calling process to adopt the group
specified by the ROE NODE. A relationship of the predefined
relation ADOPELE -is created frcu the calling process node to
thegiven group. In order frthe current p to adopt the
grup sawm other role the current Process has already adoted Musnt
be a potential nmraer of the group to be adopted.

Parameters:
RE NODE is an open node hbarile to a grow node.

Exeticis:
tSE =R is raised if their is no adopted role of the current

process that is a potential muter of the group
ROLE NODE.

SMINS_!OR, is raised if RXE NODE is not an open node handle.
Thd-VImmATIW is raised if -= DE s not oened with an

intent establishing t19 right to read relationships.
S=RIT VIO[ATIa, is raised if the operation represents a

violation of muudatory access ontrols.
SEURITY VIC[ATICN is raised only if the conditions
for other meptions are not present.

5.1.5 Package CAIS SMXCJRAL WDES

Structural nodes are special nodes in the se that they do not have

n as theother nodes of the CAIS model d Their purpo is
solely to be carriers of camou ino tion about other nodes related to
the structural node. Structural nodes are typically used to create
ccnventional directories, configuration objects, etc.

The padcage IS STLCURAL NODS defines the primitive operations for
creating structuraT nodes.
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5.1.5.1 Creating structural nodes

procedure CIRETENOE (NDE: in out NODETYPE;
BASE: in NODE TYPE;KEY: in FaMAft 1IP KEY :

LA EerxY;

RELATION: in R MI C I FM :

ATTRIB5rES: in LIST TYPE :- EMPL LIST;
ACCESS CTRML: in 1OM STRI3 : "
LEVEL: in P13 STRIE :r.

Purpose:
This procedure creates a structural node and installs the primary
relationship to it. The relation name and key of the primary
relationship to the node and the base node from which it emanates
are given by the parameters RELATION, KEY, and BASE. An open node
handle to the newly created node with WRITE intent is returned.

The MWIBUTE parameter defines and provides initial values for
attributes of the node (for the use of values of type LIST TYPE, see
Section 5.4 CAIS LISTLrfITIES). The ACCESS C parameter
specifies initial acess ctrol infortion to be established for
the created node.

The LEVEL parameter specifies the security level at which the node
is to be created.

Parameters:
is a node handle, initially closed, to be opened to the
newly created node.

BASE is an open node handle to the node from which the
primary relationship to the new node is to emanate.

KEY is the relat key of the primary relationship to
be created.

RFATI CK is the relation name of the primary relationship to be
created.

ATMIMYM is initial values for attributes of the newly created
node. :

ACCESS C I"RL is the initial access t i tion associated
with the created node.

LEVEL is the classification label for the created node.

Exceptions:
MMgHR in raised if a node already exists for the node

identification given, if the node identification is
illegal, or if any group node specified in the given
ACCESS CT parameter is zatainable.

USEERRR is railed if the CCSCI2F L or LEVEL parameters do
does not adhere to the required syntax or if the
AMTRIH71M parameter contains references to predefined
attributes not modifiable by the user.

STTUSAERROR is raised if BASE is not an open node handle or if
E is an open node handle prior to the call.
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,, r VIOATICIN is raised if BASE was not cezud with an intent
establishing the right to append reJAtionships.

SECXJITY VIOCATION is raised if the cperation represents a
violatim of mandatory access ontrols.
SCURITY VICATIN is raised only if the omnditins for
other ecpisare not Present.

Ad iticral Interfaces:

Procedure CEATENOECbIE: in out NOD TYPE;
NAMW: in NAMS'RJM
ATTRIBUTE: in LIST TYPE s- EMYLIST;
ACCESS CCIt : in EoRM STRNG :
LEVEL:- in !O STRIN "")

V is
BASE: NME TYPE;

begin
OPE(BASE MSE PA'(,ME), (APPEND lE, ATMO,,PS));
(a E , (,fC:, BASE LAST K(W ), Irm A (m.:W,),

rLG(BS) AmtiaRIflI, ACCESS cmR1. LEVE);

exceptict
when others ,

CLOSE(ASE);
end CREATE NOE;

procedure ODEE(BASE: in M TYPE;
KEY: in H4 KEY :-ATET KEY;
RELATIK: in FIEATIC& NAME :

DWFALTFMICH~;
ATTI1371'U in IST TYPE t- EMPT'YLIST;
ACCSS COMM: in mm 4STmum
LEVE:- in !_STR :-")

is CIE: NOE TYPE;
begin

end CREATE WM);

procedure C E_VE(l~A:( E: in NAM STRIM;
AMRIBR71~s in LYSrTYPE EMPT.VY LIST;

' ,,SACES _ RLm : in POR4 & R --- ""
. LEVEL: in mm mn

is
NODE: NODE TYPE;

* . begin
CREATE wE (mu, N~kE, A1'r~rnr ACCSSawI'oL, LEVE);

"" end CFEATENCD:E;
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Notes:
Use of the sequence of a CTE NOM call followed by a call on MEN
for the created node, using thenode id ntification of the created
node, cannct guaranteme that the node just created in qpened, since
relationships, and therefore the node identification, ay have
changed since the C E NOE call.

--

,.F.
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5.2 CAIS process

This section describes the inmantics of the execution of Ada
porin as

reprsat~d y CIS pocesesandthe facilities provided by theCAIs for initiatin and omrollin processes.

The major vts in a process's life are:

a. Initiation
b. Rtmning, which may include suspension or reo .icn
C. Temination or abortion

This section of the CAIS defines facilities to oirol and
anordinate the initiation, suspensin, and teminatin or
abortion of processes.

A process is said to be Utrminatel
m wn the sutkr"qrm which is

its main program (in the samne of ELMI] 19.1) has taudnated (in the
sene of ELR43 9.4). See also the note in LUM] 9.4. Thu,

, termination of a process takes place whm the min progrum has been
ileted and all tasks leg udnt on the rain prm have terminated.

A process my be "abortadO either by itself or by another process.
I Aborting a process can be considered preuptive termination and ny be

initiated by the process itself or by anot process with sufficient
aes rights.

The following rules apply to process nodes for which the process
has terminated or aborted:

a. The process node remLins in existence umtil explicitly
deleted.

b. Any processes in the process tree eanating frcm the
terinaedaborted process have terminated. or aborted.

.- medianiuii for a pr oes to initiate anotherw process are
Provided:

a. Invake - the procedwxe frl'M PM does not return
contrl to the alliag task until the initiated process has
t nte or aborted. foztien of the calling task is
blocked until terination or abortion of the initiated
p.ocm, but other tasks in the initiating process exeute

- in paralel with the initiated pzrocen and its tasks.
Execution of the initiating task is uyrdirnized with the
initiated .or ms, which has no implicit effect on other
tao Of the initiating . is kind of proces
initiation is analogous to calling the qpecified progra as
a procedure.
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b. Spam - the procedure SPAm mrKys; returns after
initiating the specified prga. Mm initiating proces
ar the initiated process run in parallel, and, within each
of these, their tasks eecute in parallel. The processes
run as, , t as they are syndironized by the
use of ther IS facilities. This kind of process
initiation is analogous to activation of the specified
program as a task.

" Every process node has three predefined attributes: LTS LIST, which
can be used to stoe user-definmd strings giving ii readt of
the process; PAPAMM LIST, which ctains the a with which
the process ws called; aM CURRENT s-mmT, which gives the current
statum of the process. In addition, every process node has several

attributes which provide n ton for stan adized
"gi and parfo rm I nasiwuumnt for processes within the alS

plm tatio. of these predefined attributes has an
.Imp e.ntation-uWpu nt value. This atibute is H U OpM, which
give sthe muzder ofoen nrode tadfles the process bas. TbW rmnin'ing
predefined attributes have Izpluantat i-d -eda values and abold
riot be used for oCqVris with values frm other CRIS ilsit 1aticnas.
SV.R1 TIM an Fnm TIM give the tuis of activation M termitio_
or atartion of the proes. MOCkE TIM gives the length of time the
process ws active on the logic L processor, if the process has
teminatdor aborted, or zero, if thep has not teminated or
aborted. M0 tUTS gives the -mIer of I/O units used. SIZE gives a
measure of the size of the process.

Ebr purposes of input and output, every process node has several
preefne reatonhips. Theme predefined rltosisare ninued

iDTMMnTWIUT1, SrnzW AW rpM , STROAMZRRR, CURRET nVW,
"RENT V, and UGM a-M. uM nr, mA~ any an
Sn'WME flWR are reaimnisetab]is1~d at job crei~tion to the
default Input, output ad erro files, respectively. The STmamo nem
and SDDJ C'Mr.T files omfcm to the smwintcs give. for thie in

- [LIm] 14.3.2. c3rR InmI, aimm aI'wr and Cum= _ER are
relaticnships established by a process to alternative files to be used
as the default input, output and error file, respectively.
,IT R W_ and CURET OUTP~r also cform to the sementics of [LRM]
14.3.2.- Interfaces are pWovided in the MIS Input/Output packages
*(Section 5.3) to read these predefi lat ad to dmmge the
value of CURE IN P, CURRT= m, and CURENTm R.

a, 83
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5 .2.1 Packmgs ChISPW SJ IMITIC

This packag. defines the type. and mwqtlio Associated with

type PROS Svos13 is
(WiA, SSPENDE), EoABaRM) TElC M);

The PnSoce STM is the state of a procss. TabLe VII indicatAs the
states and tFh events %hicih wi ase transition fra CM state to

84
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TABLZ VII. Process state transition table

state: rw existent REAMD SPN ABRMDE
event

process Ramm N/A N/A N/A N/A
creation

i

texuination TR- N/A N/A N/A-
of main N/A na.
program

"N/A ABOR- ABORdW - -

N/A miEN S- -

N/ -- N/A --- -

N/A: muics events that are nat applicable to the state specified.
-: nrks events that have no effect on the state.

0er case: states which are values of the emration type
PR S SIM (e.g., EAD) and for events which
are cauged by calling CRIS interfaces (e.g., "
ABO ROCEwxS).

1am case: other states (i.e., ni-e istent) and other events
(e.g., tenminaticn of the nain program).

C
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When a jzves has tenm td or aborted, the final atatus,

reorded in the predefined process node attribute ammir srME, will
persist as lag as the process node exists. Any cp@F no~de bazxles
i-natinqu fra a process ae closed after the pr-ms is terminated or

aborted.

The PROCES SE'AMS of a process will be returned to any task
awaiting the tcclntaio abortiai of the process wnever the process
in termimtd or aborted. If the process bas already ben termiated or
aborted at the timn a call to AM TPOES IMIN is nude, the the
PROCESS SMMS is imuudiately availble. -

PROES Sr'ATU my also be wandims by the CAIS procedures
g=E c r!R css and wrimsm .

i~x~ PW~S :constant MMum'RIk3 "'i WUMI JCo"1
CUMRIt=k : constant MaUM n 912 "WH1N~W M*O*E~

WrPUT : cotant MW-FM - "- IB";

Cir po UX : constant MWU W1'IIGM- aj n ow
aJD~ltW VwmISA3S% re is miCAIS N=R LM"TIT~Ic )r ROCESSP;

F400T PROCES and CU~RN w~Sae two strings defined to represent,
respectively, the r pras of the current. jdb and the current
procss

Table VIII presents an overview of interfaces to change the status,
review results, or determine predefined attribute values in a process.

TNUZ VIII. Process Interfaces

Cunging the status These three procedures change the process status
of a proce of a process. Because of ti.ing in

a ditrbue !!vr'WWIt, a dhange to the
process status my not take effect lM'-'iately.
In particular, a process may terminat before
ABO ROCESS or SUBPW POES is eacwted.

177-;prcedure ABORI PIK)=
, procedure SBP P SS

proedure IGUMxEP Ss

etrii the value These procedures read the predefined attributes
of a predefzd on process nodes.
attribute

f n 'ti IVDLES OPEN
function I0 tvitff
ftincticn SIARI TIM
function Ffl4IK TIM'
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Results from tasks 'Thee tw procedur~e provide the tedaniques
in a process for a process to examine and modify a

results list. The results list is returned
to a task which ned that process in a call
to INVCKE _ES or AMIT PROCESS COPErION.

The results list can be examined before or -

after process teziintic or abortion by any
process with the proriAte access rights.

procedure WRITE MSLTS
procedure APPEND RMTS

5.2.2 Package CAIS PCET .,.

_ .

5.2.2.1 Types, subtypes, constants, and exceptions

subtype LIST TYPE is CAIS LIST UTILITIES.LISrTYPE;
subtype PALMESTS LIST is CAIS LIST TILTIES.LIST TYPE;
subtype SInTS Tr Rn3 is ST lE
subtype PARLIST is CAIS L UrTILITI..LS TTYPE;

* subtype NWE sTRIfa is mAiS Not-EJIZs.; ~'NTCE~EsTRfl,
subtype MdARICH NAM is CA1MS tEFMMTCNS.RM1 AFIQi_1NAME;
subtype TNIP IKE is CRIS reft DEFlINMCN faTIW E;
subtype NOM TYPE is CAIS NOE IEVINITIOS.NLCE TYPE;Y
subtype PROCSSSM1 is CAIS PROCSS EINITICNS. PROCESS SrTL5; M

EPYLJa: constant LIST TYPE rename
CAMLIST L~nITrIE.4PrYLIST; 1~

LAES KE: constant KEY renames m
CRISNdDINITIcu.LAT~s'_KEY;

DE.EM MMATIOI: onstant FATICN NAM renams

CRIS _ D'FINITIC. DEFALT IEATICN;

NAM ZFM exception renams CAIS NODE DEINITICNS.A .W _ERROR;

USEERRO R: exception rename CAIS NODE INITICNE.USE ERMR;
.o.

MWI'lh'VICATICK: exception renames

- VILTIONs exception rnames
CRIS- NODE DENITIM-ASS VICLATION;
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SCIURITY_VCEATIN- exception renames

NM Eis raised whenever an attemptis nmde to access a
node via a patbnume or node handle while the node
does not exist, is unobtainable, discretionary
access controls for knowledge of existence of a node
are violated, or mandatory access controls for read
cperations are violated.

USE ERROR is raised whenever a restricti on the use of an
interface is violated.

n-m VIOLATICN is raised whenever an operation is attempted on an
- open node handle which is in violation of the access

intent specified when the node handle ws opened.

ACES_VIATICK is raised whenever an operation is attempted which
violates access right constraints other than
lnwledge of existence of the node.

SECJRITY VIOLATION is raised whenever an cperation is attnpted which
violates mandatory access controls.

5.2.2.2 Spawning a process

procedure SPAM ROCESS
(NOE:- in out ETYPE;

FILE NODE:in NO TYE
KLY: in RE[ATICMIIPKEY mLATEST KEY;
IMIATMCN: in REAICKW NAE:- DEAMT LT ATION~;
ACSS CONTROL: in FORM STRnrj :t"";
LEVEL:- in P0I -Tr :"FORM4: in LIST TYPE :- y Lsr.;

INPE)t FIX a STRf :- aJR INPIwr;
iaR)R mi in NAMErSRIM? CUFE WRR TrURERROR E : in NAM-STRnr : CUREW-EROR;

PERmvil _om: in NAESTRIv :- a-rNE);

Purpose:
This procedure creates a new process node whose contents represent
the execution of the program contained in the specified file node.
SPA PROCESS accepts a list of parameters and nkes it available to
the new process via the procedure Mr PARAze1R. Control returns
to the calling task after the new nod is created. The process node
containing the calling task must have execution rights for the file
node. The created process node has secondary relationships to the
input, output, and error files. An pen node handle on the new node
is returned, with an intent establishing all access rights.

88
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The AmC cmm parametr specifies the initial access cotrol
informtion-to be established for the created node. The current
user must have all access rights to the created node.

The LzEV parmeter specifies the security level at which the node
is to be created.

Parameters:
NODE is a node handle returned on the newly created

process node.

FILE NODE is a node handle on the file node containing
the executable image tose execution will be
represented by the now process.

INMTPARAMETERS is a list ocntaining process parameter informtion.
The list is onstructed and parsed using the
tools provided in CAIS LIST MMLITIES(Section 5.4).
nWM PAPAM TER is stored in a predefined
attrTmite PAFAMEERLIST of the nw node.

KEY is the relationship key of the prinay
relationship frau the current process node to the
new process node. The default is supplied by the
muchanism of interpreting the LATESTKEY constant.

REIATICK is the name of the primary relation frau the
4current process to the new node. The default is

DEFAULTRMMMICzN.

ACCESS CM.R is a string defining the initial access ocntrol
infonmation associated with the created node. The
current use mut have all access rights to the
created node.

LEVE is a string defining the classification label for
the created node.

"POW is a list which can be used to set attributes
in the new node. It could be used by an
Implemntation to establish allocation of
resources.

.1

mr FILE,
OUIPUT FILE, an
ERR_FILE are path names to file nodes for the new process

node.

"NVIRCNMMT NODE is the node the raw process will have as its
initial current node. The default value is
CURRENT NDE of the initiating process.

Exceptions:
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NA MM_ is raised if the node indicated by FILE NDE is
naccessible or xcanable or if a node already
exists for the relationship specified by KEY and
REEATICN.

USEEROR is raised if it can determined that the node
indicated by MIE NOE does rat cnitain an
xecutable mge. -

IK ERROR is raised if the node designated by FILE NOE is
lodced against exacution.

INTENT VIOLATICN is raised if the node designated by FILE NODE was
not oened with an itent esaisin the right
to execute contents.

Notes:
SPAWN P does not return results or process status. If
ooination between any task and the no process is desired,
AWAaIT PROCESS =41LM14 or the tecftniues provided in CRIS
InputO7utput *(Se&-ion 5.3) must be used. When the parent process
terminates or aborts, the dild process will be aborted.

5.2.2.3 Awaiting tenio or abortion of another process

procedure AWAITPROCESCOt.WL=rIau
(NOf - in NO E TYP;
F1ESTS FEMMED: In out RESTS LIT
STATUS2 out PROSS 'MAT;
TI fLIMIT: in MI.ATICtU :- UJEATI OL( ASr);

p Purpose:
This procedure suspends the calling task and waits for the process
identified by NOCE to terminate or abort. The calling task is
suspended until the identified process teminates or aborts or until
the time limit is exceeded.

AITPRCESS COMPUMICH returns the results list and process
aoplet3.1ion-status ED the calling task, even if the process has

... already terminated or aborted whmn the call is made, so long as the
process node exists.

Parameters:

NODE is an open node handle for the process to be awaited.

F ES LTSRMUM is a list of results, which are represented by
strings, from the process. The individual results may
be extracted from the list using the tools provided
in (AISLIST UT7ILITIES.
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s'ra~ gives the process status of the process. If
termination or abortion of the identified process can
be reported within the specified time limit, STATUS
will have the value ABORT) or TERMWTD. If the
process does not tenninate or abort within the time
Limit, STATUS will have the value RADY or SJSPENDED.

TIM LIMIT is the limit on the time that the calling task will
be suspended awaiting the process. Whe the Lunt is
exceeded the calling task resumes execution. The
default is the implementation-dependent nmximun value
for DJRATION.

Exceptions:
NAM ERROR is raised if the identified node is inaccessible or

unobtainable.

LOCK _R)R is raised if the identified node is locked against
reading attributes.

nlil'E VIaATIIn is raised if the designated process node was rot
opened with an intent establishing the right to
read attributes.

SECJRITY VIOIATIOtI is raised if the attempt to access the
identified node represents a violation of narxatory
access controls. SEflRITY VIOLATICN is raised only
if the conditions for the other exceptions are not
satisfied.

5.2.2.4 Invoking a new process

procedure Th1VE PRCS
(FnZ DE: in NOE TYPE;
NEf. PAPAMTE1S: in PARA '"nm LIST,.
FOLSRETRNED: in out RES.TS LIST ;
STATUS: out PROCESS MAT"
KEY: in RLATIONSHIP KEY : LATEST KEY;
FgATcN: in RATION NAME:- DEFAULT RIATIN;-

C _C ONR' : in FOR4_ := Is -.

LEVE: in MORM STRING :,""
" RMs in LIST TYPE : TY LIST;
ThNF Zn in NAME STRIrj CU ~RREN _NP.rr,

ZPnUT FILE: in NM-STRIn :=w IUPUT;
EI) FILE: in NAME STRn3 :mCURRNT ERRR
EN~VIRONMENTNOE: in NAME STRIM CUaRRENTI'NODE;
TIM LM-T: in X-RAICN D: -JRATZIC '.LSr;)

Purpose:
This poereprovides the functionality of a call to SPAWNPROCESS
followed by a call to AM=TPROCESS CPMETICN, as an indivisible
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operation.

INAE PROESS creates a new process node whose contents represent the
execuilbn of the progrun contained in the specified file node.
MWE PROCESS accepts a list of parameters and mkes it available to

the ne process via the procedure GN_ PAPAmm. if tenmination or
Sabortion of the identified process can be reported within the

specified time limit, control is returned with the process status.
Otherwise control is returned %ben the specified time limit is
exceeded with a status of READY or MMPDE. The process node
ontaining the calling task must have execution rights for the file

node The created process node has secodary relationships to the
input, output, and ero files.

The ACCSS CICOTI parameter specifies the initial access control
information-to be established for the created node, as described in
*(Section 5.1.4). The current user usmt have all access rights to the
created node. The LEOM parameter specifies the security level
at which the node is to be created, as described in *(Section 5.1.4).

Parameters:
FI_ NODE is an open node handle on the file node containing

the executable image whose execution will be
represented by the ne process.

INPUT PARAMETERS is a list ocntaining process parameter information.
The list is 'Instructed and parsed using the list
handling tools of miS LIST UTILITIES. INPMT-
PAPA ER is stored in tFe preefined attribute
PA1WWM LIST of the nerw node.9.

. REJULTS RETUE is a list of results which are represnted by
strings fran the no process. The individual
results may be extracted from the list using the
tools of CAIS LIST LUrILITIES.

STATUS gives the process status of the process. If
termination or abortion of the identified process
can be reported within the specified time limit,
&7TUS will have the value ABORIED or TER T.
If the pocess does not terminate or abort within
the time Limit, STATUS will have the value
REA Y' or SUSPE .

KEY is the relationship key of the primary relationship
from the current process node to the new process
node. The default is suplied by the LATEST KEY

sq
9  function.

RELATIM is the name of the primary relation fran the

current process node to the new node. The default
is DFAULTRELATIOU.
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AOi SS OOTRL is a string defining the initial access control
infoz~tion associated with the created node. The
current user imst have all access rights to the
created node.

LEVEL is a string defining the classification label for
the created node.

FION4 is a list which can be used to set attributes of
of the new node. It could be used by an
implelwntation to establish allocation of resources.

FNILEr FI-,
wrP"f FILE and1
ERROR FILE are path names to file nodes for the new process

node.

ENVROx NCE is the node the now process will have as its
current node. The default is CURRT NOCE of the
invokng process.

TimELnMIT is the limit on the tim that the calling task will
be suspended awaiting the new process. When the
limit is exceeded, the calling task resumes
execution. The default is the implementation-
deenent maxiumn value for URATIN.

Exceptions:
NAM4_ERR)R is raised if the node indicated by FILE NODE is

inaccessible or unobtainable or if a node already
exists for the relationship specified by KEY and
RELATICN.

USE _ROR is raised if it can be determined that the node
indicated by FILE_ N does not ontain an
executable image.

LOCK_ERK)R is raised if the node designated by FILE NODE is
locked against executicn.

INTENT VItLATICN is raised if the node designated by FILE NODE was
not opened with an intent establishing the right
to execute contents.

Notes:
Both control and data (results and status) are returned to the
calling task upon termination or abortion of the invoked process.
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5.2.2.5 Creating a new j

procedure CW B
(maZ Iim: in -M TYP~v
f _lWf PAtAIMIs in PPAR1U LIDi -
mm. - in IMM -- s- LA= "t M;
ACCS 0.1S in POW -a"ZW T- a a I
LVU A in UVC*-gnu ,w on,

Pam$in LZUI'TY : EMW LIM;~
-" r~~c , , ml-sm ,=(m T0'

..m , in mm, mm ,- ammw ; wzit* UKf FUR: in OwUU1~a am CITU R

EIVI*MW1'ks in iwem'Rmu a- c rr m);

Purpose:
This pocedure c etes a now r-t process nods vkm e contents
-,the excution of te Z ontained in the specified
file noKds. CTZ 3W astablidm. tm UiM V=, andMICEI

i as dsead*ed in *(Sectic 4). General eR -.
amm JO aots a list of pm sters ad mkes it availableto

the ri process via the pocedure U PARM . Control returns
to thecalling task after tm w jce is created. T process node

- the calling tahu n t hae ecutia rights for the fileaig FelaticrAmbip-

•~rd , . m and a. .md r.iOU too CL. US.4tt Tt rm jo

has asewary rp toti em lqitw., oupt, an error files.
A now priary JOB ratuhp is established from CJR3I USM to
the rmw job.

The AMWU COMML parmter specifies tim initial access control
izfoutato be established fior the crafted nods. The current

~ ~usaer =amt have all. access rights to tim crefte node.

The UCVK paramter specifies the security level at %hidh the znie
is to be created.

Parameterss
F= NM is an open rode hardle on tie file node tainiW

**~th tim eucuab image Whose executiu will be by

UOM PA"_ M is a list cotaining process parameter infoaation.
T Lmlit is constructed a pd parsd usi og the tool
provided in CIS LIffE VLET.

KEY is timher. l c key of lemay Jo W
relati' I from tim curet user node to tim row
process nods. The default in suplied by the

LAM function.

ACCSSBCMIX is a string defining tim initial access control
infoticcassociated with the created node.* The

curret user mmt bave all access rights to the
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created node.

LEVEL is a string defining the classification label for
the created node.

POWR4 in a list whih can be used to set attributes

of the raw node. It ould be used by an
iplemontation to establish allocation of
resources.

ayr FILE. a
R FW.E are path names to file nodes for the new process

node.

EwIF r NKE is the node the new pzmess will have as its
initial current node. The default value is
aUMmr USE of the cutrent process.

_MM E in raied if the node irdicated by Mz NEI
ina s e or n eor if a node already
exists for the reliosi specified by KEY and1
RELATION.

USE ER is reised if it can determined that the node
ind~icated by FIZ C does not contain an
executable image.

LO C;1R in raised if the node designated by FIEWDE is
lodcad againt execution.

MW- VCEA1I in raised if the node designated by FILE P ws
riot qpued with an intent esalsigtHe right
to execute cotents.

ACE VICATIZI is raised if the current process does not have
sufficient discretionary access rights to opien the
current user node with APPEN D A,- intent.
p VIXM ICo in raised nTy if the cot-ditione
for A _M are not satisfied.

SMRT!'YVIOATION in rained if the attempt to obtain access to
W T UE or the file rode represents a

violat a of mndLatory access ctrols for the
@IS. SMJR= VIO[ATICK is raised only if the
ocmliticms for reinsing the other exceptions are not
satis fied.

* oess
CR* JOB does not retu~rn results or process status to the calling
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progr am unit. If oordination bebui any progtn unit and the nw
prces is desired, manXT PN S mm1ict cc the tedmigne
provided in CRIS Irp/uttp *(So&-':ran 5.3) n=st be used.

The reliation - for the prim ay relatihipto the n node is
JOB.

5.2.2.6 Apning results

procedure APEND 3LS(OLTS: in mSSn'IS Sn'fU):

Purpose:
This procedure as its specified resuta parzter to the List of
results frcm other ca I to APPEIN FELTS in the cur -t process.
The procedure apmul s results to tFe Lift in the order in which they

Sare received. Upon tezmiation cr abttizm of the currwzt Process,
the reults list is returned to any task -Iid ne e this 1: csOs in
a call to AMeT PFCS aMii'iM cci YO IM FDCMS.

Partmetere:
F4TLSis a string to be stared in the KI.M _I=

attibteof hecurent prcs nods and.. ul.tmtely reundt h awating ari" dm

task.

Exceptions:
Now.

Notes:
" until the process node is deleted or the results are overwritte,

the resul1ts are stored in a results list iWuid is th evalus of the
cRIs predefined attribute MMMS LI!.

. 5.2.2.7 Overwiting results

prFocZ WIESL S (irIS s:, in MJUMS Ws'RIM);

This procedure replaces the awren list of results with the
specified results.

Parameters:
IMJLTS is a string to be stored in the FOSUMS LIST and

* ultimately returned to the aiting or invokin
task.

* Exceptions:
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5.2.2.8 Getting results from a process

procedure r RJLTS (NOE: -in 1E T;E
-ULTS, in am MWL'S LMsT

Purpose
This procedure reads the attributes RCMS LIST and CiRIft'SIMT
associated with a process node. The r need not have
terminated cr aborted. The eyty list is returned in SLTS if
,R-- FZS ULS or APPEND dLM S has nt been called in the process
10! W1 &d in MM.

Parameters:
NOW is an open node handle on a process node.

F ASE7 is a list resulting from calls maes by program
units in the process' node to the procedures
iflM IMSLS amd APPED FZ 1LS. The individual
results may be eztrmcted from the List using the
tol of IS LT vr1'ILTwI *(Section 5.4).

S -US is the process stats of the process.

Exceptions:
N is raised if the node identified by NOEC is

inaccessible or unotainable or is not a process
node.

1CI is raised if the noe identified by iM is locked
against reading attributes.-

IM ! VICEATICN is raised if the identified process node vas n
-!% -d with an intut etishn the right to
read attributes.

SEJRIW TIATICK is raised if the attempt to otain access to the
nods idmitified by N= rqxeets a violation of
mendatozy access cottriols fo the CRIS. SEJRfl 1'
V=UATIN is raised only if the conditions for
rasing the other exceptions are not satisfied.

Additical Interfacess

procedure WTRSErS (M s in ND TYM
FZnLTS& in out MInRMl'LSX')

ia

begin
Mr REUL _MOSD, JLTS, SMUM) _

%procedure (W 189MS (kM: in NW UI'RI
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R:UtI Ss in out RESlU LIE!a

-begin
OM~(MC, ONE, (WD ArM 'Il) )

a. asLI(irme Jur&S ,)

ex=mPtion
tle~n oeUN-O

raiser

procedure . RESLT (NA : in am
• li'_TSs in out I eSLIS.,)

is

oM(bwu. aM, (ROD ,LrmWlu))f
a "esIams(c. PW LEks, gnmx5)

whenf others an

raise.-
and C! RESULTS;

5.2.2.9 Cetting the pmramt~r list

"r po r (PARAi~s in oft PAANEULIST') I

Purpmset ito wmwop dt hThis proedure retrieves thelito pm spsedoth
d curent process noe by the task which created it. The list is

stored in the predefined attrib*e PARA141 LIM? of them oarmnt.

Paatrs s
slpPARA1M'1 in a List owituing pwmriter inf=mtion- Ttm

* list is omstiicted and can be .niplated usinig
the tools providesd in CRIS LUS UMflrXCS-

Excepti ons

'.OW
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5.2.2.10 Aborting a process

ro ABOe T t(NOEed Za in TYPE; tA
RUSt in RESUA'SSTIK);

Purposes:..
This procedure abort the process contained in a onrd tes ay
processes in the sub rooted at the identified process to be
aborted. Th order of the process abortions is rit specified. if
the state of the aborted process is exained, it will be ABORed
Xrvided that the priocess existeid and was not terminated at the tun
of the cll to ABTPCS. The node Associated with the aborted
process remins until explicitly deleted.

Parmeterms
NOMis an opmn node herKdle for the nodle of the process

to be aborted.

RICSVTSis a string to be appmSed, to the F LIS LST
attribute of the node of the aborted process.

is raised if the process ode ins inaccessible or~ 1 miriable.

MEW~'I VIOLATIONi asdi the identified process no~de was riot

- with an intent e ablishing exclusive write
access riits.

TVI(IATI is raised if the attet to otain access to
the ods idntIfid b, Na represents a
violation of irdatacy accem controls in the CIS.

RITY VIMZAa is raised only if the cozdition
for raisi the othr exceptions are rt satisfied.

AdLit al Interacess
pro cedure AOR PRCES(M: in MM STfRlM;

RESLTS: in RESUTSSTM'm )

NOZs NO PEi
begin

AW PmBS(kUZ, .LS) ;"

%hen others -3"

BORd A9CPSNS n; NO:,E

is-
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begin

n A POCESS ,

W.w. AmIM'3gs (mW: in m-,>'RU)

iaser

;.,. ADORI L CS can beo Led by a task *0oabxt tm pcvcine that
co- ntaL. it. Any o p e aiils nntigfr~mO azuclg

' ]'5.2.2.11 Stau.aint a pcvxes

svosd _e:3ss(kUR: in kUTnP)

Ths .18 oomd:ws smpu.11s t 1 om cota ine In kU.Af
"... jrooms is, urnt'tl, jzvIe t:,,at tm] oome l sin tm MN

-_ is an pn rod ile ft ti rme of tim poses
to be bn.

ezcptiu:

when ndle is iese or

risiser

.u W with an Ieintse ebato toabo s te cess
ri.hts.

.-. e it.Anyoen noe ideLle a M f violatrc
oft tm pocetoss is ood .theCS.
This pcre0sATI is rase od i o AxtitiosSUSPEND rsng the oterm eMM are not satisfied.

Aritional ntfaes:
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procd~ur~eS. p PROESS( (WE in MM 1UiCS )

begin

t=" others =>

raiser
*end SUNPV POES;

Notes: 
hE LISp=VpFCCS can be used by a task to supend the Process th

UT tairIis it.~ .A i

This procedure ceuses t~poesatie n ~ t ei

~."

xecuton. PROCES bas no effect if the process is riot
suspeded. Aft R IM3 PRCES is celled, the PRXSS rMMS Of

the identified process is ft=! provided that the prcexs &s in the 6
aWICE State at the tim that the resui*Io tc effect. A

NODE IA an open noft handle for the node Of the Process

NAM EMMIA raised if the rode is I naccessible or
unotaineble.77

MWIaLI~a is raised if the identified process nodes w nt
~e~ with an intent esalsigwrite access%

q PT VIaT1W is maised if the attntt t*obtain access to the
node idetified by N= repremens a violation Of S
thw zenxltocy access controls f=r the (CMS.
SKRIW VIOATICN Lu raised onLy if the
onnditicF f or raising the other exceptions are
rio satisfied.

Additional Interfaces i

Nrce E W P 7VA-c MM: in MMIELZMR=)*
is

W~s MCTYPE;
begin

* 101
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5aim(sc, , , (W E).assmemssw(mmc)

%tm Others -,

raisei

5.2.2.13 DteumLning the state of a pcomme

function sTM'A P O(M: in NMTPE)
retin PE~SS S Br-

Purpose"
This fmcticn returns the ou t state of the pcocs oataind
in bkm.

Parameters:
MDE is an open node handle fcw the sVcm - wtm=a sta

is to be queried.

N'.M bE,, SR in raised i t rxns is or
ztinbe.

iJ raised if the Jwe is lodcd agaimt reading
attributes.

-wM F f VIC(ATLN is raised if the identified p socss nods as not

opn with an int@M eabihn the right to
read attributes.

sJxff VICEATICK is raised if the attlt to aAin acorns to the
- nds idetified by H= rrepesents a violation

of the mzmxtcy acoss amzos for the CRIS.
S- MM V3RICKC is raised oily if the brzuaitic
for raiing the other ezos*aw are wt. satisfied.

Additional Interfaces:

function STATE PR (NlW: in bMM STW W)

reMtur PR*
is

I .LT: P SITIB7S
beginCPENM~Ma, NhM, (WRITE));

" "SLT :- STATEF 0 )

return FZS..q.,
excPtion

102
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Ui others W,

raisey
4. end SEE OF PFCCESSJ

Notes:
The process state of the process containing the calling task will
aliays be =WD.

5.2.2.14 Dete idning the number of open node handles

fuction HMUS Ot (NME : in k TP!)
return NRTIPAL;

Purposes
This function return the value of the predefined attribute

Peaw te rs:
W bs an cpamn nde handle to the process node of

interest.

Exoqcn
NW ER is raised if the node is inaccessible or

I= EM is rained if the nods is loced agait reading
attributes.

f.l h, ?VIATION is raised if the idwxtifi. d process node ws rot
-; m -- with an intent esalsigthe right to
read attributes.

S3MR ITCV MIC is raised if the att1qt to tain access to the
node identified by N= rqxeprsts a - violation
of the nmndatory access trols t he CTS.
•JRnT VIC.ATIC is raised only if the o uitum
" raising the other xwc are iot satisfied.

Additicnal Interfaces:

f wt.icn ENIU ( (MM in MUZ TE)
return N-AL

inLTg NWOML,
begin

"M(ME MM,4: (L ~rTE));

return IWW
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ution otbers -

raiser

5.2.2.15 Deteining the ne of /O iunits ued

fbm-tian 10MOIts (NM in N=oZ T'E)
reur NNTU AL;

Purpose:
n"i fbxwticm returns the %alue of the pedefined attribute

Parameters:
is an open nod heile to the OoUss node of
interest.

Extine
INMTVmU Zis raised if the node is izacoessible or

L= ER in raised if the node is 1ldced against reeding
attributes.

nw =EViX.AII is raised if the idmnified process node was not
.em,2 with an intent the right to

S-rad ati ."

seR1n WVATcun is raised if te attm to d*Ain access to the
* node identified by represerits a violation

of the mtlatory access controls for the CM.
Wa=Wl VIaKATIC is raised mzgy if the aniticns
for aisTn the otU= emooptis are not satisfied.

Additimm Interftaces:

funtim 10 UTS (NAME in O _SuRING)

is
MOM: N TYM;
.ERLT: NR~1U L;

beginc- o;(Nm, Mm, (w n'E))-;
RCSLT s- 10 U1T(OC);

. cns(:),
, return ZSLT;

when others -
CT (NE),

104
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raiset
*1~'I end 10_tWM;~

5.2.2.16 Determining the time of activation

function STRffTIM (NDE : in ' TYPE)
return C@LflR.TIME.

This function returns the value of the predefined attribute

SW TIME.

Parameters:
NOCE is an open node handle to the process node of

interest.

Exceptions:
NAMEEMM is raised if the no~de is inaccessible or

I ELOC W ERR is raised if the node is locod against reading

attributes.

U ~rMTVIATICN is raised if the identified process node was riot
opened with an intent establishing the right to
read attributes.

SECJMITY VICEATICN is raised if the attempt to obtain access to the
node identified by TCiE represents a violation of
the mandatory access controls for the CAIS.
S W VIOATIaCN is raised only if the conditions
few raiszhg the other exceptIons are not satisfied.

Additional Interfaces"

v return CNULi R. TI! -- ,
is

7. WM: 'rETPE;
MT CLENDM.TIME,

begin
CUWEU. NAM (WRITE))
RE LT - SA TINE(NODE).' CU ~aE(kaz), - .
return LT;"-

%hen others -v
MOMZ(NOM ); -
raise;

end MW TIM;:
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5.2.2.17 Determining the time of t.mndnation CC abortion

functicn Fyn_ TiM (MNc U: in m=I T!m)
return CRLK M Tr

This ftwctixi returs the value of the piedefined attribute
FflI3I TIM.

Parameters:
Din an open node hxwle to the pzocsss node of

interest.

Excepticns:
NAMERRR is raised if the noe is inmossible or

btainable.

I= ERRR is raised if the node is lodked against rediai
attributed.

niiwr yimmATI is raised if the iddmitified PCOOeu nods waus not-pn with an intt esa~si~ the right to
read atrbue.

SECURRM VICLATIC is raised if the attsupt to obtain acceus to the
node idm*Ified by NOM represents a violation
of the muzRdatozy acces ontrols for the CRIS.
SBMI VICOATIO is raised only if the coditions

Ibr raislhg the othe cooq~tiosw e not satified

function MUSH TM (NAM : in MME W)
returnt i..UR.TIM

p is
N : DTPE;
~ARES : CALMAA TIM:

begin

- return RESLT-

utmn others-

* - raise;

* ed FWSH TIM,
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5.2.2.18 Determining the time a process has 'ebw active

function MRfflUTDC (NkZ : in MM TYP'E)

Purpose:

i -~m e :

,°C'4Thi fWt~ MtU=A th valu of the peeie t i ta aceptino:
ta _1a is raised if the rnod is inaccessible or

unetainlible.

I= EMR is raised if the we is loded aginst reading

WNT VICEAMIQ is raised if the idmtifid pxoosse node as rot-pm with an intent esalsigthe right to
reed attiue.

SJRraf VINMd'I in raised if the attAmt to tain access to the
node identified by bMrepresents a violationi
of the uundatawy access cotzols frthe CRIS.
sJRI'y v A~mxcff is raised criLy if the onditicne
fw raising the other exceptions are not satisfied.

Additional Interfaces: C*

function K~IM=TIM (R: in MM STRIM)
return DUPM -w

begin -

ELT :- WHIM TI()t

return iNO=;

1713

when others

raise?

4.;o
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.5.2.2.19 Determining the standard input file

fun~ction1 jo n4wm FUZ return MM SU4ifr

Purposes
This function returns a pathrmu to the standard input file node
defined at the initiation of the rot process node of the job, even
if the current default input file for this process ba been set to a
different file.

Paramters:None.

Extions:
L= IFR is raised if the root process node is locked aginst

reading reainships.

Noes:
in general, this file will refer to t-he interactive terminal or

Kbatch input file.

5.2.2.20 Determining the standard output file

funiction JoO 1r FILE return NRM Ul'IM;

Purpose:
This function returns a pathnam. to the standard output file node
defined at the initiation of the root process node of the job, even
if the current default output file for this process has been set to
a different file.

Parameters:
* None.

Exceptions:
WL= UUR is raised if the root process node is locked against

reading rltosis

Notes:
In general, this file will refer to the interactive terminal or
batch error messages file.

1.0
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5.2.2.2.21 Detemining the standard erZr msagJes file

km funcotion JOBERMFIIZ return MME STPfl~r

*PurposesN
This function returns a patNnam to the standard error massages file
nods defined at the initiation of the xo process node of te jab,
even if the current default messages file for this process has been
set to a different file.

* Parameters:
Noe.

Exceptions:
LOCK EMR is raised if the roo process node is lodced against

*... reading rea , .

Notes:
. In gwmeral, this file will refer to the interactive teriniral or

batch error msasges file.

da'.
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5.3 AIS Irpu/output

packageH Ia S 0 WI MMT S. AditiCa~lUy, eac of
the dier -le k s is r-w upporte astofpackages.
Seoniary storage files are futher supported by the pkages
CIS SEiUENMAL 10, I0S rNuc.zo, and MIS MW 10. Oueue files are
furt1~w aq~poted by the packge CAZS SEMU~nSL 15 and CRIS MWC T0.
Temxinal files are further m t b thb-y OU-TE -I,
@IS SaUL TERNIL, C @1 PAGE TMNA , and CR FOUM V.
"Mo,'tic taps drive fiJ.1 are frther sportAd by the packages
CAIS_ SE=I L 10, CRIS TE IO, and S MGEIC mi. The file
kirs and teir-aocatiJ s frt packmges are sxwurzed in Table IX.

mumE Ix. Irxzt/outPut Paickage File Kinds

Storae QLuw Terminal Tape

CAS1 MrMx x x x
" II 0ZTIC X X X X

MIS 10 _- TIGX x x x x
aa@1 fum io inrA 0X I x I I
arS DI=r X I I II
a ms io x x x xOCts-M TEMM x
@S.LS PMG TEM X

i-.pa HAtsM = m TAMmm x,.-cAIs0Ic ThIE I I x

I

aa of the packages = Z 1T O, D 10C, and M 10
apecified in ELm that oerate upo cu flm are to be ostucGed
such that the ftht~aiyof eadh suktzogram in the respective CA15
packages CAIS IC, LS DIr M0, and C5 = 10 is the
seam wiw the default !tR4 parm aeIer is used in the cizres Fpiq CAM
CMTE procedues.

Seay storage fil myn, be created by use of the F TE procedures
specified in the packages aLS S=TMZL 10, AIS DnI T IO, and
CS TE 0I . Quee files my-be cremt by use-of t5a OTE
procedures in the packages CAI5 SE=JrVILM and CMS TW 10.
intefaces must be provided cutsTde the dus for the cziatioK of
temiral files and nagnetic tape drive files.

A file node has a mmier of predefined attributes associated with it.
The attributes AS MEIr D, FILE KI, auE TYPE, and 'ThwL TYPE
provide informatio Mut the oiEents of a fle node and how it nay be
accessed.
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The predefined values for the attribute ACCESS MEIIVD are SJOIMOM,
DIFET, and TE or any list combination of the. The value of the
attribute ACS MM1U dete=nes the pacages that my operate upon
the file. A value of SJWMAL indicates that the MIS S=E IAL TO
package my be used. A value of DIJOC indiicates that the package
CRIS DInt? 10 my be used. A value of TJL indicates that the package
CaidsECr M- and possibly other packages (depending on other attribute-
valiws) uiy be used. It is possible that a single file node may have
=ere than cne access method.

The attribute FILE KM denotes the type of file that is repesntd by
the tents of the-file node. The predefined values for the attribute
FIZ K are SCNDRW STOPAGE, QUEE, TE4DIL, and MRGTIC TAPE. A
file-node with a value 67 scic S1oZ or a3= my be -ertad
upon by the packages CRIS & M IAL10, CRIS DIRECT 10, or
CAIS TE 10. A value of MMH -penits qeraticne bir the package
CAIS SJU1 AL 10 or CRIS TEff 10. A value of. T1*4A penuits
operatiais by the package MiS TO 10 and the three tennl packages.
A value of lnqc mP p@k -d-v ,ratic by the cAis m mC mmE
package and the CRISTECI' 10 package.

The predefined values for the attribute QUETYPE are SMO, #MUC, and
COPY. %

The values SCRL, PX, and POM are predefined for the attribute
TEMMLTYPE. Ttw package CAISTEO10 may be used an any CRIS
terwal-- A value of SCUL indicates that the CRIS SCRUL TEMMML
package my be used an the file node. A value of PAGE indicates that
the CAIS PAETE MIML packag my be used an the file node. A value of
PUM indicates that the CAIS FM package my be used an the
file node.

A file node with a QUEUE TYPE of c or Wdc will have the
ieltici-p of the predefisJe relatiun MSOCIA1 to the file node with
wich it is niated.

A file nde fr a te&vnal will have a value of TEM for the attribute
ACCESS E and a value of TE1 L for the attribute FILE KI) In
. ditin, the attribute TEnVMaL TPE will have cu (or uxe) of t-he
values SCRL, PAE, or OR4.

A file node for a magnetic tape drive has a value of MPMEWIC TAPE for -
the attribute FILZ KND and a value of TW for the attribute

MSM1IED. niiu packages CRIS TEU 10 and CRIS TAPE-IC my be used
for Ferating ai a gnaetc tape drIve Me.
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5.3.1 Pacage DIS ZoI10

This pakage provides facilities for dl.sct--aess izut, and output to
CAIS files varable to those descibed in the D 'ECT M0 packge of
[u14J. Fles written with the CA8SDCI0 are Mroo readabl, by
CAIS SEMirMI i0, if the data t are the Ame.

The package =ecificatiao and ammintics of the CRIS M IOr 10 is
o. grable to that of the ELM] pmckp DIFZC 10. TM foLmi
sectis da ,utrate the pecifications and mmnti& that differ.

5.3.1.1 Types, subtypes, cmstants, and exceptiow

subtype FILETYPE is CRIS 10_ I'IKm.FIZ TYPE;

v.subtype F L CE is CAIS 10 CMI.UMOM;

IN PUR : cnstant FI= 4XE :- IN FIZEI
DWI' FILEt a stant FnifZCo a 1k? VIZZit
ay ift :IZ anstant FIZZmm :- am r FIZE

FILE TYPE is used as a handle for all direct input and outputcpwtois. F=LE indicate. the intent uo acessing the direct
inUt or output fMe.

5.3.1.2 Creating a direct I/O file

procedure CFM aF in Out FIZZ TVV
BASE :in kl*TYM:
K.f a in 1mAIP :- LAMM IM;
W.EATiaN : in affima mwf 3a EEAI lTuATI(
POW : in FIE w m IereFILEr

ATIR4 aM in IaTymP a DWLIMI
ACCES OWIa in LI MK S TI t--. s i iUM M -m M 4 - -

112
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Purpose:
This procedure creates a file and its file node, each element of
the file is directly addressable by an index. The attribute

ACCESS MM is assigned the value "(IRr SE=NrIAL)" an part
of th-creaticn.

The contents of POW have the syntax of a LIST TYPE (Section 5.4).
The!~ parameter in used to provide fil diaracteristics
,inikg the creation of the file. Te predefined file
diaacteristic SIZE try be used to specify an apgroxiution to the
number of STORAGE UNITs that should be writable to the file. The
SIZE dharacteristic-is specified as "(SIZE -, n)", where "n* is any
NR1tJAL nzber. t

The AT rIWI paramter defines and provides initial values for
attributes of the node (for the use of values of type LIST TYPE, m
Section 5.4.3.2 CIS LIST UTILITIES). The h SS OMXL parameter
specifies; initial access cotrol infozution to be established for
the created node.

The LEVEL paramter specifies the security level at which the file
node is to be created.

The value of the attribute FIZZ KIn for the file node will be

Paranaters:
FILE is a file handle, initially closed, to be opened.

BSE ~ in an open handle to the node which will be the
source of the priry to the ew

in the reainhp key of the primary
.relationip to be crat.

"E.ATICKis the relation ame of the prmary relationship
to be created.

• UO indicates the mode of the file.

FtS4 indicates file diaracteristics.

-M.IBhI'S defines initial values Lor attributes in the
nowly created node.

ACCESS CITML defines the initial aess cotrol information
associated with the created node.

LEVEL defines the classification label for the created*44 rnde.

Exceptionis:
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,MA RR is raised if a node alreedy exists for the node
idnificaticn given, if the node iduetif.ca...n is
syntactically llegal, cc if any goup e specified
in the value of the ACCS (p:in' parameter is

SM .' S_ R is raised if BSE is ot an opn nodse handle, or if
FI is an open file hbwsle prior to the call.

SE ERROR is raised if the AESS M , or LEV. parameters do
nt adhere to the requ-ed syntax or if the ATM1'URI7I
pamtr contains references to predefined attributes
not modifiable by the user.

nfiMT VIOEATICK is raised if BASE as not opened with an intent
estalisingthe right to apend relationships.

SmTrr VICZA.ICi is raised if the cperaticn represents a violation
of um.atory security rules. SCURMT V"OEATI~i is
raised cnly if the conditions for ot.er exctins
are not present.

Additional Interface:

*, " procedure CFTE(FflZ : in out FILE TYPE;
N : in owirt-sm'.
M OM : in FIZM:E -INUIT FILE;
POM : in laISTTYPE : DlYIST;
Af'RIT.I"ES: in .IS,,TYPE :- DlY LISTM;
Aams amuLt in PV! S1'Rfl
LEVE: in Paw srnnm 7 )

is
BASE : ND YE

begin
* (CPEE (EASE, BASEPA(NWM), (APPl4DEATIOMMiPS));

ScREM(FLZ, EAE, LA _T (,AME), LW RMATIC(MM.),
MM EUM, Tp rM, ACCESS Ca ,M,, LVL);

aESE(asv
exception

hen others -
M s(Fnz)

CT SE(BASE);
end CATE
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5.3.1.3 Opwing a direct 1/O file

* procedure -PEWPU.P i ina F TYPE;
kmm t in BUCIE7TPE

MOE in yiiiez m nunr FIZ):

Purposes
Tbis procedure mns a handle an a file; each element of the file
is directly addressable by an irxex.

Paramaterst
Fi'z is a file hwamle, initially cloned, to be emed.

W is an cen haenle to the file rd.

E idiat ts the =o of the file.

use Emm is raised if the attribute ACSS IM of the file
-xde does not have the value DIP cc the elmmnt
type of the file does not - , is, , with the elaenut
tpe of this instantiatin of the (mS_DLm1 O

9rAUSmom is raised if the FUl is already cpa prior to the
call an OPN

UfVIEATIM is raised if WDE has not beaen crawd with an intent
le the right associated with the M
specified, as explaird in Table VIII.

Addit al Interface:

procedre CUW(FIZ : in ot FILE TWE;
MME in MWUrR=;~
MOM: in Flfme lU -se m flRiUl)

YPE;begin
one el2 is

m ma -a P~(irDz, OWE, (FADa mm )
aff ,'z -- O( r F, m . (waft OMzEM)),
Dmuir r3n- -x*w(iM,Wj, (REMD UzRWrs,WI~nE Ornirs));
Ap E =O ambo(m , mm , (AYPFDcrDIT)T,

au(mz, , )-
excpton

*iA others -
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Notes:
The effects of closing an open file node hanle on the open file
handle to the contents of this node are ismLicitly defined. In

*- particular, no assumtion can be amde about the access
* synchronization priwided by the node model .

S5.3.2 Package CIS _DInIAL 10

This acage provides facilities for *enia11y accessing data
eleent inCRI fies. Thee fci i ies arecmiaerable to those

described in the siumnIAL 10 packae of ELLR4J
The package iai ad smtiac of the CAM SEOUWIrRIL 10 is

,1 1 erable to that of the ErM] packag SBOUMnUL 10. The fo3Imwing
* ~sections desaostrate the specifications and1 smntis that differ.

5.3.2.1 Types, subtypes, costants, and exceptions

subtype FIP TYPE is CAIS 10 aIM .F3ZPTPEr

F::Subtype ILE_1UZ is CA15 10_(CNT1C.FflP MO;

IN FILE . constant FILZ M IN FIE
IL~r FILE : costant FIZZMO n~ MEh~~rFZ;
an ir Z : cntant FIL E- M " air FInz;
APPIR4_Fz : costanxt FIEZME :- AP~DD Im

FILE TYPE is used as a handle for all sequential input and output
cerations. FIZZ MgIz indicates the intent upon accessing the
sequential input or output file. A made of APPRID FILE caus any
elemrnts that are written to the specified file to be apended to the
elemmts that are already in the. file.

5.3.2.2 Creating a sequential 1/O file

• procedure CF-- ( . : in out FILZ TYPE;
BASE : in NM -TPE;

Inr 8U inI KEY :- LAEST KY';
REATIN: in N1AO M MF=RATIOU: m

: in FI M& :- w_ FIZ;
PNFm : in IUI' TYPE 3- DEwrf iS1;
ATTREM)TS: in LISTTYPE :- E ff-LIST;

" C'ES CONTROL: in -- M STRf -IM
LEVE..: in PVOR4IUM 7-

This procedure creates a file and its file no de; each clams of

the file is sequetially accessible. The attribute AOCSS MEK is
assigned the value "(SE= TIAL)" as part of the creation.-
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The contents of Pam have the syntax of a LIST TYPE (Section 5.4).
The PF4 parameter is used to provide fIe dracteriBtc8
cncerning the creation of the file. The predefine file

4 d~~caracteristic SIZE may be used to specify an a~oiuinto the
umiber of S1ORvA UNM that should be writable to the file. The

SIZE chracteristic is specified as '(SIZE -> n)', where n' is any
MURAL nmber.

The ATr1J1M parameter defines and provides initial values for
attributes of the node (for the use of values of type LISTTYPE, see
Section 5.4.3.2 cISLISTUTILITI). The AcXcS ex parameter
specifies initial access cntrol infonuti to be established for
the created node.

The LEVEL parameter specifies the security level at which the file
node is to be created.

The default value for the attribute FILE KID for the file node will
be S SIUCPAGE. The default value my be overriddm by
explicitly iecifying a value of aME in the MM parameter (e.g.
'(FILE _I -, Qn)'). The default QU.EUETYP is a solo queue.

Parameters:
FILE is a file handle, initially closed, to be opened.

BASE is an open handle to the node which will be the
surce of the pri relationship to the new node.

EXis the reainhpkey of the primary rltosi
to be created.

1ATICK is the relation name of the primary relationship to
be created.

Cindicates the made of the file.

Pam indicates file characteristics.

MRIW1'E defines initial values for attributes in the newly
created node.

ACCESS COMM defines the initial access control information
associated with the created node.

LEV defines the classification label for the created
node.

NAM_ R is raised if a node already exists for the node
identification given, if the node identification is
syntactically illegal, or if, for the parent node of
the node to be created or any group node specified in
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the gien aces list, the node is unobtainable.

U is raised if BA is not an open nod handle or if
FIZZ is an open file handle prior to the call.

nwIr viJ Y An _ is raised if BASE ws not cpened with an intent
estalisingthe right to appw eaicsie

- of mwdaor secrit rules. sn m VZOaATIoK in
raised only if the onditi ns for other exeptions

are not presn.

Additional Interface:

with CAIS M? AGEE~r
*use CAIS NMM~3M

arcdr CREKE(HB: in out FILE TM;E
N t in 0' SRI.r

MM: in FIIZIMO :- INCr FIZn
: in rmsr TY :- ar LISr,

.d. RIHIYs: in IST-TY t- -LS,,,
ACES aoNiwx in p s4 m
ILEVE~ in RU4 STRING7 ''

BASE NO TM;E
begin

CU!Eq(BASE, BASEPAT(Mw4E), (APPND AFZ= IPS)
C .'( . A, SE, LAST KE(M), UM MATI(NA),

MOM, ,... A osBMA(ES CM., EVL)
a~(ASE),-

emception
%hen others -

CmS(Fnz)r

end cMULTE,

5.3.2.3 Opening a sequential I/O file

p rocedur 4e OP!1N(F=l : in oft FILE 1QND7
MOM :in NC~ TYfPE;

MO in FmiZZ Imch

Purposes
This procedure opens a hardle cn a filer each elum-w of the file
is sequentially accessible.

Paranters:
FILE is a file handle, initially closed, to be opened.
NCE is an open handle to a base node for node
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"I-Z indicates the mods for accessing the file.

Emcqpticiss

ESE ERR is raised if the attribute ACCESS MDIOD of the file
rmde does not hav the value SMUMMIL or the
el-min type of the file does not nor re1pnA with the
e et type of this natoc of the
CAIS_ S83DinAL_10 package.

A ST- ER.F0 is raised if the FIU is already cen prior to the
call on OEN.

DNTM VICrATION is raised if NOGE ws rt opumd with an intent
W the rigt associated with the UE

qiecified, an exlained in Table VIII.

Additional Interface:

procedure OPE(FZ: : in out FUZTYPE;
NE : in NM SRn;
MOM : in FUZ ME :-LM 3FILE);

is
MM : N _TPE;

*" begin
case mODE is

IN FILE -OPN(NWZ , NA, D (H CM ));
cur Ff OlZ (-O, NAM, (wTdfE 039mm));
L|r P3Lz -cuNt(S AwM, (FMD xm svmI rMMN-rs));
ApeP =~ -I > opm(mm, mm (AFPm amamm)T;-

id case;-:" C~m=(F, Z, SOC, )
'" CU: E(10DE);

when others ->
aic0(U),

m(NODE);'- aid OP; i-
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p 1  aZ3  p rgod fciities 9krthinput a tput of mt
data to caS files. Theme fac.lities are ompamrbl to those moed aid
in tim padge Me 30 In DAL3. 7h. foloing sections amets tiat
differ f ram the tfctmsin LEAK].

5.3.3.1 TYPes, wbypes, ontanats, a ea p.0tm

sdtyps fIZ TM is CRISIMO CIM..FnZ Tm1

Obtyps F~l uz is CRIS mowamt.pVZuz i

IN FIZZ s contant FIZZ I-z IN P=;~
MA FIL t contant PFflMMO nr PUB;FZ~

Om rkz a contant FIniIUZ am FMA;lZ
Aff= FIZZ s centant FUZ O a- AO= Pz

SFP71 TM is us d as a hudle for all tet iz t an oautpxt operation.
VIIZWM= lndicates th intm t upon accessing thm text ip* or output
file. A md of mw F caumes any text written to the specified
file to be ap;M1 to O-i:t xt that is already in the file.

5.3.3.2 Creating a text 1/O file

procedure CWE(FUZ I in aft ME IZZ
a t in TM;

KU a in --'IE - m 1MW ! MMM
i"M'II t in WTI. H MW s- E F -

-M t in pun'--TE I- M, nz,-
EUM 2 In ID!' TM m t- D !LISwv
AMT 'I~ls in LID? TM s- 3DflLmr

1E B17Ms~ in - PO STRW am
ZZYK.: in POW anIm T-

This procedure reatem a file and its file nado te file is
t-ttual. The attribute ACS ? iMM is assitgnedthe value(T )
as part of tim creation.

-t. contts of FOWl ave the syntax of a LIT TM (Section 5.4).
Thew 1U1 parameter is used to proide file dircrste

r. c Acning the creation of the external file. The predefinm file
- cteristic SIM may be usd to specify an a tIcma o ti

-umer of S A UWUTs that dwu d be writable to the file. The
SIZE mtracteristi-is specified as '(SIZE - n)', Where 'n' is any

M~URAL nmaber.

., The XRITZ peurniter defines and provides initial values for
attributes of the nod (for the ue of values of type LID!' T pz, se
Section 5.4.3.2 CRIS LIST IITU). The ACICESS aCT2pumanter
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qpsecifem initial access ontol infaoiution to be establhsid for
, the creted node.

e IZ pwmitw peifLes the secrity level at 4dh, the file
node is to be created.

"h default vau eio the attribute F= =0 is SI l STMM.
the default 'value say be overridden by esflicitly specifyig a 'value
of (3M, , =*UML or 3 IC' MM in the OW prtOmter (e.g.,
0(MEI KM -3, OW )) Specifying the FIZ KWV as CNIM creates

a oo6-qum.

FIzZ Js a file andle, initially closed, to be opend.

SAMn is an ae handl to the node %ad will be the
souzc Of the primry rltIta p to the new nods.

- ~ ~ ~ M is the keai~pIey of the Wriinery rltom
to be created.

A- RAICW is the relation nam of the priuiy reaiuipto
* be created.

-e indicates the sode of the file.

indicates file dheracteristic.

AT.11E defirm initial values attributms in the rrwly
created node.

ACS M defise; the initial acces contral inftbation
asso iated with the crete node.

LEVEL defines the classifiati label for the created
node.

M M is raissd if a nde alrdy exists for the node
identification given, if the node idzI --io is
qvtntially IlIl.ea I. or if aWy group node
specified in the value of the ACESC~K
parmInter is uAmdtainmble.

"- 9lMI is raised if MW is not an opn node hwdle, or if

FMZE is an q=wi file bandle pim to the cal.

Uffz Miris raised if the ACES CMK or tVEL peruatr.
do not a~ere to tI required syntax or if the
AM'lFZMfl paramter contains refererices to

Spredefined attributes not mlodifable by the user.
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nMW VICL is zaied if mS wa not Iwad with an intet

tabliahlW the rigt to appnuI re a i.

smawf VMATCK s rasedif he mwaton eprsens aviolationof € mfttcc security Md~es. SMMUW' VMEM= i

re~u.5 only if the conitians gbr otfer euomPtiom
are not Presnt.

Additiaial Interfaice:

a q eiwe (pWr(F:I I in out 7lZ 1'PEI
OM i in moainumI ;
MM 3In MA OM UU FH Z
FCM i in ranr T!PE a if u t! LI
AWI 'RIWS'U in Laffr~ m DwryY LU!'r
AC. CSS C s n - MW "- . ""

Lu :-IZJ in PmSre T"n s )

BASE sMW TYPE:
begin

OPfN(MMSE. niP(w). (APm 9IP ) ff
.I. PO ,U m, ACC,3) l? TaI, LE);

-,wn others ..

eaud CFL1'Ev

5.3.3.3 Opening a text I/0 file
i WNW= wu(7H in of Z TUE.-

mm :in brTMI)

M= 3 in 7HZmm s- mm W u7Z),

Purposes
This procedur ,;- a hurulle cn a file that has textual cotets.

Paramters,
7HZ in a file handle, initially closed, to be op .

•- ,is an open hanile to the file nods.

mom izdictes the adce of the file.

Exceptions:
UE EMUR is raised if the attribute ACCES fMW of the file

node ome not bave the value TW? a the elm, nt type
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of the fileedoes not th tFe elAtm type
of this ietantiatiae of the WIS cO sdP ~ e.

RAM IN r in raised if th FZ iyaredyn pir to the

mMwr VICI, K is raised if MM bas not bon 9uuud with a intent
e h the rit asociated with the intent

cated with the Z specified, w explained in
Table VIII.

Additioal Interfaces

prmoure OPM(FflZ sin aft MlE 1'!PE
am I in wm =1
. in P = z -S-nwrFIlE);

begin
cae MEis

IN FIz -S CM(Im, iW , (I Dmmm)),

%a -n c

wr ruz ' cu=, k~ m=) ~ fuf'~
tYM(FIZZ, II, ) -

~Anothers -

5.3.3.4 Foding fr a file

't pcw an(... )

Thtie PcomedIrs read Iaracters fro the soecfied text file.

c all %ftlu of the attriut"e FE KM ly reading of the
printable AMI duracters plumn the 1mt effectors called
horimcatal tabulaticn, Vertical tAbulation, carriage retu=4 line
feed, and fom feed are defined. All at the printable dharmoters
plus the harizmatl tabi3atima and vertical tabulation dhwractes

Smy be ried as chauacters. The dIaracters cerriae retu aM line
, LfMd a to be treated as uine temmnst ts th mounter d

singly or t gother (i.e. CR, II. aW, and IM are Lie
te'raor). The character fM feed in to be treated as the page
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Um text is being read 9tm a file nod vkme attribute MIZ KM
bae the vlue UEML. it is -; A I tiat t iina au
will provide facilities Aw editing the hzpt etered by the user
before =Wakng the daractars available to a progra 9o reaing.

PIp. S.3.3.5 Setting the Irgut, file

proedm Er nI'lMf(FUZ : in FU TIM)i
- Pupoes

In adition to the mnaftics qeified in the 11203, the relation
'aMini ,W' of the calig I La set to refer to te nod

* aeeociatl with FIZZ.

,i a e mi n file enedle.

M= ElamLi rai sed if the mods at FI3= Lsan Mhir ccZ

S' A IS !ffi ia raised if FIZZ La not ope.

I 5.3.3.6 Setting the outpzt file

prcedure sEK ani'(FIZZ: in F=Z TYP)

Purposes
In addition to the uinentics specified in the CT.RA, the relation
'aJ~Mr aMNw of the clling i is set to sofe to the nd
a-sscatj I with F .

Paramtera:
: :FIE an oe file handle.

Emoticin:
MODE M CLi raised if the node of F=Z La nTFIZZ.

marmWamm in raised if MEZ is not open.
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5.3.3.7 Setting the fi L-

joo e SMM_ R(M : in PZ TM); N

Each CMS bv=ee m an eA-cw file %= intitiatici. This
i tovilds an apen file handle to be used f or-t error

oztIt. In additior. the relation aUii R of the .alling
jz~oadunwe is eet to reSe to the rede asiociatef with FI.

F.Il is the dsired default fie L.

M=iaz m is raised if the m:de of F=l i F.

*. 1m is raised if FI is not open.

5.3.3.8 Detaining the strandard em fiWe

Purpoes
This function returns a handle on exror ctpt fil, that van set at_
the start of prngc executi n.

E-q*x: non
:.44

5.3.3.9 Detendning the current exzvr file

F-to CLU=E return FIlZ KEX

Purposes
This funtiAon return the current ezrtz outp t file, tudch is eith.r
the standard e - fle cc the file seified in tim u mem
invction of Sm M.

Pamter: non
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P5.3.4 Padage OUS 10 EWrXG3U
11dia p~dng provides the eiiiwI alecpmsanatdV
the imput. and output inca . Thee efninsi am cma WtL ~those specified in the p~dg 10OUMMM in DM3.

This package defines facilities that may be used to amify and/o qny
the funticxiality of CRIS files.

The -~ provides for association of iput and outp* text fils vith
an outpt logging file. It also provides, faclities fworz data
from an internal file to its associated extarnl file.

5.3.5.1 Types, mftypes, costants. and emouptica

type aMMC1MLIMM is amry(QWU) of DWflWv

type FIZA MM is (I Z INU?7118. CUT PILE. Aff= nZ)

type FILE TYPE is linited privater

type MIRTE KW DECRPM is limited privater

U type KGXTIQI TW in

aMMCM LIM provide. infamatim ocnoswnlzq the dharacters that can
be dbtaini during a Of cation. FUR MM indiciste the type of
40ewmticns that are to be petmitted. cR a fie. Auo lyto CLiE]3

type FILE TM and the OM type V= TYM the MIS provides a type
FIzZ TMt %fse value ame internat rfrm to Ada external files.
FIZZ'I'Pis ued fr cotoing the operaticra of all files.

from a tinuimI. 1O6ITICH TE in used to specify a positim n ~ a
terminal.
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5.3.5.2 btaining an open rxe handle fri a file hmadle

pro=Bdiwe Z (fl z in FIZZ TY!sr
V= s in aft SIOZTM1) fr

Thiis fnctin. returns an oned node handle fmr the node associated
with a file.

Parmters t
FIZZ is an pen file hindle.

" a__xe ,is a norde hind", initially cloed, to be qLmud. --'

-TAM 93 "S in raised if ,'ZZ is rt pm cc if t:M is cn.

5.3.5.3 Synchxmizing p m I0 with v ostm ,

sroos(e SYM=Z,(Fn : in out F=Z TM_)i

Purxposes
This p5 cd.w5 foes all data that hie b- written to the interna
file r, to be trazinitted to the eotema file with which it is
associated.

Parameters:
FIxZ is the interoal file to be sy8 hrrieed.

Em EMMis raised if MEZ is of mode I FPug.

gnaw in-I is raised if Fr= is not qm.

5, .'.

S.3.5.4 Establing a ~oG file

pradwe SM XD (mAL i in out FIZ TYME;

LOG P711Z x in FxiZZ rm):

This pxvmdure esftablishes a log file ft FIZZ (a file of =oe
nwr FURZ cc W? FIZ) *All elsmnnts written to internal file FILE
are also written to LOG FuiZ.

FIZZ is the file viic is to hae a log file.

LM FIZZ is the file to which the log u=I~id be written.
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IUZflM is raised if themod3s ofl either PUPZ cc WI I is

USEERRO is raised if FIZZ and WQ FMCZ di not hae thema-
vluem for the attbut do not bave
-tible e 1a ts (iqINS! ! i 8 -dfIm ).

MUiS ERO is raised if O FIUZ is not cpso

5.3.5.5 Remving a log file

pr cedure, amR a _HZ(FzI in F.,fToZm);

* Purposes
* - This procedure ro m tie lag file astabluhed ftr FILE.

FIZZis anmpn file handle that has a log file.

Excepdmsn
. .- USE ER is raised if FIZ does rot have a log file.

S9MMERROR is raised if FILZ is not ope.

5.3.5.6 Deteamining %hetimr logging inspcified

- f uctum LWGGZ (FIZZ: in ,EZ TYPE)• ,." return BOME,I N

Furpe:
This funct i_ returns TIS if IZ has a log file: otherwise LE.

Parainterst
FIZ is an open file hwdlo.

SUMt_ ERRR is raised if FInZ is wt. CPM.

w
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5.3.5.7 Determining the log file

functioni LCfG FI (FZ: in FIZZ TPE)- return IMI , -W

Purms,
Thin fizwtian retwu the current logging file associated with FIZZ.
The file hawidle returned in not omn if not logging.

Parwteru:
FIZZ in an open FIZZ.

Eceticne:
USEUOR is raised if FUZ han r log file.

SMAUS B in rained if FIZZ in not OPEN.

5.3.5.8 Dsewuining the fie ize

functi SZ (FIZ : in FIZ T.E)
return MUAL;

Purposes
Thin funtion returns the nusbar of elements cotained in FIZZ.

ParawstAs:
IzZ in an open seonry storage or qjas file.

S Ris raised if the fie type of FIz in neither
QUEJE nor SECIMf STOM.

S1MS U is raised if FMZ isnot GUM.

5.3.5.9 Setting the prot string

LAcL iw Sr ET (TEMflAL In FIZZ TM;E
PRwr in -r7i%)

Purpose:
Thin poosdure sets promting strn fw TC*flAL. All future
rest* for a line of input frost TER4[w will outp t prop string
fixot. T proing string and ws-,ogd irpt ae also oied to
the log file, if any.

Parmters:
.in an open terminal harxle.

tr in the rmw value of the prot.
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Exceptions:
US MUMK ]s raised if the attribute T14EDL TYP does

not have the value 9MCM.

,.' SrATUS EMR is raised if FZ is not cpmn.

5.3.5.10 Determining the prot string

functin PWpc '( , maL: in FILZ TYPE) return M I,

Purpose:
This fnction returns the current pr-qt string for FIrZ.

Parameters:
* "'. L is an open terminal ha r le.

- Exoqiticns:
USM is raised if the attribute 17IRhWL TYPE does

not have the value SCFCEL.

SiatUS ta Is raised if FU is rot opmn.

m i5.3.5.11 Determining interoq*Ad caracters
function MIRIT!~)M~J2 (FRATEIE : in FIZZ TYPE)

return Q A ao LIST;

- Purpoes
This function returns the array OMPALMu LM that indicates the
characters that cannot be reed by a pross. A value of T
indicates that the character can be reed (otherise FALSE).

Parameters:
FILEis an ope terminal handle.

Excpit:
USE EFIVR is raised if the attribute FILEIND does not have

*the value TEnIL

SrATUS EOR is raised if FILZ is not open.
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5.3.5.12 Enabling/disabling function key usage

function W E R TICM MS(TEM AL a in FIZ TYPE;
ain BOOTM)-

This procedure establishes wther functiton key seuences are to be
read as ASCII daracter sequences or an muered functi n keys in a
terminal read peraticin. A value of TRWE for NQA.Z inicates that
the function keys shuld be returned as a numer. A value of FALS
indicates that the function keys should be returned as an ASCII
character seuec

Parameters:
WALis an open terminal barxlle.-

• N3 indicates how fuction keys are to be read.

Exep:e
USEMUM is raised if the attribute F11 KInD does not have

the value TERMOL.

STWtIS _EMM is raised if FIE is not open.

5.3.5.13 Deterning function key usage

f, ctim MWrIC MS MEMM L( :, in FIZ TYPE)
return BOOLAd-,

This ftx~ticn returns TUJE if the function keys are enabled
(otherwise PALME).-

Parameters:
.. T L is an oen terminal handle.

Exosp"iczu:
UE-_~) is raised if the attribute FM ZKIND does riot

have the value TER41L.

-TKE ERROR is raised if FILE is rot oen.
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5.3.5.14 Creating an associated qimm

-rona1. A -I
(OKEJ : in TM ",,
OnEZM S in --O - a V - LMW KEg
Cgs F.MI~l : in FEAW no& :- DLXW *ZLMiW
rule i~Z : in MM T ff

POWa :in LwIrm1W t- UWff iLui
:M'1 1 a in LIf TMP - i y not defaulted

PzLas- in in Vr T- T-

Purpose:
h i d cete n associatedqumu. bTyqumasnodeolb

tulthe file rodse with %*adh t&e gamn not is to tW associated,
is deii by the o n noe handle MZZ . The typ at qUf M
is specified in M by the value of t,. attribute gjMTVz. . A
value of COW (i.e. "1(WE T!1 -3 Gmw)) speifies that a op
qmu is to be created. A value of MMC (i.e. (WEEJ!P )
mmUc)") specifies that a rmiod cqmu is to be crEed. A

reaiosi ASOCIA2 is created munting foon the quema node to
the node ntified by, the open nod handle 111 SME. The

. node that is created inxberits the B IfflUOf the file
nods with which it is associated. A DICf? file (z UtISe
A s 1 IW is Dnmr) cnnot be adnicad cc capied.

The AT1NjqrM parmeter defines and provides initial values for
attributes of the node (for the use of values of type Llu _TM ea
Section 5.4. (CxS.LI srr). 'TheAC S O Parameter

rZ. Rxspcifies initial access control irezmstion to be- established foir
the, created node.

The IEM parameter specifies the security level at %hidh the file
node is to be created.

Parameters:
OE3 sE s op len hadle to the node from idc the primary

relatioshp to the m nods is to mate.

isUE_ E 2, the relatisi eyofthe .eat
to be created.k 

f

g= EIMAMIN is the relation -am of the priuzky ratuipto
be created.

F I -r P, is an cpn handle to the file node withwhich
the qumie in to associated.

Poem indicates file characteristics.

AT171MY125 defines initial values for attributes in the newly
Screated node.
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ACCES CM defines the initial cces contra infmaticn
associated with the created rde.

LEVEL define. the clsicetin label for the created
node.

NM EMM~ is raised if a no~de already eists for the no~de
idntification given for the quesuenode to be
created. if this ode nfi o is s actically
illegal. ACESC19 perameter isnmtinbe

STATJSI On is raised if = MBASE is not an open nxde hundle,
or if FILE is an o file hmnfle prior to the call.

flf'DiVIOEATICK is rai sed if (10 BASE was not opened with an

intent esalsigthe right to appen

SJETRMVICEITCKx is raised if the operation represents a violation
of mandatcay security rules. SiRITf VI(IIT is
raised only if the caiitins for otFer exce±tum

* are iot present.

Aditional Interface:

procedure ASSOCITE (MM MME : in MME STRM.I:IM
-FILE i: in OT:-IM;

POW4 : in LINrPE :- EMP L19r.
ATTSUBUTES : in LM TYPE;
"AOCS CM1TrKx, in lbw STRI ,
LEVEL : in Eai9-rsM am ")

AS NO TPEr
begin

OM aSE, ME AMME(QEL W ME), (AMY HATIa c UP-IS);
ASSOC1(ASE, E.-1, (CrMWE MM), LaSo EffTmm(m MM)

FILE - P. ATR S, ( , LVEL);

exception

:, oe KE
exi ASSRCKEZ;

CUEUEMWICI a in RMATIaN ME :-
* EFALT MATI14;

FILE MWE a in NAM SRZr3;
: in L181TYPE EMPTY' LIST;

ATIBUTES in IlST7TYE;
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ACES aONSM in Pm~m :fM -
LaEM I in foogir I= se

ben_opm(Pu m m P= am. U= mxw )

cwsohm=nz e FZ- (sinm~fU )w-= Ia~mM= -me W04, RIf. gEZUWIGI L

Cvn(P aU)z I ai mzr. ~rvl

when otheirs

and ASSCIATE;

ASoc MSOCIATE (QUM ZEL _ in NAM SIn),
VFnl mm~ : in kWms1afl

PC6k_ in LXWt'T!E t- DWff LilT':
-W1., UE11 t in list'TM:
ACCES CMMM in - POW aTM1 0
LEVEL I in YPm1 aTM

FUZPNO a NO TYPE
WE BA :ND TYPE;

OPN1(WaJ SAW,. BASE PAMOM MAMJ IE), (MmF nAIfIIS)M
OMPZ RME FnL %M, (1=rAD M W=n);
AssocIATETgJEJ BASE, LA9t' iCr(gJ~j am),

FIE m, Fc. rnt. Am&~ cmmOm. I~

a m (..B )

mms(nz R):-
and ASSOCIATE;

5.3.6 Package CRIS SCRML TZMDML

This pecrage providee the fccmiyof a scroll tacml. A s=all
tmnal cosists- of t- devices: an inut device (kawjbard) and an
otput device (a printer r display). A scrll tenaL,- way be accessed
either as a single file of modan1 FZ or as o files: rm of mode
Di FILE (the kqe-nrd) and the otemr of mods WF IZZ (the printer or
d*ipay) As keys are pressed on the scrol I taeziml kelbord1, the
t ted daractrs are ude available fr reading by the

RIS SCXO., TEMA padage. As dharacters are written to the scaroll
temrni-l file, they are displayed on the output device.

Eadh of the output devices for a small tennnal has "poeiticne" in
A iid printable ASCII characters may be graFhc&y displayed. The
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positions are arranged into rizontal rm and vertical colums. Each
position is identifiable by the cailnation of a row number and a column
number. The active position on the output device of a scroll teminal
is the position at which the next operation will be perfor1d. The
active position is said to advance" if (1) the w number of the new
position is greater than the ra umber of the old position or (2) the
raw number of the ra position is the sema as the row nuber of the old
position, but the new position has a greater column number.

A display has a fixed number of ran and columns. The rum and olumns
of a display are identified by positive umbers. The rw are
in~emnally indexed starting with one at the top of the display. The
olumns are izruentally indexed starting with one at the left side of
the dijplay.

A printer has a fixed n.umber of columns and might have a fixed number of
ros. The ram are ir=utuntaly indexed starting with one after
coening the device or performing the W PAG (Section 5.3.7.19)
operation. The columma are i naLly indeed starting with one at
the left side of the printer.

5.3.6.1 Types, sutypes, cstants, and exoepticne

subtype F Z TYPE is _IS I1 xL.EMZP TYPE:

subtype i uN CM fKrfi Y DCFd is
CAISI 1 wf~iL.PUL'rC KEY EIF1RM

subtype ThBENRIM AMTIo is C 10 O ROL-T-B a t~tMt.

UE EFWR : exception renlam CAS1 XETCSUEERR
MO EMO excepti rename CU 0ECPTM. ERR

Snuft. EMR : exception, rm s CIS 10 EAWICUS.SMUSE Wft.R
IAVT7FmHORs exception renames CMSO MTICHS.IAMT WM:

F=Z TYPE is used for file handles. PUNMCN W EY MCPFI is used to
obain infiornution about funaction keys read fromt a tenninal.
TAB fMOIM is used to specify the type of tab stop to be set.
WBE WRR is raised if an operation is attempted that is nt possible
for reasons that dpend on the diaacteristics of the external file.
M -3 is raised by an attempt to read frmu a file of mode CUT FIZZ
or Qrite to a file of =nde ln FZ. ST - IJS M is raised 17 the
handle on the terminal file is rit ;pen. M CEI BUM is raised if an
input or output operation canmnt be ompleted ecause of a malf tion
of the underlying system. tAVMT lRE is raised by an attaimt to set
clumn or rw numbers in excess of specified nmximnu values.
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5.3.6.2 Setting the active positic

rc e 8" PM, ' (ML L z in lF= 7M
pSTTIw: in IS T~c M)

This Prceidure MIM tbM active Poeitli t thM qieOifis
F06MC in the terminal film given Or =4WL.

Pqar amwe

TwmrL mis an openr hamLe m a tmd1 fL*Le.

PSI W is thm nw activ position in te tminal file.

smoqtics:m lal 2m N mn q
is riae if a %slue at tm attibaut MM TM
is not SCROL.

N=uno is raised if IMMP is of mods M F=n.

9SMERROR is raised if IMCM is no pn

LRIM RRO is raised if the pogitim os no exist an the
teminal or t Lw poitim Ire tils active

S.3.6.3 hpo aiLt ioL!n.

i I Vnor is animed if an izpt cc astput atiai uWe be
completed because of a mlfu.-tian at t.. underlying

peaoediwe SET CSGMCK (WIW:N in WIOUEM r)
is

5.*3.6.3 Determilning the active poitici

fimction PWZTIQI (72SGML 3 in FflZ TM)

LPurposes return POSITOI rz131

This ftwItim returns the active position of 1E*U3L.

Parameterss
1MOUMa is an opmn handle an a teraminal file.

ELceticaa
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USE is raised if a value of the attribute RIBAL TYPE

is not S1CRL.

MM 04I Iis raised if 1EML iS of uode IN FILE.

!R&TS E R is raised if 1O4 L i ns r pen.

DMi mC- is raised if an input or output operation cnnot be
cmleted bemue of a mmlf cition of the underlying

Vfstw&

Additional Inlterface:

return P:IT'Z TY'IPE
in
bo~n

reurn POsITIO(CMUr OITWIYL t
. e~~ad POSIT£(ICIT,'

5.3.6.4 DitsriW= . the size of the terminal
.r.

function SIZE (TEMMIL t in F=L TYPE)
retu PsrrICU TYPE;

This fuzctii returns the 3dzmu rcm and wuximum column of
T*MML A value of zero for the raw mabe indictes that the =wi
rwnbwe is urdliited.

Paraterss
EUZIB is an open haudle an a terminal le.

USE M is raised if a value of the attribute '1=QaL TYPE
is rnt SCRML.

MOM E R is raised if f# L is of mode IN FIZZ.

UAns~ ZFMM is raised if T1M~L is not opmn.

-"VIsC ER is raised if an iput or output operation cannot be
.oiple td bemuse of a umlfuntian of the underlying
Syst m.

function SIZE .

.5 is
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3 ~ eturn simz(ammm uaw'),
adSIZI

5.3.6.5 Setting a tab sop

proosure SR TAB C1URIML : in MEZ TIM
KI sa in sah a :z ,, ERZMWL)

Purpose:
This pocedure establia a barimatal/vetical tab stop at the
col1m-/, , of the active poition.

Parm(,ers:
Mis an open handle on a taudnal file.

U6E is raised if a vae of the attribute TMU TMP
is not SMCL or the nMbe of row for the toziimi
is unlmi~ted.

MOM RFC is raised if TZR4L in of z~de IN 7HZ.

S7WWEFM in raised if T RUML is not open.

DICEI EUF is raised if an lzp* or output operation cumt be
comlad becase of a umlfunioa of the underlying

APdin Interface:

I hedwe SETh M(OM : in M5B ~MKDVIKM a- lK2IML)
is
begin

ad SILTThBi

5.3.6.6 Clearing a tab stop

F Procedure M"R k T.B (T."M s. in FIZZ Tr

Purposes 

.

in AB i,.&N IC : H. 

..
L).

Thsprocedure ree a baciuzntal/vertical tab stop from the
colunraw of the active positi.

CMM is an open bandle on a termm1 file.
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SE Mis raised if a value of the attribute U lMa4L TY
is not SMXL or there is no tab stop of- the

* designated type at the active positxon.

MOE RRR is raised if TCUkL is of soft fi FZ. r

UJA1 BUR is raised if TEMMOL is not ope.

IZnI no is raised if an irpit or output pperation ca mot be
comleted because of a malfunction of the underlying
systm.

Additional Intartace:

LAoLMN I TAEhRMB (lanD : in TAB ENLMMMQI :m IRIZMMrL)
is

-gn
CEAmTAB(CUM~r OUTP, K1),

and aMRTM

5.3.6.7 Advazcing to the nat tab position

--prooedw TB (1EWL : in FIL TYM;'
KM t in TM M -ATICK aM =M : I 3AL,
cow : in POTVE :- 1);

Purpose:
* This procedure advances the active position amr tab stq.

H ziuontal advancemnt caues a change in only otlum nubr of the
active position. Vertical advanowint, caues a change in ony the
.rauw br of the active position.

Paransts: a
T 1(UML is an open handle on a teminal file.

cis a positive integer indicating the number of tab
stop@ the active position is to advance.

UM ERRORis raised if a value of the attribute TEMR TYPE
is not SRL.

M= ZRFM is raised if TEMML is of mode IN FILE.

6rs E is raised if Ti mL is not open.

"-C E iRRO is raised if an input or otput operation cannot be
ompeted because of a malfunction of the underlying

SYut=*

Additional Interface:
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prcedure IRB (IW) a in'T2 Dz in IRSM a- E MLI
COL : in po,!tm 8- 1)

is
begin

Tml(CazW RwOw, UN), cMi)I
and TRB

5.3.6.8 Sounding a teminl bell

- procedure L (TERMA a in FU Tym),

Purpose:
This p ocedure signals the bell (besper) on the termin.

Parameters:
Lis an open Idle an a termina file.

M i raised if a alueof the attribute L W L TM
is rot SOUL.

M= Effmis raisied if TENDlRL is of modseI HF=l.
b ' S ZRAOR in raised if UL is rot open.

iircz EoR is raised if an irut cc output operation €wot be
lsted bease of a malfunction of the undwrlying

Ad al Interfaces

is
begin

and ano hnleo aL;L

5.3.6.9 Writing to the tauirnl

Ixomkdure wM (TEMMAPLa in PUB TYP:
rMM in CHNL'M)y

Purposes
This procedure writes a single chaamter to the output device and
advnes the active position by ca poition.

PsRMUILtr is an open hmndle an a termimal file.

I'IM is the character to be written.
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USE EIPWB is raised if a value of the attribute E41hML TYPE
is not SMIC.

MME I I:S mq:is raised if TC4fIL is of mode I FI.Z.

ESIAIS_ ERRR is raised if t a is riot open.

.MVI ERK) is raised if an ,iut cr output q amtion caunot be
. :pleted be=muse of a milfumction of the underlying

Additional Interface:

Iprcedure PM7 (rrEM : in awwm~ )
is
begin

Pm~amwranur.r rrm);

krceur wM (TER41AL: iin MIZ TYflv
rrM4 in W1Rb)

is
begin

-, ~for Th4C in ITE4FInW. =TD41AST loop-

p e (TM in MR=)

"is

begin

2- r~ad PMf 0

Notes:
After Writing the ua=cter in the rightfmt position of a raw, the
active position is the first position of the wtraw.

5.3.6.10 Setting the RMon a terminal

jzvedreSE!3aV (TEM34lL : in FI TyFE;
TO : in (rFN :- Tr)E);.

This procedure e"tablishes hether diracters entered at the
te"-inal keyboard are e I to its associated output device. %ben
TO is given as ThJE, each character entered at the keyboard is
ed5 .d to the output device. When o is given as FALSE chracters

tred at the keyboard are nt edaoed to its associated output
device.
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44I.L is an open handle on a tenznal file.

TO iicats s the ne value of

USE R- is raised if a vlue of the attribute TYP

Eu f is raised if ar4ae is of wade . MFIL or

APEN FILE.

V UA SElaR is raised if 'EMML is nt open.
IE ( i1-r is raised if an iqpuc oatpt oeratiAon oant be

cpleed becatm of a mlfuntion of the underlying

AdAtioal Interface:

dureediweEM (TO s in SOM t- IWZ)
is

p.42

Sr KxLMin naw)
end SE EM

5.3.6.11 DetenrbfingWthe EM o. a taum1al

function EM2 (=#QaL: sin FUITYE) return BOMMk

Purpose:

This function returns idiether edh is enibled (IWJE) cc disabled

is an open hmnle an a termial file.

LUE rjin raised if a value of the attribute TZIt=L TYPE
is riot SMVIL.

MWE ER is raised if TM41NAL is of rod MW FILE or

SMAUS ZFM is raised if T1RUkRL is not opmn.

DEVIE R)R is raised if an input or output operatioannowt be
completed because of a mlfunction of the underlying

Additional Interfaces
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function return BOOEA
9, is

begin
retu~rn sm(Cuum nanu)V

5.3.6.12 Determining the e of function keys

functionai LC IM"IT TEMl NL : in FUlE TY!PE)
return WaUTU

This function retu the mximum function key identifier that can
be returned by a GE operation in the terminal file given by

Parmterss
STM is an open handle an a terminal file.

Eceptions:
USE ERRO is raised if a value of the attribute TEWMAL TYPE

is not SRL. -

momEFR is raised if TEMNL is of mode Ir FIlE or
APPN FnlE

STAMS EFSR is raised if TEMMAL is rot open.an

IZICZ in raised if an izpzt or output operation cannovt be
%.~

completed because of a malfunction of the underlying

system.

Additional Interface:

function PUMICK FMYS return NR JNAL

begin
return 1WI!IW K1iS(aFM~rwm),

aid EUflC KEYS;
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5.3.6.13 Reading a caracter from a teaminal

(TEqMIAL : in FZZ TM;

la in ot EUN=CHX Kff D LCRI1'C);

Purpose:
This rocde reads either a single character into rM or reads
a single function key into IMS.

Parameterss
TEMM is an qxi hand~le on a terminal file.

rrIM4 is the cdaracter that was read.

KEYS desribes the function key that was read.

US ER is raised if a value of the attribute TE L TMPE

is rit SC3FICL.

.OD EMM is raised if QENL is of d IN FZZ.

S S RMRS O is9 raised if TMCL is mot oen.

MVICE EFOR is raised if an irpt cc output Leratium canmt be
ompleted because of a alfunction of the underlying

Additional Interface:

(ITM 4 out 0BPJM
i IKE S a l in t C I MM CN 1 P EC PTOR)

begin
wr(am v cirp, MM, K ES);

,'- end GEIr;

6" 5.3.6.14 Reading all available churacters fru a terminal

PCodure r(TR : in- FILE TYPE

I = cut MTIG
LAWr ou NATUAL:
KMS in cut PUNMIC KEY DLSCRIFPvR);

Purpose:

This procedure successively reads characters and function keys into
ITEM and KZ!S until either all positions of ITEM are filled or there
are o AMre characters buffered for the terminal. Upon completion,
LAST contains the index of the last position in ITEM to contain a
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d aracter that has been read. In addition, the fmction keys that
were read are entered into MZS.

Paraueters:
T,.41ML is an open handle an a terminal file.

d m is the daracters that were read.

LAST is the position of the last d&Aracter read in ITD. -

KEYS describes the fumctimn keys that were read.

Exceptions:
USE rd)R is raised if a value of the attribute TEMINAL TYPE

is not SCRLEL.

-OD MUM is raised if TEMMUL is of m de IN FILE.

STATUS EMM is raised if TER410L is not open.

iVIZC flK) is raised if an input or output peration camrot be
ampleted because of a malfunct.o of the underlying

Aditionmal Interfae:

~z~oce r T( 1TD4 out STRINlx;
LMF : cut NATURAL;

KEYS in ot P BZKIKEY DESCRIPME)
is
begin

"-' (cuR(E nw:m, ITEM,, LA, KEYS); .
:= e-id GErl -

Notes: -

If there are no elanwts available for reading fran the terminal,
then LASr has a value one les than 1Th' FIRS and
P.K wC K W oxxMr(KS) is equ1, to zero.

5.3.6.15 Determining the numer Of fn-tioM keys that were read

funmction iwm;P =wI~I~ M (Eys in ~Rrim-'_DwRIP'O)
return NAUAL.

Purpose:
This function returns the number of function keys described in KM'S.

-Parasmterst

.. KYs is the function, key descriptor being queried.

,xcetiuc: rxe
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5.3.6.16 Detandning funtion key unags

I nw .i M K r(IMM t in

IN : in YO1TMJI
1w 113MCIIRm a ct POSITMw

3i cut MMML)I

PuRposes
This 5. oo..e returns the €nmb of a functin key
an the position in the stringe at the -m tie, as the

fucm key.) of the chaacter fo~awing the fUnctm key.Parmiuterst
KEYS deacribes a sequence of function keys.

no= is the functin key sequence to be queried.

KEY IIFM is the iitificatia, -Ier of a functio key.

PWIXQIis the position at the character rad after the
functio key.

aierRw RRR is maimed if UM is greater than

5.3.6-17 Determining the nam of a fution key

-- i, oudure -U" =Q K MkTWU," ' .. I in FL . '- '
IM 1EMMmvzu a in ofm

am Pa OSIT=)E)I

Purposes
This function return (in KUY MM) the -um of the fuwcties key
sequence deignated by ICE IxI'Iff= it aiso returns the irdwx ot
the last chaater of the luncti key nm in 11=

Paramsterss
TE4DML is an qm andle on a tezuiami file.

KzfMuNMFIEm is the idnilota uer of a function key forL the tazmn associated with FIZZ.
ICE! NW is the mof the key designated by KE! L~lwIU

LAW? is the position in M NMU of the last character of
the fucto key nm.

Exception:8
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USE ERRMis raised if a value of the attribute T1R4L TYPE
is not Savou

mom MMMis raised if TEMML is of viodeIN DFfZ.

SM ZW is raised if TEIIML is not ope.

, C is raised if an input or output operatinc annot be
-omleted became of a mifum. tion of the underlying

,Wl'M MWR is raised if the value of E I'Mft7FU is greater
than itMCN k S(E1R14I ).

Additioinal Interfacet

-

l~~~~pocedu KW C 1W e aMM Z~tont oum r,

(KW IIIy FE 13i FOSITIVI
Kx W OM out S1'RMv
LAO1 I out PosmTIV)

begin

°.

aW- 
Kmu mm. xAS) i

5.3.6.18 Advancing the active position to the nexrt line

procedure basLz (TmezmL i in FzZ TYPE,
Cows in POSITIVSE ,n);

Purposes
This Procedure advances the active position to colum ons, caw iie
after the active positiaa.

Paramtersa
CM is an Cpan hardie an a teaine]. file. '.

ca in the nuber of Lines to advance.
Exeptions:

Uis rai sed if a value of the attribute TERm5A _ E
is not SCRIL.

M - is raised if -U4L isof made ZN FIL.

Sgzo-z1U is raised if TEDL in not open.

M E' IER in raised if an input or output ceratin canot be
ompleted beaume of a anof _tian of the rWderlyig
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Aditional Intrfaces

prcedure _LaM (COxf', in PSYvW ,- 1)
is-
begn

5.3.6.19 Mvancing the active position to the next pegs

procedure W PZ (TKInmL : in PUP T=P)*;

Purposes
This procedure advances the active position to the first molun of the
first Urn of a e pe.

Parom.ters-
mnV m is a oed le an orn tedual a file.

Emcptions:
twMG is raised if a value of the attribute TEF44MLTYPE

is not SCRIL.

ax~ EGR is raised if TERKL is of =ido IN FIXZ

S77MEERROR is raised if TPRMPL is rot open.

MzvizmERO is raised if an input or output opration cwxwt be
ompletel became of a alfunction of the underlying

t ° . .

Additional Intterface:

procedure New PNZ
is
begin

V 3-176



S. 3.7 Pacage CRIS PGE TmvcL

This package provides the v~z-ticnl, of a pag teinal. A pupe
tea.nal consists of tb devices an input, device (kyboard) and an
o• h * device (display). A paep toatinal ney be aiessed either as a
single file of mo nam Fn Z or as t fibs : e of mdeoN Fin-
(the keyboard) and the oer of mo e n mz (the pdinte cc display).
As k:s are presmed on the page te miral koyboard, the tramitted
dhaacters are und available for reading by the is ppM T1ML
pacstage. As daracters are written to the page termal Mel. the are
displayed on the output device.

The display for a page teminal has positiro in wric printable Asai
daracters way be graphically dispayed. The positions are arranged
into borizontal ram and vertical colums. Each position, is

I i I y the aombmatio of a ra ,M yr and a clum number.
The active position on the display of a page terminal is the position at
which the next qeamton will be perfotmed. The active position in said
to advance if (1) the =wv number of the now position in greater then the
rm umber of the old position or (2) the =wi number of the now position
is the onas the rawube of the old position, but the now position
bas a greater olun uber.

A display has a fixed umber of Lon and columns. The am and colun
of a display are identified by positive numbers. The ram are

izitally indexed starting with one at the top of the display. The
CgLUgaS are in"Ltaly indexed starting with neat the left side of
the display.

5.3.7.1 Types, subtypes. onsetants, and exceptions

subtype -TP in MIS 10 CitLFI YE

subtype 1L~ciamI K~ IcRIVLV is

sbtype PI Q P ir, is CAI8to 10Ml1X.PM q ".N.

subtype TAB 'ME ,,TN is oIS 10 OMM =Ct;.TA- f A, I,-

type GMMC DU MCUAI W UME% is

SLOW im, "

t p -Tf T i

type GMdC FWNABMY in array(GMWMC DITI =u.MTzw)
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of BOOWEMI

WII' TIWH a cosu tant GBANUC fAinrncM AAVY
IM ~ Rognw jVZTIQ --* Tlx, o~her -),P=

SE mM eception reums RIS O 1.wirMMU n i
M& a m exception rumI -I X 3aIO3-=wfIwS.~ M

M1" tceptio rems chid-md.CA =-zm,
LjA' Jt'inKj oUptio n : rmugpt r . W- P
[ZaforIc , ceptian rnmes aGrid-zw em eMe

FIIz TTFE is used for file bandles. MO C V 00311T is used to
d*an ifu tic about fwtiai kep red - fwao a tinal.
P(SMCITM nd icates a position on a tamna. TAB M 'WICK is
used to ipsoify the type of tab stop to be set. SMB kiwnCH is
used in UAE IN DIAY and flSE 3N LM to dstendi the portion of

{*. the display cF ine to be erased.- awaRIC ITImw RUWm !I(N
IDIIwn AnwA, and Emmw aGnM Ic FITIw Zee used to

detezmi disgyjdmracteristics of p&*nAbLe 3airacters. UG t is
raisd if an operation is attmted that is not possible B9i rowanu
that Ie% I an the -- -zateristis of the etemnal file. MO = in
raised by an attempt to read from a file of mode CM' VFl or; rite to a
file of ms iu FnlE. SEMMS M is raised if ths taaiml is not
open. M WCv ft is raisj if an irp* cc oMzpt oeration ouvt be
completed boan of a mallmation of the 11elyn system.
LAXM MRO is raised by an attempt to set colum or rw nubers in
eoces of specified mximum values.

5.*3.*7.2 Setting the active position

ixoeir ?ST ICR4 (1UEQw.L z in FnlE TMF!;
POB M i-1 in PCSfIYIQTM);

,-,pose,
This pcocedure mu the active positian to the specified POSITICK
on the display of the tezuinal.

Prmters:
is an open hanlle on a terminal file.

PCSITICN in the now active position for the termninal.

Exoptiau:
USE EMMis raised if a value of the attribute 'IEWaL TYPE

is rot PG.
MME fLMR is raised if MUM~1L is of mods 32;flz.

STRTUS in raised if TER~am is not open.

MY= I'flM is ralsed if the position does not exist on the
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tezminl or the position precedes the active

EEVIC_ RM is raised if an itpit or output operation osru~ot be

ompleted becamne of a manlfuction of the underlying

Additional, Interface:

ix-, mte swPosmTcu (PoITmcN: in ITIWTTPEm)
is
begin

SWPS C(URMCTM PFWzTzQN):

4._

5.3.7.3 Det ining the active position

function PF3ITIQI (1TIRkaL s in FIZZ TYPE)

rturn PSICTYMWE

* Purpons
This function returns the active position of T4wL.

Paraeters:
1 4AL is an omn bandle on a tendmi file.

EM MOM is raisied if a value of the attribute TzF#4Dm TYPE
is not PAGE.

mmis raised if ZM4L is of made IN FZZ.

gnaw nMM is raised if TE*WL is riot opn

W41C 01 is raised if an ipzt or output operation carmat be
competed becsame of a malfunction of the underlying

Adiioa Inefae

f.tion POSITIK return POrrIQITYP
is
begin

return POSrrIC4(WCmqrw 1'Wr)
adS POSITI~i
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5.3.7.4 Determining th, size of the teminal

function SIZE (TERDM in MfZ TMP)

return POBICTIWPr

This funtion retWrns x rmum tcolmnofhth

ais an open handle on a terminal file.

Exceptioxw:
EE is raised if a value of the attribute E IL!WE

in not PG.

K~M iuzUI is raised if TER410L is of mode IN MRL.

SDM gBi is raised if TEMbOL is not opw.

DM'JI 01 is raised if an izrzt or outpt operation cuut be
compl ed because of a mlfunction of the underlying
Sstem.

Additiona. Interface:

func/o SIZE
return TYP

is
begin

return SIZE(WanPn a e e)e

5.3.7.5 Setting a tab stop

procedure SM TRB (TEaCL %in P1v TYM -
KM s in 'IRB lK24&TIN t- HDIRIB MA),-

Purposes
This procedure etablishe a lvzizon-tal/vertical tab stop at the
column/raw of the active positioni.

Pazuneters:
lU4KOA. is an open bandle an a teninal. file.

or tM EMMis raised if a value of the attribute ThMOWMLTYPE
is not PAGE.wS.

MiE OR is raised if 1EKML is of mode IN FIZZ.
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STMUS ER_ is raised if TEINWJ is not open.

DEVICE ESR is raised if an iznput or output oeraticn cannot be
ompleted because of a malfuction of the underlying
system-

procedure S TAB (KIND in 7B ENUATIC
s-OrRIZM&L)

is
begin

Sr Tn(CJRR!Nr INFrrO KND)O
end SdiTAB,-

5.3.7.6 Clearing a tab stop

-re E AR TAB (TERhaLt in FL T.;
KIMD t in TAB EU ATICN : IRIZCUTAL);-

Purpose:
.. This prooedure remves a izaital/wzotical tab stop frne the
* ooLm/ro of the active position.

Oa Parat ters:
-.-mn& I is an op ale on a teminal file.

Exceptions:

USEi RR is raised if a value of the attribute T TYPE
i not P or there is no tab top of the desigated

SLW EW0 in( raise ifTMMA s it pn

DEVICEZFC is raised if an irput or output oeration canniot be
cotpleted. becaus of a malfunction of the underlying
system-

Aditional Interfaces

p I I adre CAR TRB (KIND :in TM8_ENUMEA7ICN U !DIZCUEhL)
is
begn

CARTRB( QfW 1.UTM ME))

and CLAR TABr

153
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5.3.7.7 AdMvacing to the net tab position

pcond, sTB (TKML. s in F=_TYPtE
KIND 9 in MB fUMMION :m IMMWL
cOWr : in RP5IV a- 1

Puzpoee,
This procedure advanc the active position = t tab at ,.
Hcriontal advancemet cause a cdung. in atly column. , u of the
active positin. Vertical avancmnt ceume. a dnge in only the

number of the active position.
I.-.."m,

Parmeters:
Mis an open handle on a tem1 file.

OsT i a positive integer iricating the e of tab
steps the active position, is to advance.

USE P RN in raised if a value of the attribute T.LTM
is not P~z.

MOM RROR in raised if TMW is of mods I n Z.

9S Elam_ is rai sed if TE*MM is riot open.

IZVI(E RRR is raised if an input or outpuzt operation cannot be
comp..d because of a alfunction of the underlying

Additional Interfaces

Aoced,-e Th (KEN : in Th D'IC a- W[I WIMML;
COUHT : in POSWTIVE :-1

begin

5.3.7.8 Sounding a terminal bell

- This rocedure signals the bell (beper) on the tenmnal.

Parmeters:
TumaL is an open harlle on a te-uiAml file.

Exceptions:
USE ERROR is raised if a value of the attribute Te ,LTYPE

is not PA.
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IC EFIR is raised if TZUkIL is of IN FI,1. h,4

go Ig l is raised if TcamL is not qwsn.

EV1E o is raised if an inpu or output peatixi cannot be
a -etd because of a m -lfuctic of the underlying

Additional nte ace

is
begn

BL(a wr M);

5.3.7.9 W'iting to the tInal
'ocMdw M P'L (7N UNL s in aft FIIZ TVFPi

rM 3 in CwjIu) I

This pocedure writen a single dharacter to the output devic and
aedwe the active position by o e poitizi.

,

._ is an open hdle on a terminal file.

rM is the character to be written.

USE mom is raised if a value of the attribute TRKEL TYPE
is not PNM.

3 EOR is raised if TM4WL is of mods IN ritz. -

SMMmo is raised if TMCMU is not open.

ECVICZE is raised if an izpat or outpt operation, cenrwt be
coleted becae of a nilfuncticn of the underlying

Mdditicnal Interface:

jzcdure PM (rM a in CHLVC=)
is
begin

Pun~amm anw, rm)1

jrO&eI r pq W4 t~L in FIzZ TYPE;
1T3 s in MIM~)

begin
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for D1= in ZfTE 'FZT .. rM'IASP lcpPMT(TmE*M, IT, :MMm( s ) );
aid :lopi

;: end PM;'

procedure PUr (M,,4: in STfiN03)
in
begin
and PUTT

r. Noes:l

After writing the character in the rigtn t position of a raw, theactive position is the first position of the nex raw.

5.3.7.10 Setting the M an a termnal

procedure S"T EMD (T L : in FUZLZ
TO t in B9O M :- TEZ);

Purposes
This procedure establishes whetber chracters entered at the
terminal, keyboard are aed,:I to its associated output device. %hen
;O is given as TM , eac daracter entered at the keyboard is
P - o the output device. When To is given as FALSE, caracters
entered at the keyboard are rot 1-ae to its associated output
device.

Paramters:
TE-1IN- is an open handle on a terminal file.

TO indicates the naw value of ED.

B Emception.:
t'-. ERROR is raised if a value of the attribute

TIL TY'PE
is not PM.

RRO is raised if TE4DNL is of mcde TI,' ILE
or

.APEND FIZ.

SA -,.M is raised if TmERUL is notc en.

EEVCZERROR is raised if an irpit or output operation cannot
be

opleted because of a malfunction of the
*underlying

Additional Interface:
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Vc Mrc"J 16e E (Ta in BO1_EM a TWA)
is
begin

S1r EM(aW4Mrw . TO)

(FALSE). S.

5..711Deezi .ng t d beat a a e€ tm.1ll

fw iCiH8 ~~ in( 7h ?M rebn, -M.

Parmters:
TOM4ZkL is an open handle an a tozm1 file.

USEERF is raised if a value of the attribute Tena Trm

mommo is raised if TOMOL is of Wd C FILE or

SRM Efi is raised if TcaM is not ope.

DEVIEPIC is raised i. n input or output oeration cannot be

c~leted, becaime of a mlfunction of the underlying

Adiica Interfas

is
begin

ER57

5.3.7.12 Deterumining the iez of ftmcticm keys

function PU~rICS KEYS(T4ML: in FILZ TYPE )
reun mR 1UAL

purpose:
Ibis bfwtion returns tie umziman faztion key identifier that can_
be returned by a Mr operation in the temdunal file given by

Paramterst
'1UMWd is an open bandle on a ter~inal file.
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USEEROR is raised if a value of the attribute TEF4lMLTYMP
is not PM.

NOC _ is raised i T1 L is of m

SrA1US MWUR is raised if TER410L is not open.

DEVICEROR is raised if an uVut or outpt oeration annot be
mpletd beause of a mlfunction of the Mlerlying

* lAdditional Interfaces

function UNXTJIC KEYS return N MUAL

is .
return FiWMC1M cS (OMMr INwr);

and EP1LTINKEYS;

5.3.7.13 eading a character fran a terminal

prede A rar(sedAL: in Fau TYPE

-S- in ou IUNMIK KEY RIF'.R)

Purpose:
This procedure reads either a single character inito 17M4 or reads a
single funiction key into KEYS.

Peaineterst
quiL is an ope handle an a terminal file

MH ~ is the character that was read.

KEY describes the function key that was reod.

Excptin:
UEERO is raised if a value of the attribute TER410L TYPE

- is not PPLM.

ERROR is raised if 4flCL is of mode I FILE.

STATUS MUMa is raised if TEMML is not ope

EMVCE ERRR is raised if an input or output oeration cannot be
caipeted because of a malfunction of the underlying

vU-

Additional Interfaces
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procedure (Zr(rrEM. out CHAR~rE,
KEYS in out FUNrIdl IM[ DESCanym)

is
begin
S. Hr( ERr urp,, rIm, 1s); S.

end (ZT"

5.3.7.14 1anding all available characters fran a terminal

proc ,ire WZr(TRMUs in FILE TPEr
ITEM! oct SrRflj,
LAWT out NPPL;

KM in out !Fl~nCK KEY UEscRIPrR);

Purpoe:
This procedure succesively reads diaracters and function keys into
lTD.! aid K(EYS until either all positicas of rTD. are filled or there
are no moe characters buffered for the terminal. Uponcmraletiux,
LAsT cntains the izklex of the last position in TD. to contain a
daracter that hes been read. In aitio, the functin keys that
were read are entered into KEYS.

Parameterst
TE(IlvL is an pen bandle on a terminal file.

lTm is the string that vms reed.

LAM is the position of the last dracter read in rrM.

ICZ!S describes the function keys that were read.

use E_ is raised if a value of the attribute T CE4 L TYPE
is not PAZ.

M3Z u GM is raised if EUhWL is of Ne FnZ.

STh TIBER is raised if 1EIEL is rx*t moen.

VI( lR is raised if an iVAt or output operation cwNrvt be
ocpletd becaue of a malfunction of the unerlying

AdditUcal Interface:

procedure wr(rM , ct: rRI
LAW1 out NRURAL;
KY a in out FK EESMIPMR)

is
begin

% wr(aRaeITDwm, IrrD4. 1ur, KEY)

.."
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If there are no elemnts available for readilq fra thu terumil
thin LAST hU a value an ls tban "I'EN' 1!M andL mwwI" c w(_OIcrS) is equM to .zo.

5.3.7.15 Deteining the nmcbr of funion keys that ere re
function FP1rrM N Kr CM (MM : in rD) MW IIM )

return .wtl o,

Purpos
This fncti= returns the n se of fium tiai keys dsnibd in MS.

Parmeters:

in t.-. function. koy deaci :oa ben qua ,cit.

5.3.7.16 Dsteradnixg ftmatien key usage

pzroe2ue IVWCKWOS s in

MR= : in POSrrzvz
KV1 MOWM s out POSITrM:

~81TIi a cut bpmIURL),

Purposes
This *"cedurO returns the i d tifintian of a ficti key
and the position in the string (reod at the uam tize as the
F.O.tion key) of the darmater follAng the function key.

Par- uturs:
IMS*. describes a seqpmaw of fution keys.

4% 11AM in the fumotian key s~me to he qauried.

I~_ ICEWIFM in the idwitifiction number of a fumotion key.

MOPOITICU is the position of the dharacter read after the
ftwwtion key.

aMUMw r EMM~ in raised if MMC is grester then
rm=Z my MI, (KEYS )
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5.3.7.17 DetenAining the zm of a functian key

-,O62= -N -w M1(MP z in E1 TY
K* MD~frw P= : in PosffTVE
K i~mz cuat SIMMD;L." 8 cut POSrrI);VE,

Purpowe:
This fimcticm returns (in M~ kW) the -om of the fumtion key
i."qa,: e deignat.d by I= f MMr . It also retns the inlex of -'.

the last dwact.er of the Tmzct key me in nI=C.
Parameters:

"ELOWL is an qwan handle cn a terminal file.

Kiomrnmm is the id:.ti:. number of a fncticn key for
the teudzml.

IKif MM is the ramof the key designated by MW MWILU.
LAO is the poiti . in U! OM of the lastcaracter of

the functio key me.-
.-- 3

use MGM in raised if a value of the attribute TEMCML TYPE
is not PAGE.

mo EMis raised if 1M*4AL is of ~eIN E.

urd - p!ms r is raised if TqWML is not cui.

OSVI no is raised if an input or output cperation, cauxot be -

ompleted because of a mlfunction of te underlying

Cwm zirniLU ~ is raised if te value of U!f I!IFI is greater
then PEiMCE X(TZRMAL). 7

Additional Interfaces

KEY out : at _

LAW I ot PwsflIVE
is
begin

KU! af m ( irw Iwr-Kf M omrm , KE M4M, tW); "
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5.3.7.18 Deleting characters

~ooedELT CHABQAW1 (ML y in MRlZTYP~r
Prosr i in a ,- 1)1

This procedure delete CONW characters on the active line starting
at the active position aM dvancing to the position.
Adjacent daracters to the right of the active position are shifted
left. ceon the right is filled with su daracters. Theactive position is no dhonpd.

ParamteretLis an open lbade on a terminal file.

CxW is the nud*er of caracters to be deleted.

U u _HO is raised if a value of the attribute T4=Z LTYM
is not PM or the vaiue of 01W? is greater thon the
umbe of positions includinig and following the
active position.

mom momis raised if TCU1WL is of amed fi FIZZ.

svaw ~~MM is raised if TM*MIL is not open.

DMZVIElam is raised if an irut or output operat±i cannot be
oyieted because of a umlfuncticn of the ,dskrlying
systae.

Aditiocal interfaces

procedure E aZ'g_8cI (omr I in IOITIW s-1)

bin

cuNRa~Acm'(amlrcnwr CMT),

5.3.7.19 Deleting lines

pimcedure IUZM LtIE (T1~aML i in out Fizz Tym;
COWF s in PWIfTVE):

This pi=sd eleted 1P linss starting at the active position
and advancing toard the and position. Ajacent lines are shifted
f,.. the btom tord the active position. 0MNr line from the
botto, of the display are erased. Tte active position is noti haed.
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Parameters%
N is an omn bmn le an a terminal file.

CONTis the bue of Lines to be deleted.

US N is raited if a value of the attribute ThIKWL TM
is not PZ or the value of CON is greast tran the

inrof zoo including and after the active
position.

M EROR is raised if T *oLU is of mods I FnIZ.

t..

uTM ERRO in raised If T1R4=L is not cps.

MICE ERRR is raised if an 1zqut or output operation cannt be
oleted bemusne of a alfunction of the underlying

MdditiomL Inteurfaces

~voui EEV ~K LU (COZW s in POSMYIE L- )
is
begin

EELM Lne(caRn w L , COUNT);
aid EZ~iLIME

5.3.7.20 Erasing Caracters in a Lina

OOeduM tA= QULM (172M Lt in ot FIZ T!Pmi
COUNT in ,oSirw t- O)r

Puwpos*2
This proedue replace C T daracter on the active Line with
space damcters starting at the active position and advanciz
toward the ad position. 11. active position is not cvwxged.

Paamtwrs
1EWML is an open handle on a terminal file.

COUNT in the mzrder of characters to be erased

USE Z91ORis raised if a value of the attibte T1M4L TPE
in not PM or the value of OWa is greater th-

nut- of pomitin incluing and after the active
position.

MOM E4R is raised if TEMIRL is of wce I FIZZ.
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SEK S E1OR is raised if TI*aL is not qen.

EVCC Z vlS is raised if an inz cutc outpit cparati1 Lowtn be
completed because of a ,,i.1ftic of the un'Ierlying
uystall

Additioal, Interaces

procedure EPA=K CMUACi (CXIW ; in POSrr=v :-I)

is- i

de-..ne by the actve position and th given SUAMC (incldin
th ': activ poiio) Afe eraur w-e poiin hav aa.

I- w ,'- .ar);

i is an cen handle an a tin file.
.Ois ircdr rs the rtion r -of th mie display tob ssd

USEmomby tis aciad ifa ale of the.atriutenELTM
theC aciGM oiniaised fe TE4mL eise mos itiPu hves

*.. acer1s1 ine racied if s Mt s not en.

-,C L i rais ,sed if an npai a outp cparatf.icanno. be

compted beaue f tlfnci of the dinderloybiersed

Adi~tioa Itefaa

-preure is ra sed (fa , oin sat e c>mLT' PE

isi

begi

padur V ASK IN i D IISPLAY;IN i iarnwT~

k"s
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5.3.7.22 Erasing in a line iA

procedure E LIN ( MML s in aft FIZTIM
-LEI : in Zma _ xmATC); :V

This procedure erames the caracters in the active Lim as
detel .mmd by the active poitiAon and the givui YIM c (inclnding "I
the active poiticn). After ermur eased poitim have space
daracters. The active position is nct dienged.

Paramters:
is in an opea handle on a teminal file.

SEB CM is the pztion of the Line to be erased.

useROMis raised if a value of the attribzite 1IMMLW. TYPE
is not PAM[ -I

M= UZ in raised if MOCL is of mods I lz.

SqLM j is raised if =*MOL is not opan.

E-IE RM is raised if an ipft cccutput oration cannot be
completed bec=ue of a malfunctio of the uxderlying
systaI..

Ad a dit l Ierfaces
procedure A U IN LIM (BaC t: in aUlUMAtIc
is

EIS NL (U~a MulWlYOr.r maLMCN)i

5.3.7.23 Ziwrting ditacters in a Line

arcedure nM SPAE (1UZOL t in ait Mir TYM
COM a in PO6IfmV $- 1

Purposes
This procedure inserts OMW spe dwazacters into the active Line
at the active positiam. The dieracter at the active position andi
adjacmit dmractwin ame iiifteid to the ri~ft. The righmst
dharacturs on the Lime my be Lost. The active poeitimz is advanced
to the rgft =W diaracter positiwA.

TZ*M" is an opn handle on a terminal file.

CN is the ofr f PAC daracters to be inserted.
I."
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Emoeptirus
USE a M is raised if a value of the attribuzte IU*IIZW TYPE

is not P or the value of ,N is greater thi the
nu mer of columns includlng and after the active
position.

t. ErMM is raised if 72MWL is of ucSe IN FfLZ.

SATUS is raised if TRMUL is not open.

EEVICZflKR is raised if an irp* or otpat operation cannot be
capLetd because of a umlfunetio, of the underlying

Aditi nal ataerfaces

procedure ET SPACE ((ZWI': in POSIIVE t- 1)
is

* begin
ie °°csdui'&'Ii, cmw)

5.3.7.24 Inserting line in the display

proedue n T-0-(TmMLa iin amt F=ZTYPEr
:Cr in POSIMIE s-1,

This procndure inserts 033 blank line into the display at the
. active Line. The Lines at and bel the top of the diay a e

lost. Tt. active positioni reains undhnged.

Parinzetea:S 1Him is an open handle an a terandm file.

COUNT is the rufer of blawc lines to be inserted.

SER= is raised if a value of the attribute DunL TYPE
is not PAE or th value of 0f is greater thR the

rubr of =au incluing and after the active

MM M is raised if 1ZW3L is of mode 3Ni FlZ.

90MB EM is raised if T*ML is not open.

DMCE IPDR is raised if an input or output cpraticn cannot be
coiLeted because of a naifunctia' of the underlying

Aditional Interfaces
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proed meaw~ Lim~ (COW r: in POSITVE)
is
begin

D.,WTZmE(aU=TOUUT, axLr),
| D. , .aid n _vow Ta.m

5.3.7.25 Derotning grai*ic renditioni supcrt

function @nAmHc Fmi Sim5Pon (1w4hL : in FIZZ TyPEt

AFMHc MnITIONaIAY) ,MMi
return BOIZ

Purpose
This fution returns TRm if the ITIOSM of cczbizud graphic

rmL1tiau is squpwted by Tin4IMLv othewise it returns FALSE.

TERK=WL is an open hrdle on a termina file.

1TI( is a ombinatio of gzaphic r dIiticau.

USE EMM is raised if a valum of the attribute 4M*fIL TYPE

is not RM.

M309 " is raised if TEW3ML is of mode Di FnzZ.

0M EN is raised if T2 MML is not open.
C

"." IVi ZI is raised if an lnut or outpust operation cannit be
opleted because of a muefucti on of the underlying

Additioal Interfaces

function GPMFMC ITIMONS W1Ot
. (ITI ic 3 z APHloba , iFIT) Am)

return BOEJ
is
begin

return GRNMHC IMMuMrIN SwPORr(M OUTPUT7I , FOM1TCK);
and GAPIC RDMMTIO SUiPFR
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5.3.7.26 Selecting the graphic ruxditin

procedure SEL~r GFHIC EM=1IaI
(Tin4DL (s in ME T'MI
RMITICN in MWAMC R ITICH AM Y

- ALT GAM~C maUTIWl):

Purpose:
Thin procedure sets the graphi~c raditiaa for sbejmnt, characters
to be Pr.

Parametres
" is an cen handle an a terminal file.

MITzw is the graphic re-ition to be used in subsemnt

t..t

SEuR is rained if a value of the attribute 1ZaL TYPE
isn."t P or the selected graphic rnditiod are
not mvportmd by TEMMMa.

Elam is rained if T4flML in of mcoe IN FIZZ.

SU1WS mBR in rained if TCMCMLW isnozt open.

MPlICE RR=R in rained if an input or output cparaticn cannot be
-pLetnd because of a nmaL tian of the underlying

Additional Interface:

procedure SrUA MW C ITICK
(FA ITIM : in GAPC ITI AMWA

in
begin:.ma mwmc mmmo(am oo am , 'mom);

edar GAPHIC IUEWITIcC J1 iH,.mDI;

K: 5.3.8 Package CRIS_!Y E'N ML

Thin g adca provides factcnality for mil a form teraunal
(e.g., an IBM 327x terminal). A form terminal Consists of a single
device (irnmzh as a progrnur is ccernd).

The scenario for usage of a f'cm tensinalhastw -active agents: a
process and a user. Each interaction with the form terminal omsists of
a tbhree stop sequer. First, the process creates and writes a form to
the terminal. Seomi, the user cirdifies the form. Third, the proces
reads the uxndified form.
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A form is a to-dimnsiaLI matrix of character positions. The rows of
a form are indexed by PRSITIVE mbrs starting with raw 1 at the top of
the display. The cumn of a form are indxed by IT r nuders
starting with colum 1 at the left side of the fom. The position
identified by raw 1, olumn 1, is called the starting position of the
form. The position with the highest rc and oollm indices is called
the and position of the fcrm.

The position at w an operation in to be r in called the
"active position." The active position is said to advance toard the and!
position of the form when the indices of its position are incr imted.
The colum iS i increumted until it attair the highest value
permitted for the form. The nxt positio is determined by
the raw irxlex of the active position and! resetting the clumn irrex: to
1.

A foem is divided into "qualified arms." A qalified area identifies a
contigomus gzou of positios that share a n set of
d1VI aderati Co. A qualified area heiaat the position designated by
an "area qalifier" and eid at the position preceding the nzt, area
qualifier toward the anx! of the form. lspinuing on the form the
position of the area qualifier my or my rot be conidered to be in a
qualified area. Theimatritc of a qualified area consist of such
things as prtcin(frum nodi ficati an by the user), display renditions
(e.g., intensity), and permissible values (e.g., num-ric only,
alphabetic nly). Each position in a qualified area contains a single
printable ASCII chracter.

5.3.8.1 Types, subtypes, cmutants, and! exceptions

-type A"RM eNS is
/-..

type AE PIVIMMIK is

type AE mWr is

type AM VAUZ is

F= WrM 2

type MM TVPE
-(SIZE i POrITIw T"-

AM :ULF KXUMSSAC LEAN)
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in private;

subtype FnLETMis CAIS 10 CCLN1.FL_ TPEi

subtype Pgnma m~ mi opc ag
A] nlI'S indzlicate the intensity at which the dharactere in the
area should be displayed (kIMA indicates that diuracterS are not
displayed). A PF~icWen specifies hether the user ca mdify the
contnts of the a when the fm been activated. A ONA'

specifies the valid chrcesthat umy be entered by the -ser,*MtAPMC COMM S indicates that any printable caracter may be
metered-. A VAWLE indicates the initial value that the area should
have when actlvatAdr No FnL indicates that the value has be"
specified by a previous FM-statemnt.

useBE exceptin rumms CRIS 10 EX S.UE M"ex etn rusemo- aa i -ku sm wm x ff
Me ___ : exception ranmes (ChS 10 bCEI(33Ja2M a7M~

exceptiou rumes CUIS IOnwrI.UM"WIMMLMC EVIS s~ exception reumes OUS 10 EWIGW-dZ'J1l' 1;

ME_ is raised if an ceration is attempted that is not possible
fr reas s that deperonu the i of the external file.V aR is raised by an attempt to reed ft= a file of mode C FILE
or wrte to a file of mode IN FILZ. SMM M M is raised if the
handle on the terminal file Ta rt :pmn. On= ER is raised if an
input or output operation cannot be completed bcueof a mlfunction
of the undrlying system. LAX1=1 EIR is raised by an attanit to met
colm or raw numbers in excess of specified mm values.

5.3.8.2 Determinin the umber of function key

function PM Is K,,(TER ,Lt in Fz TYE)
return NATURAL,

Pupoms
This functioun returns the umm value that can be returned by the

Parmeuwt
,ER4 1 L is an open handle an a termialI file.

UE EMR is raised if a value of the attribute TEMML TYPE
is not PU14.

MODE tis raised if TM4DAL is of mode WUT FILE or
APPED FIZ.

STM EOR is raised if T IK L is r open.
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D CZI MUM is raised if an input or output operation cannot be
conpleted because of a mtalfctuim of the underlying
systMu.

-. ' h~Additionmal Interface: "

funiction iUMICMN KEYiS return NWI1 RAL
is -
beg n "

return iFHWrOw KEYS(URr (an6W);
end UNMO_ KEYS:

5.3.8.3 Opening a form

procedure OPEN
(- a out FOR4 TYPE;
SIZE : in POSITI TYPE;
AM 0MM~ 14MUIM SPCE: in BOOLEA~N),

Purpose:
This procedure opem a M of the specified ize to be used with a
form terminal.

Parameters:
POR, i the form to be opened for mnipulati.

SI2Z inicates the size of form to be opened (which sheaIld
orrespond with the sire of the form terminal on

which it will be activated).

AlM AM MIRES SACE indicates whether the area qualifier -.
requis space on this form (i.e., the positicn in
which the Area qualifier in defined my not be used
for the display of data).

Exceptions: rxz

5.3.8.4 Determining whether a form i p en

function IS_CEN(PFM : in E01M TYPE) return BOOLEAN -,

Purpose:
This function returns TRUE if the FORq4 has been opened; otherwise
it returns FALS.

Parameters:
Pam is the form being queried.
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5.3.8.5 Defining a qualified area

pOosr DE hULIAR
(OR4 :-in am POn T M:
INITYn : in A~rnnmwsflY SOMARLIL:PrIMcICH: in AM122 WTMI- am~ M
INFMu t in AMOCINFE t-n GRC QBRLTn:
VALUE a in AitEVAML s- it) Fuml

attributes at the active position. A qualified area consists of the
daracter positions betme t area qalifiers. The area in
qualified by the area qualifier that precedes the area. A qualified
area may or nay not include the position of its area qualifier.

Paruaters:
PORE is an open foa.

LmITw indicates the int sity at which the qualified area
in to be displayed.

KPF... indiostAs the protectim for the ualif ied area.

INFE~r indicates the permissible inpzt characters for the

qualified ame.

VAUJE indicates the initial value of the qualified area.

Exceptionns

MM EMSR is mained if PVR4 is not open.

5.3.8.6 Removing an area qualifier

-rcdr RE AM CLUT RFI
(PMR -2 in ont PowE TyP

Purpose:.. is procedure removes an area qualifier from the active position.

- Paraieters:
PO. is the qmn fom fromhia d the qualified area is to

be removed.

USE _ER1R in raised if the active position does not have an
Area qualifier.

g-.MMJS E R is raised if POR is not open.
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5.3.8.7 Changing the active position LA

procedure ST POSITIO(PORK : in cut POW TYPE;
POSITIW: : in POSITIC TYPE);

Purpose:
This procedure indicates the positicm on the form that is to beoms
the active position.

Parameters:
FOR4 is the form on whidh to dange the active position.

POSWTICK is the nmw active positicon an the fom.

STh1 BIG is raised if P0114 is riot cpe.

Lta~r E R is raised if PITICN does not identify a position on

5.3.8.8 Moving to the next qualified arm

procedure NE? (WALIFIE AREA(PV14 t In ouzt FORK4 TYP
..OUNT : in POSf& - ):

Puise rcedure moves the active positition o qualified areas -
toward the end of the form.

Parameters:
POW is an open form.

03WT is the nuaber of qualified areas the active position
is to be advanced.

S S e BERROR is raised if either FOW is not cen or FOM4 has
fewr than QOLIr qualified areas after the active
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U 5.3.8.9 Writing to a form

Srocure PUT (rw a in A JaW TYPE

kM I34 in PFMIThEB fiamI
Pulrposs

This procedure plae I'M at the active position of POand~
advances the active positionon position tam~yd the end positicm.
If the active position in the aid positicn, the active position is
not chne.

Parameters:
POW is an open form

I4 is the character to be written to the f m.

Exceptions:
USE mom) is raised if the active pCsitiCn Contains an area

l and AM O mLM RI PACEnU of POW

STATUS ERO in raised if W Mi not open.

Additinl interfaces:a

procedure P7? (POW : in out POW TYPE
ITIM : in 1rRI13)

begin
for 114M i r .FI .. f 'IAS loop

I'r(1VUL, rM( NMlc)) - Write a single haractesr
end cojp;

end PM;/

5.3.8.10 Easing a qualified area

pr~zocedueRSEA(PORN: in ont PO TYP);

Purposes
This procedure places sp chr in all positios of the areain which the activye posit.ion is ltocated.

Parmesterst
Pam is an open form.

Exceptionst
9MATCBPR)R is raised if FORM is not open or no area

qualifiers have 1 een defined for FORM.
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5.3.8.11 Easing the form

Ir- It ~ II F
MWUE( s in 4W POW"TYP);

* This proc e reme all area qualifiers and places SPAM
&aractwes in all positions.

Pa ratmatne rraseh ~ k~lw m

1Q34 is an open form.

rWIMM Ed.R is raised if RUM is not open.

5.3.-812 Activating a Bom on a terinal

rr 9" %we ACIIV=(1UXfAL : in FILE TYP
Pam s in curt 1Q34TYPE:

Purpoes
This procedure activtee the fom on the teruml . The terminal
display is modified to reflect the oztents of the fom IAmi the
ser of the terminal enters a termination key themodiVlad, form is
retuwrned. Only the unprotected areas of the forms my be modified by
the usrer.

Peauesterst
TERINAL is an qwin bandle on a terml file.

Yom4 is an ope form.

WE R is raised if a value of the attribute 1TIDW. TYP
is not FORK. It is also raised if either the slue of
the toz is no comtible with the terminal (i.e.
the sizes differ or the area qualifier requiresspe
on the termnal, but not on the form.

SnM Em is raised if either TMUNAL is not ope cc mwis
not open.
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5.3.8.13 wading frcm a f

ipr o emdlue W? (FIOM in cuit POM TYP:
1T3 a ait PIX9WE =IRm )

Purposes
Thinp ocudre re eds a character from P4 at the active position.
Mdwice the active position faz~wd one position (unls the active
position in the an position).- An area qualifier (on a formu on
whid thearea qifier require ce) is read as the S,,C
character.

Parameters:
P(M in an open fac.

flh is the dharacter that as read.

gnawM"1 is raise if FM4 in l GPM.

Additional intsrfaces:

pmx&"~w M (11164a in out IOW TMI

bon
for n= in IM'MRS'T .. MlE'IAS loqp

M(vini rI3(I=E));, - Iee a single character
and loopt

5.3.8.14 Determining dhinge to a r

function IS PORK4 UWDTED(1UU: in FM TMF) return BDO12M

Purposes
.. This fuction retus 'IUJ if the value of any position on the fr

was modified during the last activate cpscatlmn in Wdiidh the fbrm
was tuse otherwise it returns amPAL.

FO IRM is an opn fwzm.
Exceptia

US EIRO- is rained if PCM is not open.
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5.3.8.15 Determining the terminat.in key

twction OU E(4 s in NU4 TYP) return oFnUPoLr

* Purposes
* This funti.c returns a nudber that indiates which (Uslaimtation

%mays 1.) key terisdnted the hCTIVATZ IO4 procedure. A value of
zwo indicates the nzim1 tezminaticui MW (e.g., the DTIU key).

Paramtes
I.R4 is an open f .

Exceptia:
SUA1S ERR is raised if FORM4 is rvt open.

,o..

5.3.8.16 Detezmuning the size of a fcoum(teuial

J

functioni SIZE(NPi4 : in PORK TYft) return PSITIRNTZPEr
fwaction si7z(1EaL : in rFLLBk) retuzrn FO8ITIWTPer

"m funftionu return the positicm of the last colum of the list
raw of the Zfzam/tennal.

Parameters:
1034 is an open form.

is an ope bandle on a tertuinal file.

USE lomis raised if a value of the attribute TEHIL TMP
is not PO34.

MME EFR is raised if 'IM4DmL 3s of made IN PlZ.

STP= is raised if F0K4/tEM4ML is not open.

VVIE RRR is raised if an input or outpt operation cannot be
Cculeted because of a mlfunction of the underlying

AMditicnal Interfaces

functiam SIZ return P061T1( TYPE
is -

begin
return SI(awU~ anwrh)

and SIE

d 177
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p. .3.8.17 Determining if- the area qualifier requires space

aFm inIVU4 TyPcT
retun aorzmi

F f -zticA M W ALIP MIR SACE
C7=4L a in F Bt~fz)

Pupssretun 
B3OEM1

Ttmee functions return MMZ if the area qualifier requires oncea
the font.ml otherwise returm FA.

L Paramters:
10R4 in an open form.

TomW is an open hantfle on a teminal file.

Exceptsa
USOr is raised if a value of the attribute TE LTYPE

is not MM3.

MOCE E2RR is raised if 2M1DBL is of modo 3N F31Z.

STATW ERRO is rised if JVR/T4 is not oen.

IE'J'E f R is raised if an irpt or output oeration cannot be
coupleted becaue of a umlfunctian of the underlying
syutsm.

Additional Interfaces

function AEA QULFMN FMU PC return BOEJ
is
begin

return Ai uau Rrmunw srcz(amii n wmwr

5.3.9 RIS GENERAL TR E

This padcage provides interfaces for the support of iriput andl aftpur
operaticns on both labeled and unlabeled mgnetic tap. Interfaces for
labeled tae are designed with careful ccaJSieration of level II of
CAMI 78).

The CRIS supports the transfer of infoatim to and ft a single tape
volume. The CAIS m.Vorts the transfer of source progwun. Data
transferred to and from tapes may ocmist of the following characters:

Characters Rersnainof Characters

all printable characters CMrreepcrin characters

178
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horiuontal tab ASCII .H1.
Svertici l tab ASMcI.V

-syrI.g ! return A CRI.
lin fed AM II.w F

a -of-fl. us or Nre lA followed
isimadiately by a tape m-f.

Usie of othr darctere is lot defined With the ezcption of ML Q.id
is used in tim end-ct-file definitioni. The and-of-linm temcinator is
the line feed. The en-of-Jmg t~cnmtor is the f0CM feed. An
a e-oIe zramto vo t be Icea by an nd-of Lin tetinet"r.'.
An an-c-fils ut be preceded by an and-of-peg. tervinator.

To ame a tape drive, a handle on the drive inst be oaind (me OP in
Secti *(5.3.4.3.The first tin@ a tape is aed, it osnt be initialized
either as a labeled tape or as an unlabeled tape. All initialized tapes
my be moumted as unlabeled tapes;, 1oemv, only initialized labeled
tapes my be mounted am labeled tapes. The emintios of both
initializin, and mouating imply the Wadi of the tape. Onc a tape
bas been inte*d, CRIS MW 10 routis are used to get infocnmticm to
aid tra the tape.

Whe inftmtion transfer is owleted, the tape is dinwwited or
rwzoltusing either the tU.D r D UNO option. If UNOD is
dmen, the tape is completely rewro~d. If ND UNLOAD is dwsen, the
tape is rewoud to- the beginning of the tape and uiy be rmouted.

Onc a tape in unloaded, another tape my be vunted. Um the uemr is lu

finished utilizing the drive, he clomes the file handle an the drive
(we Section 5.3.4).

The following is the forit of filem o ulabeled tape where an*
reesentA a tape mark and BOT is the begining of the tape. ,

Bar file *file * . file *

The folloing is the At of files an labeled tape %here an '*'
reres.ts a tape mrk, r is the beginuning of the tape, %. is the
V'tae, is the ile 41eer labe and ar is the

* si-o-ile label. 1

B Z% V IE file o* L * file H' ... *HM* file *B]'*'*

(If a labeled tape is muted as an unlabeled tape, then each label
group in onsidered to be a file.)
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5.3.9.1 Types sbtYPes, OXItants- and exoaPtiOns
type 31MW is

(BMW~ (W TAP! - at beginning-of-tape refleotor MarkI
M CF MhPe. - at the eM-of-taps reflecor~ mark

MaP W =Do - tape utz has jt bee red
MuuTfth MW. - delimits; the logical Old Of tape

Duiv INSWO - device is an Line
MUM #~ - tape abeen1 9 l mouted

LaN3M~f - tape is a labeled tape
w=I1 flpEm) - write ring is in place

V type 9vatW AxRA is amry(SOM) of BOEMflNtyp UM fa- is aow, So ffW),type EnaTy~ TypE is (MUIT SW, EM=im 1600, MM 6250);

31ME AMWA contains current information abou~t a tape drive. MAD TYPEV. detewim~e wtwtbar a rawind will stop at the beginning-Of-tape reflctcor
mrk or reAni &ll of the way.

subtyye vam3 31RIMn is 31R11(..6)i
utype Fflz OI3 is STrR1W(l. .17);
obyp OWJ1rFa is M1'=I~
Suotpe VTA TP is @.ZSJIZZT!PB E
MODE ]of t ocepticn roms CRISI03EMTIMU. EMM
31'Muh npxt : =Wxcin reumes CAISI1OECEICU.SMW d r

ILFVIC2 q e xcception renams CRISIMOEWrI(U.MVIZFMRI
USE WCR exception rowane CIS1 ECMCU-UERIM=R

vaJu3I'RZ1M and FILE S1rFla both have the syntax of an AaIdentifier.
mk du3mk is used Fi the external name of a tape, i.e., the arn
wrt& a h e ~ cntainer. t , file type MT YM~P is used for

MW MMin raised by an attempt to reed from a file of mode s WF=l
or write to a file of mode IN MRL. 3M WEM is raised if the
hamle an the twouna file TA not qen. E&IC am is risend if an
input cr cutpst cpawation ceniot be copleted baemse of a walfuncticn
of thm wzidwlJying mystam. = MM is raised if an operation in
attempted that is not poesiblN for reasons that dqmdu on

dirceistics of the atternal file.
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5.3.9.2 Momting an ulabelaed tape

proedue twAna Now (MMRImVhS in TMETYP~i
Ul.iwgs in ow-S1'mhK) I

This prooedure munts a tape viue external ris 7%PE kUIU an the
drive idenitified by UAPS CRVE and sets the status of )rAMM) to

. The tape is stoped at the beginning of the tape. TAE lBHC MAD is
set TEE. This poc.dure d , for a wit ring a& sets
WRITE DNK accordingly. This procedue sets ABEL to IKM.

Paransterss
*R TPE DRIVE is an oen handle on a tape drive file.

TAPE tam is an extenal label wichid identifies the volum to
* be munted.

MO R is raiaed if the file mods of the. - DRIVE is
-IN VZ.

SIA~tBRis raised if TAPE DRIVE is not ope.

I1Z'JX is raised if an input or output qeration cannot be
coqlad because of a nalfuticn of the underlying

llis raised if an attapt is mde to mont a munted
tape or an att t is mde to mount a tape that is
rut yet initialised.

5.3.9.3 Mounting a labeled tape

-- LBD (TWE DRIVE i T PE
-,3Uf t , in Vow enWr.,
TAPE IWUs in Mae 8YR1)7

pupse2
This procedure monts a labeled tape whose external ne is
,"PE M' on the drive id 1fied by,' DRIVE. It deks to see
twe- the first block on the volum is a Volume-ader labal (Vl -,

See Table XIV). The Vl l ID in the parameter list mut match the
volume ide tifier in the VoTume-flmdmr label on the tape.

The tape is stoed at the beginnir-of-tpe reflector mar&.

T E is an open handle on a tape drive file.
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VU ID is the name ahide identifis valum;it mmt match
the mei n the volum header.

. Il RI is raised if the file mode of the ,hE IIVE is
I FILEC.

STMMSERO is raised if TAM MVPE in not cpax.

i.- i'l_ a is raised if an inpt or output operation aannot be
completed became of a mfunction of the under1ying

UIS tEFMIC is raised if an attempt is mde to mount a nmxted

tape, if the CU ID does rt match the volume
idu.fier, if an attempt is wide to uan± a tape
that in not yet initialized, or if an attempt is mK%

to ,ount an unabeled tape.

5.3.9.4 Dismouting a tape

.pmcedure DLS W(,AMr UR.VE, in MWE TYPE;
Lws~ in LOAd TYPE s- UOAD);

Purpose:
This procedure dismounts the tape an the drive identified by
TKYE DRIVE arnd sets the status of DRIMAMW to FALSE. if the

pernatr MAD has the value NO tHK , thin the tape is left at the
beginning-of-tape reflector murk and the status Of SIM C TPE is
set TtWiE *.hlrise, the tape is unloaded. D a
dimmwited tape has no effect.

Parameters:
TAM DRV is an open hanle an a tape drive file.

Ddeterminesu 'khwr the tape will be unloaded or left
at the be -of-tape mirk.

M= _MM is raised if the file mode of the TRAEORI is

sDVMS A1BM is raised if T _E DIRVE is not cun.

CMvl( NC is raised if an ipnt or output operatin cannot be
- mpleted became of a malfunction of the underlying

182
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5.3.9.5 Detenuiing tape statue

function Th3 SmM (TAPE DRIVE: in TAPE TYPE)

return UrMAMY;W

This procere d**aire current taps stau infamation. This
jz~edremy be ai e while the clling proms has an open

handle on the tape drive.

"PEIDRIVE is an open handle an a tape drive file.

* Excptcm:
is raised if the file uvde of the TRPE DRIVE is

9V= -- W is raised if TAPE DIVE is not, open.

DWIZ'JI( is raised if an 1znat or output operation camo be
mplted becaue of a malfuctien of the underlyin

sYrstm.

5.3.9.6 Skping taps muts

proedur. SKIP TAPE M (MPME IRIVEs in TAPE TYM
-- M in 1 ) u'1);

Purposel
This pcocedur pcovide a uotbod of dipping over tape m.-. A
positive MMM indicates formd ddpping, while a negtive kOER
indicates badamrd dciping. If Wig is zem, no operationi is-
perfmw.

Unless NUMBE is zero, the status of TMP ~MWID in TKXJ after
this pcocedure. If tW adjacenit taps mrks arem mtx1 the
status of D=WZ %%FE MR insmet TUJE and the taps is stoppd
foUlc'DAMg the se taps mark. If the ad-of-tape (M') reflector
murk is socomtered, EM ' TPEI is set TNJE. If the
begining-of-taps (Bar) reflec-uark is m tered, the tape is

.*. oed at the BMl ref.ector mrk an the status of 9W ' TE is
st TWE.

Paremsterst
-. JE DRIVE is an ope hanle an a tape drive file.

Eis the muuzur of tape marks to skip and the dirsctian

Emopticom:
M= EMOR is raised if the file ~e Of the TAPE DRIJE is

183
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sT M-JsE :M is raised if TM.E DRIVE is rnt ou.

1ZVIE" -C_ - is raised if an input or cutpt qeration camnot be
ompleted because of a malfmnction of the underlying
SyStEU.

NIotest

Nothinig beyaxK1 a doble tape mark is accessible.

If the status of END Cf TAPE is set TNEI then it remins TNJE witi
the nd-of-tape reflctor mark is pased in the cppeite (reverse)
direction.

5.3.9.7 Writing a tape mark

procedure wfl'E TAE M (MMP DRIV: in TAPE TYPE;
- - ft in sITMv :- 1);

Purpose:
This procedure writes NUB~ cseoxtive tape marks on the tape
whid is munted on the drive identified by TM_ DRIV9. The tape is
stoed following the last tape mark written.

A single tape mark is written following each file excqt the last
file on the tape ,ich is followed by a double tape mark. Pr the
CAIS, a file on a magnetic tape is either a text file or a label
girop where a label grup can be one of the following: a
Volume-Header label and a File-Header label, or a File-Header label,
or an E .d-of-File label.

If a single tape mark is written the status of MP 1KM EM is set
to TIE. If a dcoble tape mark is written . t tho- status of
MM P MM = I s set to TR. , and the statu of DMJ. . UP MM is
setZo TM.if an enitof-te(3 m) isflctorear

Parameters:
TAi PEDRIVE in an open handle an a tape drive file.

f924 is the mztber of csemtive tape marks to be written

u Exceptions:
mm R is raised if the file mode of the TAPEDRIVE is

IN FIEZ.

. s M Ms is raised if TE DRIVE is rot oen.

DEVIE is raised if an input or output operation cannot be
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ampleted because of a malfnction. of the urdorlying

syst-

Notes:

The status of DID Civ TM ramix. TMm until the KWr mark is passedagain in the c polt . -(reverse) directi m.

5.3.9.8 TMitializing a tape

procedurxe InITALI2 _tMABELE( TAPE MtIVE: in TWfE TYPE);

Purpose:
This pocedur~e initializes an unlabeled tape which is loanded an the
drive identified by TPE DRIVE and sets the status of LAMM to

i.~

If the tape is not located at the begizming-of-tape (KWr) reflector
muk, thenthe tape is mu to the Wr reflect mark. To
adjaceft tape vurks are written fiollwing the BOT reflectocr Usnrk.
The tape iA stoped followin the begirming-of-tape reflector mark.
The statum of MMP ~M R1D is 0et to mmZ. The status of
D. WNZ TAE MW is & to TH. The status of ,Dr OF TAPE is set
to FAS.

Parameters:
TAPE DRIVE is an open bandle on a tape drive file.

Extu:
MOMyjin raised if the file u~eof the TAPE DRVE is

SIMUSERRO is raised if TAPE DRIVE is not open.

!ZVIE EROR is raised if an irpzt or output operation oautct be
iopleted becaue of a malfunction of the .unerlyiM

Motes:

The first. file is written .immdiat.ly fhLl.wiM the
begirming-of-p reflector mudn fr± of the two tape murs
written at initialiraticn.

To recycle a tape, it aut be reinitialized; int zation places
the ogical and of tape at the begiruii of the tape.

. .
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5.3.9.9 Itli a labeled tape

procedure IMALIZELABLED ( MM DRIVE: in APE TYPE;
NJUW MD: in VML3 SrRflh;
A=.T IT. : in 1AELPlASET SS:"")'

Purpose:
This procedure initializes a labeled tape which is loaded an the
drive identified by TPE DRIVE. A file header, tw tape marks, an
end-of-file label, and a double tape mark are written. The tape is
stgoed at the beginning-of-tape reflector mark.

The expiration date is set to a space followed by five zeroes. The
file name is arbitrary. The section mzter is 0001. The block
cmunt is 000.

Parmieters:
TMEDRIVE in an open handle an a tape drive file.

,.A.u ID is a string identifying the v1ume rm.

ASIBIIT are the acces rights to the volume; a space
indicates NO acess ntrol.

, cepticw:
tal is raised if the file mode of the TAPE DRIVE is

IN FnZT.

SS' EqRoM is raised if MMP DRIVE is not oen.

MWz'vicER is raised if an inpit or output oeratiou cannot be
omplet d because of a malfrction of the underlying

* Notes:
U..

When the first file is written an the tape, the file header created
by this procedure will be overwritten.

To recycle a tape, it must be reinitialized, initialization places

the logical and of tape at th'e begirnng of the tape.

b.

1B6
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5.3.9.10 Creating a volume header label

p.cedure WEUJE HDER (MPEDRIVE: in T E TYPE;
ACCESSIBILT1 in V ACCESS - •
,W,,M M: in VMXM ISTM- );

upose:

This procedure creates a volume header, as described in Table X, for -
the volum mnted on the drive identified by MPEDRIVE.

TAJE X. Volume Header Label

character
Position Field Name Content

1 to 3 Label Identifier I V
I- .

4 LabelNumber i1

5 to 10i Volume Identifier Assigned permanently
I b owner to identify

I Ivolume

11 IAccessibility Indicates restrictions
" . on access to the
I I information on the
I Lvolume-

12 to 37 Reserved for Future .

I Staz "ad I Spaces

38 to 51 Owner Identity Identifies owner of

52 to 79 Reserved for Future -

.. Standardization Spaces

so I Label-Staz,'ard Ind1cates the versicn
I"Version of the AM standard

Tka value of VaWME my no~t be the empty string. The
accsibitydY ract ' obtained from thepaa . The ownr
identification is the key of the 'URRNT USE relationship of the
current process. The Label-Standard-Versain indicates the ANmI
standard version to whid these labels cnform.

* 187
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TAPEN IIE is an open handle on a tape drive file.

WJ3MIIM identifies the Vume.

SA :IBI XTY is a daracter r er ae-tI- the accss rights to the

volum*

Exceptionst _ f~

U STh= EIOR is raised if mmP MWMV is not cpen.

MviC U dM is raised if an izrW cc output operation cannot be
o-pleted becaume of a mlfunctio of the underlying

USE ERR is mined if tape on dr-ive vas mnted. as an
unlabeled tape.

5.3.9.11 Creating a file header label

procedure 7IT Z M (MMP 12w:s in %%PE TYPE;
TzW-nzs in FIL9 TYP;

EaMICK DM% in m74ffik Wm 99366");

Purposes
This procedure ceates a file header, as desibed in Table X, for
the tape unted on the drive identified by TM A M E.

188
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TAKE XI. File Header LaeL

Pcoitiai Field Nam Cotent

1 to 3 ILabel Identifier HU

4 LabelNuber I1

5 to 21 File Identifier Assigned pamumitly by
SI smystan to identify file

22 To 27 File Set identifier First vwm ID in
the fileset- I

28 to 31 File Section Nu*er First wo1.um of file is
'IMM'. For each volum
after, incrmont by
amI base 10.

32 to 35 File Sequenoe Number ID files in a
file set. First file in

Ssst gtsMR.iFo
I I each file after,
IU wn I z liby am bum 10.

36 to 391 Gerti a N~az* r Owl

40 to 41 Generation Version 0

42 to 47 Creation Date Date file header in written

48 to 53 Zqplmation DMte Date on h~i file my be
I I Overwritten

54 1Irdicwtes restrictions on
fil

55 toW Ik o un rt WNW

61 to 73 Systma Cade Spaces

74to8 kmsurved ft w SpasFutre:

f.%
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3 A file identifier in a unique identifier generated by tive @18. Thecreationdatein te tmethe file hoer I ab is writen n the

tape. The ezpaticnx date is the date the file my be ovezwritten.

Parauntar:
Th DRIV is an opn barMe on a tape drive file.

ETIMIMM is a string identifying the date the fie may be
-enit (six chaacters ' "YDWI dee YY is
the year and D is the day (001-366)). when
the expiration date is a pae flowed by five
zeross, the file has expired.

Tm rnir is the file to be writtan to tape.

EXceticas:
M= Emmis raised if the file ma~de of the TAPE DRIE i~s

Snuitinin is raised if TAM MRIV is not cpn.

DVICz EWM is raised if an inp cw outpu caration camo be
anpleed because of a mAlfunctim of the underlying

USE MWM is raised if tape on drive ws mmted as an
No unlabeled tape.

z Mh overwriting a file, first check the expirati on date in the file
header label. If the existiAng filehbanexpired, then bmac up andoverwrite the old File-Heder label with the now File-Heeder label.

If the existing file hs xpired, my o e o ritte n

5.3.9.12 Oeating an and file label

procedure END FILE LAMN(MP DRIVE: in 7MP TYPM
TI E(-_ in FI M
EXPIYTICU DTE& in SU23~b: 99366");

Purpoe:This procedure createe an and file label, as uown in Table XII, for
the tape nounted on the drive identified by TAP DRIVE. This label

L is written at the and of a ccnplete file.

r 190
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7NBLZ XII. End of File Label

character
SPsitim Field Na Cont

1 to 3 Label Identifier a

4 ILabelNumber I1

5 to 54 Same oo r ,Lig Sane as crrespxing
Ifields in HLDl fields in HD1

55to6 G Blockcount Number of blocks in
I I file

61 to 8I Saim as orspninr Si as cxzrresp4.rv
field in IM1 fields in R

The creation date, the file identifier, and the ezpiration date

motch

the r-ecdiz fields in the file header label.

Parmeterst
TAM DIVE is an oen handle on a tape drive file.

-IMn M n= is a string identifying the date the file may be
overwritten (six caracters ' Y ', where YY is

year and DM i the day (001-366. Mn expiraton
date is a qxce followed by five zerces, the file

has

T FUZ is the file to be written to tape.

Exompticuw:
IM=EMM is raised if the file made of the TPE DRIVE is

Em Mi is raised if TAME DRMV is not cien.

IZVCZ RM is raised if an input-outpit cperation cannot be
ogVletod because of a mlfunction of the underlying

LEM R is raised if tape on drive was mm*Ad as an
unlabeled tape.
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5.4 CRIS Utilities

Thssection defins the abstract data type LIM? TYE.

5.4.1 Package CIS LIM _ 1 Tf

This pacage defines the abstract data type LMD T!PE foce by other
aIs interfaces. The value of an entity of type lIT= Ty (reered to
as a "list") in a linearly ordered sit of detaits called "list
it.is.

U It is possible to associate a rm with a list item. If nm i
associated with a list itam the item is an "umamed" £tes. If a r
is associated with a List ite.. the item is a 'namd" it.. A lift can
either contain all wmind item, in which case it is called an wwd
list, cc all I items, in wiich case it is called a nand list, but
not both. If a list contaims all wd items, n ames the itm
must be wique. A mli list is a list which contai s null itwin Smf
a list is neither of a n md or uxind kind. A null list con be
obtained by using the SAL LIM function cc V procedure. The type
LIM IV .mzmate thesiethree c'asifications of isats.

Associated with each list item is a classification, or kind. List items
are clamified as strings, integer and real numbers, enumeration values,
and lists. The kind of an item is avalue of the aumaatimntype
ITDmJCn .

The specificaticn within this pacge Alls f the mnipulationof
Lists which are either of uiued ccr n d kind. If a fm'r of an
interface specifies an ite by position, then that interface my be used
with either umumud lists or nmed Lists. If, bowver, a peramster
specifies an item by me, than the associated interface my only be
used with nmed lists.

The valus of an entity of LM TYPE can be externally represented as a
string. Interfaces are provided-to canvert between entities of type
BORMM, containing a string alue conistent with the yntax of this
external resm-taticn. and entities of type tan Ty.

The MW for a list's external representaticn is given in Table XIII.

xl:. 192
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TAEZ XIU. List External kRg mentaticn, Ow

list type 83- nae lit I listitmF )
name list t s ( C ;~wd itas ( , nme item i I

*positLaimi list I I( tem I si)
nawa item-:s mm string -), itemi
itain 7S- list type

IqwcF~d string

Ireal nr
Iidenifier

integer nrs :t- integer literal
real nis:3- real literl r.5.

uort~ string 83; lette : digit UU)U

identifier t:- ada identifier
nuom strinig s-: a identlier

kNotatiQ1:
1. words - syntActic categories
2. El t*i 2a itsm
3. (I -an item repeated zro or more tium

* 4. I -separates alternatives

5.4.1.1 Types, suftypes, constants, andl exceptions-

type LLW TYPE is limited private;
tjw ~ z is! KM j (UMMED, MM, NML),

type mm KmQ is (Lin ITEM, U1!Rfl rm~, Wim flmh.
FmLrm4.amf IrrIuIN),

Obtype Lin? TM is Drskay
aftype ONE? 89M in SWrFaMI
type OM is range 0.. imT 'ottcn efnd
&.ye PosI~m co! is amur range axN? mw? +-l .. uN? I LAST-

Lum n? emnaatem the lummd and named kind~s of lists. *rz fldiaN enixarates
the Z1asifioaticns of list its=r. LID? TE=? is the type of a list'. external

r~esenati rM TEO in the type oT a list-item's external rqresowttici.
ME SRnG is the type of an itsu' aam in a ninud item.
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The exceptin WEA ERRO is raised if a serch fo a named itmn fails or if an

itm' position fa outside the range of the list' alength.

5.4.1.2 Establishing a null-Uist

function HEML LIM? return LIM? TYP,

Purposes
This function returs a null list.

Parameters:

5.4.1.*3 Coierting from an external List r o entation

function TO LIST MLUS LITlALs in LMIE_) return LIMT TM;

Pupose:

This fuction cowerts the external&q aseemntticn of a list to
LID? TYP and returns that omwerted. vale This funtion
atmliahe the list to be of a wd. unmd ;; null kind.

ParMMstars:

LIE? LTERAL is ths external represuatinn of the list.

Exoqptaw:
US ERR is raised if LIE? U'WAL don not confom to

the syntax as qeoified in Table MVI.

5.4.1.4 C~zverting to external list rqimeguitatiou
functionM TEXT (LIST% in LIST TYP) return LIST M:

prZdr w-1- TOLIE?:M in LIST TWEv
LM ?nim: out LaurlM;
LID? LflRAL: out LIEz% r

Purposes
This function/prooedure conerts a list to its external
reazsetatiu.
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Paramters%
LIM is the List to be conerted.
LIWT Lfil L is the external rpresantatin of LIST.

LISTM ~ is the length of the string retune in
LUIT LI.AL..

Emoptins
CMWRRfT EFR is raised if the length of the string restlting

fra- the conversicn e the aim of
liSI LI7RAL.

5.4.1.5 Inserting an item into a list

LIST mEL r: in KW TEXT,
PMOSIIW: in akiWi
rS STPD~s in SOX1MguEALSE);

Thoodurs M FM (LMr a in out LIMrTYnt
LLWr KamaW in uELTH rTXT
MMO, in MW MR=;0
POITM:~ in CUM,~
IS STII in BOOEM:mfAL);

Purposet
This pocedure inserts an item into a List after the list item
specified by PCSrm=. A value of zo (G) in PWITICH specifies a
positicn at t hbead of the List. The position ocder of the items
in the list follairing the inserted itan will assue row ordinal i
valu e starting wivth the valus POSITICK +1. An insertion of a nmed
list itsu into an uspty list will detzanine that list to be of name
kind fan thus on. Cavessly, an insertion of a urmmed list item
will detam.in that list to be of unmede kind.

Parameters:
LimT is the list into Which the itsm wil be inseirted.

.1~ti LIST iar as the List item to be inserted.
is the m of the new item. It may only be used
with naed Lists.

POBTTIQI is the position secification.
IS STRflM allowi a Listnut of SMMrrhEI kind to be

N eqrmsed as a non-quoted string if set mmIW.

SCLAK2 wis I is raised if POSMCTI specifies a value larger
than the (exsting) lwxgth of the list.

Iuse ERR is raised if an attemt is mde to insert a runud
List item into an unmed list or conversely, an
attmapt is nade to insert an umnawnd list item
into a named list.

195
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5.4.1.6 setting the value of a ned itsm

roohweEUa (LIST: gin Out LUM TYPE:
FOSMTS in PoSXTZcJ 0.w:
LIM uLW: in Z~IT=ft=T) i

procedure mIS~ (LMiur in amt LIST TMV~
-NW in WME wTRnv
IM ELMW?: in EM= MM);

Purpose:-

This p re an iem i t s a . T nim,
must be of the m itam kind as that it replace.

Parameters:
LIS is the List oontaining the item to be replaced.

POSITIWH is the position within the List to idniythe

Nin the namm of the itam to be replaced.
law? KD9N? i the nwitam.

WE is raised if LI? EmLM dos nft replace a lift
item of the w it=m kind.

"is rain s i ted here is no item with the NOW
CWu -t or if POSTIC bas a value larger than
the (existing) length of the List.

5.4.1.7 Extracting an item

E Mdie E1A (L s in LIN? TYP
POSMXI in POSMa Omi
Lf ILST ~ oftii EOut5=

rini4RM: out POSIr'I)?

function E=Wr (LIST: in LMT TYPE
reur EIWU TOMl~3

fuctonMMA~ LI r Uin LIW KTiT

k#Jm s in ob-rn)return EfLM= EW

Purposes

This procedure returns the list its. in LIST KLDMi as specified by

POSMN orNUMwitout removing the itsm Iro= the list.

t "
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The functicn comeprssimply return the ~ist ite..
Parwtas

LM is the List containing the it..
POSMTO is the poitcn. within the is that identifies

Sthe item to be extrcted

NMDis the name of the item to be extracted.
LIST aEI is the item reed.
rTW-RA Z is the length of the string returned in

* Exceptinne:
USE EORM is raised if LIST Sqety•
OflTAf,, MM is raised if the lngth of the string in the

rturned ite= exceeds the size of LIST KEir.
sARCHlMUM is raised if thee is no iten witn the ,.."

component or if FOSIrIR has a value larger than
the (existing) length of the LIST.

5.4.1.8 Deleting an iten froma a list

prooedie ELTE (LIST: in out LLY PEt;
PSITm c in (iTfi zcour)

procedure IE1E (Wm: in aft LIST TYPE;

Purpose: NM ~ n Ot-m )

This pocedue deletes the list itm specified by POSITIH cc NAME
fr c LIST.

Paramters
LIST is the List from whdch the item will be deleted. -

POSrTICH is the positicn within the List that idu.tifies
the itm to be deleted.

NMis the of the List item to be deleted.

SAMZ R is raised if there is no item with the N -

cmnt or if POSrTICH has a value larger than
the (existing) length of LIST.

USE E is raised if the parameter NAME is used with an
md list.

:.

%- .5%
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5.4.1.9 Determining the kind of list or the kid of list item

function ICKD (IST : in LWu TM) -return Lzm Kn~
functio IM (LIS: in LIM1ST T_

POSMIN: in osmai ouW) rt r rm Km

funticn KIM (LIT: in LIST TM

Purpoet NN: in MW BuMW) return rMB KIMI

This fu returns either the kind of list or the kind of iten in

the referenced lit.
Faranmterst

Lim is the list of intoerst.

PMICNO is the positicn within the List that identifis
the item.

NAM is the name of the list itm.

Exceptiom:
SEFH RD is raised if there is no item with the NNW

~a~entor if PITICH heam a value larger than
the (existing) luxgth of LMST.

5.4.1.10 Merging t- lists

Pocedure (FW - : in IJSTYPEI
BAC : in LMST TYPE,-

ME=T: in oft 1I29TfE
Purposes

This procedure returns in ISULT a list omstructed fr=u the lists
F Nr and BAM. The Lists FNIT and DAO mst be of the sam kin.

Paramteru:
.FC is the first list to be n .rged.

BAM ~ is the seon list to be mrged.
FmLT is the list ptidbzmd by the merge.

Excqtions:
UiS-R is raised if UIcmr and EA( are not of the -am

kind.

198
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5.4.1. 11 Deterining the lazgth of the List

.9

function LwNGM (LIST: in LISWTYPWE) return COUr;
mm

This funtion returns a comt of the mnzber of itw in LIMr. If
LIST is ety, ZIUM returns Zero.

Parameters:
rimr is the List Of interest.

- 5.4.1.12 Determining the im of a irumm itm

pirocedure rMu IWM MWST in LIMSTYPE
jnQTrTwf in uPsi Cawy
-OS out HA STRYMI

HM RAGE: at FSI );

function rTNkW M LI MW in 11ST TYPE:
PsTM t in iosi 'a =W)

return NAM IRG
* Purposes

This procedure/fuxction returns the nam of the List itum in a named
List, specified by n .SITIC'.

,-Parmeterst

LMS is the List of interest.
:1TICU is the position within the list that identifies

* the itesu.
Wis the string r iu esentati of the List it m nae.

NAM RANG is the length of the string returned in M*MU.

"N ERROR is raised if POSITIO has a value larger than the
(existing) Length of LT.

*UE R is raised if LIST is riot a named List.

199
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5.4.1.13 Deternining the length of a string representing a list or a
list itm

functian TU LEN= (LI : in LM TM) return NAM JAL
functici iTW m (LISTU~: in LW ITM;E

FOSCSItI~ in POSITICHcXUII)
retun POSIIV;

This function returns the length of a string rer t either a
list or the List item identified by P TICN in a List.

Paramters:
tanT is the List of interest.
POSITIQf is the positicn within the list that identifies the

item.

Excpticins
SE SICIL is raised if POSMI'IO has a value larger then the

(existing) length of LIST.

F

L
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APPENDflC A

Predefinend Relatica
Rlatim Names and1 Attributes

Predefined Rlaticne:

ADE KILE

'JoB -O

JOB

PAFl

P0T2RAL EMEE

Predefined Attributes:

HUMS OPE

HzGW CAssnzcii~c
10 IUTS -s
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PARALMM LIST
CUMJ TYPE

RSLTS LiST
size
SAR TIM

T~weaL TmP

Predefined Attribute values:

iWIAENIC TAPE

READ TIU

MFEATaps

SWIMAL

TEXTE

WRITE ATRIBEMS

WITE-~~r
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AMPENDC B

-I
This ajp6ftdix ccmtAins a set of Ada padcage spcificaticns of the CRIS
interfaces which ommiles correctly. It bings togethr most of the
interfaces ftzid in Section 5 using the Nested Generic Subpadmag
.Imp. iin app ch. Alth41 the interfaces are not necessarily
- m here in the order in whchtey are discussed in the text, this
appendix provides a reference Listing of the CRIS as we1l as an
iustration of the generics apprcach.

(To be supplied in Jamuary 1985 Military Stantlard.)

¢.~
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Postscript : S aission of Cmments

For u*uission of commets on this CRIS Version 1.4, we would apreciate them
ben sent by Arpanet to the address

f IS-COlMT4 at E=

if you do not have Arpanat access, please send the com=ts by nail

Jac Poidl
TRW S YT1

3420 non St.
Suite 202

San Diego, CA 92110

For mail cxmments, it will assist us if you are able to sun them on 8-indh
single-sided single-density EW mt diskette - but even if you can manage
this, please also send us a pap orw , in canm of p lem with reading the
diskette.

All aonments are sorted and processed mdanically in order to simplify their
analysis and to facilitate giving thmn prope conideration. To aid this
process yu are kindly requested o precede eachment with a three Line

header
Isection ...
Iversion CAIS 1.4
tpic ...

Irationale..

The sectim Line includes the section nmber. the paragraph rmzer enclosed. in
parenthwees, your name or affiliation (or both), and the date in ISO standard
form (year-manth-day). The paragraph nber is the one given in the margin of
the paper form of this doctment (it is nt contained in the = files). As
an example, here is the section Line of a min from a previous version:

Isection 03.02.01(12)D.Taffs 82-04-26

The version line, for comnts on the current docueeat, should only cm*Ain
"lversion CAIS 1.4 ". Its purpose is to distinguish commnts that refer to
different versions.

The topic line should c=*tain a one line summary of the ~m i.This line is
essential, and you are kindly asked to avoid topics such as "Typo" or
. ditorial. coImmet" which will not convey any inforn tion when printed in a
table of contents. As an example of an inforuative topic line, osider:

Itapic FIE NO AAGMN
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note also tlat nothing- pcwvu the tpic line fro inoLuding all the i

infcgintion of a ,m'it. am in the folowi ticpic Lines

Itcpic Inmerts "... .are (implicitly) defined by a sutype declaraticni

As a finel eI m le bore is a ccuplete t

Isectim S3.02.0l(12)D.Taffs 82-M4-26
Iversian CRIS 1.4
Itcic FILE mmKw m

aunge o5at to ma Vt in the~ last stme

* ~Othaiss thm statmnt is io isetwith the defined
tin ofm~~nmt in 3.3,w*uich says that w 1o, - -':

are eO1Aei ut~m the tem cm is Used instd of
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STANDARDIZATION DOCUMENT IMPROVEMENT PROPOSAL 4 rAr;
INESTRUCTIONS: The porpese ot this fermni Is solicit bofictal comests which will help achieve procuro.
meet of suitable producto at sasmeahl cost Bad .imimu delay. or will otherwiesabo ikng "s of the deuet.
DOD ceevaCtors. gevewomt activities. Of Ntacturors veeidete who e4M preepectiVO euppAir ot lb. product
we Invitad to submit ma~ito to tho goveens. Fold on Ues US reverse side. etapo in comner, and sawd to
proesiag activity. Coomits submitted US this Cam. do sat cometitate orMply ethrzasties, to waive any
porties of the refersced decomml~s) or to emoom contrect-[uel foitmeats. Attack msy pertiaent date which
say be of uao In inmving this doomint V ther m - ddiioal papers. attack to femrn d place both in an
see~ a9 ddressed to prepowimig activity.

DOCUMENHT IDENTIFIER AND TITLE

NAME Of ORGANIZATION AND ADDRESS CONTRACT HUNER

MATEIAL PROCUENDME R cuAcy Ou o mc

1. HAS ANY PART OF THE DOCUMENT CREATED PROSLEMKS ON REQUIRED INTERPRETATION IN PROCUREMEN4T

G.ive PAmAOUAp" W"1140ma &so SPONGNG.

0. 10EgOnaEDAVIONS POOn CORnRIICTWWO VMS 0mCsUNcIUS

L COMMENTS ON ANY DOCUMENT REQUIREMEMNT CONSIDERED Too RIGID

S. Is THE DOCUMENT RESTRICTIVE?

4, REMARKS

SUSMITTED mT (P.ritd or froew -. n mad ... .e Optional) T[LEP"HE 04O.

DD I JAN ,.1426 ORPUCKCS KOSyg6ge OP I JAge G4WICMA 9UO
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PREFACE
The KAPSE Interface Team (KIT), and its companion ldustry-Academin team (KITIA), were formed by

a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) signed by the three services and the Undersecretary of Defense in

January, 1982. Their purpose is to contribute to the achievement of Interoperability of applications

databases and Transportability of software development tools (OITO). Thee are important economic

objectives, identifitd at the outset of the DoD common language initiative in the mid-1970's and now

acknowledged to require an integrated Ads Programming Support Environment (APSE), in addition to the

standard language Ada. for fulfillment. The core of the KIT/KITIA strategy to fulfill I&T objectives is to

define a standard set of Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) interfaces (8CAIS8 for

*Common APSE Interface Set6) to which all Ada-related tools can be written, thus assuring the ability to

share tools and databases between conforming Ads Programming Support Environments (APSEs). Note

that a large number f these interfaces are at the Kernel APSE (KAPSE) level. This document establishes

requirements and design objectives (called "criteriag) on the definition of a CAIS.

This document is related to the DoD 'Sgooemozan Requirements for Ada Programming Support

Environments in identifying and refining the derived requirements which are imposed upon a CAlS and

which effect the I&T-related objectives. Additional influences on this documet were the DoD "Steelman"

Requirements for High Order Computer Programming Languages and the several sets of ANSI. "OSCRL'

requirements and design objectives for Operating System Command sad Response Languages.

3-252
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope. This document provides the Department of Defense's requirements and design criteria for

the definition and specification of a Common APSE Interface Set (CAIS) for Ads Programming Support

Environments (APSEs).

1.2 Termlnolog'. The precise sad consistent use of terms has been attempted throughout the
document.

{. .Many potentially ambiguous terms have been used in the document. Most are defined in the Glossary of

KIT/KITIA terminology. Some are defined in the sections where they are used with definitions tailored to

the context of this doeiment.

Additionally, the following verbs and verb phrnes have been used consistently throughout the document

to indicate where and to what degree individual constraints apply. Any sentence not containing one of the

following verbs or verb phrases is a definition, explanation or comment.

shWll' indicates a requirenent on the definition
of the CAIS; sonetines *shall* in followed
by 'provide' or 'support ,' i which cues
the following two definitions supercede
this one.

'shall provideg indicates a requiremnt for the CAIS to
provide interface(s) with prescribed

. capabilities.

'shall support' indicates a requirement for the CAIS to
provide interface(s) with prescribed
capabilities or for CAIS definers to

C.. denonstrate that the capability nay be
constructed from CAIS interfaces.

'8should' indicates a desired goal but one for which
there is no objective test.

1.3 RelationshIp to CAIS Specifications and Implementations. This document sp cifies

- functional capabilities which are to be provided in the semantics of a CAIS specification and are therefore
to be provided by conforming CAIS implementations. In general, the specifications of software fulfilling

those capabilities (and decisions about including or not including CAIS interfaces for certain capabilities as

suuested by the 'shall support' definition in the previous section) are delegated to the CAIS definers If

1-2 3-255
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a particular facility speciried is the CAS s independent of 0othe CAtS facilities, them a CA|S implementor

may elect to reue CAIS facilities to provide the particula specifid facility, thereby achieving a lavered

implemestatioa" of the CAIS. Therefore, the realizatioe of a specific CAIS implementation is the result of

iateationally divided decisioo-making authority among 1) this requirements document, 21) CAS definers,

mgd 3) CARS implementoms.

9-¢

1-3-
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2. GENERAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES

2.1 Scope of the CAIS. The CAIS shall consist of the interfaces aecenay and sufficient to support

the use of APSEs throughout the lifecycle. nd to promote I&T among APSEs. The CAIS should be

broad enough to support wide sets of tools and classes of projects. The CAIS is not required to provide all

general operating system capabilities.

2.2 Basic Services. The CAIS should provide simple-to-use mechanisms for achieving common, simple

actions. Features which support less frequently used tool needs should be given secondary consideration.

2.3 Implementabillty. The CAIS specification shall be machine independent and implementation

independent. The CAIS shall be implementable on bare machines and on macjimes with any of a variety

of operating systems. The CAIS shall contain only interfaces which provide facilities which have been

demonstrated in existing operating systems, kernels, or command processors. CAIS features should be

chosen to have a simple and efficient implementation in many object machines. to avoid execution costs

for unneeded generality, ad to ensure that unused portions of a CAIS implementation will not add to

execution costs of a non-using tool. The measures of the efficiency criterion are. primarily, minimum

interactive response time ror APSE tools and. secondarily, consumption of tool-chargeable resources.

2.4 Modularity. Interfaces should be designed in a modular fashion such that they may be understood

in isolation and such that there are no hidden interactions between interfaces. This permits a tool writer

to employ a subset of the CAIS.

2.5 Extenslblllty. The design of the CAIS should facilitate development and use of portable

extensions of the CAIS; i.e.. CAIS interfaces should be reusable so that they can be combined to create

Fnew interfaces and facilities which are also portable.

2.6 Technology Compatibility. The CAIS shall adopt existing standards where applicable. ForLexample, recognized standards for device characteristies are provided by ANSI, ISO. IEEE. and DoD.

I -. 1
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2.7 Conslstency. The design of the CAIS should minimize the number of underlying concepts. It

should have few special cues and should consist of features that ate individually simple. These objective,

are not to be pursued to the extreme of providing inconvenieut mechanisms for the expression of some
*-. common. reasonable actions. .

3.5 Security. The CAIS shall be implementable a a secure system that fulfills the requirements for a

Class 1132) system in the DoD document titled 'Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria.' The

CAIS shall be designed to mediate all tool access to underlying system services (i.e.. no *by-passing" the

confurming CAS implemealation is necessary to implement any APSE function). The CAIS should

accommodate implemenutations that coexist with (without compromising) and operate within 3 variety of

security mechanisms.
.o

,'i

--
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3. GENERAL SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

3.1 Syntax

M1A General Syntax. Thn tox of the CAIS shal be expressed us Ada package spec ifications.
Tesyntax ofteCI hl ofr othe character se sdfndb h d tnad(section 21o

£ ANSl/XlIL.STD-l8l &A).

3.1B Uniformity. The CAIS should employ uniform syntactic conventions and should not provide

several notations for The same concept. CAIS syntax issues (including, at least, limits on name lengths.

abbreviation stYles, Other naming Conventions, relative ordering of input and output parameters. etc.)
should be resolved in a uniform aad integrated masner for the whole CAIS.

3.1C Nam* Selection. The CAIS should avoid coining new words (literals or identifiers) and should

avoid using words in an unconventional sense. Ada identifiers (names) defined by the CAIS should be

natural language words or industry accepted terms whenever possible. The CAIS should define Ada
identifiers which are ViS02lly distinct sad sot easily confused (including, at least, that the CAIS should

avoid defining two Ada identifiers that are only a 2-chiarater transposition away from being identical).
Th ASshould use the same name everywhere is the interface set, ad not its possible synonyms. when

the same me-ining is intended.

3.11 Pragmatics. The CAIS should impose only those restrictive rules, constraints, or anomalies

required to achieve J&T. The CAIS specification shall enumerate all instances of syntactic constraint

setting which are deferred to the implementor. CAIS implementors will be required to provide the

complete specifications of all syntactic restrictions imposed by their CAIS implementations.

F.: 3.2 Semantic*

3.2A General Semantic&. The CAIS shall be completely and unambiguously defined. The

specification of semantics should be both precise and understandable. The semantic specification of each

CAIS interface shall include precise statement of assumption (including execution-time preconditions for

calls)s. effects on global data and packages, and interactions with other interfaces.

3.1
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3.23 Responses. The CAIS shall provide standard responses for all interfaces, including a unique. ,

om-mull response (return value or exception) for each type of unsuccessful completion. All responses

returned across CAIS interfaces shall be defined in a implementation-indepeandent manner. Everytime a

CAIS interfaces is called under the same circumstances, it should return the same response.

8.C Exceptions. All named exceptions raised sad propagated by the CAIS shall be documented. -.

The CAIS specification shall require CAIS implementations to provide handlers for all unnamed exceptions

rai.med in the implementations' bodies.

3.2D Conslstency. The description of CAIS semantics should use the same word or phrase

everywhere. and mot its poteible synonyms. when the same meaning is intended.

3.2E Cohslveness. Each CAIS interface should provide only one function.

3.2F Pragmatics. The CAIS specification shall enumerate all aspects of the meanings of CAIS

interfaces sad facilities which must be defined by CAIS implemeaton. CAiS implementors will be

required to provide the complete specifications for these implementation-defined semantics.

3 3 -- 6
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4. ENTITY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT

This characterization of Entity Management Support is based on the STONEMAN requirements for a

database, using a model based on the entity-relationship concept. Although a CAIS design meeting these

requirements is expected to demonstrate the characteristics and capabilities reflected here, it is not

necessary that such a design directly employ this entity-relationship model.

The general capabilities required in the model specified by the CAIS are the following. The entity-

relationship model, for which definitions and requirements follow in 4.1 - 4.7 provides these capabilities.

and any alternative model of CAIS requirements must also.

a. There must be a means for retaining data.

Lb. There must be a way for retaining relationships and properties of data.

c. There must be a way of operating upon data and creating new data (and deleting dataj.

d. There must be a means to determine whether the properties of an item of data are valid and
whether operations upon it are valid.

e. There must be a way to restrict operations on an item of data to valid ones.

f. There must be a description of each item of data and that description may be operated upon.

g. The relationships and properties of data must be separate from their existence and separate

from the tools that operate upon them.

h. There must be a way to develop new data by inheriting (some of) the properties of existing

r data.

4.1 Entities, Relstionshipa, and Attributes The following definitions pertain specifically to this
section:

ENTITY A representation of a person, place, event or thing.

RELATIONSHIP An ordered connection or association among entities. A relationship among N entities
(not necessarily distinct) is known as an O.ary" relationship.

ATTRIBUTE An association of an entity or relationship with an elementary value
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ELFXWFNTARY VALLE
One of two kinds of representation of dats: interpreted sad uninterpreted.

LNTERPRETED DATA
A data representation whoe structure is controlled by CAIS facilities and may be used
in the CAIS operations. Examples are representation of integer, string, real, data sad
enumeration data. sad sagregates of such data.

UNINTERPRETED DATA
A data representation whose structure is not controlled by CAIS facilities and is not
used in the CAIS operations. Examples might be representations of files, such as
requirements documents, program source code, sad program object code.

4.1A Data. The CAIS shall provide facilities for representing data using entities, attributes or binary e.

relationships. The CAIS may provide facilities for more general N-ary relationships, but it is mot required

to do so.

4.13 Elementary Value, The CAIS shall provide facilities for representing data as elementary

values. .

4.1C System Integrity. The CAIS facilities shall ensure the integrity of the CAIS-managed data.

4.2 Typing The following definition pertains specifically to this section:
TYPING An organization of entities, relationships sad attributes in which they are partitioned

into sets, called entity types, relationship types sad attribute types, according to
designated type definitions. M

4.2A Types. The facilities provided by the CAIS shall enforce typing by providing that all operations

conform to the type definitions. Every entity, relationship ad attribute shall have one sad only one type. ..

4.2 Rulme about Type Deflnltloua. The CAIS type definitions shall

- specify the entity types sad relationship types to which each attribute type may apply
* specify the type or types of entities that each relationship type may connect sad the attribute

types allowed for each relationship type .'

• specify the set of allowable elementary values for each attribute type

*. * specify the relationship types sad attribute types for tach entity type

* permit relationship types that repreent either functional mappings (one-to-one or many.to-
one) or relational mappings (one-to-masy or maay-to-many) ,

3-6
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. permit multiple distinct relationships among the same entities

0 impose 3 lattice structure on the types which includes inheritance of attributes, attribute value
ranges (possibly restricted), relationships and allowed operations. r

4.2C Type Definition. The CAIS shall provide facilities for defining new entity, relationship and

attribute types.

4.2D Changlng Type Definitions. The CAIS shall provide facilities for changing type definitions.

These facilities shall be controlled such that data integrity is maintained.

4.2E Triggering. The CAIS shall provide a conditional triggering mechanism so that prespecified

procedures or operations (such as special validation techniques employing multiple attribute value

checking) may be invoked whenever values of indicated attributes change. The CAIS shall provide

facilities for defining such triggers and the operations or procedures which are to be invoked.

4.3 Identification The following definitions pertain specifically to this section:

EXACT IDENTITY
A designation of a entity (or relationship) that is always asmociated with the entity (or
relationshipj that it designates. This exact identity will always designate exactly the
same entity (or relationship), and it cannot be changed.

lii IDENTIFICA TION

A means of specifying the entities, relationships and attributes to be operated on by a
designated operation.

4.3A Exact Identities. The CAIS shall provide exact identities for all entities. The CAIS shall

support exact identities for all relationships. The exact identify shall be unique within an instance of a

CAIS implementation, and the CAIS shall support a mechanism for the utilization of exact identities

across all CAIS implementations.

4.3B Identification. The CAIS shall provide identification of all entities, attributes and relationships

The CAIS shall provide identification of all entities by their exact identify. The CAIS shall support

identification of all relationships by their exact identity.
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4.3C Identification Method. The CAIS shall provide identification of entities and relationships by

at least the following methods:
. identification of some astartO entity(s), the specification of some relationship type and the

specirication of some predicate involving attributes or attribute types associated with that
relationship type or with some entity type. This method shall identify those entities which are
related to the identified start entity(s) by relationships of the given relationships type and for V
which the predicate is true. Subject to the security constraints of section 2.8, all relationships
and entities shall be capable of identification via this method, and all attributes and attribute
types (except uninterpreted data) shall be permitted in the predicates.

9 identification of an entity type or relationship type and specification of some predicate on the
value of any attribute of the entity type or relationship type. This method shall identify those
entities or relationships of the given type for which the predicate is true. Subject to the
security Constraints of section 2.8, all attributes (except uninterpreted data) shall be permitted
in the predicates.

4.4 Operations

4.4A Entity Operations. The CAIS shall provide facilities to:

* create entities

* delete entities

* examine entities (by examining their attributes and relationships)

o modify entities (by modifying their attributes)

o identify entities (as specified in Section 4.3)

4.4B Relatlonnhlp Operations. The CAIS shall provide facilities to:

" create relationsbips

.od delete relationships

- examine relationships (by examining their attributesl

- modify relationships (by moditing their attributes)

" identify relationships (as specified in Section 4.3)

4.4C Attribute Operations. The CAtS shall provide facilities to:

0 exaii/ne attributes

e modify attribute.'

4-4
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4.4D Exact IdentWfy Operation. The CAIS shal provide facilities to:

* pass exact identities between processes

* compare exact identities
b

4.4E Uninterpreted Data Operation.. The CAIS shall provide that use of the input-output

facilities of the Ads language (as defined in Chapter 14 of ANSI/MIL-STD-I1SISA) results in

reading/writing an uninterpreted data attribute of an entity. The facilities of Section 6 shall then apply.

4.4F Synchronizatlon. The CAIS shall provide dynamic access synchronization mechanisms to

individual entities, relationships and attributes.

4.5 Transaction. The following definition pertains specifically to this section:

TRANSACTION A grouping of operations. including a designated sequence of operations, which requires
that either all of the designated operations ae applied or none are; e.g.. a transaction is
uninterruptible from the user's point of view.

4.SA Transaction Mechanism. The CAIS shall support a transaction mechanism. The effect of

running transactions concurrently shall be as if the concurrent transactions were run serially.

4.SB Transaction Control. The CAIS shall support facilities to stat. end and abort transactions.

When a transaction is aborted, all effects of the designated sequence of operations shall be as if the

sequence was never started.

4.1C System Failure. System failure while a transaction is in progress shall cause the effects of the

designated sequence of operations to be as if the sequence was never started.

4.0 History. The following definition pertains specifically to this section:

HISTORY A recording of the manner in which entities, relationships and attribute value. were
produced and of all information which was relevant in the production of those entities.
relationships or attribute values.

LL

4.SA History Mechanism. The CAIS shall support a mechanism for collecting and utilizing history

The history mechanism shall provide sufficient information to support comprehensive configuration

control
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4.6B History Integrity. The CAIS shall support mechanisms for ensuring the idelity of the history.

4.7 Robustness and Restoration. The following definitions pertain specirually to this section:

BACKUP A redundant copy of some subset of the CAIS-managed data. The subset is capable of
restoration to active nse by a CAIS implementation, particularly in the event of a loss
of completeness or integrity in the data in use by implementation.

ARCHIV'E A subset of the CAIS-managed data that has been relegated to backing storage media
while retaining the integrity, consistency and availability of all information in the entity
management system.

4.7A Rcbustness and Restoration. The CAIS shall support facilities which ensure the robustness of

and ability to restore CAIS-managed data. Thefacilities shall include at least those required to support

the backup and archiving capabilities provided by modern operating systems.

'..
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5. PROGRAM EXECUTION FACILITIES

Access controls and security rights will apply to all CAIS facilities required by this section.

The following definitions pertain specifically to this section:

PROCESS The CAIS facility used to represent the execution of any program.

PROGRAM A set of compilation units, one of which is a subprogram called the emain program.-
Execution of the program consists of execution of the main program, which may invoke
subprograms declared in the compilation units of the program.

RESOL'RCE Any capacity which must be scheduled, assigned, or controlled by the operating system
to &,.sure consistent and non-conflicting usage by programs under execution. Examples

of resources include: CPU time. memory space (actuals and virtual), and shared

.L facilities (variables, devices, spoolers, etc.).

ACTIVATE To create a CAIS process. The activation of a program binds that program to its
execution environment, which are the resources required to support the proces-ss
execution, and includes the program to be executed. The activation of a process marks
the earliest point in time which that process can be referenced as an entity within the
CAIS environment.

TERMINATE To stop the execution of a process such that it cannot be resumed.

DEACTIVATE To remove a terminated process so that it may no longer be referenced within the CAlS
environment.

SUSPEND To stop the execution of a process such that it can resumed. In the context of an Ada
program being executed, this implies the suspension of all tasks, and the prevention of

the activation of any task until the process is resumed. It specifically does not imply
the release of any resources which a process has assigned to it. or which it has acquired.

to support its execution.

- RESUME To resume the execution of a suspended process.

lTASK WAIT The execution of a task within a process is delayed until a CAIS service requested by

this task has been performed. Other tasks in the same process are not delayed

5.1 Activation of Program

'2
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5.1A Activation. The CAIS shall provide a facility for a process to create a process for a program

that has been made ready for execution. This event is called activation.

5.13 Unambiguous Identification. The CAIS shall provide facilities for the unambiguous

identification of a process at any time between its activation and deactivation; one such capability shall be

as an indivisible part of activation. This act of identification establishes a reference to that process. Once

such a reference is established, that reference will refer to the same process until the reference is dissolved.

A reference is always dissolved upon termination of the process that established the reference A

terminated process may not Lie deactivated while there are references to that process.

S.AC Activation Data. The CAIS shall provide a facility to make data available to a program upon

its activation.

.ID Dependent Activation. The CAIS shall provide a facility for the activation of programs that

depend upon the activating process for their existence.

S.AE Independent Activation. The CAIS shall provide a facility for the activation of programs that

do not depend upon the activating process for their existence.

5.2 Termination

6.2A Termination. The CAIS shall provide a facility for a process to terminate a process There

shall be two forms of termination; the voluntary termination of a process (termed completion) and the -.

abnormal termination of a process. Completion of a process is always self-determined, whereas abnormal

termination may be initiated by other processes.

5.2B Terminatlon of Dependent Procesnes. The CAIS shall support clear, consistent rules defining

the termination behavior of processes dependent on a terminating process.

$.2C Termination Data. The CAIS shall provide a facility for termination data to be made

available. This data shall provide at least an indication of success or failure for processes that complete.

For processes that terminate abnormally the termination data shall indicate abnormal termination.

3-26
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5.3 Communication

5.3A Data Exchange. The CAIS shall provide a facility for the exchange of data among processps.

5.4 Synchronisation

M.4.A Task Waiting. The CAIS shall support task waiting.

L.4B Parallel Execution. The CAIS shall provide for the parallel execution of processes.

5.4C Synchronization. The CATS shall provide a facility for the synchronization of cooperating

procesbes.

5.4D Suspension. The CAIS shall provide a facility for suspending a process.

5.4E Resumption. The CAIS shall provide a facility to resume a process that has been suspended.

5.5 Monitoring

5.5A Identily Reference. The CAIS shall provide a facility for a process to determine an

unambiguous identity of a process and to reference that proces using that identity.

5.53 RTS Independence. CAIS program execution facilities *hell be designed to require no

additional functionality in the Ada Run-Time System (RTS) from that provided by Ada semantics.

Consequentl). the implementation of the Ads RTS sball be independent of the CAIS.

1.SC Instrumentatlon. The CAIS shall provide a facility for a process to inspect sad modify the

execution environment of another process. This facility is intended to promote support for portable

debuggers and other instrumentation tools.
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8. INPUT/OUTPUT

The requirements specified in this section pertain to input/output betweem/among objects (e.g. processes.

data entities, communication devices, and storage devices) unless otherwise stated. All facilities specified

in the following requirements are to be available to non-privileged processes, unless otherwise specified.

The following definitions pertain specifically to this section:

DATA UNIT a representation of a value of an Ads discrete type. '

DATAPATH the mechanism by which data units are transmitted from a producer to a consumer.

DATASTREAM the data units flowing from a producer to a consumer (without regard to the -

implementing mechanism).

CONSUMER an entity that is receiving data units via a datapsath.

PRODUCER an entity that is transmitting data units via a datapath.

TYPE-AHEAD the ability of a producer to transmit data units before the consumer requests the data
units

Io

6.1 General Input/Output
C-1

a. Waiting. The CAIS shall cause only the task requesting a synchronous input/output operation "

to await completion.

6.2 Virtual I/0 Drivers

.2A Data Unit Transmlssion

a. Hardcopy terminals. The CAIS shall provide interfaces for the control of hardcopy erminals

b. Page terminals. The CAIS shall provide interfaces for the control of page terminals. A page

terminal transmits/receives one data unit at a time.

bS

c. Printers. The CAIS shall provide interfaces for the control of character-imaging printers and
a. bit-map printers.

d. Paper tape drives. The CAIS shall provide interfaces for the control of paper tape drives.
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e. Graphics support. The CAIS shall support the control of interactive graphieal input/output

devices.

6.2B Data Block Transmission

a. Block terminals. The CAIS shall provide interfaces for the control of character-imaginsg block

terminals. A block terminal transmits/receives a block of data units at a time.

[, b. Tape drives. The CAIS shall provide interfaces for the control of magnetic tape drives.

6.3 Datapath Control

a. Interface level. The datapath control facilities of the CAIS shall be provided at a level

comparable to that of Ada LRI File 1/O. That is, control of datapaths shall be provided via

subprogram calls rather than via the data units transmitted to the device.

b. Timeout. The CAIS shall provide facilities to permit timeout on input and output operations.

c. Exclusive access. The CAIS shall provide facilities to obtain exclusive access to a

producer/consumer: such exclusive access does not prevent a privileged process from

transmitting to the consumer.

6.3A Data Unit Transmission

a. Data unit size. The CAIS shall provide input/output facilities for communication with devices

requiring 3-bit, 7-bit, and 8-bit data units, minimally.

b. Raw input/output. The CAIS shall provide the ability to trasimit/receive data units and data

unit sequences without modification (e.g. transformation of units, addition of units removal

of units).F
c. Single data unit transmission. The CAIS shall provide facilities for the input/output of single

data units. The completion of this operation makes the data unit available to its consumer(s)

without requiring another input/output event, including the receipt of a termination or escape

sequence, the filling of a buffer, or the invocation of a operation to force input/output.

d. Datapatb buffer size. The CAIS shall provide facilities for the specification of the sizes of

input/output data path buffers during process execution.
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e. Datapath flushing. The CAIS shall provide facilities for the removal of all buffered data from

am input/output datapatb.

"" f. Output datapath processing. The CAIS shall provide facilities to force the output of all data

in an output datapath.

g. Input/output sequencing. The CAIS shall provide facilities to ensure the servicing of

input/output requests in the order of their invocation.

h. Padding. The CAIS shall specify the set of data units and data unit sequences (including the

null set) which cam be added to an input/output datnatream. The CAIS shall provide facilities

permitting a process to select/query at execution time the subset of data units and data unit

sequences which may be added (including the sell set).

i. Filtering. The CAIS shall specify the set of data units and data unit sequences (including the

. null set) which may be rdtered from am input or output datastreaum. The CAIS sball provide

'sfacilities permitting a process to select/query at execution time the subset of data units and

data unit sequences which may be rdtered (including the nll set).

j. Modification. The CAIS shall specify the set of modifications that can occur to data units in

an input/output datnstrearm (e.g.. mapping from lower case to upper ee). The CAIS shall V

provide facilities permitting a process to select/query ast exeution time the subset of

modifications that may occur (including the ull set).

k. Datastream redirection. The CAIS shall provide facilities to associate at execution time the

producer/consumer of each input/output daastream with a sperifc device, data entity, or

process.

1. Input Sampling. The CAIS shall provide facilities to sample an input datapath ror available

data without having to wait if data are not available.

m. Transmission characterrtics. The CAIS shall support control at execution time of host

tramsmision characteristics (e.g., rats, parity, number of bits, half/full duplex).

a. Type-ahead. The CAIS shal provide facilities to disable/enable type-ahead. The CAIS shill

provide facilities to indicate whether type-aead is supported in the given implementation.

The CAIS shall define the results of invoking the facilities to disable/enable type-ahead in

those implementations that do not support type-ahead (e.g., null-effect or exception raised)

.6-3
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o. Echoing. The CAIS shall provide facilities to disable/enable echoing of data units to their

source. The CATS shall provide facilities to indicate whether echo-suppression is supported in

the liven implementation. The CATS shall define the results of invoking the facilities to

disable/enable echoing in those implementations that do not support echo-suppression (e.g.,

null effect or exception raised).

p. Control input datastream. The CATS shall provide facilities to desifnate an input datastream

as a control input datastream.

q. Control input trap. The CAIS shall provide the ability to abort a process by means of

trapping a specific data unit or data unit sequence in a control input datastream of that

process.

r. Trap sequence. The CATS shall provide facilities to specify/query the data unit or data unit

sequence that may be trapped. The CATS shall provide facilities to disable/enable this facility

Ij. at execution time.

s. Data link control. The CATS shall support facilities for the dynamic control of data links,
including, at least, self-test, automatic dialing, haag-up, and broken-link handling.

6.33 Data Block Transmission

a. Data block size. The CATS shall provide facilities for the specification of the size of data

blocks during program execution.

b. Datapath buffer size. The CATS shall provide facilities for the specification of the sizes of

input/output datapath buffers during process execution.

c. Datapath flushing. The CATS shall provide facilities for the removal of all buffered data from

Van input/output datapath.

d. Output datapath processing. The CATS shall provide facilities to force the output of all data

in an output datapath.

e. Input/output sequencing. The CATS shall provide facilities to ensure the servicing of
input/output requests in the order of their invocation.

f. Datastream redirection. The CATS shall provide facilities to associate at execution time each

input/output datawtream with a specific device, data entity, or process.
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L.4 Data Entity Traustf

a. Common exterll torm. The CAIS s al l specify a representation oa physical media of a set of

- related data tatities (referred to as the Common External Form).

b. Transfer. The CAIS shall provide facilities usiag the Common Extefmal Form. to support the

trausfer among CAIS implementations of sets of related data entities such that contents,

attributes, and relatiouships ame preserved.

Mi
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CAIS SPECIFICATION

COORDINATION REPORT

Bernard Abrams

Grumman Aerospace Corp

L
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'! This report contains a summry and analysis of standards and

specifications that cudpossibly conflict with CAIS. A list of
.. applicable standards was obtained from various indexes andD by

asking knowledgeable people. The primary index used was DOISS
(Department of Defense index of Standards and Specifications).
Both government and industry standards were examined. Standards
that were suspected of conflicting or of being -redundant with

f'!i CAIS were read and are reported herein.

This report would not have been possible without the
~assistance of the Grumman Aerospace Corp. Engineering Standards

Department.
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CAIS Specification Coordination Report

DOCUMENT ID: ANSI/MNS 10.2 1982

TITLE Recommend Programming Practices to Facilitate
the Portability of Scientific Computer Programs

DOCU ENT DATE 12 *Aarch 1982

AGENCY American Nuclear Society

STATUS Approved

SUM1ARY Progranuning practices are recosmmended f or
making application programs portable. The emphasis is on
scientific and engineering applications in FORTRAN. Typical
recommendations are to avoid extensions to ANSI Fortran.

C-NNECTION TU CAIS There is no connection. ANSI 10.2 is
concerned with achieving portability by using a common subset
of a variety of FORTRAN versions. CAIS achieves portability by
standardizing on an operating system interface in an
environment where the progranming language is standard.

................ ..... ..... ....... ...o e... ... .

DOCUMENT ID: ANSI/ANS 10.5 1979

TITLE Guidelines for Considering User Needs in
=." puter Program Development

DOCUMENT DATE 29 August, 1979

AGENCY American Nuclear Society

STATUS Approved

SUi ARY User concerns are listed including proper
application, ease of use, reliability, and time required to
obtain results. Design practices to achieve programs that meet
the users concerns are modularity, automated adjustment to
hardware differences, and minimized input by using default
values.

CONNECTION TO CAIS This standard is a good summary of design
practices [or building user friendly programs, but it is not
directly applicable to CAIS because CAIS does not define a
human user interface.

%00
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CAIS Specification Coordination Report

DLOCM-IENT ID:. ANSI X31

TITLE OSCRL (Operating System Command & Response
LtiWguage) Specification 09SD

DOCUMENT DATE 2 February 1984 Revision 20

AGENCY ANSI

STATUS Draft

S~vL UIARY OSCRL specifies the command language used by a
human user to request operating system services. The purpose isto pronote portability of people and programs among general

purpose computer systems. OSCRL has commands for managing files
(COPY, CREATE, DELETE), comnands for managing processes
(SUBMIT), and a procedural language for controlling commands
(IF, LOOP, GO TO, EXIT).

CONNECTION TO CAIS There is a strong connection between CAIS
and OSCrU. CAIS specifies the language used by a computer
program to call for operating system services. These are the
same services that a human user requests with OSCRL. The two
languages should be compatible. If both specifications are
adopted, then a user will use OSCRL to enter requests which
will be translated by a command interpreter to CAIS calls.

There have been discussions of having the user enter
commands in Ada. The OSCRL language is not Ada.

There is a definite need to coordinate OSCRL and CAIS
since they overlap in many areas. One example is file naming
conventions. A detailed comparison of the OSCRL draft with CAIS
should be prepared.
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......................................... ****

DOCU.ENT ID: ANSI/MIL-STD 1815A '

TITLE Ada Programing Language

DOCUMT DATE 22 January 1913

AGEY Ada Joint Prograuming Office, DoD

STATUS Approved

SU4MARY Ada Language Reference Manual

CNNECTION TO CAIS In addition to the requirement that CAIS
conform to the -Ada language, MIL-STD 1815A is a prototype of
the format for CAIS. For example the precedent of allowing an
exception to the outline of MIL-STD 962 was set by 'IlL-STD
1815A and followed by CAIS.

4.-

DOCUMENT ID: DoD 4120.3-M

TITLE Defense Standardization and Specification
Program, Policies, Procedures and Instructions

DOCU.vLNrT' DATE July, 1980
.,%

AGENCY DoD

STATUS Mandatory for use by all DoD activities

NSL vARY The organizational procedure for making
standards Is described. It includes organization and
assignments, planning, programning, policies and procedures for
standardizing documents.

COWNECTION TO CAIS The procedure for making CAIS a standard
is described here.
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CAIS Specification Coordination Report

DOCUMENT ID: DOD-STD 7935

TITLE Automatic Data System (ADS) Documentation

DOCUMENT DATE 13 September 1977

AGENCY Department of Defense

STATUS Approved

SU I llRY All the documents that must be produced when
developing a computer system are describe. Standard outlines
are given.

CONNECTION TO CAIS An implementation of CAIS would be an ADS, but
CAIS itself is not. It might be considered an FD (Functional
Description) which is one of the documents of the development
life cycle required by DOD-STD 7935.

... ...........................................................

DOCUNMINT I D: PIPS PUB 30

TITLE Software Swtnnary for Describing Computer
Programs and Automated Data Systems

DOCU, IENT DATE 30 June 1974

AGENCY Institute for Computer Science, NIS

STATUS Approved

SUNLWARY This publication provides a standard software
summary form (SP-185) for describing computer programs and
automated data systems for identification, reference, and
dissemination purposes.

CONNECTION TO CAIS none
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DOCUMENT ID: FIPS PUB 41

TITLE Computer Security Guidelines for Implementing
the Privacy Act of 1974

DOCUWMNT DATE 30 May, 1975

AGENCY National Bureau of Standards

STATUS Approved

SU;vtvIARY This is general guidelines for computer
security including physical security, entry controls, data
encryption, and prograntning practices.

CONNECTION TO CAIS Nothing in CAIS prevents the implementation of -.
the security provisions of FIPS PUB 41.

IL

a.j

'K
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DOCUMENT I D: PIPS PUB 46

TITLE Data Encryption Standard

DOCUMENT DATE 15 January 1977

AGENCY Institute for Computer Science, NBS

STATUS Approved

SUNUIARY An algorithm is described for enciphering and
eietphering a block of data. The algorithm is applied to data

when it leaves a system, and again when it reenters the system.
The implementation method Is not described. Whether or not the
encryption is done in the CPU or In separate modules is not

Lspecified.

CONNECTION TO CAIS Encryption translates a given bit pattern into
a random pattern. Therefore the transmission system after the
point of encryption must pass all bit combinations. Any CAIS
feature that prevents the transmission of specific characters
could interfere with encryption.

DOCUMENT I D: IEEE 182-63

TITLE Standard Definition of Terms for Electronic
Digital Computers

DOCUMENT DATE Dee 63

AGENCY IEEE

STATUS Approved

SL~iMARY This is a hardware oriented ilossary.

CONNECTION TO CAIS Possible use in definitions.
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DOCUMENT ID: IEEE STD 730-81

TITLE Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans

DOCUMENT DATE 1981

AGENCY IEEE

STATUS Approved

SUWvIARY This standard describes what a S#4AP (Software
Requirements Assurance Plan) should be. A SQAP applies to a
software development project. The activities and docunents
needed for QA are listed. The. minimum activities are SRR
(Software Requirements Review), PDR (Preliminary Design
Review), CDR (Critical Design Review), SVR (Software
Verification Review), Functional Audit, Physical Audit, and In
Process Audit. The minimum documents are SRS (Software
Requirements Specification), SDD (Software Data Design) SVP
(Software Verification Plan) and SVR (Software Verification
Report).

CONNECTION TO CAIS The CAIS itself is an interface standard, not
executable software, and therefore is not subject to the same
QA requirements as a software product. However, CAIS is a
product and as such should have some QA plan. A CA[S
implementation is software and needs a full QA plan.

...........................................................

DOCUWENT ID: MIL S 52779A

TITLE Software Quality Assurance Program
Requi rements

DOCUMENT DATE 1 August, 1979

AGENCY US Army Computer Systems Coninand

STATUS Approved by Department of Defense

SU.ARY This standard is applicable to computer
programs and related data and documentation. A Software Quality
Assurance Program is described. Included is the requirement for
practices and procedures to assure compliance. In addition the
tools, techniques, and methodologies

CONNECTION TO CAIS An implementation of CAIS will require a
QA program.
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DOCUMENT I1): MIL-STD 12D

TITLE Abbreviations for Use on Drawings, and in
Specifications, Standards, and Technical Drawings.

DOCUMENT DATE 29 May 1981

AGENCY Department of Defense

STATUS Approved

SUIAY This standard contains a list of approved
abbreviations for use in specifications and standards. The list
is by the full spelling and is cross referenced by
abbreviation. An interesting quote is "when in doubt, spell it
out".

COLNECTION TO CAIS Abbreviations in CAIS should not
contradict MIL-STD 12D. An abbreviation such as "CAIS" that is
too specific to appear in MIL-STD 12D is acceptable.

The approved abbreviation for Identification is IDENT. The
use of ID in the CAIS text violates MIL-STD 12D. A non-
standard abbreviation may be used in a computer name. Agreement
between computer names and MIL-STO 12D is optional. The
standard is concerned with abbreviations In text.

........................~**~**..** .* .... *..... 0.

DOCIENT ID: MIL-STD 483

TITLE Configuration Management Practices For
Systems, Equipment, Munitions, And Computer Programs

-OC)OiENT DATE 1 June 1971

r AGENCY USAF

STATUS Approved

SUMfARY This is one of several standards forconfiguration management.

CONNECTION TO CAISThis will be important during
implementation.
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*DOCUAM.YE ID: MIL STD 961.b

TITLE, Military Specification, Preparation Of

DOCUMM DATE 22 September 1981

AGENCY DoD

STATUS Approved

SULAWARY The format of a MIL Specification is
described. The use if *will" and "shall*, the standard section
numbering, style and word usage are specified.

CONNECTION TO CAIS CAIS Is a standard, not a specification.
A companion docuinent, AIL ST 962 applies to CAIS.

too.. .. ... ......... 0 . ..... 0 .*.4.* .. .. .. .. *1*** .... . .... to ....

DICLAMET 10: ilIL STD 962

TITLE Outline of Forms and Instructions for the
-Fparation of -dilitary Standards

DOCU. IENT DATE 22 September, 1975

AGEICY DoD, Defense Electronics Supply Center

STATUS Approved

S1b1vIARY This standard gives the format of a .IL
Standard including word usage, paragraph identification,
symbols, format for tables, use of footnotes, and figure sizes.
A standardized outline is described.

CXxIECTION TO CAIS MIL STD 962 is applicable to CAIS. CAIS
does conform in terms of format and style. However CAIS does
not follow the standard outline. This exception is necessary
because the standard outline does not fit an interface
definition like CAIS.
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DOCUMv1ENT ID: MIL-Smr 1644

TITLE Trainer System Software Development

DOCUM ENT DATE 7 March 1979

AGENCY Navel Trainer Equipment Center

STATUS Approved

SUAviIA.RY This is one of several standards on the
procedure for developing software. The others are MIL STh 1679
and AIL STD SDS. The documents required and the procedures to
be followed are specified.

t:l" COKECTIO,4 TO CAIS None since CAIS is not training equipment

DOCUMEN' ID: MIL-STD 1679

TITLE Weapon System Software Development

DOCUMENT DATE 1 December 1978

AGENCY NAVMAT 09Y

STATUS Approved

SLTIVlARtY This standard controls the way software is
developed with emphasis on documents and procedures.

CONNECTION TO CAIS Weapon System software is defined broadly
enough to include software development facilities of which CAIS
is a part. An implementation of CAIS should follow one of the
software development standards.
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...

DOCU IENT ID: NIL-STD SDS

TITLE Defense System Software Development

DOCUMENT DATE 20 December 1983

AGENCY USAF MDC

STATUS Draft Not Approved

SUWAARY The methods and documents for software
development are specified. Structured programning constructs
are required. This standard is a replacement for NIIL-STD 1679
and MIL-STD 1644.

Important quotes are "the contractor is encouraged to
incorporate comercially available software" and "the
contractor shall produce code that can be regenerated and
maintained using only government-owned or contractually
deliverable software."

CONNEC'TION TO CAIS There is no conflict. This Standard
controls the way CAIS is implemented.

.. ......................... ...................... o• .... •.

CONCLUSION

The only standard found to have potential overlap is OSCIL.

There are other standards that specify the way a standards
document is formatted or the quality control of a program. These
must be considered in making CAIS a standard, but-have no direct
conflict.

. ,
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KITIA DRAFT PROPOSAL

s...

The KITIA belles that positive action should be token to address the parceivd risks incurred
* bJ the current approach to achieving a common APSE interface at. In Januarv of 1985, end

RfrP asking for a design of CAIS 2.0 Is expected to be Issued. This project will provide a CAIS
design derived from and compai ble with the current version.

The current version of the CAIS (1.3) has been criticized as too ambitious. This is, in Oprt,
because it prescri be s model of an operati n system Which is based on On entity- relationshi p
dtbe ( the "node model" ). Becouse current operating systems do not have this structure,
concerns have been expressed ebout the risks in its schedule, its cost, ard its technical viability.
In addition, the current CAIS has mode no explicit provision for implementations 'on' and 'beside
existing date mnagement and operating systems. To insure uninterrupted progress in the Ada
program and to provide transition pathe for current compilers end environment efforts, the
KITe recommends that AJPO initiate a second, parallel effort.

We recommend thata second RPF be issued simultaneously with that for CAIS 2.0. This second
RfP should contract a project to explore alternative CAIS designs to reduce risk, end enhance the
Ads community's ability to rapidly deploy Ado tools into existing software development
environments. This RFP should request on alternative CAS design and working prototype which
asorese the following objectives:

I. The interfaces shell be capable of being Implemented in at least two existing
environments without modification to their host operating systems (kernel).

2. There shell be minimal dot management coding needed in th implementation of the
interfaces to supplement the underlying facilities. This shell maximize use of
existing structures end reources.

" 3. Ada tools using the interfaces shell be capable of operating on existing objects and
devices, and cooperate with existing tools.

4. Pre-existing tools shell be capable of operating on dota objects created by the Ada
tools using the now interfaces.

5. Ada tools which use the Interfaces shell be capable of being Invoked and controlled
% ,by pre-exist ng tools and command languages.

6. The interfaces shall be specified by a set of Ads package specifications.
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ADA PAPER

Dr. Chris Napius
The following paper is presented for your Information and consideration
by Dr. Chris Napjus. Dr. Napjus Is a respected member of the Software
Engineering Community and Is currently employed by the DoD. Dr. Napjus
has followed Ada from its inception and is one of its strongest propon-
nonts.

PREAMBLE/PARABLE

Charles Goren revolutionized the world of bridge forty years ago
with his new point-count system of bidding. Today, all American bridge
players know and understand Goren, or aStandard Amnerican" as it is now
called. Yet very, very few use the system in unmodified form, and the
variations used, encompassing various combinations of features, are
enormous. Yet most people use *straight Goren* features for a large plu-
rality of their bids, as the variations apply to specific, often fairly
rare, situations. Moreover, all can *fall back on Standard American"
whenever they are playing with a new partner, gradually deviating from
it over a period of time as they agree to variations which are to their
mutual liking.

The fact that *Goren' still forms the basis for most of the bid-
ding systems used today, despite forty years of evolution and the at-
tempted introduction of a great many different acomplete* systems, is a
testament not only to the quality of the system, but also a reminder
that a total revision of the way things are done constitutes an enormous
undertaking. There are probably few - perhaps no - bridge players who
believe that Standard American (or their particular variant of It) Is
the best possible system. What they agree to is that It Is a good one;
that It is understood by anyone with whom they might wish to play; that
it is adaptable to whatever particular style they may like; that
developing an entire, consistent system of their own is essentially imw-
possible; and that even learning a new system, developed by someone
else, would cost more In time and effort than any benefit which might
ultimately accrue.

The analogy between bidding systems and the Ada environment
should be obvious, and should be heeded. It is always possible to
develop a better system than one you have, but the effort Involved may
well not be worth Lt. There Is no single "best" answer, and one will
never be able to design a system that any sizeable percentage of comput-
er scientists would agree was the best attainable at that time. What Is
Important Is to have a good, useful system: better than what one has
currently; which can be learned fairly readily so that It will be under-

,- stood and capable of being used by any Ada developer. Like bridge
players, software developers will find it far more useful to have a sys-
tem which Is solid and consistent, but easily modifiable In particulars
to suit a given environment.

SOME RELEVANT CONS IDERATIONS

1. Ada was conceptualized, designed, funded, and developed to solve a
pressing DoD need. The fact that it is more widely useful than Ini-
tially envisioned is not a reason for deviating from Its Intended
focus. The degree to which it will benefit non-DoD users is largely
synergistic. Its benefit to DoD is essential.

2. As a percentage of the entire field of users, few (particularly
within DoD) have any meaningful tools at all, let alone integrated
environments. What Is essential, as a first step, Is to change this
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situation, even If the result Is not Ostate-of-the-art' for any par-
ticular state-of-the-art. There is vastly more to be gained by moving
the bulk of the users SOON from 15 years behind the S-O-T-A to only 5
years behind than there is by providing the relatively few who are
working at the S-O-T-A with a much more advanced environment SOMETIME
In the future. In short, we should not be applying our effort to de-
fining an environment for the 90's when the bulk of the users are
still working In the 70's.

3. There is also a significant danger to the entire Ada effort by wait-
ing too long to provide something practical. Aside from the obvious
material loss in having to maintain too many non-standard systems
that much longer, Ada will not be used extensively until it is able
to promise a SUBSTANTIAL benefit over other systems. This requires a
usable environment. The longer we wait, the longer It will be until a
large number of people are trained on Ada and, as the widely pro-
claimed benefits recede ever-farther into the twilight, the emphasis
on training people will become less and less. The community is ready
for Ada NOW. The number of non-believers will grow exponentially the
longer it continues to be 0something for the future."

4. Even a relatively small set of manually-invoked tools would be a sig-
nificant Improvement over the con situation today. Moreover, In-
crementality does not preclude improvement. We can have it both ways
if we do it right. Perhaps most Important. the average user is not
ready to utilize some beautiful state-of-the-art system. He needs ex-
perience with tools in general before he will, or can, make use of an
automated system which he doesn't understand. There is much to be
said for crawling before walking.

5. It would certainly be nice to have an Ada environment which is as
methodology- independent as posssible. But:

a. this is an argument for keeping the number of MAPSE tools -'
small

b. the need for methodology independence Is far greater when
looking at the total class of potential users vice the DoD class

c. ANY consistent methodology. suboptimal as it might (and sure-
ly will) be, Is better than NONE (the usual situation now), and
may indeed be better than a combination of (presumably) optim-
Ized methodologies within too small an organization.

6. It is useful to think of software environment technology as being In
four tiers:

a. research technology (most appropriate to academia)

b. prototype usage (industrial research/technology groups)

c. well understood, common technology (some usage, especially
larger firms)

d. outmoded/outdated methods (the bulk of the community, espe-
cially DoD)

7. With respect to these tiers. DoD (and much of industry) has its ef-
forts in 3 and 4. predominately 4. The crying need is to move all 4-
level projects to 3 as soon as possible, and the KIT should be devot-
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lng most of Its attention to this goal. Level-3 technology, under-
stood, easily-teachable, not-too-drastic a departure is what project
managers need NOW. Such a move from the technology of the 60's and
70's to that of the 0'as Is consistent withs

a. need

b. maximum cost savings

c. the imetus behind Ada

d. Congressional guidance

L e. provision of a vehicle for subsequent improvements.

S. I think that the KIT is likely a victim of Its own constitution of
very intelligent, highly competent computer scientists. it is all too
normal to have little interest In that which you consider mundane; toC: have too little concern with that part of the world you don't see; to
try to design the best system of which you are capable (which may not
be the most cost-effective),. and to concentrate on aspects that are
of personal Interest to you (and, not Incidentally, of sufficient
research interest to permit publication). I think that this may ex-
plain such of the KIT's lack of tangible achievement to date. There
is too much commonality of interests and background, which almost
quarantees that many problems will be viewed within a limited con-
text.. In fact, the KIT would benefit from Infusion of others vith
very diverse backgrounds. What In needed In a broad range of back-
grounds, interests, and goals ranging from the very blue sky to the
in-the-trenches users, and everything In between.

9. The KIT, and the Ada community, cannot afford to wait for fruition of
a "best possible solution," which may require 6only a few more months
(or years)' of study In order to become feasible on a wide scale.

MY OWN (DISJOINTED) VIEW OF IIAT THE HAPSE/STAA TOOL SET SHOWLD BE

1. It must be limited, modifiable, substitutable, and expandable. But
modifications must be carefully controlled, determined to be for very
solid reasons, and centrally disseminated. I believe that we need
tool validation for MAPSE tools to ensure that they do AT LEAST
everything which it has been decided 6UST be available In the stan-
dard MAPSE.

2. Like Ada itself, the tools must be oriented toward ease of use, re-
gardless of any added burden this may Impose on the developers of the
tools.

3. I agree that the existing STIONEMAN is inadequate, but believe we need
an expanded, updated, consolidated revision (a Is STRA*I, WOODEN-
MAN. TINMAN, STEELMAN) rather than a new, replacement document.

4. The basic MAPSE muast provide a standard set of tools, with a standard
MINIMAL set of functions which they perform, and a standard, common
command language which can invoke them. Supersets are fine (of tools,
of command language, or of functions performed by a specific tool) SO
LOO AS the basic, reuired tools, functions, and commands are there.
and the user can be assured that a given command will result in a
given, known set of transformations. A given environment may have ad-
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Sditional tools., tools which do more than their minimsm required func-
tions, and alternative ways of invoking them (to include, perhaps,
self-invoking mechanisms from one tool to the next.) But the basic,
STAARD mechanism ust be ther

5. Like a basic bridge bidding system, with additional conventions, my
view of the MAPSE is one of a relatively modest set of relatively
siqple tools, ALWAYS available in ANY Ada environment, which will be
learned by and under stood by ALL Ada developers. Organizations or
individuals can add their own favorite modifications to this base,

*but can count on the basic set at all times, and can always revert to
it if desired. Such a scheme should not only maximize transportatbil-
ity of programers, but also accommodate itself well to various skill
levels within a project or organization. Never, less experienced per-
sonnel can become productive rapidly by using the more basic (and
known) mechanisms, only gradually extending their utilization to more
exotic features. Older hands can, simultaneously, make use of whatev-
er features their particular (tailored) environment may offer.
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